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I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I think I have ended up where I needed to be.
— Douglas Adams
The development of Complex Event Processing (CEP) towards a mature and recognized technology has facilitated the implementation of a wide range of applications in areas like online marketing, logistics, finance, and manufacturing processes. Applications in these domains substantially benefit from the timely detection of higher-level knowledge that is derived by the continuous evaluation of standing complex event queries against a volatile stream of incoming event messages.

Public infrastructures like metro systems and airports are facing similar requirements, as they are increasingly equipped with various sensors and actuators generating a vast amount of events which need to be interpreted in a timely and continuous manner. However, due to the physical nature of such infrastructures, the approaches commonly applied cannot be easily transferred to monitor and control them. Nevertheless, those infrastructures require more elaborated and effective technical solutions to support human operators, as their complexity is approaching the limit that can be reasonably handled by humans, in particular during unusual incidents such as emergencies.

The work presented in this thesis is devoted to closing the gap between the requirements of modern Emergency Management (EM) and the capabilities of current CEP approaches by investigating means towards more reactive event processing, in particular with respect to interactions with external actuators.

A major contribution of this work is the design of the declarative event query language Dura. Dura unifies crucial aspects of EM in a declarative and homogeneous language, which so far have been commonly considered only independently from each other in CEP, if at all. Dura provides expressive event queries with support of flexible time windows in addition to versatile grouping and negation capabilities. The language furthermore integrates support of multiple time lines to leverage information provided by external simulations. Moreover, Dura supplies stateful objects that allow for a notion of states and to track the conditions of the infrastructure in a non-volatile yet declarative manner. Even though states are desirable for CEP, not only for EM applications, they have barely received the attention they deserve in many Event Query Languages (EQLs).

A second particular contribution of this work is the elaboration and integration of complex actions into Dura to realize composite reactions in response to detected situations. Their seamless combination with queries for events and states facilitates reactions that are dynamically
adapting to the evolving situation in contrast to statically defined procedures from written manuals that are often still used for EM today.

A third major contribution of this work is the elaboration of a provably correct and complete static temporal analysis for complex actions that is capable of identifying errors in the specification of complex actions and of ensuring desirable properties of actions prior to their execution. To this end, the analysis is built on a formal fixpoint semantics for actions that is suitable for coping with a priori unknown runtime effects stemming from the execution of actions by means of external actuators.

The theoretical aspects of this thesis are complemented by a prototypical implementation of Dura and the modeling of EM related use cases that have been elaborated in the European research project Emergency Management in Large Infrastructures (EMILI) in collaboration with EM experts and industry partners.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1 MOTIVATION

Public infrastructures form an essential basis of modern communities living in large towns or cities. In particular Critical Infrastructures (CIs), devoted to areas such as water supply, energy generation and distribution, transportation and shipping, public health, and telecommunications, are indispensable to facilitate and sustain communal life in densely populated urban areas. However, public infrastructures and especially CIs are facing a steadily increasing utilization, which drives them towards their capacity limit: Public transportation systems are chronically overloaded, airports are having difficulties to cope with ever-increasing passenger and cargo volume, and power grids are struggling with increased loads, increasing complexity of the grid, and distributed energy generation by less predictable green energy sources.

In consequence, CIs are continuously being adjusted in order to improve their efficiency and reliability and at the same time increase their safety and security by upgrading them with technical equipment that facilitates a better supervision and regulation of the processes in the infrastructure. Examples thereof include the deployment of various sensors, smoke extraction and fire detection systems, modern public address systems, remotely configurable access control systems, and video surveillance systems. In addition, such equipment is being integrated with existing Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems that provide means for the operation and (manual) regulation of distributed infrastructures from a centralized control room.

In particular Emergency Management (EM) is affected by the changing conditions in CIs. Although the additional technology introduces powerful means that improve the operation of CIs, the lack of intelligent control systems prevents an effective utilization of the given means to substantially increase their safety. The added devices even cause further issues as they increase the complexity of and interdependence between systems that commonly operate in isolation according to rigid procedures, making CIs more sensitive for failures. Tragic incidents like the Daegu metro fire or the Düsseldorf airport fire have shown that the assessment of anomalies can massively fail and how bad decisions and wrongly chosen countermeasures can quickly evolve critical incidents into severe disasters affecting and threatening large numbers of individuals.
Accordingly, a new generation of control systems designed to support operators to identify, assess, and counteract emergencies and critical conditions is highly desirable and indispensable for modern CIs. Modern EM requires means to support quick and reliable situation assessment based on a holistic and integrated interpretation of relevant information across the boundaries of single subsystems. Moreover, modern EM must be based on the integration of simulations to facilitate the evaluation and validation of intended strategies and to estimate the evolving conditions within the next minutes. Furthermore, automatically executed reactions need to become more dynamic and must adapt to the global conditions instead of being executed by isolated subsystems. In addition, modern EM requires means for the formalization and autonomous execution of emergency procedures that are currently mostly available in written form from emergency manuals.

Apparently, EM can substantially benefit from technologies capable of filtering, enriching, and correlating large amounts of incoming information and able to execute (semi-)automatic high-level reactions in response to detected situations and incidents. In particular Complex Event Processing (CEP) appears to be a convenient framework for improving EM as it is today: Event queries derive higher-level knowledge in form of complex events by correlating the incoming information in a continuous and timely fashion. In addition, reactive rules triggered by complex events facilitate the timely execution of (semi-)automatic reactions that are tailored to the current conditions. In this way, CEP can facilitate elaborate situation assessments for EM as complex events provide a reasonable and concise high-level abstraction suitable and desirable for the interpretation by human operators. Moreover, time consuming routine tasks do no longer call for the attention of operators which gives them the required time to focus on strategic decisions that cannot be made by computers.

However, although CEP seems well suited to improve EM, the characteristics of CIs, in particular their physical character, and the requirements of EM introduce new challenges so that commonly applied CEP approaches cannot be easily transferred to effectively and adequately monitor and control CIs as it is required for modern EM. One major difference to applications that are commonly consulted for CEP is the physical nature of CIs and the interactions therewith: The particularities of physical actions executed by means of external actuators include the formalization of high-level goals for actions, indirect feedback on their contingent effect, little control over their execution by the Event Processing System (EPS), and in general an irreversible effect. EM is moreover inherently based on a notion of local and global states that provide the context for the interpretation of incidents and for the determination of appropriate reactions. However, such states cannot be conveniently modeled by means of complex events or facts.
in a data or knowledge base. In addition, effective and reliable situation assessment by means of complex event queries requires expressive means for the formulation of queries including a generic notion of time, e.g., to conveniently model the different times of events that are generated by means of external simulations, and versatile means for the specification of rich event patterns including powerful negation and aggregation capabilities.

1.2 Contributions

This thesis is devoted to closing the gap between the requirements of modern EM and the capabilities of current Event Query Languages (EQLs) by investigating means towards more reactive event processing. Its central research question is:

How can notions of states and of complex actions be properly integrated into a coherent and uniform EQL that facilitates the implementation of applications relying on composite reactions as they are for instance required for EM purposes?

Note, however, that although the work is motivated by EM, the solutions presented in this thesis naturally generalize to a broader range of application domains that require interactions of computer systems with the physical world.

Full Acknowledgment of Orthogonal Concepts We propose a model for the three orthogonal concepts events, stateful objects, and actions that are required to obtain a versatile and sufficient degree of reactivity. We furthermore argue that a full language level coverage of all three facets of reactivity in event processing is imperative to obtain an expressive, convenient, and easy to use high-level language that is adequate to support reactivity in event processing.

In contrast, most existing EQLs are tailored to the detection of complex events and often do not integrate notions capable of modeling stateful objects or actions. However, approaches that are lacking one of these concepts are inevitably losing expressiveness and ease of use: If at all expressive, an equivalent behavior depends on misusing available language constructs, which is error prone, inaccessible to non-experts, and prevents systematic analysis of programs at compile time.

Seamless Integration in a Uniform Language A major contribution is the elaboration of the high-level EQL Dura that has been designed to interleave events, stateful objects, and actions in a uniform and seamless language by providing high-level means for an integrated language level support of the three concepts.
The design of Dura provides a unique and deep integration of all three facets of reactivity in event processing, facilitating a coherent association of concepts that are usually considered in isolation, if at all, for CEP. Moreover, Dura is based on deductive rules to derive complex events and integrates expressive reactive rules that generalize conventional Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules. At the same time, the design of Dura strives for a clear and unambiguous semantics that is free of implicit assumptions and is based on a minimum of language constructs while maintaining a high user friendliness and ease of use.

Clear separation of dimensions As pointed out by Bry and Eckert [BE08b], a clear separation of query dimensions is highly desirable and even mandatory to obtain a high expressiveness and ease of use for EQLs. We build our work on this principle and further extend and adapt the four proposed dimensions of event queries to the concepts that are not covered by XChangeEQ [BE07; Eck08].

We thoroughly revise the four dimensions of complex events and complement them with further dimensions that divide aspects that have not been clearly separated yet. Moreover, in the spirit of the dimensions of complex events we elaborate dimensions of complex actions that identify aspects that need to be considered for the execution of composite and physical actions and which must not be combined in single monolithic operators of the language.

Model for physical and complex actions Physical actions are executed by external actuators interacting with the physical world and thus have particular properties that are in strong contrast to the properties of (internal) actions that are usually considered in CEP: actions require versatile means for the formalization of their goals, there is only indirect feedback about their contingent effect, the EPS has little control over their execution, and their effect is in general not reversible.

We propose a model for actions that naturally accommodates the particularities of actions as they are desirable to formalize composite workflows in physical environments. Moreover, we elaborate a notion of complex actions that fully covers the identified dimensions of complex actions, in particular temporal aspects as well as a generic notion for the status of actions, and promotes their clear separation.

Static analysis for actions The clear separation of dimensions of complex actions is desirable to obtain a high expressiveness and ease of use. However, the liberties that arise from the expressiveness facilitate the specification of incorrect or inconsistent actions, a circumstance that is avoided in other approaches by the syntactic limitations that result from an insufficient separation of dimensions.
To avoid the execution of improper actions while maintaining the expressiveness of complex actions, a provably sound and complete static analysis is proposed that verifies desirable properties of complex actions at compile time. To this end, we elaborate a fixpoint semantics for complex actions that accounts for the indefinite inherent properties of physical actions. Moreover, to sufficiently capture the sparsely available and highly heterogeneous amount of domain knowledge available on physical actions, the static analysis is designed to scale with available knowledge on actions instead of requiring a complete and precise formalization of their properties and effects.

**Language Core and Operational Semantics** We elaborate a rather minimal language core of Dura that is sufficient to express all high-level constructs of the entire language. This is not only interesting for theoretical aspects as it provides deep insights into relevant components of the language. It also facilitates the transfer of high-level language constructs of Dura, including stateful objects and complex actions, to languages that have similar properties and capabilities as the language core of Dura.

Moreover, expressing Dura by means of a minimized language core simplifies the elaboration of a reliable and sound operational semantics as it suffices to elaborate an operational semantics for the language core. This is effectively realized by translation to the Temporal Stream Algebra (TSA) [BB12a], a variant of relational algebra adapted to the particularities of streams.

**Implementation Prototype** More technically but still worth mentioning, the theoretical foundations in this thesis are accompanied with a prototypical implementation of a runtime environment for Dura that is based on the Event-Mill runtime system capable of evaluating TSA expressions.

The prototype provides a proof of concept implementation that emphasizes and demonstrates the practicality of the language design and the underlying theoretical considerations.

### 1.3 Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.

We briefly introduce the visions of modern EM in Chapter 2 as they have been identified by the EMILI project and review information technologies suitable to support the elaborated visions in Chapter 3.

 Afterwards, we motivate and describe the language design of Dura in Chapter 4 followed by an informal introduction to the language itself in Chapter 5. The understanding of the language and its appli-
cation is subsequently intensified by means of an EM related use case in Chapter 6.

Following this, we address the possibilities of inconsistent specifications that may arise due to the expressiveness of Dura. To this end, a semantics of complex actions is elaborated in Chapter 7 that forms the basis of the static analysis of actions in Chapter 8. The correctness and completeness of the applied analysis is formally verified in Chapter 9.

Eventually, we provide an operational semantics for a particular language core of Dura in Chapter 10 and subsequently extend the operational semantics to Dura in Chapter 11 by elaborating transformations that express Dura programs with the means available in the language core. In addition, we briefly address the prototypical implementation of Dura and illustrate its usage in Chapter 12.

Finally, we discuss future work and research perspectives in Chapter 13 and close with a conclusion in Chapter 14 that summarizes our findings.
Part I

INTRODUCTION TO EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Emergency Management (EM) is devoted to the coordination and integration of activities necessary to build, sustain, and improve the capability to mitigate against, prepare for, respond to, and recover from threatened or actual natural disasters, acts of terrorism, or other man-made disasters [IAE07]. Accordingly, EM aims at the prevention and control of emergencies at different phases which can be roughly classified into mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery [SBR11a]: mitigation to minimize the effects of potential emergencies by means of appropriate technical and structural adaptations made to infrastructures; preparedness by training operators and personnel in addition to the development of elaborate emergency plans; response in form of immediate reactions to incidents; and the recovery from emergencies and transition back into normal operation.

2.1 A VISION FOR MODERN EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

The European research project Emergency Management in Large Infrastructures (EMILI) [EMI] strived to improve the preparedness and response phase of EM in Critical Infrastructures (CIs) by leveraging and extending state of the art technology currently not adequately considered or not fully exploited for EM. Thereby the efforts were focused on the elaboration of an advanced simulation and training environment intended for thorough and realistic training of staff and on the creation of a new generation of control systems that improves the assistance of operators in critical and emergency situations.

The vision of the EMILI project includes the elaboration of fast computable simulations, the creation of an advanced training environment providing versatile and tailored user interfaces, and using Complex Event Processing (CEP) technologies to improve EM as it is applied today.

Basic Emergency Management Principles  Seifert, Bettelini, and Rigert [SBR11b] thoroughly describe how to effectively approach and counteract fire incidents in CIs which serves as the basis for the EMILI use cases.

Initially, potential anomalies need to be reliably identified based on the incoming information and false alarms need to be effectively detected and eliminated. To this end, uncertain alarms indicating potential anomalies, such as suspiciously high temperature readings,
may need to be manually verified. Then, in a first response, rather
generic reactions are executed that prepare the affected area for the
emerging incident, for instance by increasing the fresh air supply on
certain platforms, but do not require detailed information about the
incident or substantially interfere with the operation of the infrastruc-
ture. Thereafter, the relevant characteristics of the incident need to be
assessed, eg, the exact location and size of the fire, to provide a sound
basis for the decision of subsequent steps. Moreover, the operation
mode of the station and affected areas needs to be adapted appropri-
ately. When the specific characteristics on the location and the size
of the fire are available, simulations are carried out and eventually
specific actions are carried out, eg, to implement a certain ventilation
or smoke extraction strategy, that are tailored to the detected incident
and its characteristics.

In the course of the incident all these steps are continuously re-
peated to integrate newly obtained information and to adapt to the
potentially changing conditions in the infrastructure. However, some
of the reactions, for instance the adaptation of the ventilation regime,
can hardly be reversed or adapted once a certain strategy has been
settled upon.

**Physical models amenable to fast computations** Simu-
lations based on physical models are commonly used in the design
and design verification phase of, eg, railroad and train tunnels, allowing
for better performance, enhanced safety, and lower operational
costs [Bet01; Bet08]. To this end, simulation tools are used to de-
termine an optimal deployment and positioning of technical equip-
ment, such as, ventilators, fire dampers, and smoke extraction sys-
tems. Moreover, they facilitate the elaboration, comparison, and veri-
fication of different evacuation strategies.

Three dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamics [Wen09; ANS;
McG+13] is applied for the simulation of smoke development and
propagation. It is based on numerical models for liquids and gases
and provide very accurate results and insights at the cost of substan-
tial preprocessing and postprocessing efforts for building three di-
imensional models of the infrastructures and of computational costs
required to carry out the simulation [Hau+13].

In addition, microscopic egress models [IST; Tra] are applied to
simulate different evacuation strategies by individually describing
the movements of single persons taking their particular properties
and behavior, eg, body size, walking speed, and reaction times, into
account [KSM05].

Although successfully applied for the elaboration of safety con-
cepts for infrastructures, the approaches described above are carried
out in the design and verification phase. The underlying computa-
tions are too time consuming to be carried out in an online fashion
when the actual boundary conditions of an emerging emergency are available. In contrast, Seifert, Bettelini, and Rigert [SBR11c] envision for EMILI the integration of fast computable simulations into the situation assessment and decision support carried out while the emergency takes place based on actually measured boundary conditions. To this end, they elaborate simplified graph-based models for smoke propagation and evacuation simulation that are optimized for speed rather than generality and accuracy. To provide sufficiently meaningful results the models are subsequently calibrated for individual infrastructures based on conventional simulation models and tools [Hau+13; BRS13].

**Simulation and Training Environment** Training is an integral part of EM in EMILI and of EM in general. The lack of sufficient training has actually been identified as one of several causes leading to undesirable and evitable escalation of incidents caused by inappropriate reactions [SB10b].

The simulation and training environment envisioned for EMILI facilitates the training and evaluation of operators by modeling infrastructures and simulating related EM scenarios. To this end, the simulation and training environment integrates simulators capable of emulating the low level events emitted by the corresponding Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems as well as an appropriate Event Processing System (EPS) to emulate a realistic behavior of the training environment. By those means, it is possible to elaborate realistic training scenarios that evolve similar to actual emergencies and take the actions applied by trainees into account. Moreover, the scenarios can be dynamically adapted by supervisors to introduce further challenges.

**Advanced User Interface** Moreover, the simulation and training environment integrates an advanced and highly sophisticated user interface intended to support human decision makers by visualizing the status and relevant events and incidents of the infrastructure. In addition, the interface accepts commands from operators interacting with the devices in the infrastructure.

The user interface is furthermore not only conceived for training purposes but also to complement or replace the interfaces of currently used SCADA systems.

**Complex Event Processing** Situation assessment forms the basis for the determination and implementation of appropriate and effective strategies and measures to manage emergency situations and to prevent casualties and damage to the infrastructure.

To this end, the EMILI project envisions the integration of CEP technologies into EM to facilitate automatic, quick, and reliable situation
assessment by means of complex event queries that realize the combination and correlation of information provided by individually operating sub-systems. In addition, expressive reactive rules beyond the state of the art are intended to specify high-level reactions that are capable to adapt to the observed conditions in the infrastructure and are executed by the EPS.

2.2 INCIDENTS IN CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURES

Tragic incidents in critical infrastructures have shown how inappropriate reactions in combination with technical and human failures can escalate to severe incidents with many fatalities [Fri10]. Interestingly, Fridolf [Fri10] finds that incidents can seldom be explained by one single critical event leading to the severe consequences.

The following two incidents have substantially influenced the use cases that are considered by the EMILI project which serve as an inspiration for the design of the Event Query Language (EQL) Dura. Both incidents illustrate some of the causes related to human failure that could have easily been prevented by better training and by means of proper situation assessment and more adequate and immediate reactions.

düsseldorf airport fire  On 11 April 1996 a fire in a passenger terminal of the Düsseldorf airport killed 17 people and injured 62 [Vra+10].

The fire was caused by welding works on expansion joints of a road igniting the insulation in the ceiling of the arrival hall located directly below the road. Despite reports of sparks falling from the ceiling the called fire fighters initially struggled to determine the cause and existence of the fire and suspected an electrical failure instead. Eventually, the fire spread through the ceiling in an explosive manner developing a large volume of toxic smoke to the terminal. Seven people died in elevators that remained functional despite of the fire alarm and tragically moved and opened into the fire area. Nine people were trapped and died in a lounge insufficiently informed of the fire and of available evacuation routes because of absent staff and problems with the communication system [Vra+10; NFP].

daegu metro fire  On 18 February 2003 an arsonist set fire in a metro train in the Korean city of Daegu killing 197 people and injuring around 150 people [BSB11].

Right before the metro train entered a station the arsonist ignited a flammable liquid he carried in two milk packages. The fire spread quickly due to the lacking flame-retardant of the floor and the seat cushions. The burning train stopped in the station where many passengers were able to escape from the train. However, although the
control center was aware of smoke in the station, another train, approaching from the opposite direction, stopped alongside the burning train. Shortly after its arrival the power supply of both trains was automatically shut down preventing the intact train from leaving the station. In addition, the train driver left the intact train while keeping its doors closed effectively trapping the people in this train leading to a high number of fatalities when the fire eventually spread over from the burning train [BSB11; Wik14].

2.3 THREE CHALLENGING USE CASES

The developments in EMILI are motivated and driven by three use cases described in [SB10b; SBR11a], which have been elaborated by industry partners in collaboration with safety experts and are inspired by actual incidents as the ones described above. The use cases can be roughly classified into public CIs and technical CIs: Public CIs include metro stations and airports and involve a great number of persons that are directly threatened by critical and emergency situations and therefore the corresponding use cases focus on the detection of emergencies and support of the early self-rescue phase of passengers. In contrast, technical CIs include power grids and focus on the fast detection of incidents and the automatic determination of their actual cause giving the chance of accurate and right reactions.

The following descriptions summarize the main scenarios of the use cases from [SB10b; SBR11a] which envision how intelligent control systems can support and improve conventional EM. These scenarios have substantially influenced and inspired the design of Dura.

AIRCRAFT The main scenario of the airport use case considers a fire that affects the terminal of a mid-size airport [SBR11a; Vra+10]:

A fire breaks out in a baggage sorting room located in the basement of the airport terminal. The detection of the fire by means of the correlation of several fire detector sensor signals causes the automatic execution of immediate reactions intended to suppress the fire and prevent its spread. However, despite these efforts the fire eventually spreads through the ceiling to the ground floor where the passport control filled with passengers and personnel is located. It is inferred from the available sensor data that one predetermined evacuation route leading from the ground floor through the basement is already blocked by smoke and thus cannot be used for evacuation. Moreover, the data obtained by the smoke simulation reveals that the second evacuation route is likely to be blocked by smoke within the next minute. Therefore, an alternative route needs to be determined and announced to the persons within the airport. Eventually, a suitable evacuation route leading through the restricted areas of the airport is proposed by the system. By unlocking some of the doors of restricted
areas the alternative route is established and announced by means of the public address systems and emergency lighting directing people to the alternative route. Variations of this scenario include the manual confirmation of the fire by sending guards to the respective area and the malfunctioning of doors that render further evacuation routes unavailable.

**METRO** The main scenario of the metro use case considers a train on fire stopping in a metro station consisting of two platforms and a mezzanine level [SBR11a; SBR11b].

Fire breaks out in the rear part of a metro train approaching a station. When the fire is first detected and confirmed, the evacuation of the platform the train is heading to is prepared by immediate reactions and the operation mode of the station and platform is updated to exceptional and emergency, respectively. Meanwhile the main characteristics of the fire are determined, that is, its exact location, size, and smoke generation, by correlating the information from adjacent sensors. Based on the gathered information, simulations on the likely smoke propagation and passenger evacuation are carried out to choose an adequate ventilation strategy and to determine safe evacuation routes which are subsequently announced through the public displays in the station.

Variations of the scenario include evacuation routes that are unavailable due to maintenance works and additional high passenger volumes caused by a soccer match.

**POWER GRID** The power grid use case focuses on the detection of the exact origin of technical failures and is thus quite different from the preceding use cases as it does not directly involve the threat of humans or automatic reactions [SBR11a; Esp10]:

In power grids, technical failure, eg, short circuits, easily spread and affect large parts of the grid and can substantially damage expensive and hard to replace technical equipment. So in case of anomalies, the equipment is protected by disconnecting it from the network. However, the protection is easily triggered and also reacts to disturbance of remote equipment to be on the safe side. Moreover, the protection can fail, making it actually necessary that remote protections isolate the defective area. Therefore, the main challenge of this use case is to analyze the alarm messages to draw conclusions of the actual origin of the anomaly so that a small defective area can be isolated from the grid and the greatest possible portion of the power grid remains fully functional.

Variations of this scenario include falsely issued alarm messages and the malfunction of protective devices.
Emergency Management (EM) as it is envisioned in the EMILI project is based on the execution of dynamic reactions based on the detection of certain situations. To this end, characteristic variables and information need to be collected and processed from physical sensors and actuators located in the infrastructure and eventually communicated to the central control room for further processing by means of complex event queries.

The following introduction to Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, Complex Event Processing (CEP), and reactivity in event processing gives an overview of the basic technologies that provide the foundations for the approach towards more reactivity in event processing as it is subject of this thesis. In particular Section 3.2 is based on joint work previously presented in [Eck+11b; Bro+10; BHB10] of which the author of this thesis is coauthor.

3.1 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SCADA systems [BW03; SFS12] are industrial control systems specifically designed to monitor and control the processes in large and distributed industrial and public facilities from a centralized control center. They are in particular used in public transportation systems, such as, metro systems and airports, as well as in power distribution networks as they are considered within the EMILI project [SB10b; SBR11a]. In simplified terms, a SCADA system automatically controls the processes in the infrastructure on a local level by means of predefined procedures and provides interfaces for human operators to monitor and regulate the applied procedures.

From an event processing perspective a SCADA system roughly corresponds to a specialized Event Service Bus (ESB) that can be deployed to monitor and control industrial and public facilities and provides specialized equipment that is appropriate for the particular prevailing ambient conditions.

From an application level perspective the main purposes of SCADA systems are the acquisition of data including basic preprocessing and conversion of raw signals in addition to the exchange of information and commands between devices in the field and the control center; the local regulation of processes by means of predefined procedures locally carried out by appropriate devices connected to the deployed sensors and actuators; and the facilitation of supervision and control
of the infrastructure by humans operators in the control center on the basis of appropriate visualizations and analytical capabilities as well as interfaces for the application of manual interventions in the automatically executed procedures.

3.1.1 Basic Components of SCADA Systems

According to Stouffer, Falco, and Scarfone [SFS12] the basic components of a SCADA system typically include:

Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) and Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) that provide physical interfaces to sensors and actuators located in the infrastructure. Their purpose is to acquire, convert, and process the (analog) signals of sensors and to exchange commands with actuators. In particular PLCs are furthermore intended to locally monitor and control the processes of the connected equipment according to predetermined static procedures. Although RTUs serve similar purposes, PLCs are in general more versatile and flexible than special-purpose RTUs [SFS12].

Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) which correspond to particular actuators with integrated sensors that operate independently and provide similar processing and communication capabilities as PLCs. IEDs are in particular directly integrated with the communication infrastructure of the SCADA system.

A Master Terminal Units (MTUs) in the control center, also referred to as SCADA server, which integrates the communication infrastructure of the SCADA system with user interfaces and a database storing historical data. It receives and processes the signals provided by the available RTUs, PLCs and IEDs and in exchange passes (automatically or manually) issued commands to them.

A communication infrastructure, classified into fieldbus networks and control networks. Fieldbus networks connect the sensors and actuators in the field with RTUs and PLCs which are in turn connected to the MTU by means of the control network. To this end, various landlines and proprietary protocols are available [BW03; GH13] whereas modern systems increasingly rely on standard Internet technologies and XML-based protocols, such as, the Facility Control Markup Language (FCML) [Bry+08].

A Human Machine Interface (HMI) which provides an interface between human operators in the control center and the technical equipment in the infrastructure. It displays the current condition of the entire infrastructure in a suited graphical manner and furthermore facilitates the exploration and investigation of issues related to certain components or incidents. Moreover, the HMI facilitates operators to manually enter commands and to intervene into the predefined procedures executed by means of PLCs and IEDs.
SCADA systems are crucial components of any sufficiently large infrastructures. Public infrastructures as they are considered in the EMILI project are experiencing a continuously increasing load, eg, in terms of passenger volume [SB1oa]. To compensate for the higher demands and to increase their efficiency and safety the infrastructures are continuously extended and the facilities gradually are upgraded with (intelligent) technical equipment including various sensors. However, the additional equipment drastically increases the amount of information that needs to be processes, both, by computers and humans. As a consequence, the capabilities of conventional SCADA systems do no longer seem to be sufficient and appropriate to adequately monitor and control modern critical infrastructures, in particular during emergency situations. They are often not meant to process and display the amount of information in a way that is suitable for the interpretation by humans.

Seifert and Bettelini [SB1ob] analyze conventional SCADA systems that are currently applied to monitor and control Critical Infrastructure (CI) with respect to their limitations for EM which include:

**Heterogeneous Infrastructure:** Devices from different manufacturers require different communication protocols that are expensive to integrate and to maintain. Moreover, due to the heterogeneity of devices, the representation of information on measured physical values may differ in terms of structure and applied measuring units and thus require additional efforts to gain a homogeneous representation.

**Insufficient Integration of Systems:** The acquisition of data and regulation of devices is merely carried out locally by means of more or less isolated PLCs and IEDs whereas insights that could be gained from a holistic integration and correlation of relevant information from different sub-systems do barely affect the automatic regulation of devices. As a consequence, the algorithms deployed on PLCs and IEDs regulating the local processed can be considered as mostly static in the sense that they have only very limited capabilities to automatically adapt to the global conditions of the infrastructure.

**Limited Situation Assessment:** Due to their limited capabilities in terms of processing power and the poor integration of systems on a local level, the capabilities of local components to correlate information and adapt to the condition of other sub-systems is very limited. However, even in the control center where all information flows together there are often only very basic means to correlate events from different subsystems and to automatically identify the actual cause of an incident: Anticipated alarm messages often require manual interpretation by human operators what tends to be time consuming and prone to failure, in particular when a high number of alarms is
anticipated. As a consequence, important messages can easily get lost in a cluttered log of highly redundant and cascaded alarm messages.

**Limited Decision Support:** Emergency procedures are only available in written manuals and are hence difficult to assess by humans, in particular in emergency situations where quick and at the same time well-considered reactions are required to prevent harm from passengers, personnel, and the infrastructure itself. Moreover, the implication and effectiveness of intended steps needs to be assessed based on the experience of the operator without proper software support, such as, appropriate simulations capable of estimating the likely development of the conditions within the infrastructure in the near future and of assessing the implication of anticipated reactions before they are actually carried out.

### 3.2 Complex Event Processing

**CEP** is a technology devoted to the timely derivation of higher-level knowledge from a high-volume stream of volatile events. Thereby, **CEP** differs from conventional database technology in the way information is represented and queries are evaluated: In conventional databases information is stored in persistent relations that are queried in a sudden ad-hoc manner. In contrast, in **CEP** systems information is communicated in form of volatile event messages and queries are persisted and continuously evaluated facilitating a timely detection of query answers in form of complex events.

The core of **CEP** form complex event queries that specify event patterns to filter, enrich, and correlate events of the volatile and high-volume stream of incoming events. To this end, complex events, corresponding to situations that can only be recognized as patterns of several events emerging in the event stream, are specified by means of Event Query Languages (**EQLs**) specifically designed for the convenient and effective specification of complex events.

In [Eck+11a] we have elaborated five language styles by distinguishing different categories of **EQLs** based on the general concepts that are applied for the specification of complex events, namely, composition operator based languages, data stream query languages, production rules, timed automata, and logic languages. Based on these five language styles we have surveyed different **EQLs** by classifying them into the identified language styles and by discussing the general ideas for the specification of each style. It follows a survey and comparison of **EQLs** based on joint work presented in [Bro+10; BHB10; Eck+11a] that is thoroughly revised and further extended.

For a related overview that focuses on the elaboration of a common model that is applicable for all kinds of **EQLs** and compares different languages and systems individually according to properties of the
model, such as, their underlying data and time model and supported operators, refer to [CM12b].

**COMMON NOTIONS AND CONCEPTS**

To provide a common basis for the comparison of different EQLs, we will briefly introduce some of the most common concepts related to complex events and complex event queries which are particular relevant for the following overview of EQLs. For a more thorough and comprehensive introduction of various notions related to CEP refer to the event processing glossary [LS11] assembled by the Event Processing Technical Society (EPTS).

Each event has a *type* and carries a *payload* of application dependent data. In the following, we restrict the payload of the events to flat attribute value pairs which can be represented as flat tuples. Moreover, with few exceptions, events are commonly associated with a *time interval* that degenerates to a time point in case of basic events and comprises the times of all events that contributed to the detection of a composite event otherwise.

*Variables* specified in atomic event queries are commonly used to bind or extract values from the payload of events. Furthermore, *event identifiers* preceding atomic (and sometimes even composite) event queries are often used to refer to the time of matched event instances.

In addition, EQLs often provide a notion of *relative timer events* to define a time window relative to the time of a previously matched event. They are in particular desirable as they facilitate the accumulation of events over a time window, as it is required for negation and aggregation.

Finally, the term *garbage collection* is commonly used to refer to the automatic discarding of events that are no longer relevant for the evaluation of queries in a way that remains transparent for the programmer.

**ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE**

The following four example queries are subsequently used to illustrate and compare the basic properties of each language style:

01: detect a fire when smoke and high temperature occur in the same area within one minute

02: detect a fire when smoke occurs followed by the detection of high temperature in the same area within one minute

03: detect a sensor failure when the latest temperature reading of a sensor occurred more than 12 seconds ago

04: when a temperature reading is detected compute the average temperature reported by this sensor within the last minute

In the following, these queries are formulated by means of query languages representative for each respective language style based on
occurrence of the three events smoke, temp, and hightemp. Thereby, the payload of all given events contains an area attribute referring to the location of the respective sensor. In addition, the payload of temp events contains a sensor and a value attribute providing a key uniquely identifying the sensor and the measured temperature, respectively.

3.2.1 Composition Operator Based Languages

Composition operator based languages, or event algebras as they are sometimes called [PK09], have their origin in active databases [PD99] where they are specified in the event part of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules to determine when rules are triggered.

In this domain, composite event queries are specified by means of composition operators that combine several atomic or composite sub-queries. To this end a myriad of operators is available whereby the most common ones are the n-ary conjunction and sequence operators and the ternary negation operator. Conjunctions and sequences simply specify that certain (complex) events need to occur in any and a particular order, respectively, often in addition with a duration that constrains the time interval between the occurrence of the events. In contrast, negations specify that a certain event must not occur between two events. Other, less common operators include periodic and aperiodic operators [Cha+94] or at least n and at most n operators [AE04]. However, despite the variety of available operators, the aggregation of events is not supported by means of composition operators.

Composition operator based languages often provide several event selection and consumption policies [GD94; ZU99; AE04] which determine which one out of a set of matching events contribute to a query, eg, the first or last one, and if events can be matched by multiple rules or multiple times by the same rule.

**ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE**  The language GEM [MS97] is used in Figure 3.1 to implement the example queries described above. GEM applies an interval based time semantics for events and runs independently from a database system.

In GEM composite queries specifying complex events are build from the following operators: e1 & e2 matching whenever the events e1 and e2 occur in any order, e1 ; e2 matching whenever e1 occurs before e2, e1 | e2 matching whenever e1 or e2 occurs, {e1 ; e2} ! e3 matching whenever e1 is followed by e2 with no interleaving e3, and e + d matching d time units after e occurs. Moreover, identifiers preceding atomic or composite sub-queries are used in combination with so-called guards that are specified in a supplemental when part of a query to determine conditions on the values of attributes and the time
Q1: \( x: (s:\text{smoke} \& t:\text{hightemp}) \)
\( \text{when} \ (s.\text{area} == t.\text{area}) \& @x - |@x| < [1\text{min}] \)

Q2: \( (s:\text{smoke} ; t:\text{hightemp} ; s+[1\text{min}] ) \text{ when} \ (s.\text{area} == t.\text{area}) \)

Q3: \{ t1:temp ; t1+[12\text{sec}] \} ! t2:temp \text{ when} \ (t1.\text{sensor} == t2.\text{sensor})

Figure 3.1: Running Example in GEM

of matching events. Thereby @ and |@ are used in combination with an identifier to access the begin and end of an event.

Query Q1 is implemented by means of a conjunction operator (\&) and queries for smoke and hightemp events in combination with a guard constraining the area and the time window of matching events. To this end, the duration of the time interval of \( x \), which comprises the time of matched smoke and hightemp events, is restricted to one minute by means of the condition \( (@x - |@x|) < [1\text{min}] \). Similarly, Q2 is realized by a sequence operator (\;\;) in combination with a guard, but in contrast to Q1, the temporal restriction is specified by means of the relative timer event \( s+[1\text{min}] \), which is matching one minute after the occurrence of the referred smoke event. In case of query Q3 a negation operator (!) is applied to match temp events that are not followed by an appropriate temp event within 12 seconds. As mentioned before, aggregation is not supported by means of composition operators and thus Q4 is missing from Figure 3.1.

Languages and systems Languages based on composition operators have their roots primarily in active databases [PD99]. This class of languages includes the COMPOSE language of the Ode active database [GJS92b; GJS92a; GJS93], the composite event detection language of the SAMOS active database [GD93; GD94], and Snoop [Cha+94]. However, these early event algebras apply a point based time semantic for events which suffers from severe shortcoming with respect to the semantics of composite queries as it is pointed out, eg, by [GA02]: Under point based time semantics the query \( b ; (a ; c) \) counter-intuitively matches event instances a, b, and c occurring in this particular order, as the time point of the composite event matching \( (a ; c) \) coincides with the time point of c. Moreover, these early approaches merely considered events without any payload.

In contrast, more recent composition operator based languages, usually apply interval based time semantics for events, which avoids the aforementioned anomalies. Moreover, they support events carrying a user defined payload and often run independently from a database. Those kind of languages include, eg, SnoopIB [AC05; AC06], CEDR [BC06], ruleCore [SB05], GEM [MS97], Amit [AE04], the SASE event language [WDR06], and the original event specification language of XChange [Pato5; BEPo6b].
Data stream query languages have been developed in the context of relational stream management systems. The specification of continuous queries resembles the specification of queries in SQL using the common SELECT, FROM, WHERE, and GROUP BY clauses. In addition, those languages extend conventional SQL queries with temporal constructs to select relevant portions of streams, e.g., all events that occurred within the last minute or the last \( n \) events of a stream with respect to the current time.

Data stream query languages are very suitable for aggregation of event data and usually offer a good integration with databases, sharing in particular the common basis of SQL. They are, however, not focused on detecting complex patterns of events in a stream.

**ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE** The Continuous Query Language (CQL) [ABW06] is used in Figure 3.2 to implement the example queries. In CQL, streams and (time-varying) relations are clearly distinguished. To integrate both notions, CQL provides three different classes of operators, namely, relation-to-relation, stream-to-relation, and relation-to-stream operators, that either apply to relations or to streams.

A CQL query commonly consists of the following three components. To begin with, streams are converted to relations by means of stream-to-relation operators, that is, window-based operators selecting relevant portions of the stream. The core of the queries is expressed by relation-to-relation operators which are derived from the traditional SQL queries operating on relations. Eventually, the resulting relation is converted back to a stream by means of a relation-to-stream operator. Conceptually, this process is done at every point of time which implies a discrete time axis.

There are three different kinds of stream-to-relation operators that are used to convert streams to finite relations by selecting the latest porting of a stream: Time-based sliding windows, such as, \([\text{Range 1 Minue}]\) and \([\text{Now}]\), to select the events obtained within the last minute or the current instant, tuple-based windows, such as, \([\text{Rows } N]\), to select the latest \( N \) events in the stream, and partitioned windows, such as, \([\text{Partition By} A_1, \ldots, A_k Rows N]\), to partition the stream according to the attributes \( A_i \) and to apply a tuple-based window of size \( N \) to each partition. Note that the content of a relation obtained by means of a stream-to-relation operator actually depends on the instant at which the operator is applied.

CQL comes with three relation-to-stream operators, namely, \( \text{Istream} \), \( \text{Dstream} \), and \( \text{Rstream} \), that are applied to convert time-varying relations back to streams: \( \text{Istream}(R) \) and \( \text{Dstream}(R) \) correspond to the positive and negative delta of a relation \( R \), that is, the resulting stream contains events that have been added and removed, respectively, from
Q1: SELECT Istream(s.area)  
FROM smoke [Range 1 Minute] s, hightemp [Range 1 Minute] t  
WHERE s.area = t.area

Q2: SELECT Istream(s.area)  
FROM smoke [Range 1 Minute] s, hightemp [Now] t  
WHERE s.area = t.area

Q4: SELECT Istream(t1.sensor, avg(t1.value))  
FROM temp [Range 1 Minute] t1, temp [Now] t2  
WHERE t1.sensor = t2.sensor  
GROUP BY t1.sensor

Figure 3.2: Running example in CQL.

the relation R with respect to its state in the preceding instant. In addition, \( R_{stream}(R) \) simply contains each tuple that is contained in the relation R at any past instant, and thus, if applied to a relation obtained by means of a time window other than Now, may contain many duplicates.

In Figure 3.2 query Q1 is realized by a join between the streams smoke and hightemp over the attribute area. To match events that occurred within one minute, only the last minute of each stream is considered for the conversion to a relation by means of the sliding window operator [Range 1 Minute]. Q2 is realized similarly, but note that the operator applied to the hightemp stream is adapted to Now in order to accomplish that matching hightemp events occur after smoke events. To implement query Q4 a grouping is applied to determine the average of the temperature of matching events within the last minute. Note that temporal windows realized by means of stream-to-relation operators are always backward directed and that the time of events is not explicitly contained in the schema of events. As a consequence, the following CQL query does not formalize the intension of the query Q3 in an appropriate manner:

SELECT Istream(t1.sensor)  
FROM temp [Now] t1  
WHERE NOT EXISTS ( SELECT *  
FROM temp [Range 12 Seconds] t2  
WHERE t1.sensor = t2.sensor )

The given query matches if there is a temperature event and 12 seconds before its occurrence no corresponding temperature event occurred, ie, if an intermediate temperature event is missing. However, if a sensor breaks, it suddenly stops sending signals and thus the query does not match because until then, at least every 12 seconds a temperature event is sent by the sensor.

Languages and systems A typical example of a data stream query language is the previously introduced CQL [ABW06] of the
STREAM systems. The general ideas behind CQL apply to a number of open-source and commercial languages and systems including Esper [Esp], the CEP and continuous query component of the Oracle Fusion middleware [Orab], Microsoft StreamInsight [Mic; KGR12], and SAP Sybase Event Stream Processor [SAP; SAP13], formerly known as Coral8.

In addition, there are further SQL dialects that have been tailored to CEP, eg, [KS09], [Dem+07] and [KLG07; LGI09], which merely provide stream-to-stream operators and thus spare the conversion between relations and streams.

3.2.3 Production Rules

Production rules and production systems have their origin in the domain of artificial intelligence where they are used to infer knowledge by applying a set of rules to a given knowledge base, also referred to as working memory. Each rule consists of two parts specifying a condition and action, respectively. Whenever the conditions of a rule apply for the current state of the working memory, the (update) action of the rule is triggered which alters the working memory and may in turn trigger further rules.

\[
\text{when } \langle \text{condition} \rangle \text{ then } \langle \text{action} \rangle
\]

Production rules are often well integrated with existing programming languages, such as, Java, and are thus very flexible and highly adaptable. For a deeper introduction to production rules in general refer to [Ber+07].

As production rules are applicable to large knowledge bases and incremental evaluation, eg, by means of the Rete [For82] algorithm and its successors TREAT [Mir87] and LEAPS [Bat94], they are also convenient to realize CEP in a very flexible way, although they are no proper EQLs in a narrower sense. To this end, events are represented by means of facts in the working memory and event queries are represented by means of rules that specify conditions for these facts and insert detected complex events into the working memory by means of appropriate actions. In this way, the programmer has much freedom but little guideline as it entails working on a low abstraction level that is somewhat different from other EQLs because it is primarily state and not event oriented. Moreover, depending on the system, the user needs to manually implement garbage collection on events that cannot contribute to queries anymore or needs to actively trigger the evaluation of rules, issues that are usually automatically taken care of by Event Processing Systems (EPSs). See however, eg, [WBG08; WGB08] for work on automatic garbage collection for production systems.
Q1: when 
  $s$: Smoke() over window:time( 1m )
  HighTemp( area == $s.area ) over window:time( 1m )
  then
  insert(new Alarm( $s.area ));

Q2: when 
  $s$: Smoke()
  HighTemp( this after[1m] $s & area == $s.area )
  then
  insert(new Alarm( $s.area ));

Q3: when 
  $t$: Temp()
  not( Temp( this after[12s] $t & sensor == $s.sensor ) )
  then
  insert(new Failure( $t.sensor ));

Q4: when 
  $t$: Temp()
  $avg$: Number() from accumulate(
    Temp( this during[-1m, 0s] $t & sensor == $t.sensor & $val : value ),
    average($val))
  then
  insert(new AvgTemp($t.sensor, $avg));

Figure 3.3: Running Example in Drools Fusion

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE  Figure 3.3 illustrates how to implement the example queries by means of Drools Fusion [Drob], a production system tailored to CEP. In Drools all events are represented as Java objects. Every event that arrives at the EPS is converted into a Java object and inserted into the working memory.

As already mentioned, production rules consist of two parts specifying a condition and an action, respectively. The condition in the when part of rules combines the specification of event types to be matched with instances in the working memory with conventional Java expressions. A rule triggers whenever the specified event types can be matched with instances in the working memory satisfying the conditions on their attributes and all specified boolean expressions evaluate to true.

The actions in the then part are composed from Java expressions. Thereby, the particular system functions insert, retract, and update are available to alter the working memory, eg, to insert detected complex events into the working memory. However, the then part can as well specify method invocations facilitating arbitrary computations. Accordingly, the specification of reactions is very flexible and can influence the derivation of events on a very low level. Therefore, programmers needs to pay close attention as, eg, inadvertent updates
and retractions of events can severely impact the desired semantics of rules.

Query Q1 is implemented by matching Smoke and HighTemp events in the working memory with coinciding area attributes occurring within one minute. To this end, the identifier s is used in the query for HighTemp events to constrain the value of the area attribute. Moreover, the time window window:time(1m) is applied to both event queries to match only events that occurred within the last minute. Likewise, Q2 is realized by matching Smoke and HighTemp events, but in contrast to Q1, the occurrence of HighTemp events is constrained to be at most one minute before the occurrence of Smoke events by means of the condition this after[1m] s. Q3 queries the absence of Temp events which is realized by means of a not operator that matches if the respective event is not contained in the working memory. Note that thereby the temporal condition this after[12s] s causes a deferral of the query evaluation which is required for the sound evaluation of the negation. The accumulation of events required to for query Q4 is realized by means of the operators accumulate and average in addition to the appropriate (temporal) conditions on the queried events.

Languages and Systems The first successful production rule engine is OPS [FM77], in particular in the incarnation OPS5 [For81]. Since then, many others have been developed in the research community and industry, including systems like Drools Expert [Droa], Jess [San], and IBM Operational Decision Manager [IBM], formally known as ILOG JRules.

Besides their use in business rule management systems not focused on events, production rules are also an integral part of the CEP products TIBCO Business Events [TIB] and Drools Fusion [Drob], which offer more CEP-specific features such as integrated support for temporal aspects or automatic garbage collection of events.

3.2.4 Timed Automata

Finite automata are convenient to model the behavior of a stateful system that reacts to events. In particular their advancement towards timed automata are applied for the modeling and verification of real-time systems [AD90] and more recently also for CEP [Pop+13].

Timed automata are based on finite automata, which correspond to directed graphs whereby nodes determine states and edges determine transitions between states. Thereby, the labels of edges specify event types to be matched and conditions on the occurrence of events including temporal conditions formalized by means of variables modeling clocks. Accordingly, states, in particular accepting states, in timed automata are reached by traversing a particular se-
sequence of multiple events occurring over time and therefore timed automata implicitly specify complex events queries.

**ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE**  Figure 3.4 illustrates how to implement the example queries by means of Hierarchical Instantiating Timed Automaton (HIT) [Pop+13], a substantial extension of timed automata towards complex event processing.

In HIT states are modeled by means of (potentially nested) timed automata and application workflows, implicitly describing complex event queries, are captured by means of different states and event-driven transitions between them. To this end, finite automaton are extended so as to support edge labels that contain, in addition to the specification of event types, conditions on the payload of events formalized by means of variables that are not limited to merely model clocks.

The implementation of query Q1 requires two different branches in the automaton. To match smoke followed by hightemp events, the edges of the upper branch are labeled with \( s:\text{smoke}(\text{area}(A^*)) \) and \( t:\text{hightemp}(\text{area}(A)) \), whereby \( A^* \) denotes a variable definition that is subsequently referenced by \( A \). In addition, the temporal conditions \( t.\text{end} - s.\begin{min} \leq 1\text{min} \) and \( s.\text{end} - t.\begin{min} \leq 1\text{min} \) constrain the temporal distance between matching events to one minute. As the order of smoke and hightemp events is irrelevant for Q1, a second branch is required that specifies smoke and hightemp events in reversed order. The implementation of Q2 simply corresponds to the upper branch of the implementation obtained for Q1, as in Q2 smoke must occur before hightemp. The negation of Q3 is realized by means of an error state that
prevents the automaton from accepting a sequence of events where consecutive temp events arrive on time. To this end, the label of the edge leading to the accepting state does not specify an event but merely contains the condition now - t1.end > 12sec that refers to the current time by means of the particular variable now and thus matches when the sufficient amount of time exceeded. Event accumulation, as it is required for Q4, cannot be expressed by means of HIT automaton but instead needs to be realized by means of an integrated rule language which is not presented here.

Languages and Systems Timed Büchi Automata (TBA) [AD90] are an early attempt to extend automata with temporal aspects to model real-time systems. Representatives of this language style have often been developed to achieve a particular task or solve a problem that is specific to real-time distributed systems. Examples include the timed abstract state machine language for real-time system engineering [OL08], a timed automata approach to real time distributed system verification [Kra+04], timed-constrained automata for reasoning about time in concurrent systems [MMT91], and regular real-time languages [HRS98]. Recently, timed automata have been specifically tailored towards the requirements of CEP, such as, HIT [Pop+13] introduced above.

Further related languages of this language style include UML activity diagrams [OMG11b] and the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [OMG11a].

3.2.5 Logic Languages

Logic languages express event queries in logic-style formulas whereby events are represented as facts or terms. Complex event queries are specified by means of deductive rules deriving higher level events based on the occurrence of events in the stream:

\[ \text{event} \leftarrow \text{query} \]

Deductive rules are incrementally evaluated to fit the volatile nature of event streams, ie, new events are gradually derived according to the specification in the rule head and added to the event stream. Hence, deductive rules correspond to materialized views from database systems. However, note that in spite of the resemblance with production rules, deductive rules do not specify (imperative) actions that alter some kind of working memory but instead derive events in a declarative manner.

Illustrative Example The language XChangeEQ [BE07; Eck08] adopts ideas from event calculus-like approaches [KS86], but extends and tailors them to the needs of an expressive high-level event query.
Q1: DETECT
  fire{ area(var A) }
  ON
  and{
    event s: smoke{ area(var A) },
    event t: hightemp{ area(var A) }
  } where { (s,t) within 1min }
END

Q2: DETECT
  fire{ area(var A) }
  ON
  and{
    event s: smoke{ area(var A) },
    event t: hightemp{ area(var A) }
  } where { s before t, (s,t) within 1min }
END

Q3: DETECT
  failure{ sensor(var S) }
  ON
  and{
    event t: temp{ sensor(var S) },
    event i: timer:from-end[ event t, 12sec ],
    while i: not temp{ sensor(var S) }
  }
END

Q4: DETECT
  avgtemp{ sensor(var S), value{ avg(all var T) } }
  ON
  and{
    event t: temp{ sensor(var S) },
    event i: timer:from-end-backward[ event t, 1min ],
    while i: collect temp{ sensor(var S), value(var T) }
  }
END

Figure 3.5: Running Example in XChangeEQ

language. Moreover, XChangeEQ adopts the pattern based query approach from [BS02; FBS07] to facilitate queries of events that carry a payload of semi-structured data.

In XChangeEQ, events are represented as data terms which correspond to XML messages. Atomic event queries are specified by means of an incomplete query pattern preceded by the keyword event and an event identifier that refers to the time of matched event instances. Event queries are composed from the operators and and or in addition to supplemental where parts containing temporal and other relationships between events. Negation and accumulation is realized by means of relative timer events, which specify convex time windows relative to a queried event, in combination with the operators while, not, and collect.
Complex events are specified by means of deductive rules consisting of two distinct parts, the rule head and the rule body, that share commonly named variables and are denoted

\[ \text{DETECT} \text{ «event» ON «query» END} \]

In Figure 3.5, the rule corresponding to query Q1 queries atomic events by means of the two query patterns `smoke\{(area\{var A\})\}` and `hightemp\{(area\{var A\})\}`. Thereby, the doubled curly brackets denote that the pattern is incompletely specified, that is, the payload of the two events may contain additional attributes. The queries are furthermore connected by means of a conjunction whereby the recurring definition of the variable \( A \) entails a join condition. In addition, the temporal condition \((s, t)\) \text{within} \(1\ \text{min}\) in the separate \text{where} part constrains the time of matching events. Note how in this way of formulating a query a clear separation of the complementary dimensions of event queries, namely, data extraction, event composition, temporal (and other) relationships between events, and event accumulation, is established. The implementation of Q2 almost exactly coincides with the one of Q1, only the condition \( s \) \text{before} \( t \) is added to the \text{where} part. The negation required for Q3 is realized by means of \text{while} and \text{not} in combination with the relative time event `timer:from-end(event t, 12sec)`, which specifies a time window for the negation. The aggregation of events in Q4 is realized similarly: `collect` is used instead of `not` to collect matching events specified within a time window determined by means of a relative timer event and `avg(all var T)` is used in the query head to determine the average of all collected temperature values.

**Languages and Systems** An early representative of this language style is the event calculus [KS86]. While event calculus is not an event query language per se, it has been used to model event querying and reasoning tasks in logic programming languages such as Prolog [CM03] and Prova [Koz+06]. More recently, variants of the event calculus have been proposed that extend the event calculus to be better suited for CEP, e.g., the interval-based event calculus [Pas06; PKB07] and the event calculus for runtime reasoning (RTEC) [ASP12; Art+12].

The previously introduced rule-based language XChangeEQ [BE07; Eck08] strives for high-level language constructs tailored to the requirements of CEP and a clear separation of orthogonal dimensions of complex events. Further examples of this language style include Reaction RuleML [Pas+12], which combines derivation rules, reaction rules, and other rule types such as integrity constraints into the general framework of logic programming, the rule language TESLA [CM10; CM12a] which, although being declarative, provides versatile event consumption capabilities, and the unnamed language proposed in [Ani+10; Ani+12b; Ani+12a].
Composition operators allow an intuitive specification of event patterns. Particularly temporal relationships and negation are well-supported. Event instance selection and consumption are features that are not very common in other approaches. However, composition operator based languages have very limited aggregation capabilities and often are tightly coupled to databases.

Data stream query languages are very suitable for aggregation of event data and offer a good integration with databases. However, specifying complex event patterns that rely on negation and expressive temporal windows is often cumbersome or even impossible. Due to their similarity to the well-known language SQL, data stream languages, with substantial extensions compensating for the mentioned shortcomings, are often popular in commercial and open-source CEP products.

Production systems offer a very flexible way to accomplish complex event processing and are very well integrated with existing programming languages. However, the great flexibility comes at the price of working on a low abstraction level as production systems are not primarily intended for CEP. Thus, although successfully applied in the industry, working with production system requires expert knowledge and careful authoring of rules.

Though timed automata provide an intuitive visualization of complex events their expressiveness is limited. They do not directly support aggregation. Negation and even composition of events is cumbersome. To overcome these deficiencies timed automata are usually integrated with languages of other styles.

Logic languages have strong formal foundations, allow an intuitive and convenient specification of complex temporal conditions and account for event data. Moreover, rule based languages can be naturally integrated with conventional reasoning capabilities, eg, to facilitate semantic extensions based on ontologies [Sto+11; TRP12].

Combination of different language styles in one approach allows to benefit from their strengths. This is the main reason why hybrid approaches are most successful in the industry. Hybrid approaches include the introduction of pattern matching into data stream query languages as in Oracle CEP [Orab] and Esper [Esp], the use of composition operators on top of data stream queries [GAC06; CA08], the addition of composition operators to production rules [WBG08], and the combination of production rules and state machines, eg, in TIBCO Business Events [TIB].
3.3 MEANS FOR REACTIVITY IN EVENT PROCESSING

One of the main benefits of CEP over conventional database technology is the continuous evaluation of queries and the resulting timely detection of valuable situations by means of complex events. In this way, CEP contributes to substantially improve the reaction time to application relevant incidents and thus facilitates the implementation of event driven applications that rely on time critical reactions. The desire to further increase the effectiveness of time critical reactions and to seize opportunities by mitigating or eliminating undesired future events has even lead to the development of proactive event processing models [EE11; EEF12].

Despite the benefits of the timely execution of reactions based on the detection of complex events, the actual execution of actions is often neglected in current EQLs. The dominant event processing model does not directly include a notion of actions [EN10; CM12b]. Instead, event sinks are used to model actuators executing actions on the reception of certain events that are derived by the EPS and forwarded to them by means of an event based communication infrastructure, such as, an ESB. This is an effective and in many cases sufficient model facilitating many relevant applications that are based on rather simple reactions or reactions that are merely triggered by events and are executed by dedicated systems not relying on a deep integration with event queries. Another benefit of this model is the abstract view on actions that excludes issues not directly related to the efficient detection of complex events which is still one of the main interests in the community. However, the model effectively prevents the desirable integration of events and actions required to obtain complex actions as they are desirable for EM.

Nevertheless, some EQL provide further means to model actions that interleave the detection of events and the specification of actions more directly, for instance, by incorporating remote procedure calls or by providing an integration of EQLs with general purpose languages. However, in particular in research, these features are less commonly considered for EQL.

3.3.1 Remote Procedure Calls

A pragmatic and straightforward way to integrate reactions into EQL is realized by facilitating the specification of remote procedure calls. This can either be realized by integrating the specification of method invocations directly into the EQL, e.g., by means of reactive rules specifying the respective method in their head, or by means of an appropriate configuration of the EPSs that is external to the applied query language.
By means of method calls or procedure calls, respectively, it is merely specified which method is invoked when certain events occur but the reaction is specified in a different (often imperative) host language and the actual execution is delegated to another process either on the same or on a remote machine. In addition to the invocation of methods of an imperative language it is also feasible to integrate other (Web based) protocols that enable for instance support of Web services [PKB07; Esp14].

Accordingly, event queries initiating the reaction and programs specifying the reaction are strictly separated and all information that is relevant for the execution of the reaction needs to be passed to the corresponding method on its invocation. And although the basic idea applies to all kinds of languages styles, the specific shape slightly differs.

**Data Stream Languages**  SQL based **EQLs** can facilitate the specification of procedures in the **SELECT** part of continuous queries with the semantics that the corresponding procedures are invoked whenever the respective query matches.

For instance, the continuous query language provided by Esper [Esp] facilitates the specification of static Java methods in the **SELECT** part of queries.\(^1\)

```
SELECT Reactions.immediateAlarm(area) FROM alarm
```

Whenever an **alarm** event occurs, the query calls the static Java method **immediateAlarm** and injects the **area** attribute of the matched event as a parameter to the method.

**Production Rules**  Production systems used for **CEP** are often well integrated with conventional general purpose languages (see Section 3.2.3). In addition to the methods intended to alter the working memory, further user defined methods can be included in the head of production rules. This even facilitates the direct specification of simple sequences of actions in the **EQL**.

For instance, Drools Fusion [Drob] is based on Java and thus facilitates the invocation of user defined static Java methods. Thereby, Java objects stored in the working memory as well as particular attributes can be passed to the invoked procedures.

```
when
  $a: Alarm()
then
  Reactions.immediateAlarm($a.area)
```

\(^1\) We assume here and in the following examples that the corresponding method is initially properly imported.
Whenever an Alarm is added to the working memory the static Java method `immediateAlarm` is invoked with the corresponding value of the area attribute from the Alarm object as its formal parameter.

**Logic Languages** The rule based nature of logic languages nicely integrates with reactive rules specifying method calls in their head. In particular in the domain of active databases, so called ECA rules are used to obtain reactive behavior and are introduced in more detail in Section 3.3.3.

For instance, XChangeEQ [Eck08] integrates reactive rules denoted RAISE «message and recipient» ON «event query» END. The recipient, specified by means of the keyword to, also determines the transport mechanism which includes calling Java methods and issuing SOAP message requests [W3C07] via HTTP [IET14].

```
RAISE
to(recipient="Reactions.immediateAlarm", transport="java") {
    area{ var A }
}
ON
    event e: alarm{{ area{var A} }}
END
```

Whenever an alarm occurs, the XML document or node, respectively, constructed in the rule head is forwarded to the recipient which causes the invocation of the static Java method `immediateAlarm` in this example.

### 3.3.2 Integration with Imperative Languages

Another way to couple event queries with general purpose languages is to integrate event queries into general purpose languages by means of appropriate APIs that facilitate the specification of queries and the reception of query answers in a suited manner. The basic idea is that event queries are directly specified in the source code and answers are provided by means of (infinite) collections that can be iterated over or by subscribing a callback function that is invoked when new events to the corresponding event queries are available. In this way, event queries and the actual reaction, not just the invoked methods, are specified in conjunction and are not distributed over several files or even systems.

A generic interface that facilitates the integration of (database) queries with languages that are based on the .NET framework, is provided by LINQ [PR07]. It is in particular suited to integrate event queries from StreamInsight with C# [KGR12].
```csharp
var query = from e in alarm select e.area;

foreach (long area in query) {
    ...
}
```

Other EQLs and EPSs, eg, Esper [Esp], provide proprietary APIs that facilitate a similar integration of queries and programs. However, in any case, the lack of a deep integration remains as the information that is available to influence the behavior of the reaction only comprises the information that is stored in the payload of the event.

### 3.3.3 Event-Condition-Action Rules

ECA rules originate from active databases where they are used to anticipate and react to changes of the database. They consist of three distinct parts, whereby the action is executed when the event query matches and in the same instant the condition specified by means of a database query holds.

```plaintext
ON «event query» IF «database query» DO «action»
```

Due to their origin in databases the action of ECA rules is often concerned with (composite) updates of database relations by means of nested transactions [DHL91; BN09]. However, ECA rules have been successfully applied to model composite workflows by means of rules [KEPoo; Bry+06].

Several extensions of ECA rules have been proposed facilitating the specification of more flexible rules. Knolmayer, Endl, and Pfahrer [KEP00] propose ECAA rules that specify additional alternative actions that are executed when the condition in the C part does not hold. Moreover, ECA-LP [PKBo7; Pas06] provides an extension of ECA rules by preconditions, postconditions, and alternative actions which are homogeneously integrated with derivation rules in addition to constructs facilitating the asynchronous communication of event messages. Furthermore, in [Beh+06] the process algebra CCS [Mil82], an abstraction of communication between different agents or processes, is incorporated into the action part of ECA rules to facilitate reasoning and verification of reactions formulated by means of CCS.

In addition, database updates specified in the action part of ECA rules have been recently adapted to the requirements of streams by means of a stream-oriented transactional model [WRE11]. Furthermore, generalizations of ECA rules towards reactive rules for the Web have been proposed, for instance by the language XChange [BEP06a; BEP06b], to facilitate updates to data on the Web as a reaction to composite events that are exchanged between interacting Web-based applications.
Besides their relevance for reactivity in event processing, reactive rules, in particular ECA rules, have been extensively studied in the database community. For a more thorough introduction of reactive rules in general and reaction rules on the Web refer to [PK09] and [Ber+07], respectively.
Part II

THE LANGUAGE DURA
Before we introduce Dura in Chapter 5, we elaborate a high-level overview of its main building blocks and summarize the basic ideas of its underlying concepts.

Dura is conceived as a uniform and declarative language with a clear separation of dimensions, a lightweight set of well aligned language constructs, and a deep integration of events, stateful objects, and actions. To this end, the language applies a rule-based language paradigm that is well suited for the formalization of complex event queries and naturally integrates with reactive rules to facilitate reactions to detected events. Moreover, Dura uses a pattern based approach for querying and constructing of (complex) events by means of declarative rules.

Dura uniformly integrates the orthogonal concepts events, stateful objects, and actions on a common language level to realize expressive complex event queries and versatile reactive behavior. Moreover, the language design establishes a clear separation of dimensions, an aspect of Event Query Languages (EQLs) that has been prominently identified by Bry and Eckert [BE07]. The design of Dura furthermore avoids implicit assumptions that are hard coded into core language constructs but instead strives for lightweight and orthogonal operators that can be combined in a convenient and flexible manner. It furthermore recognizes time as a first class citizen and facilitates the specification of multiple user defined time lines and versatile temporal constraints that are specified by generic formulas rather than a limited set of temporal operators.

Dura is built on the foundations of the EQL XChangeEQ [BE07; Eck08] and consequently some of the fundamental aspects that have proven beneficial for the design of XChangeEQ, in particular its rule based nature and the clear separation of dimensions, are adopted and integrated into the design of Dura.

An early draft of Dura is presented in [HBB11] and various aspects related to Dura and its design are discussed in [BHB11; HBB12; BHB12] of which the author of this thesis is either lead author or coauthor.

4.1 DECLARATIVE RULE-BASED REASONING OVER STREAMS

Rule-based languages have their origin in mathematical logic and were applied in artificial intelligence and logic programming before they have been adopted to facilitate reasoning over a stream of events.
Rule-based languages provide an expressive and convenient foundation for EQLs as they promote formal declarative semantics, integrate reasoning capabilities, enable support of ontologies, and facilitate the natural integration with reactive rules [CM10; Ani+10; BE07].

4.1.1 Reasoning with Rules

Logic programming is based on the formalism of mathematical logic which has been adopted by general and special purpose languages, such as the well-known rule-based language Prolog [CM03] and the related database query language Datalog [CGT89].

A logic program is a set of logical clauses that are classified into facts and deductive rules [CGT89]: Facts are asserting some kind of application knowledge by means of predicates and (composite) terms whereas rules correspond to generic statements formalizing logical consequences that can be drawn from the available knowledge. Deductive rules consist of two parts, the rule body specifying a proposition by means of a (often conjunctive) formula and the rule head specifying the inferences that can be made in terms of derived facts when the proposition in the body holds:

\[
\text{head} \leftarrow \text{body}
\]

Thereby, the conclusions made by several rules are chained together, that is, the predicate specified in the head of a rule can occur in the body of another (or even the same) rule, to enable a better abstraction between rules and to facilitate recursive programs.

Rules can be interpreted as logical clauses reading “if \text{body} then \text{head}” which entails a natural and convenient declarative semantics of logic programs. There are, however, other equivalent but substantially different approaches to define the semantics of logic programs [AHV95], which is considered as a very elegant property of logic programming in general.

**Example** The following program computes the reachability relation \( t \) of a graph \( r \), also referred to as transitive closure of \( r \).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{t}(X,Y) & \leftarrow \text{r}(X,Y) \\
\text{t}(X,Z) & \leftarrow \text{t}(X,Y) \land \text{t}(Y,Z)
\end{align*}
\]

The first rule formalizes that \( Y \) is reachable from \( X \) if there is an edge from \( X \) to \( Y \) in the graph. Moreover, the second rule states that \( Z \) is reachable from \( X \), if \( Y \) is reachable from \( X \) and \( Z \) is reachable from \( Y \). Note how the second rule is recursive as it uses rule chaining to query predicates in its body that also occur in its head. Given the additional set of facts

\footnote{We apply the conventions of Prolog here, which distinguish relations and terms by a small first letter and variables by a capital first letter.}
formalizing a graph by means of the binary relation symbol \( r \) and the constants \( a, b, c, \) and \( d \), the program from above determines that \( d \) is reachable from \( b \), that is, \( t(b,d) \) holds: According to the first rule \( c \) is reachable from \( b \) and \( d \) is reachable from \( c \), that is, \( t(b,c) \) and \( t(c,d) \) hold. Thus, according to the second rule, \( d \) is reachable from \( b \), that is, \( t(b,d) \) holds.

**Relevance for Event Processing**  By applying incremental evaluation on top of a dynamic knowledge base, logic programming is in principle suited for Complex Event Processing (CEP): Informally speaking, facts can be used to model events that are subsequently added to the knowledge base and rules can be used to specify complex event queries that derive complex events whenever their body is satisfied.

Note, however, that this just illustrates the basic idea. Rule-based languages for CEP furthermore need to integrate sufficient support of temporal aspects and the evaluation of queries needs to be substantially adapted to the volatile, continuous, and unbounded nature of streams.

4.1.2  Data Model

Depending on the origin and purpose of specific EQLs, the expressiveness of the underlying data model can substantially differ [CM12b]. Events considered by early approaches from active databases do not carry any additional data whereas modern high-level languages support events carrying XML data. In between there are approaches that support tuples and key/value pairs, respectively, and records that have an inherent structure but are not capable of modeling graphs or generic trees.

The data that is relevant in the domain of Emergency Management (EM) is rather simple as it mostly comprises physical parameters provided by sensors and actuators. The structure of the payload of relevant events thus mainly resembles flat tuples [SB10b; SBR11a]. Nevertheless, it is highly desirable for programmers to support some kind of structure in the payload of events, in particular for the specification of derived events. To this end, we strive for a pragmatic compromise between the generic self-describing structure of XML that is desirable for humans and the simplicity of flat tuples that facilitates an efficient storage of events in a database.

Events are represented in Dura by means of Xcerpt terms [BS02] that have been proven to be effective for rule-based event query languages, such as, XChange [BEP06b] and XChange\textsuperscript{EQ} [BE07]. The syn-
tactical representation of Xcerpt terms is similar to the one used in mathematical logic: a prefix written label followed by a list of child nodes enclosed with brackets.

![Graph](image)

Figure 4.1: An Xcerpt data term

However, data terms that are considered for Dura are restricted to a proper subset of valid Xcerpt data terms. In particular data terms representing graph based semi-structured data, such as XML data, are omitted as they are not further required for the representation of events as discussed above: Data terms that are considered for Dura need to adhere to a fixed schema that is limited in width and depth, so that data terms correspond in their expressiveness to records rather than to generic graphs. Moreover, equally labeled siblings are not permitted and ordered sub-terms (distinguished by square brackets in Xcerpt) cannot be specified.

4.1.3 Pattern-based Queries

Xcerpt applies a pattern-based approach to query data terms. Xcerpt query terms specify patterns that resemble the respective queried data terms that are furthermore enriched with variables indicating where data should be extracted. This way of querying data resembles the query-by-example paradigm introduced for the equally named query language QBE [Zlo77].

Consider for instance the following Xcerpt query term

```xcerpt
graph({ edge{ from{var F}, to{var T} } })
```

which resembles the data term from Figure 4.1. The given query term contains the variables $F$ and $T$ to extract the values at the respective positions and uses double curled brackets to specify that the query is incomplete in width, that is, it matches graph terms with at least one `edge` child term instead of exactly one `edge` child term. Accordingly, the given query term matches the data term from Figure 4.1 three times, once for each `edge`, yielding three different bindings for the two variables $F$ and $T$, namely, $\{F \mapsto a, T \mapsto b\}$, $\{F \mapsto b, T \mapsto c\}$, and $\{F \mapsto c, T \mapsto d\}$.

Xcerpt query terms can include further advanced query constructs that are specifically designed to cope with the semi-structured and
graph based nature of data terms. This includes for instance constructs to formulate queries that are incomplete in depth, to facilitate negated sub-term queries, or to specify restrictions on the values that are to be bound by variables. For a thorough introduction of those and further constructs refer to [BS02; Sch04].

However, because only a subset of Xcerpt data terms is considered for Dura, constructs that are related to the rich and semi-structured nature of data terms are omitted from Dura query terms. In result, query terms merely correspond to data terms that are enriched with variables. Other constructs are not required and thus not supported, in particular the order of sub-terms cannot be qualified and queries are always considered to be incomplete in width.

In this way, the desirable pattern based nature of queries is maintained and backward compatibility to Xcerpt is (almost completely) ensured while data terms can be efficiently mapped to tuples of a relational database.

4.2 FULL ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF ORTHOGONAL CONCEPTS

Dura is designed to combine aspects that are related to complex event queries with the specification of reactions that are realized by means of external actuators. To this end, Dura provides uniform integration of the three orthogonal concepts events, stateful objects, and actions: volatile events communicate observed changes of relevant parameters; stateful objects are the persistent counterpart to volatile events that facilitate a notion of state; and actions realize interactions with external components.

Thereby, the integration of all three notions is desirable to obtain a convenient model for reactivity in event processing. This has been similarly found by Schmidt, Anicic, and Stühmer [SAS08] who propose contexts as an convenient abstraction for programmers to specify reactions that are tailored to a certain situation.

EVENTS Events are commonly conceived as indication of incidents or changes of parameters that are relevant for some application logic [LS11]. In particular the detection of complex events corresponds to the recognition of relevant high-level situations that are of interest for the considered application that cannot be identified by looking at single events in isolation.

STATEFUL OBJECTS Stateful objects are intended to persist information in a non-volatile manner as it is desirable to model states. To this end, stateful objects represent data that can be updated in a non-destructive manner. Thereby, queries against stateful objects yield an

2 Merely double curled brackets need to be substituted for single curled brackets to transform a Dura query term into an equivalent Xcerpt query term.
answer immediately after the corresponding data begins to be valid whereas event queries yield an answer after the corresponding event is detected, that is, after it ended.

**Actions** Actions are executed in response to the detection of a complex event and with respect to the current situation that is represented by means of stateful objects. Thereby, they intentionally cause observable side effects either by means of external actuators that affect physical values or by internally changing the values of stateful objects.

4.3 **Deep Integration in a Uniform Language**

Events, states, and actions are clearly intended for different purposes and it is thus desirable to keep them separate on a language level. Yet, adequate and expressive event detection and reactions can only be realized by means of a combination of all three concepts: The appropriate detection of events and the execution of suitable reactions depends on the current context represented by means of stateful objects; in turn, updates of stateful objects are caused by the detection of events and realized by means of internal actions; events queries are required for the specification of composite actions to determine whether their intended high-level goal has been achieved; and alternative execution branches in composite reactions are guarded by queries for events and stateful objects.

To account for those kinds of dependencies, the design of Dura strives for a deep integration of all three concepts in a uniform language: Event queries can naturally integrate queries for stateful objects and complex actions can use event queries to specify the status of their execution and to facilitate conditions for different execution branches beyond temporal dependencies. In this way, the different aspects of events, stateful objects, and actions can effectively be combined to realize expressive complex event queries and complex actions. In addition, the integration of queries for events and stateful objects gives rise to a natural extension of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules that eliminates the inflexible separation of the event and condition part not adequate for queries to dynamic stateful objects.

In contrast, approaches lacking a deep integration of events, states, and actions loose expressiveness. If, for instance, reactions are realized by means of remote procedure calls, the information gathered by the Event Processing System (EPS) in form of complex events and stateful objects is not directly accessible to the entity executing the action. As a consequence, the status of the execution of actions formalized by means of complex event queries cannot be easily incorporated into the execution of composite reactions.
Another fundamental basis for the design of Dura is to avoid hard
coded defaults that cannot be adapted by programmers according to
their specific needs. This most prominently includes an adjustable
time of events that is furthermore included in their payload. By con-
trast, in many other languages, the time of events is an extrinsic part
of events that is solely governed by the EPS and not accessible to ex-
ternal components.

In Dura, the time of events is stored as an attribute in the pay-
load of events. As a consequence, the time of derived events, which
is for convenience implicitly determined by the EPS, can be adjusted
to the requirements of the programmers by providing an alternative
more suited value. Moreover, events are not limited to carry a single
time in their payload and thus events can be associated with multiple
times representing different time lines. This is in particular useful to
incorporate events generated by simulators that need to distinguish
multiple times, eg, the reception time of the event by the EPS and
the simulation time indicating when the event is deemed to occur
according to the simulation. In addition, the time of events is natu-
really available for external components that receive derived complex
events.

4.5 Explicit Specification over Implicit Assumptions

The design of Dura favors explicit specifications over implicit assump-
tions to obtain a clear and accessible semantics for queries and rules,
respectively. However, this results in the deliberate omission of lan-
guage constructs that are prominently featured in other approaches.

Some EQLs, such as the rule-based language TELSA [CM10], pro-
vide constructs for event selection, eg, to select the most recent event
matching some kind of condition. Although this seems convenient to
realize particular use cases, it is often neglected that events, in partic-
ular derived events, may occur at the exactly same instant and that
there is hence no unique last or first event. This problem is circum-
vented in TELSA by additional conditions that select the events with
the highest key in case of ambiguities. This, however, substantially
jeopardizes the considerable formal semantics of TELSA, as the deter-
mination of the key is subject to runtime effects that are abstracted
away in the formal semantics.

Note that the functionality of selecting the most recent event match-
ing some kind of conditions can indeed be realized by means of
appropriate rules in Dura. However, instead of providing syntactic
sugar with integrated implicit assumptions, programmers are deliber-
ately forced to explicitly specify the intended behavior by means of
appropriate conditions and rules.
In the work on XChangeEQ [BE07; BE08b; Eck08] different aspects of EQL, so-called dimensions, have been identified that need to be adequately covered to facilitate the specification of complex events by means of expressive query patterns. Those dimensions are data extraction, event composition, temporal and other dependencies, and event accumulation. Moreover, Bry and Eckert [BE08b] stress that beyond a clear coverage of the identified dimensions, a clear separation of the dimensions is inevitable to obtain a high expressiveness and ease of use that cannot be accomplished by monolithic operators combining aspects of different dimensions.

In the spirit of their work, the clear separation of concerns is retained for the design of Dura. To this end, the language model of XChangeEQ is substantially extended to additionally distinguish stateful objects and complex actions that are not acknowledgment and integrated as crucial concepts in XChangeEQ. Moreover, the four identified dimensions of event queries are thoroughly revised and extended to a total of six dimensions separating aspects that are combined in the primal four dimensions more clearly.

4.6.1 Dimensions of Complex Events

The dimensions of complex events cover different aspects relevant for the specification of complex events by means of complex event queries. The six dimensions that are retained for Dura are data extraction, event composition, temporal and other dependencies, grouping and aggregation, value definition, and event construction.

**Data Extraction**  Events carry a payload of data that provides application dependent information. Naturally, the derivation of complex events and the initiation of actions greatly depends on the carried data.

Accordingly, relevant portions of the carried data need to be extracted from the event and bound to variables to facilitate the specifications of appropriate conditions, eg, by relating the extracted values to values obtained from other events.

**Event Composition**  Although the occurrence of single events arguably provides relevant information, it usually takes the occurrence or absence of multiple events that are in some way related to describe a valuable high-level situation. Accordingly, means to compose higher-level events from patterns of multiple events are a mandatory integral part of versatile EQLs.

Note, however, that if a clear separation of dimensions is granted, three operators for conjunction, disjunction, and negation of events...
are sufficient for the specification of arbitrary event patterns. Other common operators, eg, operators specifying sequences of events, are realized by means of additional temporal conditions that are orthogonal to the composition of events.

**Temporal and other dependencies** Time is an important aspect of stream based applications. Due to the volatile and unbounded nature of streams, the occurrence of events within a composite query pattern is often sensitive to timing and order and thus the temporal dimension of complex events deserves particular attention.

Accordingly, in addition to the composition of several events within one query, EQLs require means to establish temporal dependencies between events contributing to the detection of a complex event. Moreover, dependencies on the payload of events are required to specify filters or to correlate several events.

**Grouping and aggregation** It is highly desirable to provide means that facilitate the derivation of an abstracted and concise summary encompassing the information of multiple events of the same type. To this end, events need to be separated into different groups, eg, according to their time, so that the values of events of each group can be cumulated into a single aggregated value.

Aggregation is orthogonal to event composition as it is intended to combine the information of multiple events into a single aggregated value whereas using event composition each matching event contributes to one particular query answer.

**Event construction** The evaluation of event queries eventually leads to the detection of complex events which entails the construction of a (potentially virtual) complex event. To this end, the attributes of derived events need to be determined by means of fixed values, ie, literals, or derived values.

**Value definition** Derived values determined by means of expressions composed from variables are required for the construction of higher-level knowledge that combines multiple values in a non-trivial manner.

To facilitate the specification of expressive sub-queries the definition of derived values based on the attributes of queried events needs to be clearly separated from other dimensions. This also applies for the determination of aggregated values.

4.6.2 *Dimensions of Stateful Objects*

As it is subsequently elaborated in Section 5.3, it is highly desirable to abandon the strict separation of reactive rules, in particular **ECA**
rules, into a separate event and condition part. Instead it is desirable
to deeply integrate queries for events and stateful objects in a uniform
manner.

Due to the uniform representation of events and stateful objects in
Dura and the integration of queries thereof, the dimensions of com-
plex events and stateful objects are almost identical and do not re-
quire any further adaptations. Merely the construction of events does
not have an equivalent representation for stateful objects as views on
stateful objects are currently not considered in Dura.

4.6.3 Dimensions of Complex Actions

Naturally, the dimensions of declarative event queries and imperative
complex actions substantially differ. There are at least five dimen-
sions of complex actions that are based on physical actions executed
by external actuators, namely, action invocation, action composition,
temporal dependencies, temporal assertions, and execution status.

To obtain complex actions that are tailored to physical actions and
provide a high expressiveness and ease of use, a good coverage of
these dimensions is desirable. Moreover, the observations that sug-
gest a clear separation of dimensions of complex events apply like-
wise for complex actions.

**Action Invocation** Action invocation is the counterpart to data
extractions for events. However, instead of querying events and ex-
tracting relevant data from their payload, values that have been pre-
viously bound to variables need to be injected to actions to determine
their formal parameters.

**Action Composition** High-level reactions are implemented by
means of (atomic or complex) sub-actions that are executed in combi-
nation to achieve a certain higher level goal that cannot be achieved
by single and more basic actions. The composition of actions is there-
fore crucial to obtain useful reactions that exceed the capabilities of
single actuators.

Similar to the composition of events, the composition of actions
requires merely a few constructs. In fact, provided that a clear sepa-
ratio of concerns is implemented, only one construct for the basic
collection of several actions is required to sufficiently cover this di-
mension. Other operators, such as, operators specifying a sequence
of actions, are realized in Dura by means of a combination of compo-
sition and temporal dependencies.

**Temporal Dependencies** Temporal dependencies are crucial to
specify the timing between several physical actions that are executed
in combination. In contrast to internal actions, composite actions that
are intended to realize a certain effect in the physical world often require a certain and precise timing entailing a particular order between actions as otherwise unintended side effects may occur.

To be suitable for external actions with contingent results, temporal dependencies must furthermore discriminate between success and failure of actions to allow different reactions based on the result of preceding actions.

**Temporal Assertions** Temporal assertions state temporal conditions between actions that are expected to be satisfied when the action is actually executed according to its temporal dependencies. However, in contrast to temporal dependencies, these conditions have no effect on the execution of the composite action. It is merely verified at compile time that the conditions will be satisfied when the action is executed.

The separation of temporal dependencies and temporal assertions strongly contrasts with approaches that specify constraints on actions that should be satisfied by an intelligent scheduling of actions.

**Execution Status** Physical actions are means to an end that are executed to indirectly affect some physical properties. However, feedback on their success often cannot be inferred from the feedback that is provided by the corresponding actuator, in particular in case of complex actions that are intended to achieve some high-level goal. Instead, the achievement of their goal needs to be verified by means of sensors that are capable of measuring whether the desired effect has been achieved.

Accordingly, means for the specification of the status of actions must be expressive enough to specify generic event patterns that infer the status of actions from related sensor messages.
The language model of Dura is based on the three orthogonal concepts events, stateful object, and actions that are clearly distinguished in the language: volatile events to model changes of parameters, stateful objects to model persistent data that is modified in a declarative non-destructive manner, and actions to realize intended side effects. At the heart of Dura are declarative composite event queries integrating queries for events and stateful objects and imperative action specifications integrating event queries and actions.

The design of Dura strives for a clear separation of concerns which manifests in expressive sub-queries that are composed from well conceived orthogonal operators covering the relevant aspects of event queries. Moreover, the systematic separation of concerns promotes expressive sub-actions that integrate composite event queries so that the specification of complex actions becomes independent from reactive rules which are merely required to trigger actions.

In addition, Dura applies deductive rules to specify complex events that are derived based on composite queries matching the stream of events. They serve as an convenient and natural abstraction mechanism, eg, to facilitate hierarchies of events. Moreover, Dura applies reactive rules to initiate (complex) actions in response to detected events. They mark the transition between the declarative world of events and stateful objects and the imperative world of actions.

This chapter elaborates the syntax and semantics of Dura by means of informal examples. A formally precise grammar of Dura is contained in Appendix A.

5.1 COMPLEX EVENTS

According to Luckham and Schulte [LS11], an event is anything that happens or is contemplated as happening and hence events are ubiquitous in modern critical infrastructures. Events are generated for instance by various physical sensors and actuators scattered throughout the entire infrastructure so as to observe and control it. Moreover, events are caused by humans, eg, by operators who enter information they observe into the system and by passengers over emergency phones, and by fast computable simulations that generate simulation events which estimate the likely development of the conditions within the next couple of minutes.

Events are a substantial foundation for Emergency Management (EM) as they describe the current conditions of the infrastructure and
thus serve as an important basis for reactions and decisions. However, the sheer number of raw events that are caused by the equipment of the infrastructure has reached the limit that can be reasonably handled by humans, in particular during emergencies. Operators need concise and reliable interpretations of the current situation in the infrastructure that is derived from the incoming sensor readings and can be captured without having to consider all events that actually occurred. Therefore, modern EM needs means that filter, correlate, and interpret the incoming data to derive a representation of the ongoings in a way that is suitable for human operators.

Accordingly, Complex Event Processing (CEP) can substantially improve EM as it is today, as it provides means to detect high level situations within the incoming stream of events by means of complex event queries that are evaluated in a continuous and timely fashion.

5.1.1 Representation of Events

Each event has a unique type, carries a payload of data, and is associated with a key uniquely identifying each event instance and a time interval over a continuous time domain, the so-called reception time. Moreover, each event type is characterized by a schema describing the type and structure of its payload.

The payload of events resembles records which can be efficiently stored and processed inside conventional databases but yet provide the desirable flexibility to structure the data in a way suited for EM purposes. Although other Event Query Languages (EQLs) are capable of querying semi-structured data provided by generic XML messages, it is not mandatory to cover the full flexibility of XML to suite the events considered by EM [SB10b; Vra+10; SB10a]. The structure of those events is much more basic than events that are typically observed, eg, in distributed and loosely coupled web applications that provide content which exploits the expressiveness of XML.

Nevertheless, events and event queries are expressed in Dura by means of Xcerpt terms as they have been proposed in [BS02] to represent and query semi-structured data. However, as the structure of events considered in Dura is restricted to records as it is discussed in Section 4.1.2, constructs that account for the rich structure of generic terms are omitted. In this way, a pattern-based query approach that is proven for rule [BS02; BEP06b] and event query languages [BE07] is suitable for Dura while an efficient representation of events is preserved.

example For convenience, events are represented in a linearized form that is similar to the representation of terms in mathematical logic or logic programming. The label of a node is written prefix followed by a (unordered) list of its children enclosed with curly braces.
The preceding data term represents an event reporting about the temperature within a certain area. The event is of type `temp` and has the three atomic attributes `area`, `value`, and `sensor-id`.

**Times of Events**  
By default, each event is associated with a time interval over a continuous time domain, the so-called reception time. The reception time of basic events corresponds to the instant the event is received by the Event Processing System (EPS). Accordingly, the reception time has the same begin and end and thus degenerates to a time point. For derived events, the reception time comprises the reception time intervals of all events that contributed to its detection, that is, the begin and end of derived events corresponds to the least beginning and largest ending of all positively queried events, respectively.

In addition to the reception time which is implicitly added to all events, events can carry any number of application dependent, user defined, times. Other relevant times are for instance the detection time and the simulation time. The detection time corresponds to the instant an event is actually derived and thus becomes visible for external subscribers whereas the simulation time describes when a simulation event is deemed to occur according to the simulation. How to incorporate user defined times into the schema of events and how to adapt the default values for existing times is further elaborated in Section 5.2.5.

**Event Schema**  
The event schema specifies for each event type the structure and fashion of their payload.

Listing 5.1: Schema of `temp` Events

```
temp{ area{long}, value{double}, sensor-id{long} }  
```

Naturally, the schema is specified by means of terms that contain types in place where the actual data of the event will be located and resemble tree-like structures. The leaves of a schema term correspond to basic types and the internal nodes specify labels that describe the data they contain. Thereby, labels of siblings need to remain distinct. There are nine different basic types available in Dura, namely `int`, `long`, `float`, `double`, `boolean`, `string`, `duration`, `timestamp`, and `identifier`.

As already mentioned, this representation corresponds to the representation of Xcerpt terms [FBS07; BS02]. But in contrast to generic Xcerpt terms that resembles a graph structure, references to nodes as well as equally labeled or ordered siblings are not permitted in Dura.
Accordingly, events and their schemas are represented by terms that correspond to trees with a fixed width and depth.

**Implicit Attributes** Each event is associated with a unique key and its reception time. To be easily accessible by common event queries and external components that operate on derived events, both properties are represented in the payload of events. To this end, the schema of events is implicitly extended with two attributes, namely, the atomic attribute \texttt{id(identifier)} for its key and the composite attribute \texttt{reception-time\{begin\{timestamp\}, end\{timestamp\}\}} for its reception time.

Accordingly, the schema of the temperature event from above actually corresponds to the schema in Listing 5.2 which additionally contains the implicit attributes of the event.

```
Listing 5.2: Schema of temp Events with Implicit Attributes

```temp{
  id\{identifier\},
  reception-time\{begin\{timestamp\}, end\{timestamp\}\},
  area\{long\}, value\{double\}, sensor-id\{long\}
}
```

Note that the values for the key and the reception time attribute are implicitly determined by the EPS, unless they are explicitly specified by the programmer as it is discussed in Section 5.2.2. Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, implicit attributes are often omitted from the following examples.

5.1.2 *Atomic Event Queries*

Events are queried by means of a pattern based approach known from existing query languages, that is, the query pattern resembles the data of the event and variables are specified in the pattern where data should be extracted. To this end, event queries are expressed by means of simplified Xcerpt query terms [FBS07] that do not contain formulas such as negation or optionality.

Event queries are specified by means of query patterns which are preceded by the keyword \texttt{event} followed by an alphanumeric name, the so-called event identifier. The event identifier is often used in composite queries to concisely refer, eg, to the reception time of the queried event. Query patterns do not need to be completely specified, that is, attributes that are not relevant for a certain query can be omitted. Moreover, attributes in the query pattern can be specified in an arbitrary order that does not need to correspond to the positioning of the attributes in the schema.
The query in Listing 5.3 matches temperature events and extracts the values of the area and the temperature from their payload.

Listing 5.3: An Atomic Event Query

```
event e: temp{ value(var T), area(var A) }
```

When applied to a stream consisting of the temperature event

```
temp{ area(31), value(12.7), sensor-id(8191) }
```

the given query yields a single substitution binding A to 31 and T to 12.7.

**Identifying Events** There are actually three different ways to identify or refer to events which must not be confused: The type, e.g., `temp`, corresponds to a name that identifies a class of events. The alphanumeric identifier, e.g., `e`, identifies instances of matched events within the lexical context of a query. And finally, the key identifies event instances within the entire event stream.

Accordingly, an *identifier* corresponds to a static reference whereas a *key* corresponds to a dynamic reference. Note that hence two (syntactically) different event identifiers, e.g., `e` and `f`, may actually refer to the same event instance at runtime.

**Referring to Attributes of Events** The attributes of events can be referenced in two different manners: either by means of variable definitions specified in the query term of an atomic event query or by means of a path that combines an event identifier with labels separated by periods pointing to the respective attribute.

For instance, in Listing 5.3 the attribute `value` of the `temp` event can either be referred by means of the variable `T` or by means of the path `e.value`. Accordingly, the notions variables and paths are also referred to as references.

Note that due to the restrictions that apply for the structure of events, all attributes are actually distinguished by a unique path. Therefore, advanced path query languages, such as, XPath [W3C10], are not required here.

5.1.3 Composite Event Queries

In general, the main goal of CEP is to extract higher level knowledge from a stream of basic events that cannot be recognized by just looking at single basic events. To this end, the occurrence or absence of several events in the stream needs to be correlated to recognize valuable situations or events. Accordingly, the capability to relate several queries in a composite query is crucial for every EQL.
Several event queries are combined by means of the operators and, or, and not. Due to a clear separation of query dimensions which has been proposed in [BE07; Eck08], these operators are merely combining several queries into a composite query. They do not, however, specify temporal and other dependencies between events and the data they carry, as such dependencies can only be specified in a separate where part that supplements composite and simple queries.

Conjunctions  Conjunctive event queries are specified in Dura like in XChange[^EQ] by means of the n-ary operator and that contains multiple simple or composite event queries. They resemble joins from traditional databases that are incrementally evaluated and generate new variable bindings whenever further matching events occur in the event stream.

A conjunctive query matches whenever all contained event queries match the stream of events. Thereby, variable definitions that occur in different sub-queries and specify the same name imply a join between the attributes they refer to. Event queries in Dura are furthermore purely declarative and there is no consumption or absorbance of events that are matched by a query. In consequence, one event of the stream can be matched by multiple queries and beyond that it can be matched in several different manners by a same composite query.

Conjunctive event queries in Dura may be temporally unrestricted, as opposed to many other EQLs which require that all matching events occur in a predefined and finite time window. Although the evaluation of temporally unrestricted queries may require an indefinite amount of memory which may cause problems at runtime, they have shown to be valuable if applied carefully. For instance, queries that aggregate values between the occurrence of two events, eg, the begin and end of an emergency, can hardly be restricted by a finite time window, as the duration of the emergency is unknown in advance. Furthermore, queries that determine stateful information usually also cannot be restricted in such a manner, which is thoroughly elaborated in Section 11.2.

Listing 5.4: A Conjunctive Event Query

```plaintext
and{
    event e: temp{ area{var A}, value{var T} }
    event f: smoke{ area{var A}, conc{var C} }
}
```

The query in Listing 5.4 is a valid conjunctive query, although it does not relate the time of the contributing sub-queries. It matches whenever a temperature and a smoke event occur in the same area. Notice the join between the area attribute of both events which is caused by the use of the variable A in both sub-queries.
Note that, due to the temporally unrestricted nature of the given query, temperature and smoke events that occurred apart for any length of time, e.g., several days or weeks, will still match the query. This seems undesirable for this particular kind of query as one is only interested in events that occur in quick succession. However, due to the clear separation of query dimensions, the conjunction specifies merely the composition of events but does not imply any temporal dependencies between events which is further addressed in the next Section 5.1.4.

**DISJUNCTIONS** On a syntactical level, disjunctive queries closely resemble conjunctive queries. They are specified by means of the \( n \)-ary operator \( \lor \) and are as well subject to incremental evaluation. But in contrast to conjunctive queries, disjunctive queries match the stream of events whenever a single sub-query matches the stream. Accordingly, the sub-queries of disjunctive queries are independent from each other and in consequence commonly named variables do not specify a join condition.

**Listing 5.5: A Disjunctive Event Query**

```plaintext
or{
    event e: uncertain-fire-alarm{ area{var A} },
    event f: potential-overcrowding{ area{var A} },
    event g: sos-telephone-call{ area{var A} }
}
```

The query from Listing 5.5 matches when an uncertain-fire-alarm, potential-overcrowding, or sos-telephone-call event occurs.

**NEGATION** Negated queries are applied to query the absence of events in the stream and are specified by means of the \( \neg \) operator. They are always used in conjunction with conjunctive queries and thus resemble anti-semi-joins known from traditional database systems [AHV95]. Accordingly, the negations that are specified with this operator does not correspond to the classical negation, but instead it corresponds to negation as failure [She85] which is commonly applied in logic programming and deductive databases.

Negated queries are always specified as part of a conjunctive query, whereby the conjunctive query only matches when its non-negated sub-queries match and at the same time its negated sub-queries do not match. Similar to conjunctive queries without negations, variable definitions specifying the same name imply a join condition so that the values of the attributes they refer to need to be equal in order to result in a valid match of the entire query. Note that composite even queries composed from conjunctions and disjunctions can be negated.
The query in Listing 5.6 contains a negated query for fire alarms. It matches uncertain fire alarms that did not eventually evolve into a proper fire alarm. As, by design, the composition operators of Dura do not constraint the time of matching events, the negated query matches fire alarms that occur at an arbitrary time.

However, due to the conceptually infinite streams, temporally unbounded negated queries, as the one from Listing 5.6, cannot be evaluated correctly in finite time, as at any point only a finite prefix of the entire stream has been obtained by the \( \text{EPS} \). This issue can be resolved by adding appropriate temporal conditions to the query which is further discussed in Section 5.1.4 and Section 5.2.5.

5.1.4 Temporal and other Conditions

Due to the volatile and temporal nature of events and the conceptually unbounded event streams, temporal conditions have a specific role for complex event queries. Queries are usually only interested in current portions of an event stream to derive valuable insights in an event driven manner. As a consequence, event queries need means to restrict the time of events to match only situations that consider current events.

Temporal conditions between events are specified by means of generic formulas built from potentially nested conjunctions, disjunctions, and negations of inequations that relate time points of events in a temporal fashion. This allows to specify arbitrary temporal dependencies between events and the programmer is not restricted to a set of predefined and hard coded operators. Of course, there is also syntactic sugar in Dura to specify often used relations in a concise manner. However, all of those relations can be equally specified by means of conventional formulas.

Conditions on the data are specified in a similar manner but instead of time points the values extracted by means of variables are related. In this way, the values of several events can be correlated or events can be filtered according to the data they carry.

All (temporal and other) conditions that are relevant for a certain (composite) query are specified in a separate where part that is amended to the query. Thereby the collection of the where, let, and group by parts, which will be subsequently introduced, associated with a query is also referred to as query supplement.
Temporal and other conditions are specified in Dura by means of (in)equations in a separate where part that is associated either with an atomic or a composite event query.

Listing 5.7: Conditions of a Query

```plaintext
and(
  event e: temp{ area{var A}, value{var T} }
  event f: smoke{ area{var A}, conc{var C} }
) where {
  end(e) <= end(f) + 2min, end(f) <= end(e) + 2min,
  or{ var T > 400, var C > 0.2 }
}
```

The conditions in Listing 5.7 constrain the values of the variables $T$ and $C$ to exceed 400 degrees or 20 percent. Moreover, they specify that matching temperature and smoke events must occur within two minutes.

Atomic expressions

Atomic expressions are built from literals, such as, strings ("celsius"), numbers (23, 42.5), durations (5ms, 1min 17sec), constants (const), paths (e.value), and variables and identifiers (var $A$, event $e$). For the sake of readability, the prefixes of constants, variables, and identifiers can be omitted in Dura expressions.

Moreover, the functions `system-time.now()` and `sequence.next()` are available which yield the current time at their evaluation and the value of a monotonically increasing sequence of long values, respectively.

Interval expressions

Time intervals are specified by means of the value constructor \([\langle\text{expression},\text{expression}\rangle]\) which takes as an argument two expressions of type timestamp. Moreover, time intervals can be obtained by means of the function `time` which takes as an argument an event identifier and returns the reception time of the corresponding event.

The functions `begin` and `end` operate on time intervals and return their corresponding upper and lower boundaries. For convenience, both functions can also be applied to event identifiers whereby they return the begin and end of the reception time of the corresponding event. This convenience notation was actually already used in Listing 5.7. In addition, Dura provides functions on intervals that resemble the operators that are used to construct relative timer events in XChange\textsuperscript{EQ} [Eck+11b; Ecko8; BE07]. These functions, specified in Table 5.1, take as parameter a duration and a time interval or an event identifier and compute a new time interval. However, in Dura these functions are just syntactic sugar for more basic expressions and can thus be omitted from the language, whereas the corresponding operators of XChange\textsuperscript{EQ} are a fundamental part of the language.
extend(e, d) ≡ [begin(e), end(e) + d]
shorten(e, d) ≡ [begin(e), end(e) - d]
extend-begin(e, d) ≡ [begin(e) - d, end(e)]
shorten-begin(e, d) ≡ [begin(e) + d, end(e)]
shift-forward(e, d) ≡ [begin(e) + d, end(e) + d]
shift-backward(e, d) ≡ [begin(e) - d, end(e) - d]
from-end(e, d) ≡ [end(e), end(e) + d]
from-end-backward(e, d) ≡ [end(e) - d, end(e)]
from-begin(e, d) ≡ [begin(e), begin(e) + d]
from-begin-backward(e, d) ≡ [begin(e) - d, begin(e)]

Table 5.1: Translation of Interval Functions to Expressions

COMPOSITE EXPRESSIONS Composite expressions are built by applying arithmetic functions, such as, the binary and infix written functions +, -, *, /, and ** or the n-ary functions least and greatest, to atomic or composite expressions.

Moreover, Dura provides the binary functions floor and ceil which take as arguments a timestamp and a duration and yield a timestamp that is rounded to the nearest value above or below the given one according to the precision specified by the given duration. For instance, the expression floor(ts, 1min) omits the seconds and milliseconds from the timestamp ts.

In addition, the type of expressions can be adapted by means of unary prefix written cast functions whose name corresponds to the type the expression should be cast to. Eg, the expression long("1729") yields the long value 1729.

Other than those functions, in particular user defined functions, cannot be used in Dura to form (composite) expressions. Moreover, expressions are statically typed and their correct typing is verified at compile time.

FORMULAS Formulas are build from (composite) expressions by means of the relations !, <, <=, =, >, and >=. Furthermore, composite formulas are obtained by composing several formulas by means of the n-ary sentential connectives and and or and the unary connective not. Note that thereby the negation corresponds to the classical negation from mathematical logic in contrast to the negation used in event queries which corresponds to negation as failure from logic programming.

Formulas are specified in the where part of queries that is either associated with atomic queries or with composite queries. For convenience, the keyword and can be omitted from the outer most formula.
Qualitative Temporal Relations

Allen’s thirteen relations [All83] identify thirteen distinct relations on temporal intervals that are convenient for domains where temporal information is imprecise and relative. They are commonly used in EQLs to specify qualitative temporal dependencies between events.

Allen’s relations are usually specified in conjunction with event identifiers to constrain the time of the corresponding events. They are, however, only syntactic sugar for composite formulas built from more basic inequations. Table 5.2 contains Allen’s relations and their corresponding representation as basic formulas. However, the inverses of the given relations, namely, after, contains, overlapped-by, met-by, started-by, and finished-by, are omitted as they are directly related to the given relations, eg, e after f corresponds to f before e.

\[
\begin{align*}
e \text{ before } f & \equiv \text{end}(e) < \text{begin}(f) \\
e \text{ meets } f & \equiv \text{end}(e) = \text{begin}(f) \\
e \text{ overlaps } f & \equiv \{ \text{begin}(e) < \text{begin}(f), \\
& \quad \text{begin}(f) < \text{end}(e), \text{end}(e) < \text{end}(f) \} \\
e \text{ during } f & \equiv \{ \text{begin}(f) < \text{begin}(e), \text{end}(e) < \text{end}(f) \} \\
e \text{ starts } f & \equiv \{ \text{begin}(e) = \text{begin}(f), \text{end}(e) < \text{end}(f) \} \\
e \text{ finishes } f & \equiv \{ \text{end}(e) = \text{end}(f), \text{begin}(e) < \text{begin}(f) \} \\
e \text{ equals } f & \equiv \{ \text{begin}(e) = \text{begin}(f), \text{end}(e) = \text{end}(f) \}
\end{align*}
\]

Table 5.2: Translation of Allen’s Relations to Formulas

Note that the relations can be used in arbitrary combination of other relations and sentential connectives. In particular, even disjunctions of relations can be specified in Dura.

Quantitative Temporal Relations

Besides the qualitative relations from above, Dura provides two quantitative relations that restrict the time window in which matching events may occur, namely, within and apart-by. Within is an \(n + 1\)-ary relation taking as arguments \(n \geq 1\) event identifiers and a duration. It specifies that the given events occur within a given time window denoted by means of a non-negative duration. Apart is a ternary relation that takes as arguments two events and a durations. It specifies that the given events occur at least the given duration apart from each other.

Similar to Allen’s relations, the quantitative relations are just syntactic sugar, that is, the relation \(\{e_1, \ldots, e_n\}\) within \(d\) translates to

\[
\text{greatest}(\text{end}(e_1), \ldots, \text{end}(e_n)) - \text{least}(\text{begin}(e_1), \ldots, \text{begin}(e_n)) \leq d
\]

and \(\{e, f\}\) apart-by \(d\) translates to

\[
\text{or}\{ \text{begin}(f) - \text{end}(e) \geq d, \text{begin}(e) - \text{end}(f) \geq d \}
\]
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**Flexibility of Temporal Conditions**  Because temporal conditions are specified by means of generic expressions and formulas that incorporate the time of queried events, Dura provides a great flexibility for the specification of temporal conditions. Temporal conditions can, for instance, specify time windows that lie in the future

```plaintext
where { e during shift-forward(f, 2min) }
```

are non-convex

```plaintext
where {
  e during extend(f, 2min),
  not { e during from-end(f, 1min) }
}
```

or are defined relative to multiple events

```plaintext
where { end(f)-1min < begin(e), end(e) < end(g)+2min }
```

In addition, temporal conditions cover all thirteen of Allen’s relations and beyond that they can also specify arbitrary combinations thereof by means of conjunctions, disjunctions, and negations.

### 5.1.5 Data Definition

Besides the filtering of values in the `where` part of queries, new values can be defined in a distinct `let` part that is associated with queries. Thereby, multiple `where` and `let` parts can be associated with the same query to realize a filtering of newly derived values.

The `let` part contains one or more variable definitions and has the following structure

```plaintext
let { «variable» = «expression», ... }
```

whereby the names of newly defined variables must be unused.

**Example**  In the query in Listing 5.8 the temperature readings provide the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit instead of degrees Celsius. To filter events that report about a temperature above 400 degrees Celsius, the provided value is first of all converted to degrees Celsius and bound to the variable `Tcel` by means of a `let` part and subsequently filtered to match only values above 400 degrees Celsius.

```
Listing 5.8: Data Definition

```plaintext
event e: temp-value{ area{var A}, value{var Tfah} }  
let { var Tcel = (var Tfah - 32)/1.8 }  
where { var Tcel > 400 }
```

Note that in this particular example the query can be simplified by omitting the `let` part and by adapting the formula in its `where` part to
(\text{var } T_{\text{fah}} - 32)/1.8 > 400. However, in more elaborated examples defining new variables is desirable, as the bound values can be reused in various parts of the query, e.g., in the \text{where} part of other sub-queries and in the query head.

5.1.6 Grouping and Aggregation

Grouping and aggregation are highly desirable for \text{EM} and for \text{CEP} in general. By their means, values obtained from several events collected, e.g., in a certain time window, can be combined using aggregation functions such as average, minimum, maximum, etc. This is particularly useful to realize a smoothing of noisy sensor readings and to obtain concise and abstract indicators for the conditions of the infrastructure, e.g., the moving average of the temperature within the last couple of minutes, that is suitable for the interpretation by humans in contrast to the vast number of individual events which contributed to the average value.

\begin{verbatim}
  \text{group by} \{ \text{«variable, identifier, or path», ...} \}
  \text{aggregate} \{ \text{«variable» = «aggregation expression», ...} \}
\end{verbatim}

The aggregation of events is realized by means of \text{group by} and \text{aggregate} clauses that are amended to a conjunctive query. Thereby, the \text{aggregate} is optional whereas it can only be specified in conjunction with a \text{group by}. The \text{group by} specifies how the matching events are separated into groups and the \text{aggregate} specifies how the values of events contained in one group are aggregated into a single value. To this end, expressions in the aggregate part can contain the additional aggregation functions \text{min}, \text{max}, \text{avg}, \text{sum}, and \text{count}.

Similar to negations, grouping is not monotonic and requires further temporal restrictions that are restricting the occurrence of the queried events prior to their grouping to obtain a valid query. To this end, it is sufficient to bound above the end of the reception time of all events whose event identifier or reception time is not specified in the \text{group by} clause. Note that this criterion covers the most common case, whereas further and more generic criteria, in particular those with respect to user defined times, are discussed in Section 5.2.5.

\text{Example} Consider the following query in Listing 5.9. When an alarm occurs, the query determines the average temperature $T_{\text{avg}}$ within the last minute before the alarm. Note that thereby the end of the reception time of temperature events is bounded above, namely, relative to the end of the reception time of the alarm event.

To this end, alarm events are joined with temperature events that occurred one minute before the alarm. Subsequently, the events are grouped by the alarm event, that is, for each individual alarm event there is one group that contains all temperature events which joined
Listing 5.9: Grouping and Aggregation of Events

```plaintext
and{
  event e: alarm{ area{var A} },
  event f: temp{ area{var A}, value{var T} }
} where { f during from-end-backward(e, 1min) }
group by { event e } aggregate { var Tavg = avg(var T) }
```

with the alarm. And finally, the temperature values within each group are aggregated to a single value, namely, the average temperature.

Without the grouping in the query of Listing 5.9, each pair of alarm and temperature events would result in a match of the composite query. However, because of the grouping over alarm events, the query matches only once for each alarm event independent of the number of matching temperature events.

**Having Clauses for Groupings** Groupings can be arbitrarily combined with conditions and data definitions as long as the visibility of variables is respected, which is further formalized in Section 5.2.1. In this way, conditions can constrain aggregated values and thus resembles the having clause of the query language for relational databases SQL.

Listing 5.10: Realizing a Having Clause

```plaintext
and{
  event e: alarm{ area{var A} },
  event f: temp{ area{var A}, value{var T} }
} where { f during from-end-backward(e, 1min) }
group by { event e } aggregate { var Tavg = avg(var T) }
where { var Tavg > 100 }
```

The grouping in Listing 5.9 is already preceded by a where part, which specifies a temporal condition on temperature events. Moreover, the grouping can also be followed by arbitrary many where and let parts. With the given adaptations, the query from Listing 5.10 matches only alarm events that occur in an area with an average temperature Tavg that exceeds 100 degrees.

**Grouping over Times Rather than Events** The group by clause is not restricted to event identifiers but can also contain variables. In addition, recall that for valid groupings it is sufficient to bound above the reception time of all events whose event identifier or reception time is not specified in the group by clause.

These circumstances can be exploited in combination to obtain a grouping over a tumbling window in a rather unique way, which does not rely on a separate language construct for tumbling windows. Consider the query in Listing 5.11. As it is composed only from the
atomic query for temp events and the group by clause contains the variable Min which depends on the reception time of the queried temp event, the grouping is indeed valid.

Listing 5.11: Realizing a Tumbling Window

```plaintext
event e: temp{ area{var A}, value{var T} }
  let { var Min = ceil(end(e), 1min) }
  group by { var Min, var A } aggregate { var Tavg = avg(T) }
```

Because of the grouping over the variables Min and A the average temperature Tavg is determined for all temperature events that occurred in the same minute and in the same area. Accordingly, the grouping over Min has the same effect as a grouping over a tumbling window with the size of one minute.

**Applying Multiple Groupings**

The ability to combine groupings with conditions and data definitions even includes the possibility to specify multiple groupings for one conjunctive query. At least as long as the visibility of variables and the temporal restrictions for groupings are respected. This is a powerful means to concisely formulate sophisticated queries.

Note, however, that the visibility of variables need to be respected. As a consequence, the sets specified after different group by parts are commonly in a subset relationship.

Listing 5.12: Query with Multiple Groupings

```plaintext
and{
  event e: alarm{},
  event f: temp{ area{var A}, value{var T} }
} where { f during from-end(e, 1min) }
  group by { event e, var A } aggregate { var Tavg = avg(T) }
  where { var Tavg > 100 }
  group by { event e } aggregate { var Acount = count(var A) }
```

When an alarm occurs, the query from Listing 5.12 determines the number of areas Acount where the average temperature exceeds the threshold of 50 degrees within the next minute. To this end, the average temperature of each area is determined by means of a grouping and subsequently the number of areas that exceed the threshold of 50 degrees is obtained by means of another grouping.

5.1.7 Existential Queries

By design of Dura, events are not consumed or absorbed during the evaluation of Dura queries and thus in a conjunctive query one event can be joined with several other events generating as many answers
as there are matching partners. For some queries, however, it is only important to determine whether there is at least one matching partner for an event whereas the exact number of matching events is irrelevant.

Querying the existence of events is realized in Dura by means of a group by without an aggregate part. Thereby the grouping is used to accumulate several events instead of generating a match of the conjunctive query for every pair of matching events.

**Example**  To roughly estimate the characteristics of a fire it is reasonable to observe how quickly the temperature rises in a certain area after the detection of the fire alarm. To this end, it is sufficient to determine whether the temperature exceeded a certain threshold within a given time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 5.13: An Existential Query</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>and {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>event e: fire-alarm{ area(var A)}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>event f: temp{ area(var A), value(var T) }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>} where { f during from-end(e, 2min), var T &gt; 400 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group by { event e }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The query in **Listing 5.13** determines whether the temperature exceeded 400 degrees within 2 minutes after a fire alarm. It matches, however, at most once for every fire alarm, as the query is grouped by the fire alarm. In this way, it only matters whether there are any temperature events but it is irrelevant how many there actually are. Thus, by means of the grouping the query for temperature events can be considered to be existentially quantified.

### 5.2 Deductive and Reactive Rules

Deductive and reactive rules form the foundation for the specification of complex events and for the initiation of reactions based on the occurrence of events.

Deductive rules specify a complex event in their head that is derived whenever the event query in their body matches the stream of events. They hence correspond to views known from database systems and are free of side effects. Deductive rules provide a convenient and natural abstraction mechanism for the definition of higher-level complex events. By contrast, reactive rules specify a (complex) action in their head that is executed whenever the event query in their body matches. Accordingly, reactive rules make the transition from purely declarative deductive rules and event queries to imperative actions that intentionally entail side effects that can in turn be observed by means of event queries.
However, similar to rules applied in logic programming, some restrictions apply to the formalization of rules. First of all, rules (and interestingly even queries) need to be range restricted to guarantee a sound evaluation. Second of all, for the incremental evaluation of deductive rules over a unbounded stream of events further temporal conditions on queries containing non-monotonic operators, such as, negation and aggregation, need to be satisfied. Finally, there apply restrictions on user-defined reception times of derived events, in particular on events that are derived by recursive rules.

5.2.1 Range Restriction of Queries and Rules

To obtain sound queries and rules, variables used in the supplement of queries and in rule heads need to be properly defined so as to provide concrete values during the evaluation of queries at runtime. The intuition behind “properly defined” variables is formalized in the following by means of the notions polarity and range restriction.

Obviously, both notions have been inspired by the respective notions used in mathematical logic [Bry+07]. However, be aware that they substantially differ in some aspects due to the additional constructs that are available in Dura.

**Polarity of References** The polarity of references in Dura queries is inductively defined as follows. A variable \( v \), identifier \( i \), or path \( p \) has positive polarity in the query

\[
event e: t \quad \text{if } i \text{ coincides with } e, \text{ the prefix of } p \text{ coincides with } e, \text{ or } v \text{ occurs in the query term } t
\]

\[
q \text{ where } c \quad \text{if it has positive polarity in the sub-query } q
\]

\[
q \text{ let } l \quad \text{if it has positive polarity in the sub-query } q \text{ or occurs on the left hand side of an assignment in } l
\]

\[
q \text{ group by } g \text{ aggregate } a \quad \text{if it occurs in } g \text{ or on the left hand side of an assignment in } a
\]

\[
\text{and}(q_1, \ldots, q_k) \quad \text{if it has positive polarity in any sub-query } q_i
\]

\[
\text{or}(q_1, \ldots, q_k) \quad \text{if it has positive polarity in all sub-queries } q_1, \ldots, q_k
\]

Note that the operator \texttt{not} does intentionally not occur in the inductive definition of polarity. As a consequence, in contrast to the polarity as it is defined for variables in mathematical logic, variables that are nested in multiple negations cannot have positive polarity. This particular deviation between the two notions is because Dura applies negation as failure whereas mathematical logic applies classical negation.
range restriction of queries

The range restriction of queries is defined inductively as follows. The query

\[ \text{event } e: t \quad \text{is range restricted (RR)} \]

\[ q \quad \text{where } c \quad \text{is RR if } q \text{ is RR and all references of } c \text{ have positive polarity in } q \]

\[ q \quad \text{let } l \quad \text{is RR if } q \text{ is RR and all references on the right hand side of assignments in } l \text{ have positive polarity in } q \]

\[ q \quad \text{group by } g \quad \text{aggregate } a \quad \text{is RR if } q \text{ is RR and references on the right hand side of assignments in } a \text{ and in } g \text{ have positive polarity in } q \]

\[ \text{not}(q) \quad \text{where } c \quad \text{is RR if } q \text{ is RR and each reference of } c \text{ has positive polarity in its comprising query or in } q \]

\[ \text{and}(q_1, \ldots, q_k) \quad \text{is RR if all sub-queries } q_1, \ldots, q_k \text{ are RR} \]

\[ \text{or}(q_1, \ldots, q_k) \quad \text{is RR if all sub-queries } q_1, \ldots, q_k \text{ are RR} \]

range restriction of rules

In anticipation of the notions, deductive and reactive rules

\[ \text{DETECT } c \text{ ON } q \text{ END} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{ON } q \text{ DO } a \text{ END} \]

are range restricted, if all references that occur in the construct term \( c \) or the action \( a \), respectively, have positive polarity in \( q \) and if furthermore the query \( q \) is range restricted.

Interestingly, the range restriction of rules depends, in addition to the polarity of variables in the rule head, on the range restriction of the query in the body. This discrepancy to range restriction as it is usually defined for rules considered in mathematical logic and logic programming is required to cover the constructs that are only available in Dura.

example

In Listing 5.14, the variable \( A \) and the identifier \( f \) have positive polarity in the atomic sub-query of the negation whereas thereof only the variable \( A \) has positive polarity in the conjunctive query. In addition, the identifier \( e \) has positive polarity in the disjunctive and conjunctive query, respectively.

The rule is, however, not range restricted, because the condition \( \{e, f\} \text{ within } 30 \) contains the identifier \( f \) which does not have positive polarity in the conjunctive query.

weak range restriction

For convenience, it seems desirable to apply a slightly more liberal variation of range restriction, which facilitates a more unrestricted replacement of conditions referring to negated queries. The following definition of weak range restriction generalizes the one from above and enables, e.g., to specify conditions referring to negated queries not only in the supplement of the nega-
tion but also in the supplement of queries containing the negation. It
does not increase the expressiveness of Dura, though. In fact, weakly
range restricted rules can be converted to semantically equivalent
range restricted rules. For details refer to Section 10.3.6.

A reference has weak positive polarity in the query
not( q ) if it has positive polarity in q
and( q₁, ..., qₖ ) if it has (weak) positive polarity in any sub-query qᵢ
or( q₁, ..., qₖ ) if it has positive polarity in one sub-query qᵢ or weak
positive polarity in all sub-queries q₁, ..., qₖ

Except for the different term, the definition of range restriction and
weak range restriction for queries and rules only differs in one case that
applies for the range restriction for queries. The query
q where c is weakly RR if q is weakly RR and all references of a
conjunct of c with weak positive polarity in q refer to the same atomic query

**Example** In Listing 5.14, the variables T, C, and Id as well as the
identifier f have weak positive polarity but no positive polarity in
the conjunctive query. Moreover, the rule and accordingly all of its
sub-queries are weakly range restricted.

Note that in the following it is sufficient if rules and queries are
weakly range restricted. Obtaining rules that are range restricted in
the strict sense is only relevant for the normalization of rules de-
scribed in Section 10.3.

**5.2.2 Deductive Rules**

Deductive rules derive higher level events based on the occurrence
of events in the stream. They consist of two distinct parts, the rule
head and the rule body, or consequent and antecedent as they are
also called [Bry+07], that share commonly named variables and are denoted

\textbf{DETECT «event» ON «query» END}

whereby the body contains an event query and the head specifies a complex event by means of a construct term. Note that the strict separation between body and head contributes to the separation of concerns as it separates the querying of events from the construction of new events, two aspects that are indeed clearly orthogonal.

Deductive rules are incrementally evaluated to fit the volatile nature of event streams, that is, new events are gradually derived according to the specification in the rule head and added to the event stream while events matching the query in the body of the rule occur. Hence, deductive rules correspond to materialized views from database systems. As the name suggests, those kind of rules are declarative and thus queried events are not subject to consumption or absorbance. Moreover, rules are evaluated in a monotonic fashion and thus events that have been derived cannot be updated and there is no notion of premature events that corresponds to preliminary results and may need to be reverted if further events arrive in the system.

\textbf{Reception time of derived events}  The reception time of derived events is implicitly determined by the EPS unless the reception time is explicitly adapted by the programmer as described below.

By default, the reception time of derived events is determined by the smallest interval that comprises the reception time of all positively queried atomic events, that is, all atomic events whose event identifier have positive polarity in the query in the body of the rule. More formally, the begin and end of the reception time is determined by \( \text{least}(\text{begin}(e_1, \ldots, e_k)) \) and \( \text{greatest}(\text{begin}(e_1, \ldots, e_k)) \), respectively, whereby \( e_1, \ldots, e_k \) are the identifiers with positive polarity in the query of the rule body.

\textbf{Example}  Among other things, deductive rules are convenient for schema mediation and the enrichment of basic events. In Listing 5.15 the first rule derives \texttt{temp} events from generic \texttt{sensor-msg} events which describe their content by means of a rather unintuitive number in their payload instead of a meaningful event type and provide the temperature in degrees Kelvin. The second rule transforms temperature readings from \texttt{temp-value} events carrying the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit into \texttt{temp} events that specify the temperature in degrees Celsius.

Naturally, in large infrastructures, there are several different kinds of temperature sensors with different message formats and different properties they provide. Therefore, a homogeneous representation is highly desirable as rules can rely on one single event type to obtain
the temperature and do not need to be aware of all different event types and formats that are available. Moreover, using a homogeneous representation improves the maintainability of rules, as new sensors with different formats can be easily integrated by simply adding a rule that transforms events of the new format into temp events.

EXAMPLE Deductive rules can also be used to define a hierarchy of events to obtain various representations of the same event with different levels of abstraction. The rules in Listing 5.16, for instance, specify that uncertain fire alarms, potential overcrowding, and calls made by emergency telephones are all a kind of uncertain alarm whereas uncertain alarms and certain alarms are alarms.

Note that the event identifier of all atomic queries intentionally coincides with e. Therefore, e is positive with in the disjunctive query and the reception time can be determined as described above.

Depending on the requirements, programmers can thus write very generic rules that are just querying alarms, or, if desired, query more specific events to formulate more rules that apply only in the specific situation.

ADAPTING THE RECEIPTION TIME OF EVENTS By default, derived events are associated with a reception time that depends on the times of the events it has been derived from. More precisely, the default reception time of derived events corresponds to the smallest time interval comprising all time intervals of positively queried events that contributed to its derivation, that is, the begin and end of derived events corresponds to the least beginning and largest ending of all positively queried events, respectively.
Although the reception time of events is implicitly determined by the system, programmers can specify an alternative definition as long as the preconditions discussed in Section 5.2.5 are satisfied. In very simplified terms, it is sufficient if the adapted time is specified relative to the end of all reception times of events positively queried in the body of the rule.

**Example** One situation where adapting the time of derived events seems desirable is the following. Temperature sensors usually emit temperature values in regular intervals, e.g., every 15 seconds. Thus, if more than one minute has passed after the last `temp` event has been obtained by the system one can conclude that the corresponding sensor is broken. However, although the default time determined by the EPS is usually sensible for derived events, in this particular case it seems desirable to adapt the time for `broken-temp-sensor` events to correspond to the first time a `temp` event remains absent. This is realized in Listing 5.17 by explicitly overwriting the end of the reception time with `end(e) + 15sec`.

**Structure of rules** Recall that CEP is indeed about the detection of higher level events in a continuous and timely fashion and **not** about expressing arbitrary computations. Accordingly, EQLs are commonly restriction to hierarchical programs [Cla78; She85] to obtain an efficient incremental evaluation of queries that suits the characteristics of unbounded streams.

In addition to commonly applied hierarchical rules, Dura even supports some limited form of recursive rules. Recursive rules are valid if they ensure that recursively derived events make some kind of tem-
poral progress, that is, if the end of the reception time of derived events exceeds the end of the reception time of the recursively queried events by a constant duration. However, be aware that recursive rules are intended for very specific purposes, e.g., to internally realize updates of stateful data which leads to cyclic dependencies between rules, and it is usually sufficient for programmers to rely on hierarchical rules in Dura. Nevertheless, further details on recursive rules are discussed in Section 5.2.4.

5.2.3 Reactive Rules

The execution of reactions to detected situations is realized in Dura by means of reactive rules. Reactive rules make the transition from the purely declarative world of events and stateful objects the imperative world of actions.

Similar to deductive rules, reactive rules consist of a distinct head and body part. Their body contains an event query specifying when the rule triggers whereas their head contains a potentially composite action specifying the corresponding reaction to the queried events. In Dura reactive rules are denoted

```
ON «event query» DO «action» END
```

Whenever the event query in the body matches, the action in the head is initiated. Thereby, the execution of so-called internal and external actions is discriminated which is further described in Section 5.4.

Be aware that, although reactive rules of Dura resemble productions used in production and expert systems [BFC86; Wat85; DK75], in particular if they alter stateful objects which is further addressed in Section 5.3, there is no automatic conflict resolution between rules. Accordingly, the action in the rule head is executed as often as the event query in the body matches the stream of events.

**Example** When an alarm occurs, e.g., due to the outbreak of a fire, there are various actions that need to be taken. Some of them are spe-
cific for certain situations and need approval of the human operator whereas others are very generic, eg, the shutdown of the heat and ventilation system, and can thus be triggered by the system without further approval. This behavior is implemented by the reactive rule in Listing 5.18. Whenever an alarm occurs, the immediate actions which can be executed without further approval, are initiated by the system.

Listing 5.18: A Reactive Rule

```
ON
  event e: alarm{ area{var A} }
DO
  action a: immediate-actions{ area{var A} }
END
```

Note that if there are several alarms for the same area, eg, if there are multiple justifications that lead to the derivation of several alarm events within a short amount of time, the immediate actions are executed multiple times. It is thus desirable to adapt the rule, eg, by means of negated or existentially quantified queries, to prevent the repeated execution of immediate actions.

REQUEST TIME OF TRIGGERED ACTIONS Naturally, the time an action is requested for execution by the EPS depends on the time the event query in the body of the reactive rule matches. More precisely, it corresponds to the end of the reception time that would be determined in case of a declarative rule.

Accordingly, in Listing 5.18 the time the immediate-actions action is requested by the system simply corresponds to the end of the reception time of the alarm event. Note, however, that in case of physical actions which are executed by external actuators the actual begin of the action may be deferred because of system inherent latency effects. This aspect of physical actions is elaborated in detail in Section 5.4 which comprehensively covers various aspects of complex actions in Dura.

5.2.4 Recursive Rules

Dura supports a limited form of recursive rules. However, be aware that Dura is an event query language intended for complex event processing. Therefore, recursive rules are, by design, not intended to provide means for carrying out arbitrary computations as it is desirable for general purpose languages like, for instance, Java and C#. In fact, the EM use cases described in [SB10b; SBR11a] can be sufficiently modeled by means of the recursion capabilities that are provided by Dura.

For rules that derive an event that is (directly or indirectly) queried in their body, it must be satisfied that the end of the reception time of
the derived event exceeds the end of the reception time of the recursively queried event by an arbitrary small but predetermined constant duration. In other words, the reception time of events derived by recursive rules needs to make temporal progress with respect to the queried event whereby the amount of the temporal progress needs to be deducible from the temporal conditions of the query. Note that this condition relates to the stratification of rules [ABW88] and can be seen as temporal stratification.

**Example** The capabilities of recursive rules are exploited in Listing 5.19 to count the number of persons within a room based on enter and exit events that report in regular intervals how many persons have entered and exited an area.

Listing 5.19: A Recursive Rule

```
DETECT
person-count{
  area{var A}, count{var Cnew},
  reception-time{ end{ end(e)+10min } }
}
ON
and{
  event e: person-count{ area{var A}, count{var C} },
  event f: enter{ area{var A}, amount{var In} },
  event g: exit{ area{var A}, amount{var Out} }
} where { f during from-end(e, 10min),
              g during from-end(e, 10min) } 
  group by { event e, var C, var A }
  aggregate { var Cin = sum(In), var Cout = sum(Out) }
  let { var Cnew = var C + var Cin - var Cout }
END
```

The basic idea is the following, a new person-count event is derived every 10 minutes by collecting enter and exit events within this timespan and by adding their cumulated values to the previous known amount of persons in the area obtained by the (recursive) query to person-count events. Note that the end of the reception time of the derived person-count event is determined by end(e)+10min, thus the time difference between two successive person-count events that have been derived by this rule amounts to 10 minutes and therefore the conditions for recursive rules are satisfied.

Note that for the sake of simplicity, we made the implicit assumption that enter and exit events are issued at least once every 10 minutes. If there is not at least one enter and one exit event within every 10 minutes, the query in the body of the rule of Listing 5.19 does not match and thus the rule does not detect any further events. For a more robust implementation, which does not suffer from this issue, three further rules need to be added to the program which cover the cases when either an enter or an exit event occurs or none of them oc-
An extension that resolves this issue more elegantly is suggested in Chapter 13, though.

**Example**  Recursive rules are not restricted to positive event queries but also allow for “recursion through negation” as long as the temporal requirements on derived events are satisfied. This ability is used in Listing 5.20 to imply smoke from the presence of high temperature readings. However, the given examples is elaborated for didactic reasons and has arguable relevance for the considered EM use cases.

Listing 5.20: A Recursive Rule with Negation

```plaintext
DETECT smoke{ ... } ON and{ 
    event e: temp{ area{var A}, value{var T} } 
    not event f: smoke{ area{var A} } 
} where { 
    var T > 400, 
    f during shorten(from-end-backward(e, 2min), 5sec) 
} END
```

Note how the interval function `shorten` causes the required temporal distance between the reception times of queried and derived `smoke` events: Unless the reception time of derived `smoke` events is manually adapted it coincides with the reception time of the queried `temp` event. Moreover, the temporal condition entails $\text{end}(f) < \text{end}(e) - 5\text{sec}$. It is hence satisfied that the end of the reception time of derived `smoke` events exceeds the end of the reception time of queried `smoke` events by at least five seconds. Accordingly, the temporal requirements on recursively derived events are satisfied.

If, however, the temporal condition of the rule is instead adapted to $f$ during `from-end-backward(e, 2min)` it merely entails $\text{end}(f) < \text{end}(e)$ and thus the end of the reception time of derived and queried `temp` events can become arbitrary close. Therefore, there is no predetermined temporal distance and thus the adapted conditions do not satisfy the temporal requirements on recursively derived events.

5.2.5  **Progressing Attributes: A Generalization of Time**

The incremental evaluation of Dura queries is based on the Temporal Stream Algebra (TSA) which has been proposed by Brodt and Bry [BB12a]. In the following, we will informally summarize aspects of TSA that are relevant for the specification of correct Dura rules by means of informal examples. For the formal details refer to [BB12a].
**Progressing Attributes**  Brodt and Bry [BB12a] propose a generalization of time called progressing attributes. Progressing attributes are specific attributes of event streams. In simplified terms, for a progressing attribute $a$ holds that for any upper bound $b$ on the values of the attribute $a$ there is a time $p$ so that the values of all future events exceed the bound in this attribute.

By interpreting the values of $a$ and the bound $b$ as functions $a(t)$ and $b(t)$, respectively, the notion of progressing attributes can be equivalently formulated by means of the Landau notation [Cor+01]: $a$ is a progressing attribute if for all constant functions $b(t)$ holds $a(t) \in \Omega(b(t))$.

![Progressing Attribute Illustration](image)

**Figure 5.1: Illustration of a Progressing Attribute**

The reception time of basic events is an example for a progressing attribute: As time advances the reception time of newly obtained basic events grows and eventually all future events will be associated with a reception time that exceeds any predetermined time bound $b$. Be aware that the notion of progressing attributes does not require that the values are monotonically increasing, as Figure 5.1 illustrates.¹

**Progressing Attributes in DURA** Each progressing attribute of an event can be interpreted as an independent time line or time model. Accordingly events can be associated with an arbitrary number of independent time lines. Note, however, that it is statically verified whether attributes distinguished as progressing attributes are determined by suited values as it is described in the following.

Programmers can distinguish attributes as progressing attributes in the schema of events by means of the predicate `progressing` specified in a `where` part amended to the schema as it is illustrated in Listing 5.21. In addition to the designation of progressing attributes,

¹ Note that the representation of the graph is rather simplified as it would be discrete with realistic data.
the where part can also contain constraints that restrict the values of attributes.

Listing 5.21: A Schema of Events with Progressing Attributes

```plaintext
temp{
  id(identifier),
  reception-time{ begin{timestamp}, end{timestamp} },
  area{long}, value{double}, sensor-id{long}
} where {
  progressing(id), progressing(reception-time.end),
  reception-time.begin <= reception-time.end
}
```

By default, the attributes id and reception-time.end, which are implicit associated with every event, are distinguished as progressing attributes. Moreover, the begin of the reception time is constrained to be lower or equal to its end by means of the temporal formula reception-time.begin <= reception-time.end. In the schema of temperature events in Listing 5.21 these implicit properties and conditions on attributes are explicitly specified.

**Progress Information** For the evaluation of rules by means of TSA, it is not sufficient to know that there exists a point in time p from which on all subsequent events exceed a given bound b in a certain attribute. In addition, suited progress information is required that facilitates to determine whether the time p has actually passed. Accordingly, expressions determining values of progressing attributes need to provide progress information.

With respect to the rule

```
DETECT e ON q END
```

an expression provides progress information for a progressing attribute of e, if it maintains progress information from sequence.next() or system-time.now() or if it maintains progress information from all events queried in q. Thereby, maintaining progress information is defined inductively as follows. Let t, t₁, ..., tₙ determine expressions and d a duration, then

1. t coinciding with a reference maintains progress information if it refers to a progressing attributes of an event queried by q,

2. t + d maintains progress information of t,

3. greatest(t₁, ..., tₙ) maintains progress information of all terms t₁, ..., tₙ, and

4. floor(t, d) and ceil(t, d) maintain progress information of t.
In addition, if the condition $t_1 \theta t_2$ with $\theta \in \{<, \leq, =\}$ is satisfied for the expressions $t_1$ and $t_2$, eg, if it is explicitly specified in the where part of $q$ or in the schema of an event queried by $q$, then $t_2$ maintains progress information of $t_1$ and of $t_2$.

Incremental evaluation and garbage collection

Incremental evaluation and garbage collection are two crucial properties of CEP. Event streams are conceptually unbounded and therefore queries can only be evaluated in an incremental fashion, as the stream is never completely obtained. Moreover, the unbounded stream cannot be completely persisted and thus any machine will run short of storage without appropriate garbage collection of obsolete events. Naturally, TSA supports both, at least if certain conditions on progressing attributes are met.

To facilitate the incremental evaluation of a rule

\[
\text{DETECT} \ e \ \text{ON} \ q \ \text{END}
\]

an expression determining a progressing attribute of $e$ needs to establish an upper bound for a progressing attribute of each event queried in $q$. Similarly, to facilitate garbage collection of an event queried in $q$ an expression determining a progressing attribute of $e$ needs to establish a lower bound for a progressing attribute of the queried event.

Note that conditions that enable the incremental evaluation of rules are mandatory. By contrast, garbage collection of queried events is optional and thus conditions enabling garbage collection may be omitted.\(^2\) Rules not facilitating garbage collection on an event should be used as rarely as possible and with extreme caution, though.

Example

Consider the rule deriving ce events in Listing 5.22. By default, the id attribute of derived ce events is implicitly determined by $\text{sequence.next()}$ and the end of the reception time of derived ce events is implicitly determined by $\text{greatest(end(e), end(f))}$.

Listing 5.22: Simplified Rule with Negation

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DETECT} & \ ce\{ \ ... \ \} \\
\text{ON} & \ and\{ \\
& \ \ \ \ \ \text{event} \ e: \ ... \\
& \ \ \ \ \ \text{event} \ f: \ ... \\
& \ \ \ \ \ \text{not} \ \text{event} \ g: \ ... \\
\} \\
\text{END}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^2\) Note that in some cases such kind of conditions simply do not exists, eg, for negations over finite but arbitrarily large time windows.
Note that hence, the rule cannot be incrementally evaluated, as none of the progressing attributes of ce is determined by an expression that maintains progress information from all queried events, that is, maintains progress information from e, f, and g. This issue is commonly resolved for rules with negation by adding a temporal constraint to the where part that specifies an upper bound on the end of the negatively queried event which is relative to a positively queried event, e.g., g during from-end(e, 20sec).

And indeed, this condition is equivalent to

\[
\text{and}\{\text{end}(e) < \text{begin}(g), \text{end}(g) < \text{end}(e) + 20\text{sec}\}
\]

which furthermore entails

\[
\text{end}(g) - 20\text{sec} < \text{greatest}(\text{end}(e), \text{end}(f))
\]

Therefore, the expression greatest(\text{end}(e), \text{end}(f)) now also maintains progress information of g and furthermore specifies an upper bound on a progressing attribute of every queried event so that the query can be incrementally evaluated.

If furthermore the temporal condition \{e,f\} within \text{1min} is added to the where part of the query, then garbage collection of all three events becomes feasible. The temporal condition is equivalent to

\[
\text{greatest}(\text{end}(e), \text{end}(f)) - \text{least}(\text{begin}(e),\text{begin}(f)) \leq \text{1min}
\]

as the condition reception-time.begin <= reception-time.end implicit added to the schema of every event, it furthermore entails

\[
\text{and}\{\text{greatest}(\text{end}(e), \text{end}(f)) \leq \text{end}(e) + \text{1min}, \\
\text{greatest}(\text{end}(e), \text{end}(f)) \leq \text{end}(f) + \text{1min}\}
\]

In combination with the condition g during from-end(e, 20sec) from above it even entails

\[
\text{greatest}(\text{end}(e), \text{end}(f)) < \text{end}(g) + \text{1min}
\]

and thus the expression greatest(\text{end}(e), \text{end}(f)) maintains progress information of all queried events and entails a lower bound on progressing attributes of all queried events, thus garbage collection for e, f, and g events is feasible.

5.3 Stateful Objects

Stateful objects are data terms that can be altered over time. They resemble facts in a knowledge base or tuples in a database with the difference that updates of their values are carried out in a non-destructive and declarative way. To this end, updates merely mark the redundant values of stateful objects as obsolete so that they remain in the system and can be obtained by appropriate queries. In
this way, queries for stateful objects are not limited to obtain the most recent value, but can also refer to former values of stateful objects.

Stateful objects are particularly useful to model the varying properties of (physical) objects in a non-volatile manner. This includes, e.g., the global operation mode of the infrastructure as well as the current status of external devices. Moreover, static information, such as, topology information, can be represented by means of static stateful objects, that is, stateful objects that cannot be modified at runtime.

Stateful objects are carefully designed to complement the volatile nature of events and at the same time suit the temporal aspects of event processing. Other EQLs often lack a notion that is capable of modeling stateful information or merely provide an integration with common databases or knowledge bases, which lack a notion of time.

5.3.1 Representation of Stateful Objects

The representation of stateful objects closely resembles the representation of events, at least at the language level that is visible to programmers. Each stateful object has a type and a user defined payload that is specified by means of Xcerpt terms conforming to the Dura specific restrictions.

EXAMPLE A particularly relevant stateful object represents the operation mode that specifies the conditions of each area, i.e., whether it is in normal, exceptional, or emergency condition. According to the current operation mode, the reactions to certain events may substantially differ as, e.g., the emerging overcrowding of a metro station requires immediate actions in case of emergencies whereas no or at least other actions are taken when the station is in normal operation mode during rush hour.

Listing 5.23: Schema of a Stateful Object

```
operation-mode{ area(long), mode(int) }
```

Throughout the following examples we presume that the constants OPM_NORMAL = 0, OPM_EXCEPTIONAL = 1, and OPM_EMERGENCY = 2 are available. In this way, the mode is efficiently represented as an attribute of type int whereas the name of the constants are convenient for programmers. Moreover, operation modes obtain a natural order and can thus be conveniently compared by means of inequations.

INTERNAL REPRESENTATION OF STATEFUL OBJECTS Whenever a stateful object is modified, its current value is not overwritten but instead merely marked as obsolete and remains, at least conceptually, in the system. To this end, a stateful object is actually determined by
a series of successive values whereby each value is associated with a unique key and only valid within a certain time interval. However, be aware that the upper bound of the time interval remains undetermined until the moment the corresponding value becomes obsolete.\(^3\)

Accordingly, the representation of values, which in combination determine a stateful object, resembles the representation of fluents from the event calculus [MS02; Sha99]. Fluents are properties in a logic based formalism that are true if they have been initiated by an action and remain true until they have been terminated by another action. In fact, the same idea is used to internally represent stateful objects. But despite the close resemblance of fluents and stateful objects, the focus of the event calculus and Dura substantially differs. The event calculus aims at reasoning about temporal properties of (temporal) systems whereas Dura is an event query language which aims at detecting and reacting to high level situations that emerge at runtime.

**static stateful objects** Stateful objects are particularly useful to model varying properties that describe the state of the infrastructure. However, some information, such as runtime independent domain knowledge is only rarely updated or does not need to be updated at runtime at all. This kind of information is represented in Dura by means of static or constant stateful objects, that is, stateful objects whose values are initiated once and cannot be updated at runtime. Accordingly, the initial values of a stateful object are always valid and thus queries can be formulated more concisely as temporal restrictions are not required.

**Listing 5.24: Schema of a Static Stateful Object**

```plaintext
static
sensor{ sensor-id{long}, area{long}, type{long} }
```

Static stateful objects are distinguished in their schema by means of the keyword *static*. **Listing 5.24** describes, for instance, the schema of the static stateful object *sensor* which represents a mapping between the unique identifiers specified in the payload of raw sensor events and the areas the sensors are actually located in.

**initial values of stateful objects** Initial values of stateful objects can be provided during the initialization phase of the EPS. This is in particular necessary for, but not limited to, the initialization of static stateful objects that cannot be modified at runtime.

The initialization of stateful objects is further illustrated in **Section 12.3**.

\(^3\) As a consequence of this representation and in contrast to events, the valid time is not explicitly represented in the schema of stateful objects.
5.3.2 Atomic Stateful Object Queries

Stateful objects are queried in a way that resembles atomic event queries, that is, by means of query patterns with variables in place of the pattern where relevant data should be extracted.

Each pattern is preceded by the keyword state and an alphanumeric identifier that is subsequently used to constrain the time of queried stateful objects, more precisely, to constrain the time of matching values determining a stateful object.

As the payload of stateful objects can be modified, it is indeed important to restrict the time of the query, as it otherwise matches all values of the stateful object regardless of when they have been valid. Note that this also includes future values of the stateful object, but similar to temporally unrestricted joins of events, the query naturally does not produce answers until the data of the stateful object actually becomes available.

**Example** The atomic query in Listing 5.25 matches the values of the stateful object operation-mode and binds the variables A and M to the area and its corresponding operation mode. By design, this query matches the values of the stateful object regardless of when they are valid, unless the time of the query is restricted appropriately. As a consequence, the query may indeed match repeatedly and provide multiple bindings for the operation mode which are valid at different times.

**Listing 5.25: An Atomic State Query**

```
state s: operation-mode{ area{var A}, mode{var M} }
```

Be aware that a query of a stateful object can result in multiple variable bindings, even if the query time is restricted to a single instant. For instance, in Listing 5.25 the stateful object operation-mode is queried and as there are usually several areas in a metro station and each area has its own operation mode, the query of the stateful object results in multiple bindings, one for each area.

5.3.3 Integration with Event Queries

A major advantage of Dura over many other EQLs is its deep integration of queries for events and stateful objects. Other EQLs often provide either a notion of events or a notion similar to stateful objects but do not integrate the two of them into a homogeneous language. EQLs based on the event calculus [ASP12; Pas05], for instance use fluents to emulate events whereas EQLs based on production systems [Drob; TIB] use updates to the knowledge base to emulate events.
However, we argue that the two notions should be kept separate as they cover different aspects of CEP. Accordingly, the notions of events and stateful objects are clearly separated in Dura. As a consequence, queries for stateful objects, which merely obtain the value of a stateful object at a certain time, need to be specified in conjunction with event queries in the body of rules because deductive and reactive rules are intended to detect or react to observable changes which are represented in Dura solely by means of events.

This contrasts with production systems where queries for facts are specified in the body of rules and rules are triggered when the query matches the facts that are currently available in the knowledge base. However, production systems do not have a notion of events and thus do not need to distinguish events from facts.

**Example**  
Listing 5.26 contains a composite query integrating queries for events and stateful objects. As with pure composite event queries, shared variables are implicitly joined and variables with positive polarity can be specified in the supplement of a query or in the head of a rule. Accordingly, the query matches when an alarm occurs and whenever the corresponding area is in emergency operation mode.

Listing 5.26: A Composite Query with Stateful Objects

```
and{
  event e: alarm{ area{var A} },
  state s: operation-mode{ area{var A}, mode{OPM_EMERGENCY} }
}
```

Note that the join between the event and the stateful object is temporally unbounded and thus the query for the operation mode matches not only areas that are currently, that is, when the alarm event occurs, in emergency mode, but matches whenever the operation mode of an area is emergency. Consequently, the composite query matches whenever the operation mode has been emergency in the past and it matches again when the operation mode is updated to emergency in the future.

**Constraining the Query Time**  
To obtain the values of a stateful object at a certain time, the query time of the stateful object needs to be restricted appropriately. To this end, the identifier introduced in a query of stateful objects is used in the *where* part of composite queries to constrain the time when the values of stateful objects are actually queried.

There are two predicates that are intended to be used with stateful objects, namely, `valid-at` and `valid-during`. The predicate `valid-at` constrains the query time of a stateful object to a certain time point whereas the predicate `valid-during` is used to obtain values that have
been valid for some time during a given time interval. Both predicates are actually syntactic sugar for the formulas from Table 5.3 whereby

\[
\begin{align*}
    s \text{ valid-at } tp & \equiv \text{and} \{ \text{cre}(s) < tp, \, tp \leq \text{term}(s) \} \\
    s \text{ valid-during } ti & \equiv \text{and} \{ \text{cre}(s) < \text{end}(ti), \, \text{begin}(ti) \leq \text{term}(s) \}
\end{align*}
\]

Table 5.3: Translation of Relations for Stateful Objects to Formulas

cre refers to the time a matching value of a stateful object became valid and term refers to the time the value has been marked as invalid again. Note that, cre and term are short for created and terminated which is related to the objects that are used to internally represent values of stateful objects.

**Example** Usually the time constraining the values of a stateful objects refers to the past. However, it is also sound to refer to times in the future. In that case the evaluation of the composite query is, similar to the evaluation of negation and grouping, deferred until the given time has passed and the requested data is actually available and the query can be evaluated correctly.

**Listing 5.27: Constrained Stateful Object Query Time**

```sql
and{
    event e: alarm{ area{var A} },
    state s: operation-mode{ area{var A}, mode{OPM_EMERGENCY} }
} where { s valid-during from-end-backward(e, 2min) }
```

The query in Listing 5.27 matches whenever an alert is detected and the operation mode of the corresponding area has been emergency during the last two minutes before the end of the alarm. Note that whenever the alarm occurs, the composite query is instantaneously evaluated, as the query for the stateful object refers to values that have been valid two minutes before the occurrence of the event, that is, to values that are already known to the EPS.

However, the given query can indeed be modified so that the stateful object is queried after the detection of the event, eg, by adapting its where part to

```sql
where { s valid-during from-end(e, 2min) }
```

In that case, the query cannot be answered immediately after the detection of the alarm event anymore, as it depends on the values of the stateful objects within two minutes after the detection of the event. Therefore, the evaluation of the query of the stateful object, and hence of the complete composite query, is deferred until the values of the stateful object are determined and the query of the stateful object can be correctly answered.
NEGATION OF QUERIES Queries of stateful objects can be negated, though similar restrictions as for negated event queries apply. Whenever the query of a stateful object is negated, the query time of the stateful object needs to be bounded above with respect to a progressing attribute of a query that has positive polarity in the common comprising query, eg, with respect to the reception time of a positively queried event. Recall that this restriction is mandatory as temporally unrestricted negated queries over streams conceptually cannot be evaluated in an incremental fashion. It is not a restriction that is specific for Dura.

Listing 5.28: A Negated Stateful Object Query

```sql
and{
  event e: alarm{ area(var A) },
  not state s: operation-mode{ area(var A), mode{OPM_EMERGENCY} }
} where { s valid-during from-end-backward(e, 2min) }
```

The query in Listing 5.28 matches whenever an alarm occurs and within two minutes before the end of the alarm the operation mode of the corresponding area has never been set to emergency. Note that the validity of matching stateful objects is temporally bound above by the end of the reception time associated with the alarm event. Hence, the negation of the stateful object is sound and the query can be evaluated right after the detection of the alarm.

IMPACT ON THE RECEPTION TIME OF EVENTS By default, the reception time of events derived by declarative rules depends on the times of event that have positive polarity in the rule body. In presence of queries for stateful objects, the reception time of derived events additionally incorporates the query time of stateful objects that have positive polarity in the rule body. More precisely, the end of the reception time is at least as large as the point in time when a query for a stateful object matches. For instance, the end of the reception time of events derived by means of the query from Listing 5.27 is at least as large as greatest(cre(s), end(e)-2min).

Note however, that the valid time of queried stateful objects is not incorporated into the reception time of derived events. The end of the valid time may be undetermined when a query for a stateful object matches or is arbitrary large in case of static stateful objects, which cannot be terminated or updated. Accordingly, incorporating the valid time of stateful objects into the reception time of derived events would cause rather undesirable effects that are not compatible with the volatile nature of events.
Stateful objects are modified by means of internal actions that are triggered by reactive rules. For each stateful object there are internal update actions available that are implicitly provided by the definition of the stateful object. However, as Dura does not support the retraction of already derived events, only currently valid values of stateful objects can be modified. More precisely, values of a stateful object can be updated only if they are valid when the corresponding action is requested by means of a reactive rule.

Naturally, unless a reactive rule triggers the modification of a stateful object its values remain unchanged, although this circumstance is not explicitly indicated by means of rules. This aspect relates to the so-called frame problem [Sha99], but Dura is, in contrast to approaches like the event calculus [KS86], not intended to perform reasoning on the effect of actions.

**Action Schema** The type and the schema of the corresponding actions are derived from the type and the schema of the stateful objects they are related to.

```plaintext
"name"$update{
    query{identifier},
    set{ "explicit attributes" }
}
```

The update action of a stateful object has the name "name"$update and two attributes query and set. The query attribute refers to a key that identifies the currently valid value of the stateful object that should be updated. The set attribute is a composite attribute containing all explicit attributes of the stateful object, which specifies the substitute values.

**Example** The body of reactive rules that are intended to update a stateful object usually includes a query of the corresponding stateful object. The query is required to determine the key that identifies the currently valid values and which need to be specified in the query attribute of the update action.

The reactive rule in Listing 5.29 updates the operation mode of an area to exceptional whenever a pre-alarm is detected in this area and the operation mode is not already set to exceptional or to a higher mode. Recall that the mode is of type long and that OPM_EXCEPTIONAL is a constant associated with the value 2.

Note that by constraining the time of the stateful object query to end(e), the time the update is requested coincides with the time the values of the stateful object are queried. As a consequence, matched values that are distinguished with the key id(s) are guaranteed to
be valid at the time the update is requested and therefore updates triggered by this rule are always successful.

**Simultaneous Updates** During runtime it may happen that the values of a stateful object are modified in the same instant, e.g., when events representing different justifications of the same incident trigger a reactive rule. In Dura this kind of race condition is resolved by considering all updates requested in the same instance as successful. As a consequence, multiple updated values are concurrently valid.

Although this approach is direct and straightforward from an operational point of view, note that at least no information is lost and no kind of undetermined state arises, its implications seem quite undesirable in practice. E.g., an area that is in normal and emergency mode at the same time is not really meaningful. Details on how to handle this kind of ambiguity are described in Section 5.3.8.

### 5.3.5 Creating and Terminating Values

Besides updating values of a stateful object, new values can be created and the validity of existing values can be terminated by means of the actions `«name»$create` and `«name»$terminate`.

The schema of the `«name»$create` action coincides with the explicit attributes of the corresponding stateful object. Whenever it is executed, a new value, carrying parameters specified for the action in its payload, becomes a valid representation of the corresponding stateful object. The opposed effect is achieved by means of the action `«name»$terminate` which expects as parameter a key that refers to a currently valid value of a stateful object. When successfully executed, the referenced values is rendered invalid.

**Example** Although rarely necessary, areas can be added to and removed from the stateful object operation mode at runtime by means of the following actions:
The definition of these actions is implicitly entailed by definition of the stateful object operation mode and can be used just like regular user defined actions.

5.3.6 Querying State Changes

Detecting and reacting to updates of stateful objects is as important as querying the current state. For instance, the update of the operation mode to emergency entails various immediate reactions that need to be timely carried out. However, by design, the body of a rule always needs to contain at least one event query and cannot solely be composed from (one or several) queries of stateful objects. Consequently, querying changes of stateful objects in a manner that resembles queries in production system, where facts are specified in the body of rules and rules are eventually triggered when the given queries match the knowledge base, is not possible.

In Dura, state changes are indicated by means of special events that are automatically derived by the system. Whenever a stateful object has been successfully updated, created, or terminated an event referring to the affected values of the stateful object is derived by the system. Similar to actions on stateful objects, the name and schema of these kinds of events is related to the stateful object they report about.

EVENT SCHEMAS For each stateful object, there are three events related to its modification, namely «name»$updated, «name»$created, and «name»$terminated, with the following schemas:

```
«name»$created{ payload{ «attributes» } }
«name»$terminated{ payload{ «attributes» } }
«name»$updated{
   old-payload{ «attributes» }, new-payload{ «attributes» }
}
```

Thereby «attributes» includes the explicit attributes of the stateful object «name» in addition to the attribute id{identifier}, which contains the key that identifies the value that has been created, terminated, or updated.

EXAMPLE The event query in Listing 5.30 matches whenever the operation mode of an area is escalated.

Note that this query can be effectively used to specify a filter on alarm events. When a fire breaks out, there are usually various justifications, observed by independent sensors, that lead to multiple detections of basically the same alarm. Accordingly, there are several alarm events that are basically caused by the same origin. And thus,
executing immediate actions for each of them is undesirable and can cause severe consequences as the actions may interfere in an unintended manner.

By contrast, the operation mode is only rarely escalated. In particular, it is only escalated to emergency once, regardless of the number of derived alarm events. Accordingly, triggering the immediate actions merely on the escalation of the operation mode, eg, to emergency, prevents the repeated execution of immediate actions.

5.3.7 State Based Processing

Stateful objects are well suited to model states. Instead of modeling the varying properties of concrete physical objects they can as well model properties of abstract objects, eg, the state of an entire metro station.

Moreover, the possibility to integrate queries of events and stateful objects in rules that derive events and trigger reactions enables some kind of state based processing. For instance, composite queries considering the state of the infrastructure can be used for the derivation of higher level events that are specific for the current situation, an aspect that is highly desirable for EM. In addition, queries in the body of reactive rules may also refer to the values of stateful objects. Thus, the system may propose or initiate different reactions depending on the current state and hence provide more appropriate and specific reactions.

Recall that queries of stateful objects are not limited to query the current state but can also obtain values of past states. Accordingly, rules are not limited to incorporate the current state, but can also refer to the values of past states to derive appropriate events.

**Example** Recall the rule from Listing 5.29. Whenever a pre-alarm is detected, the operation mode of the corresponding area is set to exceptional. Although this behavior seems sound, it may be further elaborated to provide better results in border cases.

During emergencies, areas in exceptional operation mode may be easily overlooked or ignored by operators as they have to focus on those areas with major problems. As a result, a pre-alarm and its implications may not be noticed by the operators. This is sound as long as the pre-alarm does not eventually evolve into a proper alarm.
However, if the operation mode of the corresponding area has shown other problems in the past, that is, its operation mode has not been normal within the last, eg, two minutes, it is likely that there is indeed a serious issue in the corresponding area. And thus the operation mode of the area needs to be escalated to emergency.

Listing 5.31: A State Dependent Query

```
ON
  and{
    event e: pre-alarm{ area(var A) },
    state s: operation-mode{ area(var A), mode(var M) }
    not state t: operation-mode{ area(var A), mode(OPM_NORMAL) }
  } where { s valid-at end(e), M < OPM_EMERGENCY,
    t valid-during from-end-backward(e, 2min) }
DO
  action a: operation-mode$update{
    query{id(s)}, set{ area(var A), mode(OPM_EMERGENCY) }
  }
END
```

Accordingly, the rule from Listing 5.29 is supplemented with the one contained in Listing 5.31. It controls, in addition to the current operation mode, whether the operation mode of the corresponding area has not been normal up until two minutes before the occurrence of the pre-alarm, and, if so, escalates the operation mode to emergency directly. In this way, pre-alarms are treated more seriously depending on the values of past states.

Note that the rules in Listing 5.29 and Listing 5.31 are conflicting in the sense that they may simultaneously trigger and cause two updates of the operation mode which eventually results in the operation modes exceptional and emergency being valid for the same area at the same time which is clearly undesirable. This aspect of stateful objects and means to avoid it are covered in more detail in the following.

5.3.8 Resolving Simultaneous Updates

When two reactive rules are requesting updates of the same stateful object in the same instant, both updates are successful and as a result both updated values are valid at the same time. For instance, updating the operation mode for an area in the same moment may render the area in normal and emergency mode at the same time. Although this behavior provides a clear and robust semantic from an operational point of view, note that no information is lost and no kind of undetermined unforeseeable state arises, the unusual implications on a semantical level need to be taken care of.
There are basically two different ways in which this issue can be addressed, namely avoiding conflicting updates and specifying selection criterion that choose a suited result from the conflicting values.

**Avoiding conflicting queries** The queries in the body of conflicting rules can always be adapted so that simultaneous updates of the same stateful object are semantically impossible. This approach is not specific for Dura and applies also for other languages.

**Listing 5.32: Adapted Query from Listing 5.29**

```java
and{
  event e: pre-alarm( area{var A} ),
  state s: operation-mode( area{var A}, mode{var M} )
  state t: operation-mode( area{var A}, mode{OPM_NORMAL} )
} where { s valid-at end(e), var M < OPM_EXCEPTIONAL,
  t valid-during from-end-backward(e, 2min) }
```

Listing 5.32 shows one possibility of how to resolve the conflict between the rules of Listing 5.31 and Listing 5.29. This is achieved by extending the query from Listing 5.29 with a positive query for a normal operation mode. Note that the two composite queries only differ in whether the query for the stateful object t is negated or not and therefore it is guaranteed that only one of them matches.

Although this is a very generic way to resolve conflicts, it requires complete knowledge of the entire program and is not very robust with respect to modifications of the program. When rules are adapted or new rules are added to a program, new conflicts may be introduced that need to be resolved again. In particular for large programs this can be a very challenging and error prone task. Moreover, programmers can easily introduce errors to the rules that unintentionally alter the semantics of the program or do not completely eliminate the possibility of simultaneous updates.

**Choosing among conflicting values** Conflicting updates can also be resolved by looking at the parameters of all conflicting updates and selecting the most suited one according to its parameters. For instance, when multiple updates of the operation mode are concurrently requested, it seems reasonable from an EM perspective to determine the result by the highest mode that is specified among all conflicting updates. To this end, the schema of stateful objects can be associated with a on conflict select part that specifies a selection criterion that applies in case of conflicting updates to the respective stateful object.

When an operation-mode$\text{update}$ action is requested, the attributes of the updated value, including its implicit key, are determined by the parameters of the update action. In case of the stateful object operation-mode the update action determines the attributes area, mode,
and id of the updated value. The on conflict select part then specifies which update prevails in case multiple update actions are concurrently issued. To this end, it refers to the attributes that are determined by the update action and specifies an order among update actions by means of the operators max and min.

Listing 5.33: Stateful Object Schema with Conflict Resolution

```
operation-mode( area(long), mode(long) )
on conflict select { max mode, min id }
```

The selection criteria in Listing 5.33 specifies that the update that determines the highest mode prevails. Moreover, if there are several concurrent actions updating the stateful object to the same mode the one that determines the highest id prevails. As the id is unique, it is guaranteed that only one action is actually successful and thus that merely a single updated value is created.

Be aware that the id attribute is more or less arbitrarily determined. But as the selection criterion ensures that all conflicting update actions determine the same mode it is not further relevant which of them is actually successful as, except for the id, their result does not differ.

Using the actual data to resolve conflicts has turned out to be both practical and convenient to resolve conflicting updates. In fact, we learned from the EMILI use cases [SB10b; SBR11a] that in general a conservative assessment of the current situation is preferred over a too optimistic situation assessment in the domain of EM. Accordingly, choosing the highest of all conflicting operation modes is a suitable approach to obtain an unambiguous operation mode for each area.

5.3.9 A Generalization of ECA Rules

Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules have been introduced in the context of active databases [PD99] where they are commonly applied to anticipate and react to changes of the database. Conventional ECA rules consists of three distinct parts, namely an event, condition, and action part.

```
ON <event> IF <condition> DO <action>
```

The specified action is executed when the event query matches and in the same instant the condition holds. Thereby, shared variables are used to exchange variable bindings between the different parts of the rule. However, each rule part is evaluated independently from the others and there are no means to couple the distinct parts more closely and to affect the time of their evaluation.
Composite queries and reactive rules in Dura are convenient to express ECA rules. And due to the homogeneous integration of queries of events and stateful objects, reactive rules offer more flexibility and expressiveness over traditional ECA rules.

**ECA Rules in Dura**

ECA rules are expressed by means of reactive rules. The event and condition part of ECA rules are formulated by means of a composite query containing queries of events and stateful objects, respectively. As a consequence, the event and condition part are no longer separated and hence the resulting rules are more flexible and expressive than common ECA rules as, e.g., temporal conditions on stateful objects can be specified relative to the time of queried events.

**Listing 5.34: An ECA Rule Equivalent in Dura**

```plaintext
ON and{
    event e: alert{ area{var A} },
    state s: operation-mode{ area{var A}, mode{OPM_EMERGENCY} }
} where { s valid-at end(e) }
DO
    action a: ...
END
```

The reactive rule from Listing 5.34 resembles a conventional ECA rule that executes an action a if an alert occurs and the operation mode of the corresponding area is set to emergency in the instance the alert is observed. Note that the time of the queried stateful object is constrained in the `where` part of the query to correspond to the end of the alert event. Thus, the valid time of matched values corresponds to the time the condition of a conventional ECA rule is evaluated.

**A Generalization of ECA Rules**

The temporal conditions on stateful objects offer substantial control over the time when stateful objects are queried. Hence, the time of the evaluation of the condition part can be adapted to the needs of the programmer and is not fixed to the time the event query matches as in case of ECA rules. Moreover, multiple stateful objects can be queried that are related to the time of different events.

The rule in Listing 5.35 triggers an action whenever an alarm event occurs and the operation mode of the corresponding area has been emergency some time during the two minutes before the alarm.

### 5.3.10 Processing Static Data

Static data is desirable to represent information that is known in advance and does not change at runtime. This includes static domain
knowledge that does not need to be updated, or at least only rarely needs updates during certain maintenance periods. Common examples from the use cases described in [SB10b; SBR11a] are, for instance, topology information such as the structure of metro stations or the topology of a power distribution network, and mappings that associate the identifier of a sensor with its type and position in the infrastructure, etc.

**Example** Static data is valuable, for instance, to enrich the information provided by raw events directly received from sensors. The rule in Listing 5.36 uses the domain knowledge contained in the static object sensor to convert a raw sensor event carrying only an identifier and a value into a higher-level event with a proper and meaningful type that also reports the area the corresponding sensor is located in.

As the stateful object is static, there is no need to constrain the valid time for matching values. In fact, constraining the valid time is not possible for static stateful objects at all.

**Negation and Grouping of Static Data** As static stateful objects cannot be modified, the “history” of their values is always completely determined at runtime. In consequence, negated queries of stateful objects or queries containing grouping over stateful objects do not need to be temporally bounded as queries do not need to be deferred because all their values are completely known by the EPS and thus even unbounded queries can be completely and correctly evaluated.
Complex actions are a central notion to realize composite high-level reactions in Dura. They are intended to specify composite reactions based on physical actions executed by external actuators. To this end, they aim to specify the desired interactions between different actuators in a way that is suitable for the physical nature of actions as it is required for EM purposes. They are, however, not meant to implement arbitrary computations as they are realized, eg, by means of imperative procedures in general purpose languages.

Complex actions are composed from basic actions by means of temporal dependencies and specifications of their execution result. Moreover, complex actions benefit from a homogeneous integration into the event query language Dura that provides convenient access to high level event queries and queries for stateful objects.

5.4.1 Properties of Physical Actions

Physical infrastructures are equipped with various actuators that are scattered over the entire infrastructure and operated from a central control room. To this end, the actuators are attached to a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system that connects the actuators and the control room so that commands and information can be exchanged. SCADA systems are very specialized systems that are optimized for the operation of technical facilities [DS99; Boy09]. On a more abstract level, they resemble a specialized Event Service Bus (ESB) that establishes a communication between physical sensors and actuators and a central control room. Beyond that, modern SCADA systems provide limited filtering and automation capabilities and use open XML based protocols, such as the Facility Control Markup Language (FCML) [Bry+08].

The execution of physical actions is a very basic requirement for the supervision and operation of physical infrastructures. However, physical actions are not directly executed by the EPS but instead their execution is merely requested by the system and the actual execution is realized by external actuators. To this end, request messages are derived by the system and subsequently delivered to the actuators by means of a SCADA or ESB where the corresponding action is actually executed. This particularity implies some rather unusual properties of physical actions that are accounted for in Dura to obtain a suitable and convenient model of actions in the language.
Likewise, the time an action is completed and the time the according information is available in the EPS may differ as well.

For instance, when the query of a rule triggering an external action is satisfied, firstly the corresponding action request needs to be derived by the system. Subsequently, the request needs to be delivered to the actuator and finally the actuator needs to trigger the execution of the corresponding action. All three steps introduce a certain delay to the execution of the action and thus contribute to the latency which represents the time difference between the first moment the action can be initiated according to the specification of the query in the body of the reactive rule and the moment the action is actually initiated by the actuator.

To reduce the impact of latency and network delays, it seems furthermore desirable that the time of external actions is determined within the actuator and not by the system. Note that this adheres to the approach to prefer application over system time for the time of events. Employing application time for events means that the time of events is determined at the sensors and not by the system. Likewise, the initiation of the action is carried out by the actuator and thus the time for the initiation on the action should be determined by the actuator as well.

**Indirect Feedback** Physical actions are requested within the EPS and executed by external actuators. As a consequence, the system has inherently no general knowledge on the progress of requested actions. It has no information when the action is initiated and when it is completed. Therefore, it depends on the feedback that is provided by the corresponding actuators to determine the current status of running actions. However, due to the heterogeneity of actuators in large infrastructures, the quality of feedback may vary substantially. For instance, not every actuator can provide the feedback that is desired to determine when and if an action was actually successful, some even cannot provide any feedback at all.

As a consequence, it is often mandatory to rely on indirect feedback from related sensors that allows inferences on the execution status of actions. For instance, when no direct feedback on the successful activation of a ventilator is provided by the actuator, one can use the information on the current airflow measured by an adjacent anemometer to derive this information indirectly. If even no indirect feedback is available, domain knowledge can be used to specify, for instance, that the activation of the ventilator is successful 20 seconds after the request was emitted by the EPS. Note that although feasible, the last alternative only rarely results in a valuable representation of the action.

In summary, it is desirable to obtain the feedback on the execution of actions directly from the actuator, but due to technical limitations
the feedback may need to be inferred from other sources including very generic information provided by the EPS itself.

5.4.2 Representation of Actions

Actions are formalized in a way similar to the representation of events and stateful objects. Each action has a type and carries a payload of data, namely its parameters. Actions are represented by means of Xcerpt construct terms that conforms to the Dura specific restrictions.

**Payload** The payload of an action contains its concrete parameters that are determined by the rule that triggers its execution. Moreover, each action instance is associated with a key uniquely identifying each action instance and with provenance information that is determined by the rule that triggers the action. The two values are represented in the payload by means of the atomic attributes id(identifier) and ref(identifier), respectively, and are implicitly added to the schema of each action.\(^4\)

Both attributes are determined by the EPS and do not need to be specified by the programmer.

**Times associated with actions** Each action is related to three times, namely, the initiation time, the time it is successful and the time it fails. Naturally, actions either succeed or fail and thus it is reasonable that only one of the latter two time values is actually determined at runtime.

As it has been discussed above, the times associated with actions should be determined by the actuators. However, on the other hand, actuators may unfortunately not be capable of reporting the desired feedback so that indirect feedback needs to be used to derive the status and hence the values of the corresponding times. Accordingly, the means for the specification of the status and times of actions need to be generic enough to cover the complete spectrum of required specifications.

To this end, the initiation, success and failure of actions is specified in Dura by means of event queries. As all observable information that is available to the EPS is, by design, represented by means of events, event queries are a suitable and expressive way for the specification of those properties. The corresponding queries are associated with the schema of the action in a distinct initiates on, succeeds on, and fails on part.

\(^4\) Note however, that the times of actions are, in contrast to the times of events, not explicitly represented in their payloads.
Either of the three parts is optional and for convenience, the initiation of an action defaults to the time the action is requested in case the initiates on part is omitted. In contrast, actions without a succeeds on or fails on part never succeed and never fail, respectively. Thus, referencing times for the success and failure of actions that have not been specified in their schema by means of event queries causes an error in the syntactic analysis at compile time.

Be aware that an action initiates, succeeds, and fails whenever the respective event query matches. Therefore, the programmer is responsible for the specification of appropriate queries, i.e., queries for the success and failure that are mutually exclusive and match only once. And extension of Dura that avoids these issues is discussed in Chapter 13, though.

**Example** In the following Listing 5.37, the schema of the activate lights action is elaborated. This action turns on the ceiling lighting within a certain area.

```plaintext
activate-em-light{ light{long} }
  succeeds on and{
    event e: action-confirmation{ instance{id()} }
  } where { end(e) <= init() + 10sec }
  fails on not{
    event e: action-confirmation{ instance{id()} }
  } where { end(e) <= init() + 10sec }
```

However, the corresponding actuator is only capable of acknowledging the reception of the action request but not the initiation and the success of the action. As the action is not very likely to fail and because of the lack of other means that are capable to indirectly confirm
the success of the action, the acknowledgment is indeed interpreted as the success of the action. Note that the specification for the initiation of the action is omitted from the schema. As a consequence the initiation of the action defaults to the time the action is request by the system.

**Events Entailed by Actions** The execution of actions entails, similar to the modification of stateful objects, events that can be contained in the queries of rules to react to their initiation, success, or failure.

The name and the payload of the events is derived from the schema of the corresponding actions. For each action there are four different events, namely, «name»$requested, «name»$initiated, «name»$succeeded, and «name»$failed. Thereby the end of the reception time of the events refers to the corresponding time of the action. For instance, the end of the reception time of the «name»$initiated event refers to the initiation time of the respective action instance.

The described events of an action share a common schema that contains the composite attribute `payload` consisting of the attributes of the action, including the implicit attributes `id` referring to a key that uniquely identifies the action instance, and the implicit attribute `ref` containing the provenance information on the action that is required for internal purposes. Accordingly, the concrete parameters of each action instance can be obtained from each of these events.

**Listing 5.38**: Schema of activate-em-light$initiated Events

```plaintext
activate-em-light$initiated{
    id{identifier},
    reception-time{ begin{timestamp}, end{timestamp} },
    payload{ id{identifier}, ref{identifier}, light{long} }
}
```

Listing 5.38 describes the schema of events representing the initiation of the activate-em-light action from Listing 5.37. Mind the different between the two `id` attributes. The `id` contained in the `payload` attribute corresponds to the key of the action whereas the `id` directly contained in the event type corresponds to the key of the event reporting about the action instance.

**Representation of Domain Knowledge** In addition to the specification of the initiation and success of actions, the schema of actions can also specify domain knowledge, eg, on the duration of actions, that is known to apply for all instances of the corresponding action.
Listing 5.39: Specifying Domain Knowledge

```plaintext
activate-em-light( light{long} )
where (init() + 2sec <= succ(), init() + 2sec <= fail() )
```

The domain knowledge of actions is specified by means of a conjunction of inequations in a `where` part associated to their schema.\(^5\) For instance, the domain knowledge specified in Listing 5.39 denotes that the execution of `activate-em-light` takes at least two seconds.

5.4.3 **Action Invocation**

The syntax for the initiation of actions resembles the syntax for queries of events and stateful objects. The keyword `action` is succeeded by an alphanumeric identifier and a construct term determining the name and the parameters of the action.

Listing 5.40: An Atomic Action Invocation

```plaintext
action a: adapt-ventilation( area{var A} )
```

Instead of extracting values from the pattern, as in case of event queries, the values bound to the variables are injected to the corresponding actions as parameters. Accordingly, the specification of the action resembles a construct term and therefore generic expressions can be specified. However, the applied variables and identifiers need to be positively bound with respect to the query in the body of the corresponding reactive rule.

For the sake of simplicity, the action type and its identifier will be used interchangeably. For instance, the identifier `a` will be used as an abbreviation for the action `adapt-ventilation`.

5.4.4 **Action Composition**

The composition of actions is crucial to obtain useful reactions that cannot be realized by means of the execution of single atomic actions. In fact, one of the main advantages of using a central EPS is the integration of different subsystems that are controlled by independent sub-systems. In this way, the provided information and capabilities can be combined to realize more powerful and appropriate reactions that are based on the execution of compositions of actions.

Composition of complex actions is expressed in a manner similar to the composition of event queries. Several actions are grouped to-

\(^5\) Be aware that the keyword `where` is used in the schema as well as for the composition of actions with different semantics, namely, to specify domain knowledge of and temporal dependencies between actions, respectively.
gether by means of the compound operator. At runtime, the given actions are then executed concurrently. Note that the compound operator does not specify any temporal dependencies between actions nor does it determine when the composite action is deemed successful or failed as these are different aspects that should be kept separate in order to obtain a clear separation of concerns.

**Example**  The action in Listing 5.41 represents a composition of the actions open-fire-damper and activate-ventilators. When it is executed, both sub-actions are executed concurrently and the value bound to the variable A is injected as parameter to of both actions.

```
Listing 5.41: A Composite Action

compound{
  action a: open-fire-dampers { area { var A } },
  action b: activate-ventilators { area { var A } }
}
```

**Separation of Dimensions**  Due to the clear separation of orthogonal dimensions, compound is the only available operator that is required for the composition of actions. It just specifies the actions that are intended to be executed concurrently and provides concrete values for their parameters by means of variables, but does not introduce further, e.g., temporal dependencies between actions.

Other approaches often introduce composition operators that combine several independent dimensions of actions into a single monolithic operator. For instance, a sequence operator actually combines specification of the composition and temporal dependencies of an action in a single operator. Although monolithic operators seem convenient at first sight, previous research has shown that languages build on monolithic operators loose expressiveness compared to languages with a clear separation of dimensions [BEo8b]. Even though this observation has been made for event query languages, it still holds for actions as it is further discussed in the next section.

Note that, in contrast to event queries, even conjunctions and disjunctions of actions actually represent a combination of several dimensions. As, for instance, a conjunction of actions combines the specification of a composition with the specification of temporal dependencies and the execution result of the composite action.

5.4.5  Temporal Dependencies

The composition of physical actions, in contrast to internal actions, often requires a certain timing between sub-actions as the effect of initiating actions too early or too late may result in unintended be-
behavior that does not achieve the intended goal. Therefore, complex actions require means to specify temporal dependencies between different actions.

Temporal dependencies between actions are specified in the *where* part of complex actions. They refer to the actions from the separate compound part by means of the action identifiers and specify a certain timing of actions that needs to be satisfied by the EPS at runtime. Temporal dependencies are specified by means of conjunctions of inequations, similar to the specification of temporal conditions between events, that determine lower bounds for the initiation of actions. To this end, action identifiers are used in combination with init, succ, and fail to distinguish between the different time-points that are associated with the actions. Thereby, referencing a time that is not specified in the schema of the corresponding action by means of an event query causes an error in the syntactic analysis.

For other applications it seems appropriate to furthermore support disjunctions of temporal dependencies that enable non-deterministic actions. However, for EM applications the determinism of actions is a crucial requirement and as a consequence, disjunctive dependencies are not further considered here although they can be integrated in our approach (see Section 13.3).

**Example** The complex action in Listing 5.42 uses temporal dependencies to specify that the ventilators should only be activated after the fire dampers have been successfully opened. Note that this behavior corresponds to a simple sequence of actions that can also be expressed by many other approaches with a notion of composite actions.

**Listing 5.42: A Sequence of Actions in Dura**

```dura
compound{
    action a: open-fire-dampers{ area(var A) },
    action b: activate-ventilators{ area(var A) }
} where { succ(a) <= init(b) }
```

Although the clear separation of dimensions seems cumbersome and longish, it enables the elaboration of more sophisticated dependencies that cannot be expressed with monolithic sequence operators. Consider, for instance, the composite action in Listing 5.43. The complex action from above is complemented by a third sub-action that warns persons close to the outlet of the ventilation system of the imminent emission of smoke. To be effective, a time delay of 20 seconds between the issue of the warning and the actual emission of smoke is added to the temporal dependencies of the action.

The same action cannot be expressed by formalisms relying solely on monolithic sequence operators as they mix the invocation of ac-
Listing 5.43: An Action with Sophisticated Dependencies

compound{
  action a: open-fire-dampers{ area{var A} },
  action b: activate-ventilators{ area{var A} },
  action c: warn-of-smoke-emission{ area{var A} }
} where { succ(a) \leq init(b),
  init(c) + 20sec \leq init(b) }

Satisfying Temporal Dependencies

At runtime complex actions are actually executed by the EPS according to their temporal dependencies. To this end, the system defers actions whose initiation is explicitly specified in the right hand side of temporal dependencies until the lower bound specified by the left hand side is exceeded. In this way, the system can guarantee that the temporal dependencies are actually satisfied at runtime independent from any, a priori unknown, runtime effects.

The execution of complex actions can be understood as some kind of feedback loop. The EPS requests the execution of actions which eventually results in the observation of their success or failure. This, in turn, determines the lower bounds for the initiation of further actions which will be eventually exceeded and thus these actions will be requested for execution and so forth.

where { succ(a) \leq init(b) }

To satisfy the preceding temporal dependency, which is taken from Listing 5.42, the system simply defers the initiation of b until the success of a has been observed. When several dependencies for the initiation of an action are specified, the system simply defers its execution until all of them are satisfied. By contrast, the inequation \textit{succ(a) \leq succ(b)} does not constrain the initiation of actions and can hence only be observed at runtime. Accordingly, this type of dependencies covers another aspect of actions as they rather specify the success of the action which is determined \textit{after} the action is initiated. Therefore, the given constraints cannot be specified in the \textit{where} part of actions.

In summary, temporal dependencies specify lower bounds for the initiation of actions that need to be exceeded before the action is requested by the system. Although the available constraints seem rather limited, we will determine that due to requirements on complex actions and the inherent properties of physical actions other inequations cannot be satisfied in general.
RELATIONS TO SCHEDULING AND PLANNING  In general, implicit assumptions are avoided in our approach as they influence the semantics of actions in a way that can easily be overlooked by programmers. Accordingly, the system may not implicitly assume dependencies that are not explicitly specified by the user. This contrasts strongly with approaches concerned with the planning and scheduling of the execution of actions [TVP03; VF99] which try to determine strategies of executing actions by adapting the execution strategy in accordance with the given temporal dependencies and are thus not further considered in the scope of this thesis.

For instance, some of these approaches derive $\text{succ}(a) \leq \text{init}(b)$ from the in Dura invalid dependencies $\text{succ}(a) \leq \text{succ}(b)$. When the derived dependencies are interpreted as the temporal dependencies

\[
\text{where } \{ \text{succ}(a) \leq \text{init}(b) \}
\]

it is indeed guaranteed that $\text{succ}(a) \leq \text{succ}(b)$ is always satisfied at runtime. However, the derived temporal dependencies introduce an implicit relation between the success of $a$ and the initiation of $b$ which, if missed by the programmer, can cause unintended effects and is therefore undesirable for EM purposes.

Note that, the analysis of complex actions in Dura can actually verify that $\text{succ}(a) \leq \text{succ}(b)$ is always satisfied if the action is executed according to the dependencies $\text{succ}(a) \leq \text{init}(b)$. However, to obtain a clear separation of these different aspects of actions, the two types of formulas are clearly separated and specified in two different parts which contain either temporal dependencies that specify how to execute actions or temporal assertions that follow from the given temporal dependencies.

5.4.6 Execution Status

Complex actions usually try to achieve a higher level goal that cannot be realized by individual actions. Naturally, the success of the action depends on the achievement of this goal which often cannot be inferred from the raw success of the sub-actions. As a consequence, Dura employs versatile event queries to specify the success of actions beyond the success of their sub-actions.

Like the specification of the execution status of physical actions, the success and failure of complex actions is specified in dedicated succeeds on and fails on parts by means of event queries. Thereby, the where part of the event query specifying the success of the action may refer to the time-points of sub-actions by means of the action identifiers specified in the composite action.

EXAMPLE  The action from Listing 5.42 is intended to extract smoke from a certain area. Accordingly the action is deemed successful if the
smoke concentration drops below 10% in the respective area within two minutes from the beginning of its execution and fails otherwise.

Listing 5.4.4: Specifying the Success of Complex Actions

```plaintext
compound{
    action a: open-fire-dampers{ area{var A} },
    action b: activate-ventilators{ area{var A} }
} where { succ(a) <= init(b) }

succeeds on and{
    event e: smoke{ area{var A}, amount{var C} }
} where { C < 0.1, init(a) < end(e), end(e) < init(a)+2min }
```

Note that the where part of the complex action and the where part of the query in the succeeds on part are both referring to the action open-fire-damper by means of the identifier a.

**Initiation Time** As composite actions are executed by the EPS their initiation time defaults to the moment they are requested by the system. However, this behavior can be adapted to the needs of the programmer by explicitly specifying the desired time-point in an initiates on part associated with the composite action.

5.4.7 Temporal Assertions

Temporal assertions are formulas that specify properties of actions that should hold at runtime but do not directly specify an execution order between actions and are statically verified at compile time. They are intended as a means for programmers to statically verify whether the specified assertions which they expect to be satisfied at runtime are actually satisfied at runtime. Moreover, temporal assertions contribute to a clear separation of dimensions, as they separate temporal dependencies that influence the execution order of actions and are specified in the where part of actions from inequations that are merely the consequence of the given execution order.

Temporal assertions are specified in the hence part of complex actions. They are denoted by means of inequations that resemble the specification of temporal dependencies but are not limited to specify merely lower bounds for the initiation of actions. Assertions that do not follow from the temporal dependencies of an action and thus do not necessarily hold at runtime are statically detected during compile time and result in compilation errors.

**Example** The assertions in Listing 5.45 specifies that the sequential execution of the open-fire-dampers and activate-ventilators actions takes at least 20 seconds if the execution of both actions is successful and at least one minute if a is successful and b fails.
Recall that assertions do not influence the execution of actions and are just verified at compile time. Accordingly, it is admissible that both formulas specify an upper bound for the initialization of a.

Listing 5.45: A Complex Action with Assertions

```
compound{
  action a: open-fire-dampers{ area{var A} },
  action b: activate-ventilators{ area{var A} }
} where { succ(a) <= init(b) }
hence { succ(b)-init(a) > 20sec, fail(b)-init(a) > 1min }
```

Note that these assertions do not immediately follow from the temporal conditions in the where part. To actually verify this particular assertion, reliable information on the duration of both actions needs to be available, eg, in the schema of the corresponding actions.

5.4.8 Semantic Analysis for Actions

The clear separation of concerns and a good coverage of the four orthogonal dimensions of actions is clearly desirable for complex actions, in particular for complex actions in EM. However, due to the separation of dimensions and the specification of temporal dependencies and assertions by means of generic formulas, the programmer is able of specifying actions that are syntactically correct but either cannot be executed due to inconsistencies in the temporal dependencies or contain temporal assertions that simply do not follow from the specified temporal dependencies and thus are not guaranteed to hold at runtime.

As a consequence, a static analysis capable of rejecting incorrect and faulty actions is highly desirable to prevent errors that would arise during the execution of actions at runtime. Therefore the semantic analysis of complex actions should cover at least the three following aspects.

Viability Atomic temporal dependencies need to be viable in the sense that they can be actually satisfied by the system at runtime. As the referred time-points of actions can only be affected indirectly, arbitrary temporal dependencies between actions may not necessarily be satisfiable at runtime.

For instance, due to inherent runtime effects, it is impossible for the system to guarantee that two actions are actually initiated at the same time, because the distribution of the action request to the actuator is subject to latency. Note that this still holds if the initiation refers to the time the request is emitted by the system as the derivation of the request is also subject to latency.
FAIRNESS Using action identifiers and generic relations to specify temporal dependencies between actions seems desirable. In fact, it is even mandatory to facilitate the integration of multiple independent dimensions without losing expressiveness.

However, the flexibility of temporal dependencies may result in inconsistent specifications, for instance in cyclic dependencies between actions, that prevent sub-actions from being executed. Accordingly, the semantic analysis must verify at compile time whether the temporal dependencies allow that all sub-actions can actually be executed at runtime and that there is no “orphan code” that contains actions which will never be executed.

COMPLIANCE Specifying temporal assertions is only meaningful if it is verified during compile time that the corresponding assertions of an action will actually be satisfied at runtime, that is, that the complex action complies with its assertions.

However, the verification often requires domain knowledge that might not be available for all kinds of physical actions. Accordingly, it is mandatory that the semantic analysis scales with the available knowledge about actions. The analysis must be able to verify basic properties without further action specific knowledge but at the same time needs to be able to incorporate domain knowledge, e.g., specified in the schema of actions, if it is available.

5.4.9 Complex Action Rules

For large programs it is desirable to minimize redundancy among rules to obtain reusable and clear code that can be easily maintained and adapted. In case of events, this requirement is realized by deductive rules that derive higher level events which can be queried by multiple rules. Likewise, composite actions can be made reusable by means of so-called complex action rules.

Complex action rules assign names to (anonymous) complex actions in a way that resembles procedures that assign names to certain fragments of code. They are denoted

\[
\text{FOR } \langle \text{name}\rangle(\langle \text{parameters}\rangle) \text{ DO } \langle \text{action}\rangle \text{ END}
\]

Thereby, the parameters are specified by terms that contain variables which are to be injected when the corresponding action is initiated.

EXAMPLE A complex action rule is used in Listing 5.46 to assign the name adapt-ventilation to the anonymous complex action that has been elaborated in previous examples. Accordingly, the complex action in the head of the rule can be executed by referring to its name adapt-ventilation rather than by repeating the entire code wherever the respective behavior is required.
### Listing 5.46: A Complex Action Rule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOR</th>
<th>adapt-ventilation{ area(var A) }</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>compound{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>action a: open-fire-dampers{ area(var A) },</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>action b: activate-ventilators{ area(var A) }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>where { succ(a) &lt;= init(b) }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>succeeds on and{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>event e: smoke{ area(var A), amount(var C) }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>} where { C &lt; 0.1, init(a) &lt; end(e), end(e) &lt; init(a)+2min }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that variables that occur in the body of the complex action rule, that is, the parameters of the action, are bound when the complex action is invoked. Therefore, these variables can be used as parameters for the sub-actions specified in the head of the complex action rule and in the event queries determining its success and failure of the complex action.

**Action Identifier for Complex Actions** For the specification of complex action rules it is sometimes desirable to reference the initiation time or the key of the complex action, e.g., to specify temporal constraints for its sub-actions or in the queries determining its success and failure, respectively.

To this end, an action identifier can be specified in the body of a complex action rule to refer to the initiation of the respective complex action. The identifier can subsequently be used in the supplement of a complex action in combination with `init`, but not with `succ` or `fail`, in the `where` part of a event query determining the success or failure of the complex action. Moreover, the identifier can also be specified in the `group by` part of an event query.

### Listing 5.47: A Complex Action Rule with Unique Success

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOR</th>
<th>action v: adapt-ventilation{ area(var A) }</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>compound{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>action a: open-fire-dampers{ area(var A) },</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>action b: activate-ventilators{ area(var A) }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>where { succ(a) &lt;= init(b) }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>succeeds on and{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>event e: smoke{ area(var A), amount(var C) }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>} where { C &lt; 0.1, init(v) &lt; end(e), end(e) &lt; init(v)+2min }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>group by { v }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The identifier \( v \) is used in Listing 5.47 in the where and group by part of the event query to refer to the initiation of the complex action adapt-ventilation. By means of the grouping it is guaranteed that the action is only successful once, whereas the action in Listing 5.46 is as often successful as the smoke concentration drops below 10% within one minute from the initiation of the open-fire-dampers actions, which seems rather undesirable as it may happen multiple times. Note, however, that in this particular case, the same behavior can be obtained by omitting \( \text{action} v \) from the rule body and by substituting \( a \) for \( v \) everywhere else.

**Implicit Provenance Information** Each sub-action is linked to the instance of the complex action that caused its initiation. More precisely, the key identifying the complex action instance is reference by the ref attribute in the payload of each initiated sub-action.

**Listing 5.48: Specifying Success Dependent on Sub-actions**

```plaintext
FOR
  action v: adapt-ventilation{ area{var A} }
DO
  compound{
    action a: open-fire-dampers{ area{var A} },
    action b: activate-ventilators{ area{var A} }
  } where { succ(a) <= init(b) }
  succeeds on and{
    event e: activate-ventilators$succeeded{ payload{ ref{id(v)} } }
  } where { end(e) <= init(v) + 1min }
END
```

For instance, when initiated by the complex action in Listing 5.48, the ref attribute of the open-fire-dampers and activate-ventilators actions refers to the id of the corresponding adapt-ventilation instance that caused their initiation. This property is utilized in the succeeds on part of the adapt-ventilation action to specify its success relative to the success of the activate-ventilators actions that has been initiated by the respective complex action. To this end, the expression \( \text{id(v)} \) is specified in the event query in the succeeds on part. Note that without this restriction, the query would match arbitrary activate-ventilator instances, in particular those that are not related to the complex actions and were by chance executed concurrently.

In this particular case, the same effect can be achieved by substituting \( \text{id(id(b))} \) for \( \text{ref(id(v))} \), though.

### 5.4.10 Conditional Actions

Temporal dependencies of complex actions specify the execution order of actions relative to their initiation, success, and failure. However,
in some situations it may be more suitable to specify the execution of
actions in relation to the current state of the infrastructure, static data,
or the occurrence of certain events instead of referring to the initiation
and success of preceding actions.

Conditional actions realize this requirement by providing a deep in-
tegration between actions and queries for events and stateful objects.
They are denoted

\[ \text{IF «query» THEN «action»} \]

The IF part specifies a condition that constraints the execution of the
actions in the THEN part: Whenever the composite action containing
the conditional action is initiated and the query in the IF part matches,
the action in the THEN part are executed. Thereby, «query» corresponds
to a conventional event query or to a query for stateful objects.

Be aware that the query in the IF part may indeed match multiple
times and that hence the corresponding actions are initiated multiples
times as well. This can be avoided by constraining the query appropri-
ately, eg, by constraining the time in which the condition is evaluated
or by applying grouping. To this end, the event query can refer to
sub-actions, in particular to their times, of the composite action the
query is contained in.

By means of conditional actions generic conditions for the execu-
tion of actions, which are exceeding the capabilities of merely tempo-
ral dependencies, are specified by event queries. Similar to reactive
rules, conditional actions aim at a tight integration between the pure
declarative world of events and stateful objects and the imperative
world of actions by combining both notions in the specification of
conditional actions. Naturally, conditional actions can be specified in
composite actions. Moreover, they are a means to obtain a hierarchi-
cal composition of actions as it is often required for the specification
of composite processes.

Note that the functionality of conditional actions can as well be
realized by several reactive rules. However, using one single complex
actions to specify composite processes is clearly preferable over a set
of (more or less) independent rules that may be scattered over a large
program, as it is for instance proposed in [KEPo0; Bry+06].

\textbf{Example} To obtain permission for the execution of an action that
requires the confirmation of a human operator prior to its execution,
a request-operator-confirmation action is executed which eventually
displays a corresponding message in the graphical user interface used
by operators in the control room. When the operator accepts the pro-
posed action and confirms its execution, a request-confirmed event is
sent from the user interface back to the EPS and the proposed action
is subsequently initiated.

This behavior is implemented by means of the composite action
in Listing 5.49. To this end, a conditional action is used to defer
the execution of the proposed action b until its execution is actually confirmed by the operator by means of a corresponding request confirmed event that needs to be issued within 20 seconds after the initiation of the request action.

Note how the event query in the IF part of the conditional action refers to the request-operator-confirmation action of the complex action. In the where part of the event query the expression init(a) is used to constrain the time window in which confirmations are accepted. Moreover, the expression id(a) is used in the query term of the event query to match the key of the action instance with the key that is referred by the confirmation event issued by the operator.

**TEMPORAL DEPENDENCIES OF SUB-ACTIONS** The incorporation of conditional actions into composite actions introduces a nesting structure into actions. Naturally, the execution of sub-actions that are nested inside a complex action depends on the execution of actions directly contained in the complex action. Eg, in Listing 5.49 the execution of b indirectly depends on the action a, as the occurrence of the confirmation message is triggered by the execution of a.

As a consequence, the temporal dependencies need to reflect the causality between actions contained in the complex action and nested sub-action. Therefore, the times of sub-actions may not be used to specify lower bounds on the initiation of actions contained in the complex action. However, the times of actions contained in a complex action may be used to specify lower bounds on the initiation of sub-actions. Accordingly, with respect to Listing 5.49 the temporal dependencies init(a) + 30sec <= init(b) are valid, as a determines a lower bound on the nested action b whereas succ(b) must not be used in a lower bound for, eg, the initiation of a.

**STATUS QUERIES OF COMPRISING ACTIONS** Actions specified in the THEN part of a conditional action are only executed when the query in the IF part matches. Accordingly, actions in the THEN part may not be executed at all and therefore the respective action identifiers can only be used in temporal conditions and event queries that are nested in the THEN part. They cannot be used in event queries that determine the status of any comprising action.
For instance, in Listing 5.49 the action identifier a can be used in event queries to specify the success or failure of the outermost complex action, whereas the action identifier b cannot be used for this purpose.

**Dependencies beyond the execution status** Many physical actions have several meaningful interpretations for their success or failure which depend on the context the action is used in and their concrete purpose within the context.

One example is, for instance, the activation of ventilators in an area. From a technical point of view, the activation is successful when the ventilator sends a positive confirmation of its activation. However, from a more abstract point of view, the ventilator is activated successful when it actually generates the desired airflow. Both interpretations are meaningful for certain purposes but they are not compatible with each other. However, the success of the action can only be specified by either of the two alternatives and thus the programmer needs to pick one of them.

Conditional actions are particularly useful in this kind of situation to deal with the various notions of success required for different situations. They can specify dependencies beyond the success and failure of actions in a generic manner that is specific for the context they are used in and are not limited to rely on the notion of success that has been chosen for the used actions.

### 5.5 Relations to XChangeEQ

Dura is based on the foundation of the high-level EQL XChangeEQ. As a natural consequence, the design and basic ideas of Dura have been substantially influenced by previous work on XChangeEQ, such as, [BE07; BE08b; Eck08]. In particular, the rule based declarative language paradigm, the dimensions of complex events, and the clear separation of concerns that is considered for the design of Dura is inspired by XChangeEQ. The correspondence of the two languages is also reflected in the syntax of Dura that has been adopted from XChangeEQ.

But although XChangeEQ and Dura seem remarkably similar on the first sight, substantial changes and extensions have been incorporated into Dura which affect the fundamental basics as well as many details of the language.

**Representation of events** XChangeEQ integrates the pattern based query approach from Xcerpt to query and construct events and is thus capable to handle event messages providing a payload of XML data. By contrast, Dura applies a simplified version of the pattern based query approach that is (almost) backward compatible to the
one used for Xcerpt and XChangeEQ but not capable to query and construct generic XML messages.

In addition Dura represents all properties of events, in particular their reception time and key, directly in their payload whereas XChangeEQ considers these properties as meta-data. However, integrating this kind of data into the payload of event is highly desirable as it becomes available to external entities receiving derived events from the EPS and facilitates direct access and versatile application in rules, including the specification of user-defined times for derived events.

**Times of events** In XChangeEQ, events are by default associated with a single time with fixed semantics that cannot be adapted by programmers.

By contrast, events in Dura can be associated with an arbitrary number of independent and user defined times and time lines, respectively. Accordingly, programmers gain the flexibility to introduce the most appropriate time line or time lines for different kinds of events. Moreover, the reception time of events, which is for convenience implicitly determined with a natural default time interval, can be adapted to the requirements of programmers.

**Structure of rules** To obtain a meaningful semantics and to facilitate an efficient evaluation XChangeEQ rules need to be stratifiable [Eck08] and furthermore rules need to be free of cycles and recursion. Yet, Eckert [Eck08] proposes to apply well-founded semantics for XChangeEQ to circumvent this restriction.

In Dura rules need to be stratifiable, although well-founded semantics are an option for future research as well. But in contrast to XChangeEQ, Dura facilitates recursive rules, if certain conditions on the time of derived events are met.

**Elimination of relative timer events** In XChangeEQ, time windows for event accumulation are inevitably specified by means of events, often by means of so-called relative timer events which determine a time window relative to the time of an event. This entails some drawbacks with respect to the expressiveness and ease of use of negations and aggregations in XChangeEQ. Using events to specify time windows is in many cases rather cumbersome. In addition the time window for event accumulation is restricted to a closed convex time interval.

By contrast, Dura uses temporal dependencies to specify time windows for negation and grouping instead and thus does not require a notion of relative timer events. In this way, the same mechanism is used to specify both, temporal conditions between events and time intervals for negation and grouping. In addition, time intervals are
no longer restricted to be closed or convex, as the formulas to specify temporal conditions include negations and disjunctions and time points obtained from different events can be used to specify time windows for negations and groupings.

**Dimensions of Complex Events** The intrinsic language model of XChangeEQ identifies four dimensions of complex events, namely, data extraction, event composition, temporal and other dependencies, event accumulation, and elaborates language operators that are merely devoted to a single dimension in order to obtain a clear separation of concerns.

The general idea of a clear separation of concerns and different dimensions of complex events is acquired from XChangeEQ but the applied dimensions are further refined and separated in Dura. In particular event accumulation is further refined into grouping and aggregation and separated from the head of declarative rules to obtain more expressive sub-queries, including queries corresponding to the **HAVING** clause of **SQL**.

**Negation and Aggregation** Negation and aggregation is in XChangeEQ restricted to atomic event queries. Accordingly, negation and aggregation over composite queries cannot be directly specified but must be expressed by means of auxiliary rules instead, which might not always be possible and seems rather cumbersome.

By contrast, Dura facilitates negation and aggregation of composite sub-queries and hence supports multiple cascaded groupings and composite queries with nested negations.

**Access to Non-volatile Data** The applied language model of XChangeEQ is purely event based and does not integrate queries for persistent data. Yet, at least queries for static relations seem to be easy to integrated into XChangeEQ.

By contrast, Dura directly integrates access to static and dynamic data by means of (static and non-static) stateful objects and queries thereof. In this way, Dura facilitates queries for static database tables and queries for persistent stateful data that can be modified by means of appropriate actions.

**State Based Processing** Event queries in Dura integrate queries for stateful objects and therefore the derivation of events and the initiation of actions may be contingent upon the current values of stateful objects. Thus, Dura facilitates state based processing which is not directly supported in XChangeEQ.

**Complex Actions** Only Dura provides a notion of complex actions. However, XChangeEQ facilitates the execution of remote proce-
dure calls in a very flexible way by means of reactive rules which is not directly supported by Dura but can be easily borrowed from XChangeEQ and integrated into Dura, if desired.
To further illustrate the language Dura and to strengthen and deepen the understanding of its basic principles, we elaborate a coherent and consecutive example rule set that is related to an Emergency Management (EM) scenario. To this end, we combine aspects of the EMILI use cases into a single scenario that is concerned with the outbreak of a fire in a metro station.

The rules which are elaborated in the following are based on the textual descriptions and flowcharts of the EM scenarios contained in [SBR11a; SBR11b; Vra+10]. In particular the layout and the available equipment of the considered metro station is adopted from these descriptions. Moreover, the EM principles outlined in Section 2.1 are incorporated as a basic principle for the elaborated methods and actions.

6.1 Preliminaries

Before we elaborate the rules that address a fire scenario in a metro station, we briefly introduce the characteristic of the considered station and its representation in Dura.

6.1.1 Station Layout and Characteristics

The station is a mid-sized station connecting the metro lines Line A and Line B. The station consists of a mezzanine with small shops and maintenance rooms for technical staff and two central platforms serving as stops for the metro lines Line A and Line B, respectively. The platforms and the mezzanine are each connected by several elevators, escalators, and stairs. Moreover, each platform is connected by single-track railway tunnels to other stations, which are not further represented in the model considered for the use case. The geometric layout of the station is depicted in Figure 6.1.

The different regions of the station are separated into areas and subareas of different size and shape, according to their relevance for EM purposes: The entire station, the tunnels, the mezzanine level and each platform correspond to an area. Moreover, the mezzanine level and the platforms are subdivided into several subareas as it is depicted by means of boxes in Figure 6.2 for the platform of Line A.

The station contains various EM related technical devices including smoke and temperature sensors scattered throughout the entire station, anemometers in the tunnels, portable fire extinguishers on the
platforms and mezzanine level, several escalators and elevators on each platform, lighting system controlling emergency lights leading the way out of the station, surveillance cameras on the platforms and entrance area, exhaust dampers, air conditioning systems for fresh air supply in the station, and smoke extraction systems with several fans in the tunnels.

Some of those devices, for instance, temperature sensors, regularly communicate status information to the control center whereas others only generate events on particular occasions, eg, fire extinguishers only generate an event when the extinguisher is removed from its retainer. In addition, the actuators are capable to carry out commands that are issued in the control center, eg, elevators can be directed to a certain level and emergency lights can be turned on and off.

6.1.2 Representation in Dura

To facilitate the elaboration of rules, the metro station and its equipment are represented in Dura by means of events, stateful objects, and actions. To this end, the information provided by sensors and actuators is directly mapped to events in Dura. Likewise, the commands that can be executed by actuators are represented in Dura by means of external actions. Moreover, topology information and further characteristics of the station are modeled by means of stateful objects.
The representation of the metro station by means of events, stateful objects, and actions is in the majority of cases straight forward. We will thus only address the representation of the most relevant ones in the following.

**Station Topology** Each area is identified by means of a unique key: the entire station is associated with the key 1; the mezzanine and the two platforms are associated with the key 10, 11, and 12, respectively; and the subareas of platform 11, which are depicted in Figure 6.2, are associated from left to right with the keys 110 to 117.

**Operation Mode** The operation mode is a central notion of EM that summarizes the conditions of the station and its areas. As in the examples from the previous chapter, the operation mode of each area, including the area representing the station and all subareas, is represented by the stateful object operation-mode specified in Listing 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Listing 6.2: Operation Mode Schema</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>operation-mode{ area{long}, mode{int} }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on conflict select { max mode, min id }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thereby, the conflict resolution of the stateful object ensures that in case of concurrent updates to the operation mode of an area, the largest operation mode prevails.
APPLICATION OF CONSTANT DEFINITIONS  Dura does not provide a notion of enumerations and therefore constants are used in the following to achieve a similar effect.

For instance, the attribute mode of the stateful object operation-mode is represented by means of integer values. To facilitate a representation of operation modes that is convenient for humans, the following constant definitions are provided whose values imply a natural order of operation modes, e.g., \texttt{OPM\_NORMAL} < \texttt{OPM\_EXCEPTIONAL}.

\begin{Verbatim}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
  \texttt{CONST OPM\_NORMAL} & = 0 \\
  \texttt{CONST OPM\_EXCEPTIONAL} & = 1 \\
  \texttt{CONST OPM\_EMERGENCY} & = 2 \\
  \texttt{CONST OPM\_EMERGENCY\_MAJOR} & = 3 \\
\end{tabular}
\end{Verbatim}

The same scheme is retained in many similar situations in the following. However, most often the actual values assigned to the constants are not relevant for the semantics and thus the definitions are often omitted.

SIMULATION EVENTS  The result of external simulators is represented in Dura by means of events. Thereby, the corresponding events are associated with an additional time, the so-called, semantic time. The semantic time of a simulation event indicates when the event is deemed to occur according to the simulation whereas its reception time indicates when the event has been received by the Event Processing System (EPS).

\begin{Verbatim}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
  smoke-simulation{} \\
  \hspace{1em} sensor{}\{long\}, subarea{}\{long\}, conc{}\{double\}, \\
  \hspace{1em} semantic-time{}\{ begin{}\{timestamp\}, end{}\{timestamp\} \} \\
\end{tabular}
\end{Verbatim}

Note the additional temporal constraint for \texttt{smoke-simulation} events in Listing 6.4. It formalizes the domain knowledge that the smoke simulation looks at least three minutes ahead.

6.2  SITUATION ASSESSMENT

Situation assessment is a crucial part for EM. It includes the identification of emerging incidents, the verification of alarm messages and the elimination of false alarms, the estimation of different characteristics of (emerging) incidents, and the classification of incidents in different categories according to their type and severity.
Situation assessment forms the basis for operators to choose appropriate strategies to counteract upon incidents and furthermore facilitates the automatic execution of immediate reactions. Thereby, situation assessment is a reoccurring task that needs to be continuously repeated to recognize the development of an incident, e.g., the rise of its severity, and to include further and more precise information that becomes available in the course of the incident.

6.2.1 Enrichment of Basic Events

To begin with, basic events that are received by the EPS are enriched with information relevant for the elaboration of subsequent rules and their representation is homogenized to facilitate more generic rules.

The representation of temperature events from sensors of different manufacturers is homogenized by means of the deductive rule in Listing 6.5, which derives temp events from temp-value events and from sensor-msg events that contain temperature information. In addition, the location of the sensor emitting the temperature value, that is, the subarea the sensor is directly contained in, is determined by means of a query to the static stateful object sensor.

Listing 6.5: Schema Mediation of Temperature Readings

```
DETECT temp{ sensor{var I}, value{var Tcel}, subarea{var S} }
ON
  and{
    or{
      event e: temp-value{
        val{var Tfah}, sid{var I}
      } let { var Tcel = (Tfah - 32)/1.8 }
    }
    event e: sensor-msg{
      type{TYPE_TEMP_SENSOR}, value{var Tkel}, sensor-id{var I}
    } let { var Tcel = Tkel - 273.15 }
  }
  state s: sensor{ sensor{var I}, subarea{var S} }
END
```

Furthermore, temperature sensors must be identified that suddenly stop to emit events and are thus considered broken. Temperature sensors are regularly emitting temperature readings in intervals between ten and 30 seconds. This domain knowledge is exploited by the rule in Listing 6.6 to derive temp-sensor-failure events by inferring the failure of a temperature sensor from missing temperature values. Note that this is not always sound as the respective sensor may be func-
tional whereas the communication infrastructure is malfunctioning but this aspect is not further distinguished here.

Listing 6.6: Sensor Failure Detection

```
DETECT
  temp-sensor-failure{ sensor{var I}, subarea{var S} }
ON and{
  event e: temp{ sensor{var I}, subarea{var S} }
  not event f: temp{ sensor{var I} }
} where { f during from-end(e, 1min) }
END
```

6.2.2 Incident Categorization

To enable the reactions that are suited for and tailored to a certain incident, it is mandatory to determine the type of an incident, such as, overcrowding or fire, and to assess whether it is a proper alarm that needs immediate reaction or just a potential incident that may evolve into an alarm but requires further manual clarification.

In addition to `temp` and `smoke` events, temperature and smoke sensors are emitting `pre-alarm` and `full-alarm` events if certain thresholds for the temperature and smoke concentration are exceeded. However, the occurrence of a `pre-alarm` does not necessarily indicate a relevant incident. For instance, `temp-pre-alarms` may be caused by a developing fire, but they can likewise be caused by the air conditioning system of a train exhausting hot air into the direction of a temperature sensor. However, the threshold for full alarms is selected in a way that considerably reduces the risk of false alarms and thus full alarms represent serious incidents that need to be reacted upon.

Based on these and further events, including `temp-sensor-failure` events derived by the rule from above, the rules in Listing 6.7 derive `certain-fire-alarm` and `uncertain-fire-alarm` events. Both rules focus on fire incidents, yet similar rules for other kinds of incidents can be easily elaborated.

6.2.3 Alarm Verification

Uncertain alarms need to be further investigated to determine whether they represent false alarms, caused by malfunctioning equipment or inaccurate and indirect measurements, or if they are caused by incidents that will eventually evolve into proper alarms and thus require appropriate reactions. Therefore, uncertain alarms are manually verified either by local staff that is sent to the affected area or by operators in the control center by means of images from surveillance cameras.
However, false alarms occur on a regular basis and thus the manual verification cannot be issued for every uncertain alarm. In particular in critical situations, the manual verification can only be requested if there are other uncertain alarms detected in the same area which increases the likelihood for the presence of an actual alarm.

The basic idea for the verification of uncertain alarms is as follows. Unless the area affected by the alarm is not already in emergency mode, a warden responsible for the respective area is requested to investigate the situation. However, as guards may be unavailable for various reasons, they need to confirm the verification request by sending a request-confirmation event back to the EPS within 20 seconds. If the confirmation holds off, a verification request is sent to the operators in the control center. In any case, the result of the manual verification is communicated back to the EPS by means of an alarm-verification event.

The desired behavior is realized by means of the rules in Listing 6.8 to Listing 6.10.

The rule in Listing 6.8 evaluates whether an uncertain alarm occurring in a subarea that is not already in emergency mode needs to be verified and, if so, requests its manual verification by means of the complex action fire-alarm-verification. To this end, the static stateful object related-areas is queried in addition to uncertain-fire-alarm events to determine the number of further uncertain alarms that occurred on the same platform within the last minute. Note that due to the condition $\text{during from-end-backward}(e, 1\text{min})$ an uncertain alarm matching the sub-query $e$ cannot simultaneously match the sub-query...
Listing 6.8: Detect Required Alarm Verification

```plaintext
ON
and{
  event e: uncertain-fire-alarm{ subarea{var S} }
  state s: operation-mode{ area{var S}, mode{var M} }
    where( var M < OPM_EMERGENCY )
  event f: uncertain-fire-alarm{ subarea{var S'} }
  state t: related-areas{ area1{var S'}, area2{var S} }
} where { s valid-at end(e), f during from-end-backward(e, 1min) }
group by { e } aggregate { var NumAlarms = count(f) }
  where { var NumAlarms >= 2 }
DO
  action a: fire-alarm-verification{ subarea{var S} }
END
```

Listing 6.9: Alarm Verification Action

```plaintext
FOR
  action v: fire-alarm-verification{ subarea{var S} }
DO
  compound{
    IF
      state s: responsibility{ subarea{var S}, warden{var W} }
        where { s valid-at init(v) }
    THEN
      compound{
        action a: request-warden-verification{
          warden{var W}, subarea{var S} }
      }
      IF
        not event e: request-confirmation{ request-id{id(v)} }
        where { end(e) - init(a) <= 20sec }
      THEN
        action b: request-cc-verification{ subarea{var S} }
      }
  } succeeds on and{
    event f: verification-result{ request-id{id(v)} }
  } where { end(f) - init(v) <= 3min }
END
```

Listing 6.10: Verification Result Processing

```plaintext
DETECT
certain-fire-alarm{ subarea{var S} }
ON
  event e: alarm-verification{ subarea{var S}, confirmation{true} }
END
```
and thus that action is initiated if there are at least three, not two, uncertain alarms in the same area.

The request for alarm verification in Listing 6.9 is based on the external request-warden-verification and request-cc-verification actions which request the investigation of the respective area from a warden and the operator in the control center, respectively. Initially, a warden responsible for the respective subarea is determined by querying the stateful object responsibility and subsequently the warden is requested to verify the alarm in the respective area. Unless the request is confirmed by the warden within 20 seconds, the operator in the control center is requested to verify the alarm. To clearly distinguish several concurrently issued confirmation requests request-confirmation and alarm-verification events, need to reference the unique key of the fire-alarm-verification action, which is contained in the payload of request-warden-confirmation and request-cc-confirmation actions.

Finally, the rule in Listing 6.10 derives certain-fire-alarm events on the reception of alarm-verification events that confirm the presence of a certain alarm.

### 6.2.4 Fire Size Estimation

Once a certain fire alarm is detected, the next step is to determine some characteristic values of the fire from the received events which allow the estimation of the fire size and the determination of the initial conditions for fast computable simulations.

To this end, mean values of the temperature values and smoke concentration within the last two minutes are computed which allow inferences on the current size of the fire. Naturally, this provides only a rough and momentary estimation that gradually becomes more precise when more information becomes available in the course of the fire. However, to obtain reliable characteristics, larger smoke and temperature values need to be given stronger weights in the mean and therefore the power mean [Bul03] determined by

\[
M_p(a_1, \ldots, a_n) = \left( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} a_k^p \right)^{\frac{1}{p}}
\]

with a sufficiently large \( p \) is applied instead of the arithmetic mean.\(^1\)

Based on the fire characteristics, the current size of the fire is estimated by means of two thresholds for the mean temperature and smoke concentration, respectively: If both of the mean values are below their lower threshold the fire size is rated as small fire; if one of the mean values exceeds its lower threshold but both values fall below their upper threshold the fire is rated as significant fire; and in the remaining case the fire is rated as large fire.

\(^1\) Note that for \( p = 1 \) the power mean actually coincides with the arithmetic mean.
Listing 6.11: Determining Fire Characteristics

```
DETECT
    fire-characteristics{
        subarea(var S), temp(var TempMean), smoke(var SmokeMean)
    }
ON
    and{
        event e: certain-fire-alarm{ subarea(var S) }
        let { var Window = from-end-backward(e, 1min) }
        event f: temp{ subarea(var S), value(var Temp) }
        let { var TempP = Temp ** P }
        event g: smoke{ subarea(var S), conc(var Smoke) }
        let { var SmokeP = Smoke ** P }
    } where { f during Window, g during Window }
    group by { e }
    aggregate {
        var TempSum = sum(TempP), var TempSize = count(f),
        var SmokeSum = sum(SmokeP), var SmokeSize = count(g)
    } let {
        var TempMean = ((1.0/TempSize)*TempSum) ** (1.0/P),
        var SmokeMean = ((1.0/SmokeSize)*SmokeSum) ** (1.0/P)
    }
END
```

Listing 6.12: Fire Size Estimation

```
DETECT
    fire-size{ subarea(var S), size(FIRE_SIZE_LARGE) }
ON
    event e: fire-characteristics{
        subarea(var S), temp(var Temp), smoke(var Smoke)
    } where and{ TEMP_LIMIT_2 < Temp, SMOKE_LIMIT_2 < Smoke }
END

DETECT
    fire-size{ subarea(var S), size(FIRE_SIZE_SIGNIFICANT) }
ON
    event e: fire-characteristics{
        subarea(var S), temp(var Temp), smoke(var Smoke)
    } where and{
        or{ TEMP_LIMIT_1 >= Temp, SMOKE_LIMIT_1 >= Smoke },
        Temp < TEMP_LIMIT_2, Smoke < SMOKE_LIMIT_2
    }
END

DETECT
    fire-size{ subarea(var S), size(FIRE_SIZE_SMALL) }
ON
    event e: fire-characteristics{
        subarea(var S), temp(var Temp), smoke(var Smoke)
    } where or{ Temp < TEMP_LIMIT_1, Smoke < SMOKE_LIMIT_1 }
END
```
The corresponding behavior is implemented by the rules in Listing 6.11 and Listing 6.12, respectively. For these rules the values of the constants are determined as follows: $P = 25.0$, $\text{TEMP\_LIMIT\_1} = 100$, $\text{TEMP\_LIMIT\_2} = 400$, $\text{SMOKE\_LIMIT\_1} = 0.1$, and $\text{SMOKE\_LIMIT\_2} = 0.2$.

6.3 OPERATION MODE GOVERNANCE

The operation mode of an area is an important property that significantly affects EM related procedures and decisions. Accordingly, it is mandatory to correctly determine the operation mode for each area and to continuously adapt it to the evolving situation. Moreover, the operation mode must not only be correctly identified, but also needs to be appropriately propagated between areas, eg, from a subarea to its comprising area.

6.3.1 Updating the Operation Mode

Emergency managers are very conservative with respect to the evacuation of a station. When in doubt, they prefer to be on the save side and evacuate a station once too often rather than to risk the lives of passengers and personnel by mistakenly delaying the evacuation of a station.

As the operation mode substantially influences various EM related decisions, emergency managers are rather conservative in the determination of the operation mode as well, in particular if it is automatically realized by means of rules. Therefore, the operation mode of an area may be automatically increased but it must only be manually decreased. To this end, an auxiliary action is specified in Listing 6.13 that facilitates the adaptation of the operation mode of an area and implicitly discards undesirable automatic decreases.

Listing 6.13: Auxiliary Update Action

```
FOR
  action i: increase-opm{ area(var A), mode(var Mnew) }
DO

  compound{
    IF
      state s: operation-mode{ area(var A), mode(var Mold) }
      where { s valid-at init(i), var Mold < var Mnew }
    THEN
      action a: operation-mode$Update{
        query{id(s)}, set{ area(var A), mode(var Mnew) }
      }
    }
  }

  succeeds on and{
    state t: operation-mode{ area(var A), mode(var Mactual) }
  }

  where { t valid-at init(i), var Mactual >= var Mnew }
END
```
In the following, the operation mode is only adapted by means of this auxiliary action. In this way it is ensured that the operation mode is increased but never decreased.

6.3.2 Detecting Operation Mode Crossovers

In addition to its general relevance for EM, modeling the operation mode by means of a stateful object facilitates the prevention of alarm avalanches of redundant alarms. For instance, redundant fire-alarm events may be caused based on different observations of the same incident by different sensors or from different justifications leading to the derivation of multiple similar events. But although there may be different justifications and observations resulting in redundant fire-alarm events, the operation mode of the corresponding area is only raised once.

Listing 6.14: Operation Mode Escalation

```
DETECT operation-mode-escalation{ area{var A}, mode{var Mnew} }
ON event e: operation-mode-updated{
  old-payload{ area{var A}, mode{var Mold} },
  new-payload{ area{var A}, mode{var Mnew} }
} where { var Mold < var Mnew }
END
```

This is exploited by the rule in Listing 6.14. Based on detected operation mode updates operation-mode-escalation events are derived that are significantly less frequent than fire-alarm events. In this way, the rule effectively realizes a filter for alarm events, as operators can focus on the derived escalation events which are easier to recognize and assess than the larger amount of redundant alarm events.

6.3.3 Identifying and Adapting the Operation Mode

The operation mode needs to be continuously adapted to the current conditions in the metro station which is identified by means of complex events.

When a certain fire alarm is detected, the operation mode of the corresponding area needs to be immediately adapted to emergency. Moreover, if there have already been issues up to five minutes prior to the detection of the certain alarm, that is, the operation mode has already been above critical and dropped back to or below critical, the operation mode needs to be updated to emergency major as this indicates severe problems that require special attention.
In addition, the fire size also affects the operation mode of an area. When the fire size increases to *significant* or *large* the operation mode of the respective area is adapted to *emergency major*.

**Listing 6.15: Adapting Operation Modes**

```plaintext
ON event e: certain-fire-alarm{ subarea{var S} }
  DO
    compound{
      action a: increase-opm{ area{var S}, mode{OPM_EMERGENCY} } 
      IF
      and{
        state s: operation-mode{ area{var S}, mode{var M} }
        state s': operation-mode{ area{var S}, mode{var M'} }
        } where {
          var M > OPM_EXCEPTIONAL, var M' <= OPM_EXCEPTIONAL,
          s valid-during from-end-backward(e, 2min),
          s' valid-at end(e)
        }
      THEN
        action b: increase-opm{ area{var S}, mode{OPM_EMERGENCY_MAJOR} }
      }
    }
  END
ON event e: fire-size{ subarea{var S}, size{var F} }
  where { var F >= FIRE_SIZE_SIGNIFICANT }
  DO
    action a: increase-opm{ area{var S}, mode{OPM_EMERGENCY_MAJOR} }
  END
```

This behavior is realized by means of the rules in Listing 6.15. Note that in the first rule, the operation mode is initially updated to *emergency* by means of the action `a`, even if the condition of the conditional action is satisfied and the operation is thus updated to *emergency major* as well. However, both updates are issued simultaneously and therefore the conflict resolution specified for the stateful object operation mode in Listing 6.2 only accepts *emergency major* as the definite operation mode of the respective area.

### 6.3.4 Propagating Operation Modes

After determining the operation mode for subareas, the identified mode needs to be propagated to the operation mode of the station and of the platform or mezzanine containing the affected subarea. More precisely, the operation mode is directly propagated from a subarea to its comprising area. Moreover, the operation mode of an area propagates with reduced severity, that is, with *exceptional* instead of
emergency and with emergency instead of emergency major, to its related areas and to the station itself.

Listing 6.16: Propagation of Operation Modes

```prolog
ON
  and(
    event e: operation-mode-escalation( area(var S), mode(var M) )
    state s: area-subarea( area(var A), subarea(var S) )
  )
DO
  action a: increase-opm( area(var A), mode(var M) )
END

ON
  and(
    event e: operation-mode-escalation( area(var A), mode(var M) )
    state s: station-area( station(var T), area(var A) )
  ) where { var M >= OPM_EMERGENCY }
  let { var Mprop = var M - 1 }
DO
  compound{
    action a: increase-opm( area(var T), mode(var Mprop) )
    IF
      state u: related-areas( area1(var A), area2(var A') )
    THEN
      action b: increase-opm( area(var A'), mode(var Mprop) )
    }
END
```

This behavior is realized by the rules in Listing 6.16 by means of the static stateful objects station-area and area-subarea. As the name suggests, the stateful object station-area associates each area with its comprising station and the stateful object area-subarea associates each subareas with its comprising area.

### 6.4 Immediate Reactions

Immediate reactions can be classified into unspecific and specific immediate reactions. Unspecific reactions, such as the release movement of elevators, are executed in a very early phase of the emergency and thus do not require specific details on the fire size and future smoke propagation determined by simulations. In contrast, specific reactions, such as, the determination of the evacuation routes, require some or even detailed knowledge of the emergency specifics. As the characteristics may change in the course of the emergency it may be furthermore required to execute the specific reactions multiple times to adapt their effect to the new situation.
6.4.1 Elevator Deactivation

When a fire is detected, elevators in the station are directed to perform a so-called release movement, which moves each elevator car without further stops to a safe floor, open the car’s door, and then deactivates the elevator.

Elevators are represented in Dura by means of the static stateful object elevator which identifies the floor, more precisely, the subarea, each elevator opens into and a priority that orders the floors of each elevator according to their suitability as a destination for the release movement. Accordingly, to pick a suited destination, each elevator needs to be directed to the floor with the highest priority that is currently not directly affected by the fire and thus currently not in emergency mode.

Listing 6.17: Elevator Release Movement Action

```
FOR
  action r: elevator-release-movement( elevator{ var E } )
DO
  compound{
    IF
      and{
        state s: elevator{ elev{ var E }, floor{ var F }, prio{ var P } }
        not state t: operation-mode{ area{ var F }, mode{ var M } }
        where { var M > OPM.EXCEPTIONAL, t valid-at init(r) }
      }
      and{
        state s': elevator{ elev{ var E }, floor{ var F' }, prio{ var P' } }
        not state t': operation-mode{ area{ var F' }, mode{ var M' } }
        where { var M' > OPM.EXCEPTIONAL, t' valid-at init(r') }
      }
      event r': elevator-release-movement$initiated{ id{id(r)} }
    }
  }
  where { var P' > var P }
THEN
  compound{
    action a: move-car-to{ elevator{ var E }, dest{ var F } }
    action b: deactivate-elevator{ elevator{ var E } }
    where { succ(a) <= init(b) }
  }
  succeeds on and{
    event e: move-car-to$success{ payload{ ref{id(r)} } }
  }
  where { e during [init(r), init(r) + 1min] }
END
```

The corresponding behavior is realized by means of the complex action rule in Listing 6.17. To obtain the floor with the highest priority, we use a conditional action to query the floor $F$ with priority $P$ so that no other floor $F'$ has a priority higher than $P$. In addition,

---

Note that this issue is much more relevant for airports, as in case of metro stations the best suited floor is almost always the one located on the surface.
both floors $F$ and $F'$ are constrained not to be in emergency mode by means of queries to the stateful object \texttt{operation-mode}. The respective elevator is then instructed to move its car to the floor $F$ and to open its doors by means of the action \texttt{move-car-to}. Subsequently, the elevator is temporarily deactivated to prevent its further usage by passengers.

Note that the sub-query for \texttt{elevator-release-movement$\text{initiated}$} is actually required to obtain a correct query. The identifier $r$ has positive polarity only in the outermost conjunctive query. As a consequence, omitting the event query and substituting $r$ for $r'$ in the temporal condition $t' \texttt{valid-at init}(r')$ results in a query that is not weakly range restricted. This workaround is somewhat inconvenient but necessary. It may be avoided by a more liberal from of range restriction in future extensions of the language definition, though.

### 6.4.2 Announcing Safe Evacuation Routes

When an emergency situation is detected the station needs to be evacuated as quickly as possible. To this end, passengers need to be guided through the station on safe evacuation routes, that is, routes that do not cross subareas known to be directly affected by the emergency and are thus in emergency mode or subareas known to contain a significant amount of smoke within the next several minutes.

The emergency lights considered in the following are rather simple and just point in a certain direction. Therefore, emergency lights need to be activated so that one light points to the next light, effectively describing a route that leads out of the station. Thus, each emergency light can be thought of as the starting point of one or several (partly overlapping) evacuation routes. Accordingly, evacuation lights are represented in Dura by the static stateful object \texttt{em-light} which identifies location of each light and all evacuation routes that start at the respective light when it is turned on. Evacuation routes are in turn represented by the static stateful object \texttt{evacuation-route} which identifies all subareas that are part of or crossed by the particular route.

Both static stateful objects are used by the complex action rule in Listing 6.18 to realize the adaptation of the emergency lighting in subareas. The query in the \texttt{IF} part matches all lights $L$ that are the starting point of at least one evacuation route $R$ which satisfies that none of the subareas it crosses is in \texttt{emergency} mode or expected to contain more than ten percent smoke within the next three minutes. As an emergency light may be the starting point of several routes, a grouping is applied to execute the action in the \texttt{THEN} part only once per light. The complex actions fails unless there is at least one emergency light in the area that is activated and thus points in the direction of a safe evacuation route.
FOR
action l: adapt-em-lighting{ subarea{var A} }
DO
compound{
    IF
    and{
        state s: em-light{
            subarea{var A}, light{var L}, route{var R}
        }
    }
    not{
        state u: evacuation-route{ route{var R}, segment{var S} }
        state v: operation-mode{ area{var S}, mode{var M} }
        where { v valid-at init(l), var M > OPM_EXCEPTIONAL }
    }
    not{
        state w: evacuation-route{ route{var R}, segment{var S'} }
        event e: smoke-simulation{ subarea{var S'}, conc{var C} }
        where { e.semantic-time.end <= init(l)+3min, var C > 0.1 }
    }
    group by { l, var L }
    THEN
    action a: activate-em-light{ light{var L} }
    }
fails on not{
    event e: activate-em-light$succeeded{ payload{ ref{id(l)} } }
    }
    where { end(f) = init(l) }
END

Note how the second negated sub-query queries the result of a simulation that is carried out based on the determined characteristics of the detected fire. Because of the constraints on the semantic time, specified in Listing 6.4, it is actually sufficient for the negation to bound above the semantic-time instead of the reception-time.

Be aware that if this action is executed multiple times, e.g., in case of changing conditions, people may get lost as the emergency light they have been directed to turns out and they hence cannot determine where to go next. To account for this issue, another action is required that deactivates lights in a manner that prevents passengers currently using a certain route from getting lost.
Part III

FORMAL SEMANTICS AND SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
The ambition of this and the following chapters is the elaboration of a static semantic analysis for complex actions that is capable of verifying desirable properties of complex action and that is if furthermore provably sound and complete. But without a formally precise semantics of complex actions the evidence of the soundness and completeness can neither be provided in a formally precise and credible way. Therefore, this chapter is devoted to the elaboration of a formal semantics for complex actions that is sufficiently precise to prove the desired properties of the static analysis for complex actions and is at the same time appropriate for the particularities of external actions, in particular by their contingent duration and effect.

The semantics of complex action and the static analysis presented in this and the following chapters are an extension and revision of work previously presented in [HB13].

7.1 INFORMAL INTRODUCTION

To begin with, the particular properties of complex actions that are substantially affecting their formal semantics are recapitulated. Moreover, basic idea for the formalization of the execution of actions eventually resulting in a formal semantics of complex actions is informally motivated.

7.1.1 Properties Specific to the Execution of Actions

Compared to imperative procedures, physical actions have some particular properties that substantially impact the way in which complex actions are executed. Most notably, physical actions are subject to latency, have an uncertain duration and result, and are merely requested by rather than directly executed by the Event Processing System (EPS).

Naturally, these properties also need to be considered for the static analysis of complex actions which is intended to verify properties that are related to the execution of complex action at runtime and hence must be suited to deal with them appropriately.

Subject to Latency Physical actions are merely requested by the EPS and actually executed by external actuators. As a consequence, the distribution of requests generated by the EPS to the corresponding actuator may require a substantial amount of time. Thus, the initia-
tion of actions is subject to latency which can hardly be estimated in advance.

**Uncertain Duration and Result** The duration and result of physical actions can hardly be predetermined as physical actions alter and affect physical processes that can hardly be formalized in a sufficiently precise and reliable manner. Consequently, their duration and result, ie, whether they succeed or fail, is contingent until the action is actually executed. Yet, sometimes the duration of actions can be at least bounded below by means of available domain knowledge.

**Affected and Observed Time-points** From a very abstract point of view, executing a complex action resembles the determination of time-points for the corresponding sub-actions in accordance with their temporal dependencies. However, due to the aforementioned properties of physical actions, their time-points cannot be determined in an arbitrary fashion as physical actions are merely requested by the EPS and the execution is subject to runtime effects.

For instance, the initiation time of actions cannot be precisely determined due to the system inherent latency. However, at least a lower bound for the initiation of actions can be affected by the EPS because actions are only initiated after they have been requested and thus lower bounds on the request of actions entail lower bounds for their initialization. In contrast, the duration and result of actions cannot be affected at all by the EPS because it cannot determine, eg, whether and when an action is successful as this is subject to the outcome of the corresponding physical processes.

Accordingly, the initiation of actions may be affected in the sense that a lower bound for the initiation of actions may be specified whereas their success and failure are merely observed.

### 7.1.2 Satisfying Temporal Dependencies

During runtime, actions need to be executed according to their temporal dependencies. To this end, lower bounds for the initiation need to be established in a way such that the resulting values for the initiation, success, and failure meet the temporal dependencies.

However, due to the incomplete knowledge on actions and the resulting uncertainty for the exact values of their initiation, success, and failure the required bounds remain undetermined until runtime where they become gradually available when the respective actions are executed.

**Example** The temporal dependencies \( \text{succ}(a) + 5 \leq \text{init}(b) \) specify the lower bound \( \text{succ}(a) + 5 \) for the initiation of \( b \). However, the
exact value of \( \text{succ}(a) \) remains unknown until the action \( a \) has actually succeeded.

In order to satisfy the temporal dependencies in presence of latency and unknown durations of actions the following strategy is applied. The action \( a \) is requested, as there are no dependencies that constrain its initiation. If the action is successful, the value of \( \text{succ}(a) \) is eventually determined and thus the request of the action \( b \) can be deferred until the time \( \text{succ}(a) + 5 \) has lapsed. Note that at this time the action \( b \) is only requested and because of latency the time \( \text{init}(b) \) of its actual initiation is even later. In this way, the temporal dependencies \( \text{succ}(a) + 5 \leq \text{init}(b) \) are guaranteed to hold.

Naturally, this strategy can be applied to all formulas that refer to the initiation of actions on the right hand side of an inequation expressing a temporal dependency. Formulas of this kind bear a special meaning and therefore they are also called lower bound formulas.

**Restriction to Lower Bound Formulas**  
By design, complex actions in Dura only support temporal dependencies that are composed from lower bound formulas. Although it seems desirable to consider more generic formulas for the specification of the execution of actions, this restriction is not specific to Dura but applies to all systems that establish a clear separation between the specification of the execution and the specification of properties that should be satisfied when the action is executed.

The time of the success and failure of actions cannot be determined by the EPS and thus temporal dependencies that refer to those times on the right hand side of an inequation can only be observed at runtime. Therefore, these kind of dependencies do not necessarily hold at runtime, unless the EPS applies a dynamic execution strategy that effectively enforces temporal dependencies that are not explicitly specified by the programmer. However, to obtain a clear separation of dimensions, temporal dependencies are intended to explicitly specify the execution strategy of actions. They should not entail additional implicit dependencies which can easily be overlooked by programmers and are merely established by the scheduling algorithm to satisfies the explicitly specified temporal dependencies.

However, if desired, generic formulas can be specified as assertions in the hence part of complex actions whereby it is verified whether they are actually satisfied at runtime when the complex action is executed according to its temporal dependencies. In this way, the full flexibility of generic formulas is preserved and at the same time programmers are required to explicitly and unambiguously specify all temporal dependencies that affect the execution of the action.

**Event Driven Feedback Loop**  
In general, the execution of complex actions resembles an event driven feedback loop which roughly
relates to the Observe-Orient-Decide-Act (OODA) model [Gra05] that describes different processes of an agent competitively interacting with other agents in the environment.

At some point the execution of a complex action is triggered by an event. This causes the execution of certain sub-actions which can be sensed by means of events and eventually leads to the detection of their success or failure. These events either satisfy the preconditions of conditional actions or determine the values of lower bounds for the initiation of further actions. Hence, further actions are eventually requested when their corresponding bounds are exceeded. This, in turn, leads to the detection of further events which determines values of further lower bounds and thus a new iteration of the feedback loop begins.

7.1.3 Basic Ideas and Approach

To obtain a semantics of actions that is suitable for a static analysis the execution of complex actions needs to be represented in a formal and precise manner. But although the execution strategy that is applied by the EPS described above can be precisely formalized, the uncertain runtime effects of physical actions substantially complicate a precise formalization of their behavior. If the runtime effects are known, e.g., if they have been measured during runtime, the execution of the action can be precisely reproduced. However, due to the physical nature of actions this information often cannot be determined at compile time and thus is not available for the semantic analysis.

As a consequence, the semantics of complex actions needs to be formalized by abstracting away the unknown runtime effects. To this end, the event driven feedback loop described above is formalized by means of a fixpoint computation that iteratively determines the times of the executed actions as a function of so-called scenarios which describes the occurring runtime effects. Subsequently, the desired properties are verified for all possible scenarios. If the verification fails for a single scenario it fails for the entire complex action. This guarantees that all runtime effects that may actually occur at run time are covered at compile time.

Moreover, if specific domain knowledge is available, this information can be incorporated into the analysis in order to exclude certain scenarios that do not correspond to the delays as they are known to appear at runtime.

7.2 Formalization of Complex Actions

For the sake of simplicity, complex actions are formalized in a more concise manner that omits the syntactic constructs of Dura and contains only information that is crucial for the static analysis of com-
plex actions. As names and parameters are not relevant for the intended analysis, they are omitted from the formal representation and only temporal formulas that correspond to the temporal dependencies, domain knowledge, and temporal assertions of complex actions are represented in the formalization.

### 7.2.1 Formal Representation of Complex Actions

For convenience, the sub-actions of a complex action are referred to by means of the corresponding action identifier which is more concise than their actual name. The time-points of sub-actions, which are particularly important for the static analysis, are represented by means of variables associated with the corresponding action identifier.

For instance, the time-points referring to the initiation, success, and failure of the following action

```plaintext
action a: open-fire-dampers{ area{var A} }
```

are represented by the variables $a_{\text{init}}$, $a_{\text{succ}}$, and $a_{\text{fail}}$, respectively.

**Definition 7.1.** The set of identifiers and variables is denoted $I$ and $V$, respectively. Variables are furthermore classified into affected variables $V_a$ and observed variables $V_o$ with

$$V_a = \bigcup_{f \in I} \{ f_{\text{init}} \} \quad \text{and} \quad V_o = \bigcup_{f \in I} \{ f_{\text{succ}}, f_{\text{fail}} \}.$$  

The separation of affected and observed variables reflects the different extent in which the EPS can influence the values that are determined for those time-points at runtime. The initiation of actions can be deferred by the system and thus the system can determine lower bounds for the value of affected variables whereas the values of observed variables can merely be observed by the EPS.

Note that the given notions resemble activated and received time-points from [VF99].

**Definition 7.2.** Temporal formulas are inductively defined by

1. $\top$ and $\bot$ are temporal formulas
2. each atomic formula $u + d \leq v$ with $u, v \in V$ and $d \in Q$ is a temporal formula
3. if $F$ and $G$ are temporal formulas then $F \land G$ is a temporal formula

For convenience, temporal formulas of the form $u - d \leq u'$ and $v + 0 \leq v'$ are represented more concisely by $u - d \leq u'$ and $v \leq v'$, respectively.
**Definition 7.3.** A complex action is a triple \( C = (W, D, H) \) of temporal dependencies \( W \), domain knowledge \( D \), and temporal assertions \( H \) represented by temporal formulas.

A complex action in Dura is formally represented by a complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) by mapping its temporal dependencies to the temporal formula \( W \), its domain knowledge to the temporal formula \( D \), and its temporal assertions to the temporal formula \( H \).

**Definition 7.4.** The variables occurring in a temporal formula \( F \) are denoted \( \text{var}(F) \).

Variables of a temporal formula commonly correspond to the initiation, success, and failure times of the corresponding complex action and its sub-actions.

**Example 7.1.** The formal representation of complex actions omits all information that is not crucial for the static analysis from the specification of the action in Dura.

**Listing 7.1:** Specification of a Complex Action

```plaintext
compound{
    action a: open-fire-dampers{ area{var A} },
    action b: activate-ventilators{ area{var A} }
} where { succ(a) + 5sec <= init(b) }

hence { init(a) + 20sec <= succ(b), init(a) + 1min <= fail(b) }
```

Accordingly, the complex action from Listing 7.1 is formally represented by the triple \( C = (W, D, H) \) with

\[
\begin{align*}
W &= a_{\text{suc}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}} \\
D &= \top \\
H &= a_{\text{init}} + 20 \leq b_{\text{suc}} \land a_{\text{init}} + 60 \leq b_{\text{fail}}
\end{align*}
\]

whereby \( a_{\text{init}} \) and \( b_{\text{init}} \) are affected variables and \( a_{\text{suc}}, b_{\text{suc}}, \) and \( b_{\text{fail}} \) are observed variables.

### 7.2.2 Formalization of Domain Knowledge

The execution of complex actions follows the algorithm that is provided by the EPS and obeys some very natural and basic properties. Sub-actions are not initiated before the initiation of the complex action. Moreover, actions succeed or fail only after they have been initiated. These implicit assumptions are formalized by the following definitions.

**Definition 7.5.** For a temporal formula \( W \) its lower bound formulas are denoted

\[
W_L = \bigwedge_{v \in V_a} u + d \leq v
\]

\( u + d \leq v \) is sub-formula of \( W \)
As discussed in Section 7.1.2, lower bound formulas are closely related to the execution of actions by the EPS. Ie, for a complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ only the lower bound formula $W_C$ is actually considered by the EPS for the execution of $C$.

**Definition 7.6.** The axiomatic closure of the temporal dependencies $W$ is denoted

$$W_A = W \land \bigwedge_{f_{init} \in \text{var}(W)} \left( \bot_{init} \leq f_{init} \land f_{init} \leq f_{suc} \land f_{init} \leq f_{fail} \right)$$

whereby the special variable $\bot_{init} \in V_o$ refers to the initiation of the complex action.

The axiomatic closure simply formalizes that sub-actions are only initiated after the corresponding complex action has been initiated and that actions are only successful or fail after they have been initiated.

In addition to the very generic domain knowledge denoted by the axiomatic closure there may be more specific information available that applies only for certain actions. This kind of information includes, eg, information on the system latency and bounds on the duration of certain actions. Domain knowledge is specified in a way that resembles the specification of temporal dependencies and assertions by means of inequalities in the schema of actions.

Accordingly, analogous to the formalization of temporal dependencies and assertions, domain knowledge is formally represented by means of temporal formulas.

**Example 7.2.** If it is known that the opening of the fire dampers always takes longer than 30 seconds, this information is incorporated into the schema of the open-fire-dampers action and represented by means of the following formula

$$D = a_{init} + 30 \leq a_{suc} \land a_{init} + 30 \leq a_{fail}.$$ 

Moreover, the subsequent formula specifies that the latency of the system exceeds 100 milliseconds

$$D' = \bot_{init} + 0.1 \leq a_{init} \land \bot_{init} + 0.1 \leq b_{init} \land a_{suc} + 0.1 \leq b_{init}$$

The available domain knowledge is eventually considered by the semantic analysis introduced in Chapter 8 to verify the validity of assertions at runtime.

### 7.2.3 Formalization of Conditional Actions

Complex actions containing conditional actions are also represented by means of a triple $C = (W, D, H)$. Thereby, temporal conditions are
simply represented as discussed above. Additional information infer-
able from the event query in the IF part is currently not considered
by the analysis algorithm, although it can be incorporated into the
domain knowledge of complex actions.
For a discussion on the implications of the imprecise formalization
of complex actions refer to Section 8.3.3.

Listing 7.2: A Conditional Action

```plaintext
compound{
  action a: ...
  IF state s: is-empty{ area{var A} }
  where{ s valid-at succ(a) }
  THEN action b: ...
} where { succ(a) + 10sec <= init(b) }
```

EXAMPLE 7.3. Accordingly, the complex action from Listing 7.2 is
formalized by $C = (W, \top, \top)$ with

$$W = a_{succ} + 10 \leq b_{init}$$

In this particular example, $C$ precisely formalizes the complex ac-
tion because the query in the IF part does not affect the execution
of the action. However, if the temporal conditions of the event query
are adapted to, eg, $s valid-at succ(a) + 23sec$, the action $b$ will not be
executed until $23$ seconds after the success of $a$ which corresponds to
the additional domain knowledge

$$D = a_{succ} + 23 \leq b_{init}$$

which is not present in the primal formalization of $C$.

7.3 FIXPOINT THEORY

In order to statically verify properties of complex actions, their behav-
ior during runtime needs to be characterized in a formally precise
manner appropriate for formal reasoning.

To this end, we develop a notion of runtime traces that formalizes
the execution of complex actions with respect to their temporal de-
pendencies and the execution strategy that is applied by the $EPS$.

7.3.1 Preliminaries

DEFINITION 7.7. $P = Q^+ \cup \{\infty\}$ and $D = Q^+ \cup \{\infty\}$ denote the set
of time-points and the set of durations, respectively. Time-points and
durations can be added up in a canonical manner

$$+: P \times D \to P, \ (p, d) \mapsto p + d.$$
Thereby, $\infty$ denotes an arbitrarily large time-point or duration with

$$\forall q \in \mathbb{Q} : \; q < \infty \; \text{and} \; \infty + q = q + \infty = \infty$$

Time-points and durations are distinguished to emphasize their different semantics. Durations will be used to describe possible delays during runtime whereas time-points will refer to the absolute times, for instance, at which time an action succeeded.

**Definition 7.8.** A variable assignment maps variables to values in $\mathbb{D}$ or $\mathbb{P}$. In the following, variable assignments are denoted by sets of variable value pairs as it is known from substitutions used in model theory [ABW88].

Thereby, $\text{im}(\sigma)$ denotes the image of a variable assignment $\sigma$, that is, $\text{im}(\sigma)$ corresponds to the set of all values that are actually substituted for variables by $\sigma$.

Variable assignments are intended to describe the execution of actions during runtime. To this end, they map variables corresponding to the initiation, success and failure of sub-actions to actual time-points. Thereby the value $\infty$ indicates that an action has not been initiated, did not succeed, or did not fail.

Variable assignments can be naturally applied to formulas and composite expressions in a canonical manner. For $v_i \in \mathbb{V}$ and $d_i \in \mathbb{Q}$, temporal formulas $F$ and $G$, and a variable assignment $\sigma$ follows

$$\sigma(F \land G) = \sigma(F) \land \sigma(G)$$

$$\sigma(v_1 + d_1) = \sigma(v_1) + d_1$$

$$\sigma(\{v_1 + d_1, \ldots, v_k + d_k\}) = \{\sigma(v_1 + d_1), \ldots, \sigma(v_k + d_k)\}$$

**Example 7.4.** The complex action $C = (a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}}, 7, 7)$ derived from Listing 7.1 may be, for instance, initiated at time 2 followed by the initialization of $a$ at time 5 and its success four seconds later. Eventually $b$ may be initiated at time 16 and fails at time 67.

This specific execution of the action is formalized by means of the following variable assignment

$$\varsigma = \{2/\bot_{\text{init}}, 5/a_{\text{init}}, 9/a_{\text{succ}}, \infty/a_{\text{fail}}, 16/b_{\text{init}}, \infty/b_{\text{succ}}, 67/b_{\text{fail}}\}$$

which maps variables of $C$ to time-points whereby $\varsigma(a_{\text{fail}}) = \infty$ and $\varsigma(b_{\text{succ}}) = \infty$ specify that $a$ never fails and $b$ never succeeds. Moreover, $\varsigma$ satisfies the temporal conditions $W$ and the assertions $H$, that is, the variable free formulas

$$\varsigma(W) = 9 + 5 \leq 16$$

$$\varsigma(H) = 5 + 20 \leq \infty \land 5 + 60 \leq 67$$

hold under the axioms of $\mathbb{P}$ from Definition 7.7. In the following, this circumstance is also denoted by $\varsigma \models W$ and $\varsigma \models H$. 
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Obviously, not every arbitrary variable assignment describes how an action is actually executed during runtime. An arbitrary variable assignment may, for instance, indicate that a sub-action succeeds before it started or may not satisfy the temporal dependencies of actions. Thus, to obtain a valid representation for the execution of actions, those invalid variable assignments need to be excluded by incorporating the temporal dependencies and the delays that occur at runtime.

7.3.2 Fixpoint Iteration

The time-points of actions are not determined arbitrarily but are the result of the execution strategy that is applied by the EPS and runtime effects that determine, eg, how long it takes to execute a physical action and whether it is successful or not. However, in general, these properties are unknown prior to the actual execution of the action. It cannot be known in advance how long it will take to execute an external action and whether the execution will be successful or not.

To obtain a generic and valuable semantics of actions, these properties need to be considered in a suited way. To this end, the runtime effects are abstracted away and the elaborated semantics of complex actions is a function of so called scenarios.

Definition 7.9. A variable assignment \( \Delta \) is called scenario for a formula \( W \) if it maps all variables of \( W \) to corresponding delays rather than time-points, that is, if \( \Delta \) has the signature \( \text{var}(W) \rightarrow \mathbb{D} \).

For the sake of readability, \( \Delta(v) \) is also denoted \( \Delta_v \).

Scenarios are meant to abstract away runtime effects that can hardly be specified formally or that are a priori unknown. Each scenario describes one particular series of developments for the different outcomes of sub-actions and time delays that can potentially occur during runtime.

Example 7.5. The scenario

\[
\delta = \{ 2/\bot_{\text{init}}, 3/a_{\text{init}}, 4/a_{\text{succ}}, \infty/a_{\text{fail}}, 2/b_{\text{init}}, \infty/b_{\text{succ}}, 51/b_{\text{succ}} \}
\]

describes, eg, that the action \( a \) is initiated 3 second after the complex action was initiated and succeeds 4 seconds after it has been initiated but never fails.

Note how the delays described by this scenario correspond to the delays that occur during the execution described in Example 7.4 by means of \( \varsigma \). However, be aware that delays for the initiation of actions are specified relative to the earliest possible time an action could have been initiated. Eg, because of the dependency \( a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}} \) the earliest time for the initiation of \( b \) is 14, however \( b \) is actually initiated at time 16, thus the delay \( \delta(b_{\text{init}}) \) for the initiation of \( b \) corresponds to 2 and not to 7.
A scenario characterizes all runtime specific properties that influence the execution of physical actions. Therefore, if a particular scenario is known, all relevant time-points related to the execution of a complex action can be determined in a deterministic manner by imitating the execution strategy that is applied by the EPS.

To this end, the stepwise determination of time-points as it is informally described in Section 7.1.2 is formalized by a stepwise computation of variable assignments. Thereby, the runtime specific properties that affect the time-points are obtained from a predetermined scenario.

**Definition 7.10.** The preconditions for the determination of a variable \( v \in \text{var}(W) \) of the temporal dependencies \( W \) are denoted

\[
\text{pre}_W(v) = \{ u + d \mid u + d \leq v \text{ is sub-formula of } W \}
\]

Informally, the preconditions of a variable \( f_{\text{init}} \) describe the earliest possible time for the request of the action \( f \) with respect to the times the executions of \( f \) depends on.

**Example 7.6.** Given the axiomatic closure

\[
W_4 = W \land (\bot_{\text{init}} \leq a_{\text{init}} \land a_{\text{init}} \leq a_{\text{succ}} \land a_{\text{init}} \leq a_{\text{fail}}) \land
(\bot_{\text{init}} \leq b_{\text{init}} \land b_{\text{init}} \leq b_{\text{succ}} \land b_{\text{init}} \leq b_{\text{fail}})
\]

of the temporal dependencies \( W = a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}} \) from Line 7.1, the preconditions of \( b_{\text{init}} \) correspond to

\[
\text{pre}_{W_4}(b_{\text{init}}) = \{ \bot_{\text{init}} + 0, a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \}
\]

Hence, in this particular case, \( \text{pre}_{W_4}(b_{\text{init}}) \) indicates that \( b \) is requested only if the complex action has already been initiated and if furthermore \( a \) has been successful at least 5 seconds ago.

The actual determination of values of further variables is accomplished by means of the operator \( T \). The operator formalizes one step of the informally introduced feedback loop.

**Definition 7.11.** For a temporal formula \( W \) and a runtime scenario \( \Delta \) the operator \( T_{\Delta,W} \) maps variable assignments to variable assignments with

\[
T_{\Delta,W}(\sigma) = \left\{ \frac{\max\{\sigma(\text{pre}_W(v))\} + \Delta_v}{v} \middle| \begin{array}{l}
\text{var}(\text{pre}_W(v)) \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma)
\end{array} \right\}
\]

whereby \( \max \emptyset = 0 \in \mathbb{P} \).
Note how the operator $T$ makes a transition from merely syntactic formulas on the right to actual time-points that are associated with a variable $v$ on the left.

**Example 7.7.** Recall the complex action from Line 7.1 with the temporal dependencies $W = a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}}$, which specify that $b$ is initiated at least 5 seconds after the success of $a$.

Moreover, consider the variable assignment

$$
\sigma = \{2/\bot_{\text{init}}, 5/a_{\text{init}}, 9/a_{\text{succ}}\}
$$

which describes an ongoing execution of the complex action and thus contains a set of already observed time points. According to $\sigma$, the action $a$ has been successful at time 9 whereas $b$ has not been initiated yet. Therefore, when the action is executed by the $\text{EPS}$ the next step would be to request $b$ so that $b$ is initiated at time 14 or later.

Note how the following application of $T_{\delta, W_A}$ to $\sigma$ corresponds to the behavior of the $\text{EPS}$.

$$
T_{\delta, W_A}(\sigma) = \sigma \cup \{ \max(\sigma(\bot_{\text{init}} + 0, a_{\text{succ}} + 5)) + \delta_{b_{\text{init}}}/b_{\text{init}}\}
$$

$$
= \sigma \cup \{ \max(2, 14) + 2)/b_{\text{init}}\}
$$

$$
= \sigma \cup \{16/b_{\text{init}}\}
$$

In this case $\max(\sigma(\bot_{\text{init}} + 0, a_{\text{succ}} + 5)) = 14$ determines the earliest possible time for the initialization of $b$ by means of the already observed time-points obtained from $\sigma$. Moreover, the latency $\delta_{b_{\text{init}}}$ is incorporated to determine when $b$ is actually initiated according to the scenario $\delta$ from Example 7.5. Eventually, the computation yields a new variable assignment which incorporates the determined value 16 for the initiation of $b$ in addition to all previously determined values.

Accordingly, the operator $T$ adds values for affected variables of actions to the variable assignment $\sigma$ whose initiation would have been requested be the $\text{EPS}$ in the situation described by $\sigma$. To obtain a complete variable assignment that contains values for all variables of $W_A$, the operator is applied multiple times to incrementally determine all missing values.

Note that by determining $\max(\emptyset) = 0$ the request time of complex actions is artificially set to 0. In this way, the operator $T$ describes the execution of sub-action relative to the request of the complex action.

**Definition 7.12.** The powers of $T$ are inductively defined by

$$
T \uparrow 0 = \emptyset
$$

$$
T \uparrow n + 1 = T (T \uparrow n)
$$

and the least fixpoint of $T \uparrow$ is denoted $T = \text{lfp}(T \uparrow)$. 
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Remark. For the sake of readability the indices of the operator $T$ and of related notions may be omitted. For instance, $T$, $T_i$, and $T \uparrow$ will be often used as abbreviations for $T_{\Delta,W_{\delta}}$, $T_{\Delta,W_{\delta}}$, and $T_{\Delta,W_{\delta}} \uparrow$ in the following.

The fixpoint $T$ basically describes, based on one particular scenario, how the action will be executed by the system if the given delays are actually observed at runtime. Note that the operator $T$ is monotonic [ABW88] and that the fixpoint $T$ actually exists for any complex action $C$. Moreover, the fixpoint is unique and is reached after a finite number of iterations.

Example 7.8. A complete iteration of $T_{\Delta,W_{\delta}}$ for $W = a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}}$ is given in Figure 7.1.

\[ T \uparrow 0 = \emptyset \]
\[ T \uparrow 1 = \left\{ \Delta_{\bot \text{init}} / \bot \text{init} \right\} \]
\[ T \uparrow 2 = T \uparrow 1 \cup \left\{ \Delta_{\bot \text{init}} + \Delta_{\text{ainit}} / a_{\text{init}} \right\} \]
\[ T \uparrow 3 = T \uparrow 2 \cup \left\{ \Delta_{\bot \text{init}} + \Delta_{\text{ainit}} + \Delta_{\text{asucc}} / a_{\text{succ}} \right\} \]
\[ \quad \cup \left\{ \Delta_{\bot \text{init}} + \Delta_{\text{ainit}} + \Delta_{\text{afail}} / a_{\text{fail}} \right\} \]
\[ T \uparrow 4 = T \uparrow 3 \cup \left\{ \max \left\{ \Delta_{\bot \text{init}}, \Delta_{\bot \text{init}} + \Delta_{\text{ainit}} + \Delta_{\text{asucc}} + 5 \right\} + \Delta_{\text{binit}} / b_{\text{init}} \right\} \]
\[ \quad = T \uparrow 3 \cup \left\{ \Delta_{\bot \text{init}} + \Delta_{\text{ainit}} + \Delta_{\text{asucc}} + 5 + \Delta_{\text{binit}} / b_{\text{init}} \right\} \]
\[ T \uparrow 5 = T \uparrow 4 \cup \left\{ \Delta_{\bot \text{init}} + \Delta_{\text{ainit}} + \Delta_{\text{asucc}} + 5 + \Delta_{\text{binit}} + \Delta_{\text{bsucc}} / b_{\text{succ}} \right\} \]
\[ \quad \cup \left\{ \Delta_{\bot \text{init}} + \Delta_{\text{ainit}} + \Delta_{\text{asucc}} + 5 + \Delta_{\text{binit}} + \Delta_{\text{bfail}} / b_{\text{fail}} \right\} \]
\[ T \uparrow 6 = T \uparrow 5 = T \]

Figure 7.1: A Complete Fixpoint Iteration

Note that not only the initiation of actions, but also the time-point of their success and failure are determined by $T$ according to the scenario $\Delta$. With the concrete scenario $\delta$ from Example 7.5 and with $T = \text{lfp}(T_{\delta,W_{\delta}} \uparrow)$ follows

\[ T(\bot \text{init}) = 2, \quad T(a_{\text{init}}) = 5, \quad T(a_{\text{succ}}) = 9 \]

which means that the complex action is initiated at time 2 and the sub-action $a$ is initiated at time 5 and succeeds at time 9.

However, under certain conditions the fixpoint $T$ may not contain values for all variables of the complex action as the next example demonstrates.

Example 7.9. For $W = a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}} \land b_{\text{succ}} + 3 \leq a_{\text{init}}$ the EPS will neither initiate $a$ nor $b$ at runtime as the initiation of $a$ (indirectly) depends on the initiation of $b$ and vice versa. Therefore it is desirable.

---

1 For a formal proof of these and further properties of $T$ refer to Section 9.2.
that the fixpoint $T$ assigns $\infty$ to the variables $a_{\text{init}}$ and $b_{\text{init}}$. However, the fixpoint $T$ contains neither of the two variables instead.

\[
T \uparrow 0 = \emptyset \\
T \uparrow 1 = \{ \Delta_{a_{\text{init}}} / \bot_{\text{init}} \} \\
T \uparrow 2 = T \uparrow 1 = T
\]

This observation finally leads to the desired notion of runtime traces which describe the execution of actions according to their temporal dependencies and assign values in $P$ to all variables of an action.

### 7.3.3 Runtime Traces

Runtime traces formalize the execution of complex actions. On an abstract level, runtime traces correspond to particular solutions of temporal formulas. More precisely, for a complex action $C = (W, D, H)$, runtime traces are those solutions of $W$ that correspond to the possible instances of the complex action at runtime.

Basically, runtime traces are an extensions of variable assignments obtained from a fixpoint iteration. Thereby, variables of the complex action that are not contained in the fixpoint are mapped to infinity so as to obtain a complete representation of the execution of the action.

**Definition 7.13.** For temporal dependencies $W$ the variable assignment $\tau$ is called runtime trace of $W$ iff there is a scenario $\Delta$ such that with $T = \text{lfp}(T_{\Delta,W\uparrow})$ holds

\[
\tau|_{\text{dom}(T)} = T \\
\forall v \notin \text{dom}(T) : \tau(v) = \infty
\]

Mind the difference between scenarios and runtime traces. A scenario describes the time delays that occur at runtime in a real world system and specify which actions are successful and which fail. In contrast, a runtime trace describes, based on one particular runtime scenario, how a composite action with certain execution constraints is actually executed at runtime by the **EPS**. It specifies the exact time points for the initiation, success and failure of all of its sub-action relative to the request of the complex action.

**Definition 7.14.** For temporal dependencies $W$ and a scenario $\Delta$ the corresponding runtime trace is denoted $\tau_{\Delta,W\uparrow}$.

Note that a runtime trace is indeed completely determined by the temporal dependencies $W$ and a scenario $\Delta$. Accordingly, the given notation is a convenient abbreviation for the characterization of runtime traces from **Definition 7.13**.
In the following, the convention is adopted that variable assignments are denoted $\sigma$ whereas runtime traces are denoted $\tau$ to emphasize the difference between variable assignments and runtime traces on a syntactical level.

**Definition 7.15.** A runtime trace $\tau$ is a *definite runtime trace* iff

$$\forall f_{\text{init}} \in \text{dom}(\tau) : \tau(f_{\text{succ}}) = \infty \lor \tau(f_{\text{fail}}) = \infty$$

The notion of definite runtime traces is particularly relevant for Emergency Management (EM) as definite runtime traces satisfy the natural assumption that no action both succeeds after finite time and fails after finite time. However, for other application domains the restriction to definite runtime traces might be dropped which entails a slightly different and less complicated semantic analysis.

**Definition 7.16.** A variable assignment $\tau$ is called *runtime trace of $C = (W, D, H)$* iff $\tau$ is a runtime trace of $W_C$ and $\tau \models D$.

Runtime traces of $C$ are very specific solutions of the formula corresponding to temporal conditions of $C$. Each runtime trace corresponds to one possible way in which the action can be actually executed at runtime and conversely for each way the action is executed there is a corresponding runtime trace.

Note that, by design, the EPS only determines values for affected variables and hence ignores all atomic formulas with observable variables on the right hand side of the inequation. Therefore, runtime traces of $C = (W, D, H)$ are defined as being runtime traces of $W_C$ in order to correspond to the way actions are actually executed at runtime.

7.3.4 *Recapitulation of Notions*

The execution of complex actions depends on its temporal dependencies and on contingent runtime effects which are formalized by means of so-called scenarios. Each scenario gives rise to a particular instance of the complex actions which differs from other instances in the exact time points for the initiation, success, and failure of its sub-actions.

As it cannot be predetermined which scenario will actually take place at runtime, the semantics of a complex action is formalized as a function of scenarios. As a consequence, there is no single semantics of a complex action but instead a family of different possible semantics, each of which is caused by a different scenario and determined by means of a fixpoint iteration which formalizes the execution algorithm applied by the EPS. Thereby, each possible semantics is called runtime trace and naturally satisfies the temporal dependencies of the corresponding actions. Accordingly, runtime traces correspond to specific solutions of the temporal dependencies of a complex actions.
However, mind the difference between runtime traces and solutions to the temporal dependencies of complex actions. Only runtime traces describe the execution of complex actions in an appropriate manner. And although runtime traces necessarily satisfy the temporal dependencies of the corresponding, not every solution to the temporal dependencies corresponds to a runtime trace. In some rather extreme cases, there even exists infinitely many solutions to the temporal dependencies of a complex action, but none of them corresponds to a (definite) runtime trace (for details refer to Section 8.1.1).

Finally, definite runtime traces of a complex action are runtime traces that additionally satisfy that each sub-action either succeeds or fails, but not both. As this is a natural and desirable assumption for complex actions, the definite runtime traces of a complex action represent the desired formal semantics that is suitable to prove the soundness and completeness of the static analysis for complex actions.
Based on the semantics of complex actions desirable and crucial properties of complex actions are identified that need to be satisfied at runtime when the actions are actually executed.

However, merely characterizing desirable properties does not contribute to the quality of complex actions. In addition, it needs to be statically verifiable whether the properties are satisfied by a given action. To this end, a static analysis algorithm is elaborated and its correctness and completeness is formally verified based on the semantics of complex actions introduced in the previous chapter.

8.1 Requirements and Desirable Properties

The clear separation and a good coverage of the four orthogonal dimensions is clearly desirable for complex actions, in particular for complex actions applied in Emergency Management (EM). However, the resulting expressiveness comes at a price. Due to the separation of orthogonal dimensions, programmers have more liberties in the specification of actions. Thus flaws can be introduced more easily into the specification of actions than with more constrained languages. Moreover, assertions specified by programmers are not necessarily satisfied at runtime.

Therefore, complex actions call for a strong semantic analysis capable of identifying actions with undesired behavior and actions not complying with their specification in order to prevent issues at runtime.

8.1.1 Undesired Behavior of Complex Actions

The following examples demonstrate some of the undesired behavior of actions that may emerge at runtime and should therefore be identified by the static analysis which is elaborated in the following.

Recall that a complex action is formally represented by a triple $C = (W, D, H)$ of temporal formulas corresponding to its temporal dependencies, domain knowledge, and temporal assertions, respectively. Moreover, each runtime trace of $C$ describes one possible instance of the execution of the complex action.

Example 8.1. Consider the complex action $C = (W, T, T)$ with

$$W = a_{\text{succ}} \leq b_{\text{succ}}$$
As $a_{\text{succ}}$ and $b_{\text{succ}}$ are observed variables their values cannot be affected by the Event Processing System (EPS). Therefore, when the complex action $C$ is initiated, the sub-actions $a$ and $b$ are simply concurrently requested. However, at runtime $a$ may fail whereas $b$ is successful and the system has no means to prevent this behavior. Accordingly, the temporal dependencies $W$ that have been specified by the user are not necessarily satisfied at runtime.

It is highly desirable that programmers can rely on the fact that the specified temporal dependencies of the complex action will be actually satisfied at runtime. Therefore, the static analysis needs to be capable to reject complex actions as the one from Example 8.1 that do not necessarily satisfy their temporal dependencies.

**Example 8.2.** Consider the complex action $C = (W, T, T)$ with

$$W = a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}} \land b_{\text{succ}} - 3 \leq a_{\text{init}}$$

At runtime $a$ will only be initiated after $b$ has been successful and $b$ will only be initiated after $a$ has been successful. Thus, because of this cyclic dependency between $a_{\text{init}}$ and $b_{\text{init}}$ neither $a$ nor $b$ will be initiated at runtime.

**Example 8.3.** Consider the complex action $C = (W, T, T)$ with

$$W = a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}} \land b_{\text{succ}} - 7 \leq a_{\text{init}}$$

In analogy to Example 8.2, neither $a$ nor $b$ will be initiated by the EPS. However, in contrast to the previous example there are indeed variable assignments $\sigma$ that satisfy $W$ and for which furthermore holds $\sigma(a_{\text{init}}) < \infty$ and $\sigma(b_{\text{init}}) < \infty$ like, for instance,

$$\sigma = \{0/\bot_{\text{init}}, 2/a_{\text{init}}, 3/a_{\text{succ}}, \infty/a_{\text{fail}}, 8/b_{\text{init}}, 9/b_{\text{succ}}, \infty/b_{\text{fail}}\}$$

However, none of these variable assignments corresponds to the way actions are executed by the EPS, that is, none of them corresponds to a runtime trace.

**Example 8.4.** Consider the complex action $C = (W, D, T)$ with

$$W = a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}}$$
$$D = a_{\text{fail}} + 3 \leq b_{\text{init}}$$

For this complex action there are actually instances that initiate the actions $a$ and $b$. Eg, the runtime trace

$$\tau = \{1/\bot_{\text{init}}, 3/a_{\text{init}}, 5/a_{\text{succ}}, 7/a_{\text{fail}}, 12/b_{\text{init}}, \infty/b_{\text{succ}}, 13/b_{\text{fail}}\}$$

corresponds to such an instance of $C$. Note, however, that for this $\tau$ holds $\tau(a_{\text{succ}}) < \infty$ and $\tau(a_{\text{fail}}) < \infty$ which is rather unintuitive as it...
implies that \( a \) is both successful and fails. Therefore \( \tau \) is not definite as definite traces cannot have this unintuitive property.

However, the domain knowledge specifies that \( a \) always fails but the initiation of \( b \) depends on the success of \( a \). Therefore for all definite runtime traces \( \tau \) of \( C \), which necessarily satisfy \( W_C \wedge D \) and \( \tau(a_{\text{succ}}) = \infty \) or \( \tau(a_{\text{fail}}) = \infty \), follows \( \tau(b_{\text{init}}) = \infty \). Therefore the action \( b \) is never initiated by any instance of \( C \) that satisfies the intuitive property that actions are either successful or fail.

For each of the three complex actions from Example 8.2 to 8.4 there is a sub-action that is never initiated by any instance of the complex action at runtime. At least if only instances are considered with the natural assumption that sub-actions are either successful or fail. However, if sub-actions are never initiated they may aswell be removed from the complex action and therefore it is likely that the temporal dependencies do not entail the behavior that is intended by the programmer.

Therefore, the analysis needs to be able to reject complex actions, like the ones from Example 8.2 to 8.4, that contain sub-actions which are never initiated by any instance of the action at runtime.

**Example 8.5.** Consider the complex action \( C = (W, T, H) \) with

\[
W = a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}} \\
H = b_{\text{succ}} \leq a_{\text{init}} + 17
\]

Although there are definite runtime traces that satisfy \( H \), eg,

\[
\tau = \{1/\bot_{\text{init}}, 3/a_{\text{init}}, 5/a_{\text{succ}}, \infty/a_{\text{fail}}, 12/b_{\text{init}}, 13/b_{\text{succ}}, \infty/b_{\text{fail}}\}
\]

there are as well definite runtime traces that do not, eg,

\[
\tau = \{2/\bot_{\text{init}}, 3/a_{\text{init}}, 11/a_{\text{succ}}, \infty/a_{\text{fail}}, 12/b_{\text{init}}, 23/b_{\text{succ}}, \infty/b_{\text{fail}}\}
\]

Similar to the temporal dependencies of complex actions, their temporal assertions are only meaningful if they are actually satisfied at runtime. Temporal assertions are intended as a mean for programmers to specify the behavior they expect from the action when it is actually executed at runtime.

Accordingly, the analysis needs to reject complex actions that do not necessarily comply with their temporal assertions, such as the complex action from Example 8.5.

### 8.1.2 Desirable Properties of Complex Actions

From the examples of the previous section we derive three properties of complex actions, namely, viability, fairness, and compliance. Those three properties of complex actions are eventually verified by the static analysis that is elaborated in the following.
Definition 8.1 (Viability). A complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ is viable iff $W_C \models W$.

By design, the EPS only determines values for affected variables and hence ignores all atomic formulas with observable variables on the right hand side of the inequation, that is, for a complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ the EPS only considers $W_C$ for the execution of actions. Therefore, the temporal dependencies of $C$ should correspond to the lower bound formulas $W_C$.

Note that with the given definition of viability, it follows for all viable complex actions $C$ that for each runtime trace $\tau$ of $C$ the variable free formula $\tau(W)$ is satisfied. Moreover, the definition of viability effectively realizes a clear separation between temporal dependencies and temporal assertions. Eg, with $F = a_{\text{succ}} \leq b_{\text{succ}}$ the complex action $C = (F, F, \top)$ is not viable although every runtime trace of $C$ satisfies $F$. However, $F$ is clearly an assertion that cannot be actively enforced by the EPS but can only be observed at runtime. Consequently, $F$ should not be combined with temporal dependency but should be specified as an assertion of $C$ instead.

Definition 8.2 (Fairness). A complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ is fair iff for each $f_{\text{init}} \in \text{var}(W)$ there is a definite runtime trace $\tau$ of $C$ with $\tau(f_{\text{init}}) < \infty$.

Example 8.2 to 8.4 from the previous section specify complex actions that contain sub-actions which are never initiated by any instance of the given complex actions at runtime.

It seem to be too strong a restriction to demand that all sub-actions are initiated by all instances of the complex action, as it would effectively prevent the specification of alternatives, such as, execute $b$ if $a$ is successful and $c$ otherwise. However, it seems desirable to require that each sub-action is initiated by at least one instance of the complex action, that is, for all actions $f$ there is a runtime trace $\tau$ with $\tau(f_{\text{init}}) < \infty$.

Definition 8.3 (Compliance). A complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ is compliant iff for each definite runtime trace $\tau$ of $C$ the variable free formula $\tau(H)$ holds.

As it has been discussed in the previous section the temporal assertions of complex actions are only meaningful if they are satisfied at runtime by each instance of the complex action, that is, if for each runtime trace $\tau$ the variable free formula $\tau(H)$ is satisfied.

8.1.3 Requirements for the Semantic Analysis

To be valuable in practice, an analysis algorithm for formal verification of complex actions and their properties should consider the following aspects.
suitability for physical actions  The amount of knowledge available on physical actions is usually very heterogeneous and may range from no a priori information on the duration and the result, eg, when complicated physical effects are involved, to comprehensive knowledge, eg, in case of actions that cannot fail.

Therefore, the analysis must be capable to scale with the amount of knowledge that is available. That is, very basic properties of actions should be verified without any a priori knowledge. Moreover, specific knowledge, if available, should be integrated into the analysis so as to verify more sophisticated properties of actions.

verification at compile time  Naturally, the analysis of complex actions must be static, that is, the analysis is carried out at compile time and identifies actions with undesired behavior that would emerge at runtime.

A static analysis helps programmers to identify undesired behavior of actions and to correct it before the actions are actually carried out and their effects actually manifest. If the undesired behavior is only detected at runtime, then it is often too late to correct the actions, in particular in EM.

correctness and completeness  The analysis needs to be correct in the sense that if it testifies the viability, fairness, and compliance of a complex action, then the complex action actually has these properties. If the analysis is not correct, it does not provide reliable information on the properties of complex actions which substantially reduces its usefulness.

Moreover, it is highly desirable that the analysis is complete in the sense that for each complex action the analysis algorithm terminates.

8.2 static temporal analysis

Although the formalization of properties of complex actions from Section 8.1.2 is precise in a mathematical sense it is not suitable to verify the properties of complex actions in an algorithmic manner. For each sufficiently interesting complex action which contains at least one sub-action that is actually initiated at runtime there are infinitely many runtime traces. However, as the properties universally quantify over runtime traces a direct algorithmic verification of them seems impossible.

Therefore, the following section elaborates an alternative but equivalent characterizations of the properties of complex actions that can indeed be algorithmically tested in finite time.
8.2.1 Preliminaries

**Definition 8.4.** A *dependency graph* \( G_F \) of a temporal formula \( F \) is a directed weighted graph \( G = (V, E, w) \) with \( V = \text{var}(F) \), \( E \subseteq V \times V \), and \( w : E \to \mathbb{Q} \) such that for each sub-formula \( u + d \leq v \) of \( F \) there is an edge \( e = (v, u) \in E \) with \( w(e) = -d \).

Note that dependency graphs correspond to distance graphs described by [DMP91] to verify the consistency of Simple Temporal Problem (STP) and to temporal distance graphs of [BE08a; Eck08] where they are used to derive information related to the garbage collection of events.

**Example 8.6.** The axiomatic closure of the temporal dependencies \( W = a \_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b \_{\text{init}} \) is represented by the graph \( G_{W_A} \) in Figure 8.1a. For the sake of readability, the labels of edges with weight zero are omitted from the graphical representation.

![Figure 8.1: Two Dependency Graphs of \( W_A \)](image)

In the following it is furthermore convenient to concisely represent runtime traces within dependency graphs. An example of such an extended dependency graph is contained in Figure 8.1b for the runtime trace

\[ \tau = \{1/\perp_{\text{init}}, 3/a_{\text{init}}, \infty/a_{\text{fail}}, 5/a_{\text{succ}}, 11/b_{\text{init}}, \infty/b_{\text{succ}}, 17/b_{\text{fail}} \} \]

The following definitions provide some convenient notions that are related to paths in (dependency) graphs and which are commonly used in the literature, eg, in [Cor+01].

**Definition 8.5.** For a graph \( G = (V, E, w) \) the notation \( v_0 \xrightarrow{p} v_n \) indicates that \( p = (v_0, \ldots, v_n) \) is a path in \( G \) with \( (v_i, v_{i+1}) \in E \) for \( 0 \leq i < n \). To emphasize that a path is a proper edge in \( G \), ie, \( n = 1 \), the notation \( v_0 \rightarrow v_n \) is used.

The number of edges of \( p \) is denoted \( \text{length}(p) = n \) and the weight or distance of \( p \) is denoted \( w(p) = \sum_{0 \leq i < n} w(v_i, v_{i+1}) \). Moreover, for a node \( s \in V \) the notion \( s \in p \) indicates that \( s \) lies on the path \( p \), that is, there is a \( 0 \leq k \leq n \) such that \( s = v_k \).
**Definition 8.6.** For a complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) the set of all nodes on any path from \( v \) to \( \perp_{\text{init}} \) in \( G_{W_{\Delta} \land D} \) is denoted

\[
\rho(v) = \{ s \in p \mid p \text{ with } v \xrightarrow{p} \perp_{\text{init}} \text{ is a path in } G_{W_{\Delta} \land D} \}.
\]

Note that for all variables \( v \in \text{var}(W_{\Delta}) \) there is a path \( v \rightsquigarrow \perp_{\text{init}} \) in \( G_{W_{\Delta}} \). And although the definition of \( \rho \) seems to have appeared from nowhere it will turn out in the following that there is a strong connection between \( \rho \) and the fairness of actions.

**8.2.2 Basic Ideas and Informal Introduction**

This section motivates and sketches the major ideas that are used throughout the entire formal part concerned with the static analysis in Chapter 9. Most notably, it provides the intuition for the relationship between definite runtime traces \( \tau \) of a complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) with \( \infty \in \text{im}(\tau) \) and solutions \( \sigma \) of the temporal formula \( W_{\Delta} \land D \) with \( \infty \notin \text{im}(\sigma) \).

**Absence of definite runtime traces** Runtime traces are designed to map variables on a cycle in \( G_{W_{\Delta}} \) to infinity. Thus, if \( G_{W_{\Delta}} \) of a viable complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) contains a cycle it follows that there is at least one \( f_{\text{init}} \) with \( \tau(f_{\text{init}}) = \infty \) for all runtime traces \( \tau \) of \( C \).

Moreover, paths in \( G_{W_{\Delta} \land D} \) denote (indirect) dependencies between variables. More precisely, if there is a path \( u \xrightarrow{p} v \) in \( G_{W_{\Delta} \land D} \) then all runtime traces of \( C \) satisfy \( u - w(p) \leq v \). Consider, for instance, the action \( C = (W, D, \top) \) with

\[
W = a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}} \\
D = a_{\text{fail}} + 7 \leq b_{\text{init}}
\]

and the corresponding dependency graph in Figure 8.2. In this graph there is a path \( b_{\text{init}} \rightsquigarrow a_{\text{fail}} \) and \( b_{\text{init}} \rightsquigarrow a_{\text{succ}} \). However, for definite runtime traces \( \tau \) holds that \( \tau(a_{\text{fail}}) = \infty \) or \( \tau(a_{\text{succ}}) = \infty \) and thus, because of the indicated dependencies, it follows for all definite runtime traces \( \tau \) of \( C \) that \( \tau(b_{\text{init}}) = \infty \). Hence, there is no instance of \( C \) that actually initiates \( b \).

![Figure 8.2: The Dependency Graph \( G_{W_{\Delta} \land D} \)](image-url)
These observations generalize to the following statement. If there is a \( f_{\text{init}} \) such that \( f_{\text{init}} \) is contained in a cycle of \( G_{W_{\delta}} \) or if there is a \( g_{\text{init}} \) with \( g_{\text{succ}} \in \rho(f_{\text{init}}) \) and \( g_{\text{fail}} \in \rho(f_{\text{init}}) \) then for all runtime traces \( \tau \) holds \( \tau(f_{\text{init}}) = \infty \).

**Construction of definite runtime traces** Consider, for instance, the action \( C = (W, D, H) \) with

\[
W = a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}} \\
D = a_{\text{succ}} + 13 \leq b_{\text{succ}} \land b_{\text{fail}} - 9 \leq a_{\text{succ}} \\
H = b_{\text{fail}} \leq a_{\text{succ}}
\]

and the variable assignment

\[
\sigma = \{2/\bot_{\text{init}}, 5/a_{\text{init}}, 7/a_{\text{fail}}, 23/a_{\text{succ}}, 29/b_{\text{init}}, 37/b_{\text{succ}}, 30/b_{\text{fail}}\}
\]

which is included in the dependency graph of \( G_{W_{\delta}} \) in Figure 8.3. Note that \( \sigma \models W_{\delta} \land D \) and \( \sigma \not\models H \).

![Figure 8.3: G_{W_{\delta}} \land D and \sigma with \sigma \models W_{\delta} \land D and \sigma \not\models H](image)

From the given variable assignment \( \sigma \) we can construct the following scenario \( \Delta \) such that for the runtime trace \( \tau_{\Delta, W_{\delta}} \) holds \( \tau_{\Delta, W_{\delta}} = \sigma \):

\[
\Delta = \{2/\bot_{\text{init}}, 3/a_{\text{init}}, 2/a_{\text{fail}}, 18/a_{\text{succ}}, 1/b_{\text{init}}, 8/b_{\text{succ}}, 1/b_{\text{fail}}\}
\]

Note that the runtime trace \( \tau \) is obviously not definite. However, it can be made definite by constructing a new scenario \( \Delta' \) from \( \Delta \) by adapting the values of \( \Delta'_{a_{\text{fail}}} \) and \( \Delta'_{b_{\text{succ}}} \) to \( \infty \). Then with \( \tau' = \tau_{\Delta', W_{\delta}} \) it follows

\[
\tau' = \{2/\bot_{\text{init}}, 5/a_{\text{init}}, \infty/a_{\text{fail}}, 23/a_{\text{succ}}, 29/b_{\text{init}}, 37/b_{\text{succ}}, \infty/b_{\text{fail}}\}
\]

Note that furthermore \( \tau'(a_{\text{succ}}) = \tau(a_{\text{succ}}) \) and \( \tau'(v) \geq \tau(v) \) for all variables \( v \in \text{var}(W_{\delta}) \). Therefore, as \( \tau \not\models H \) holds it follows that

\[
\tau'(a_{\text{succ}}) = \tau(a_{\text{succ}}) < \tau(b_{\text{fail}}) - 9 \leq \tau'(b_{\text{fail}}) - 9
\]

and thus \( \tau' \) is a definite runtime trace of \( C \) with \( \tau' \not\models H \).

Be aware that this example was carefully chosen to avoid some rather technical details and to provide an easy to understand explanation. However, in general for a complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) with
\(W_A\) is acyclic and for all \(f_{\text{init}}, g_{\text{init}} \in \text{var}(W_A)\) follows \(g_{\text{succ}} \notin \rho(f_{\text{init}})\) or \(g_{\text{fail}} \notin \rho(f_{\text{init}})\) the following proposition holds. For each variable assignment \(\sigma\) with \(\sigma \models W_A \land D\) and each variable \(v \in \text{var}(W_A)\) there is a definite runtime trace \(\tau\) of \(C\) with \(\tau(v) = \sigma(v)\) and \(\tau(u) \geq \sigma(u)\) for all \(u \in \text{var}(W_A)\).

Accordingly, under the given premises, a solution of \(W_A \land D\) can be transformed into a definite runtime trace of \(C\).

**Reduction to Variable Assignments in \(Q\)** To construct a variable assignment with values in \(Q\) from a definite runtime trace \(\tau\) with \(\infty \in \text{im}(\tau)\) we can take advantage of the following observation. The value \(\infty\) denotes an arbitrarily large time-point which is larger than any finite time-point. However, in practice, for each specific runtime trace the arbitrarily large time-point \(\infty\) can be identified by a sufficiently large time-point in \(Q\). And therefore each runtime trace \(\tau\) can be translated into an equivalent variable assignments \(\tau_{\text{fin}}\) with \(\text{im}(\tau_{\text{fin}}) \subseteq Q\).

Consider, for instance, the action \(C = (W, D, H)\) with

\[
\begin{align*}
W &= a_{\text{succ}} + 5 \leq b_{\text{init}} \\
D &= a_{\text{fail}} + 23 \leq b_{\text{fail}} \land b_{\text{fail}} - 9 \leq a_{\text{succ}} \\
H &= b_{\text{fail}} \leq a_{\text{succ}} + 30
\end{align*}
\]

and the definite runtime trace \(\tau_{\Delta, W_A}\) of \(C\) with

\[\Delta = \{0/\bot, 2/a_{\text{init}}, 7/a_{\text{fail}}, \infty/a_{\text{succ}}, \infty/b_{\text{init}}, \infty/b_{\text{succ}, \infty/b_{\text{fail}}}\}\]

which is also included in the dependency graph of \(G_{W_A}\) in Figure 8.4. Note that all finite values are smaller than 8 and thus the value \(\infty\) can be identified with values larger or equal to 8.

![Figure 8.4: G_{W_A} and \(\tau\) with \(\tau \models W_A \land D\) but \(\infty \in \text{im}(\tau)\)](image)

However, to satisfy \(W_A\) the value \(\infty\) cannot be simply identified by a single value, but instead it needs to be identified by several values larger than 7 that satisfy the constraints of \(W_A\). This is realized by extending \(W_A\) to \(W_{A_{\text{fin}}}\) with formulas that ensure that all variables \(v\)
with \( \tau(v) = \infty \) become larger than 7 and by adapting the scenario \( \Delta \) to \( \Delta^{\text{fin}} \) whereby \( \Delta^{\text{fin}}(v) = 0 \) for all \( v \) with \( \tau(v) = \infty \).

\[
W^{\text{fin}}_\Delta = W_\Delta \land \bigwedge_{v: \tau(v) = \infty} 0 + 8 \leq v
\]

\[
\Delta^{\text{fin}} = \{ 0 / \perp_{\text{init}}, 2 / a_{\text{init}}, 7 / a_{\text{fail}}, 0 / a_{\text{succ}}, 0 / b_{\text{init}}, 0 / b_{\text{succ}}, 0 / b_{\text{fail}} \}
\]

In this way, the fixpoint iteration that determines the runtime trace \( \tau' = \tau^{\Delta^{\text{fin}}}W^{\text{fin}}_\Delta \) automatically provides suited values for all variables \( v \) with \( \tau(v) = \infty \) so that \( \tau'(v) \geq 8 \) and \( \tau' \models W_\Delta \). The runtime trace and the corresponding graph \( G_{W^{\text{fin}}_\Delta} \) is depicted in Figure 8.5. Moreover, note that only variables that are mapped to \( \infty \) by \( \tau \) are affected by the described adaptations whereas variables that are mapped to finite values remain the same.

![Figure 8.5: G_{W^{\text{fin}}_\Delta} and \tau' with \infty \notin \text{im}(\tau') but \tau' \not\models D](image)

Although \( \infty \notin \text{im}(\tau') \), it does not follow that \( \tau' \models D \) because variables that have been mapped to \( \infty \) before and thus trivially satisfied all atoms of \( D \) can be inappropriately chosen by \( \tau' \).

However, the promising idea to apply the transformation to the temporal dependencies \( W_\Delta \land D \) instead of \( W_\Delta \) introduces further issues here. \( W^{\text{fin}}_\Delta \land D \) contains cycles and runtime traces have been designed to map variables that are contained in a cycle to correspond to the behavior of the \text{EPS}. Therefore, for the runtime trace \( \tau'' = \tau^{\Delta^{\text{fin}}}W^{\text{fin}}_\Delta \land D \) there are variables with \( \tau''(v) = \infty \) as Figure 8.6 illustrates.

![Figure 8.6: G_{W^{\text{fin}}_\Delta \land D} and \tau'' with \infty \models W_\Delta \land D but \infty \in \text{im}(\tau'')](image)
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The final solution that obtains a variable assignment $\tau_{\text{fin}}$ that satisfies $W_\Delta \land D$ and $\infty \not\in \text{im}(\tau_{\text{fin}})$ is as surprising as beautiful. Although the operator $T$ has been designed to map variables on a cycle to $\infty$, this property only holds if $T \uparrow 0 = \emptyset$. If, however, $T \uparrow 0$ is instead determined in a suited manner, e.g., by $T \uparrow 0 = \tau'$, then for $\tau_{\text{fin}} = \text{lfp}(T_{\Delta_{\text{fin}}} W_\Delta \land D \uparrow)$ holds $\tau_{\text{fin}} \models W_\Delta \land D$ and $\text{im}(\tau_{\text{fin}}) \subseteq Q$. Note that furthermore the primal runtime trace $\tau$ can be reconstructed from $\tau_{\text{fin}}$ by substituting all values larger than 7 with $\infty$.

![Figure 8.7: $G_{W_\Delta \land D}$ and $\tau_{\text{fin}}$ with $\tau_{\text{fin}} \models W_\Delta \land D$ and $\infty \not\in \text{im}(\tau_{\text{fin}})$](image)

Again, this example was carefully chosen. In general it can be shown that if $C$ is fair and $W_\Delta \land D$ is consistent, then for every runtime trace $\tau$ the corresponding fixpoint $\tau_{\text{fin}}$ exists and is determined within a finite amount of iteration steps. Moreover, it can be shown that $\tau_{\text{fin}} \models Q W_\Delta \land D$ and furthermore $\tau_{\text{fin}} \models Q H \implies \tau \models P H$.

**Relations to Fairness** The observations made in the first two examples can be generalized to the following. If there is a cycle in $G_{W_\Delta}$ or if there are variables $f_{\text{init}}$ and $g_{\text{init}}$ such that $g_{\text{suc}} \in \rho(\ell_{\text{init}})$ and $g_{\text{fail}} \in \rho(\ell_{\text{init}})$ then there is a sub-action $a$ such that $\tau(a_{\text{init}}) = \infty$ for all runtime traces $\tau$ of $C$.

Conversely, suppose $G_{W_\Delta}$ is acyclic and for all $f_{\text{init}}, g_{\text{init}} \in \text{var}(W_\Delta)$ holds $g_{\text{suc}} \not\in \rho(\ell_{\text{init}})$ or $g_{\text{fail}} \not\in \rho(\ell_{\text{init}})$. If $W_\Delta \land D$ is consistent, then there is a $\sigma$ with $\sigma \models Q W_\Delta \land D$ and according to the observation from the previous examples for each sub-action $a$ a definite runtime trace $\tau$ can be constructed from $\sigma$ with $\tau(a_{\text{init}}) = \sigma(a_{\text{init}}) < \infty$. Therefore, as $a_{\text{init}}$ has been arbitrarily chosen, it follows that $C$ is fair.

Accordingly, to verify whether $C$ is fair it suffices to verify that $G_{W_\Delta}$ is acyclic and that for all $f_{\text{init}}, g_{\text{init}} \in \text{var}(W_\Delta)$ holds $g_{\text{suc}} \not\in \rho(\ell_{\text{init}})$ or $g_{\text{fail}} \not\in \rho(\ell_{\text{init}})$.

**Relations to Compliance** By definition, for each definite runtime trace $\tau$ of a complex action $C$ holds $\tau \models P W_\Delta \land D$. Thus the question whether a complex action is compliant resembles the question whether $W_\Delta \land D \models Q H$ which can be verified by established algorithms [SK00; SV98; BB12b].
However, runtime traces map variables to values in \( P \) and thus there is no direct relation between runtime traces and solutions of \( W_A \land D \) in \( Q \). Example 8.2, for instance, specifies a complex action \( C \) for which holds that there are runtime traces \( \tau \) of \( C \) but none of those runtime traces is a solution of \( W_A \land D \) in \( Q \). Moreover, Example 8.3 specifies a complex action \( C \) for which holds that none of the solutions in \( Q \) of \( W_A \land D \) are runtime traces.

Nevertheless there are two important aspects that can be observed from the previous examples. If \( C = (W, D, H) \) is a fair complex action with \( W_A \land D \) consistent in \( Q \) then for each definite runtime trace \( \tau \) of \( C \) there is a \( \tau^{\text{fin}} \) with \( \tau^{\text{fin}} \models W_A \land D \) and \( \tau^{\text{fin}} \models_Q H \implies \tau \models_P H \). Thus if \( W_A \land D \models_Q H \) it follows for each runtime trace \( \tau \) of \( C \) that \( \tau \models_P H \). Conversely, if \( W_A \land D \not\models_Q H \) then there is a \( \sigma \) with \( \sigma \models_Q W_A \land D \) and \( \sigma \not\models_Q H \) and therefore there is a definite runtime trace \( \tau \) of \( C \) with \( \tau \not\models_P H \).

Accordingly, to verify whether each runtime trace \( \tau \) of a fair action \( C \) satisfies \( H \), that is, whether \( C \) is compliant, it actually suffices to verify that \( W_A \land D \models_Q H \).

### 8.2.3 Analogies to Skolemization

Skolemization [Bry+07] is a technique used in mathematical logic to construct a universal formula from a non-universal formula. Interestingly, Skolemization and the construction of \( \tau^{\text{fin}} \) from \( \tau \) share some remarkable commonalities that may help readers familiar with the matter to gain a better understanding of \( \tau^{\text{fin}} \) and its relationships to the compliance of complex actions.

The Skolemization of a non-universal formula \( \varphi \) yields a universal formula \( \varphi^{\text{sko}} \). However, the Skolemization introduces new function symbols to the signature of the underlying formal language and thus \( \varphi \) and \( \varphi^{\text{sko}} \) are not equivalent in the sense that they share the same models. Nevertheless, each model \( M^{\text{sko}} \models \varphi^{\text{sko}} \) can be converted into a model of \( \varphi \) by simply omitting the interpretation of redundant function symbols that are only present in \( \varphi^{\text{sko}} \) and not in \( \varphi \). Conversely, from each model \( M \models \varphi \) an interpretation \( M^{\text{sko}} \) can be constructed that interprets the additional function symbols of \( \varphi^{\text{sko}} \) in the right manner so that \( M^{\text{sko}} \models \varphi^{\text{sko}} \). As a consequence, under certain conditions, it suffices to consider the universal formula \( \varphi^{\text{sko}} \) to draw conclusions on the satisfiability of \( \varphi \).

Similar to the relationship between \( M \) and \( M^{\text{sko}} \), definite runtime traces \( \tau \) and solutions of \( W_A \land D \) in \( Q \) cannot be directly related. Definite runtime traces necessarily map some variables to infinity and thus \( \infty \in \text{im}(\tau) \) but \( \infty \not\in Q \) and thus definite runtime traces are no solutions of \( W_A \land D \) in \( Q \) and vice versa. However, if the complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) obeys certain conditions, then for each definite runtime trace \( \tau \) of \( C \) a corresponding \( \tau^{\text{fin}} \) exists with \( \infty \not\in \text{im}(\tau^{\text{fin}}) \).
And conversely, from every solution of $W_A \land D$ in $Q$ a definite runtime trace $\tau$ can be constructed. As a consequence, very similar to the relationship between $\varphi$ and $\varphi^{sko}$, under certain conditions it suffices to verify properties of the solution to $W_A \land D$ in $Q$ to draw conclusions on properties of definite runtime traces $\tau$.

8.2.4 Desirable Properties Reconsidered

This section provides the formal foundations for the informal examples of the previous section. It establishes formally provable relationships between the desirable properties of complex actions described in Section 8.1.2 and properties of graphs and Disjunctive Temporal Problems (DTPs) that can be algorithmically tested. However, the rather technical proofs are omitted from this section. For the formal proofs refer to Chapter 9.

**Theorem 8.1.** A complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ is not fair only if the graph $G_{W_A}$ is cyclic or there are variables $f_{init}$ and $g_{init}$ with $g_{suc} \in \rho(f_{init})$ and $g_{fail} \in \rho(f_{init})$.

**Theorem 8.2.** A complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ with $W_A \land D$ consistent is not fair if the graph $G_{W_A}$ is cyclic or there are variables $f_{init}$ and $g_{init}$ with $g_{suc} \in \rho(f_{init})$ and $g_{fail} \in \rho(f_{init})$.

The preceding theorems provide the formal foundations for the relationships between the fairness of actions and properties of the corresponding dependency graph. As a consequence, it is not mandatory to analyze all infinitely many runtime traces to verify the fairness of an action but instead it suffices to verify the properties of a finite graph.

**Theorem 8.3.** For a fair complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ with $W_A \land D$ consistent holds $W_A \land D \models_Q H$ only if for all definite runtime traces $\tau$ of $C$ holds $\tau \models_P H$.

**Theorem 8.4.** For a fair complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ with $W_A \land D$ consistent holds $W_A \land D \models_Q H$ if for all definite runtime traces $\tau$ of $C$ holds $\tau \models_P H$.

The prior two theorems provide the formal foundations for the relationships between the compliance of actions and the entailment $W_A \land D \models_Q H$. Accordingly, to verify the compliance of complex actions it is sufficient to verify the consistency of the DTP $W_A \land D \land \neg H$ which is known to be decidable [TVP03; BB12a].

8.3 Analysis Algorithm

The results presented in Section 8.2.4 form the basis of the analysis algorithm as they provide relationships between the viability, fairness
and compliance of complex actions and graph properties and the entailment of temporal formulas which can be decided in finite time.

8.3.1 Pseudocode

The static analysis algorithm Algorithm 1 takes as input a complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) with \( W \land D \) consistent in \( Q \) and determines whether \( C \) is viable, fair, and compliant.

Note that the consistency of the STP \( W \land D \) can be verified in a preprocessing step in polynomial time [DMP91]. Moreover, the restriction to complex actions \( C \) with \( W \land D \) consistent seems reasonable as otherwise there are variables that are mapped to infinity by any runtime trace of \( C \).

Algorithm 1: Viability, Fairness, and Compliance Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>an action ( C = (W, D, H) ) with ( W \land D ) consistent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. if ( W \not\models_Q W ) then</td>
<td>/* ensure viability */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. fail ( C ) is not viable;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. if ( G_{W_\lambda} ) is cyclic then</td>
<td>/* ensure fairness */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. fail ( C ) is not fair;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. for ( f_{\text{init}} \in \text{var}(W_\lambda) ) do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. if ( f_{\text{init}} \leadsto g_{\text{succ}} ) and ( f_{\text{init}} \leadsto g_{\text{fail}} ) are path in ( G_{W_\lambda \land D} ) then</td>
<td>fail ( C ) is not fair;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. fail ( C ) is not fair;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. if ( W_\lambda \land D \not\models_Q H ) then</td>
<td>/* ensure compliance */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. fail ( C ) does not comply with ( H );</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. success ( C ) is viable, fair, and compliant;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The analysis algorithm is based on the following auxiliary functions which are applied to verify the properties described in the previous section to draw conclusions on the properties of the complex action.

**Constructing \( G_{W_\lambda} \) and \( G_{W_\lambda \land D} \)** Both formulas \( W \) and \( D \) are finite and it furthermore follows from Definition 8.4 that for the dependency graphs \( G_{W_\lambda} \) and \( G_{W_\lambda \land D} \), the number of vertices \( V \) has the order of \( O(|\text{var}(W)|) \) and the number of edges \( E \) has the order of \( O(w + d) \) whereby \( w \) and \( d \) denote the number of atomic formulas in \( W \) and \( D \), respectively.

Accordingly both dependency graphs are finite and can be constructed in finite time.
Cycle detection in $G_{W_A}$ (line 3) Cycles contained in a directed weighted graph $G$ can be detected by means of depth-first search [Cor+01] over $G$ with a running time of $O(V + E)$.

Traversing paths in $G_{W_A \land D}$ (line 6) In an (acyclic) graph all paths leading from $f_{init}$ to $\bot_{init}$ can be determined with a running time of $O(E)$. Accordingly, the running time of line 5-7 is in the order of $O(V \cdot E)$.

Entailment of temporal formulas (line 1 and 8) The entailment of temporal formulas $F \models_Q G$ is equivalent to the inconsistency of the DTP $F \land \neg G$ in $Q$. Moreover, checking the consistency of DTPs is known to be NP-hard [TVP03] and can be decided with exponential running time [ACG00; BD13].

Note that the given assessments of the running time is not very tight. However, as the analysis algorithm is executed at compile time, we would like to emphasis that the algorithm always terminates. The efficiency of the algorithm is a matter of secondary importance here.

8.3.2 Correctness and Completeness

Correctness and completeness are two substantial properties of algorithms meaning that the answer an algorithm gives is indeed correct and that the algorithm will eventually give an answer for any input, respectively.

Correctness The correctness of Algorithm 1 with respect to fairness follows from Theorem 8.1 and 8.2. Moreover, from Theorem 8.3 and 8.4 follows the correctness with respect to compliance and with $C = (W_C, T, W)$ if further follows the correctness with respect to viability.

Note that the algorithm is only correct in the sense that it terminates whenever it determines that one of the three properties is not satisfied. That is, if an action is not viable and not compliant, Algorithm 1 only outputs not viable. However, as all three properties are considered to be equally important for EM purposes and thus complex actions should always have all three properties this circumstance does not seem to be a major issue.

Completeness As a complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ is determined by a triple of finite formulas it follows from the discussion in Section 8.3.1 that Algorithm 1 terminates for each input. Hence, Algorithm 1 is complete with respect to viability, fairness, and compliance, respectively.
8.3.3 Compliance Under Incomplete Knowledge

The domain knowledge of a complex action $C$ may be specified incompletely, as further and more detailed knowledge is wittingly or unwittingly omitted from the specification of the complex action $C$. Be aware that in particular in case of physical actions the domain knowledge may never be completely available or that temporal formulas may not be suited to formalize it. Eg, Section 7.2.3 indicates that the current formalization of conditional action omits domain knowledge that can be extracted from temporal conditions of its event queries.

As a consequence, the static analysis verifies the compliance of the action $C = (W, D, H)$ as it is specified by the programmer, but in reality the complex action always satisfies the additional domain knowledge $D'$, that is, actually the compliance of $C' = (W, D \land D', H)$ should have been verified instead. So how does the compliance of $C$ which is checked by the static analysis relate to the compliance of the more accurately formalized action $C'$?

If the complex action $C$ is compliant then $W_A \land D \models_Q H$ and thus $W_A \land D \land D' \models_Q H$. Hence, all definite runtime traces $\tau$ of $C'$ satisfy $H$ and therefore from $C$ compliant follows $C'$ compliant. However, for certain actions may follow that $W_A \land D \not\models_Q H$ but $W_A \land D \land D' \models_Q H$ and thus $C'$ may be compliant whereas $C$ is not.

Accordingly, the compliance of $C$ is a conservative approximation of the compliance of $C'$. That is, if $C'$ is not compliant the analysis always rejects the compliance of $C$ but there are cases in which the compliance of $C'$ is wrongly rejected as $C$ is not compliant but $C'$ is. In particular for EM the last observation is important as the domain knowledge of many physical actions intrinsically cannot be completely specified in a suitable manner and thus remains incomplete. However, an analysis that is too conservative is still acceptable whereas an analysis that it too optimistic is not, at least for EM.

8.3.4 Variation for Non-definite Runtime Traces

Although the restriction to consider only definite runtime traces of complex actions seems desirable, not only for EM purposes, this restriction can be easily omitted from the analysis algorithm.

**Proposition 8.5.** An action $C = (W, D, H)$ with $W_A \land D$ consistent is fair (considering also non-definite runtime traces) iff $G_{W_A}$ is acyclic.

**Proposition 8.6.** For an action $C = (W, D, H)$ that is fair (considering also non-definite runtime traces) and with $W_A \land D$ consistent holds $W_A \land D \models_Q H$ iff for all traces $\tau$ of $C$ holds $\tau \models_P H$.

1 Note that the viability and fairness of complex actions is not related to their domain knowledge and thus the viability and fairness of $C$ and $C'$ coincide.
Both propositions follow from the proofs of Theorem 8.1 to 8.4 by omitting all references to definite runtime traces. Accordingly, if desired, Algorithm 1 can be adapted for non-definite runtime traces simply by omitting lines line 5 to 7.

8.3.5 Revision of Prior Work

In prior work presented in [HB13], the algorithm for the verification of the compliance of actions has been based on work proposed in [BB12]. Thereby we made the incorrect assumption that [BB12] describes a generalization of DTPs for the domain P that can verify whether $F \models P G$ holds by checking the inconsistency of the formula $F \land \neg G$ in P.

However, the previous sections suggest, under the additional premise that $W_A \land D$ is consistent in Q, that it actually suffices to verify whether $F \models_Q G$ holds to draw conclusions on the compliance of actions. Accordingly, approaches verifying the consistency of DTPs in Q, such as [SK00; SV98; BB12], are actually sufficient to verify the compliance of actions.

8.4 Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Problems

Temporal constraint satisfaction is related to the proposed static analysis of complex actions in two aspects. First of all, the static analysis is based on algorithms that verify the consistency of STPs and DTPs. Moreover, there are extensions that introduce uncertainty into the determination of time-points by discriminating between free and contingent constraints, a notion that is related to affected and observed time-points. These extensions are then used to verify whether there exists solutions of constraints that can be found in an incremental fashion which is relates to the feasibility of the stepwise execution of actions at runtime.

However, temporal constraint satisfaction approaches are often related to planning and scheduling of composite action, an issue that is, by design, not considered for complex actions as it contradicts a clear separation of dimensions of actions. They furthermore do not consider the possibility of actions to fail and thus are restricted to domains not including $\infty$. Nevertheless, static plans for the execution of action that are obtained from the following approaches can indeed be specified as temporal dependencies of complex actions.

8.4.1 Simple and Disjunctive Temporal Problems

STPs and DTPs have been well studied in the literature [DMP91; SK00; SV98] as they are suited to express and to reason about temporal constraints which is closely related to scheduling, planning, and tem-
poral reasoning in general. STPs and DTPs are specific Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs) which involve a set of variables over a continuous domain, usually $\mathbb{Q}$ or $\mathbb{R}$, and a set of (disjunctive) constraints that correspond to atomic temporal formulas from Definition 7.2.

Two relevant issues, in particular for DTPs, are deciding consistency and answering queries that are related to the solutions of the constraints [SV98]. Thereby, checking the consistency of STPs has a polynomial time complexity [DMP91] whereas checking the consistency of DTPs is known to be NP-hard [TVP03]. Nevertheless, developing efficient algorithms and polynomial-time approximation algorithms for the verification of the consistency of DTPs has been deeply investigated by the community [SV98; TP03; OC00]. Moreover, extensions of DTPs have been proposed [BB12b; TVP03] that are also capable of dealing with atomic constraints of the form $u + d < v$. Accordingly, for two temporal formulas $F$ and $G$ the consistency of $F \land \neg G$ can be verified by these approaches.

Beyond their relevance for scheduling and planning, DTPs and DTPs are also suited to automatically determine temporal relevance conditions that enable garbage collection of events that contribute to complex event queries [BB12b; BE08a; Eck08].

8.4.2 Temporal Problems with Uncertainty

Vidal and Fragier [VF99] propose Simple Temporal Problem under Uncertainty (STPU) that incorporate a notion of uncertainty into STPs. STPUs discriminate between free constraints, which correspond to the constraints of STPs, and contingent constraints whose duration cannot be decided by the system but is provided by the external world. In [VF99] varying notions of controllability are elaborated which are intended to replace the notion of consistency for STPUs and reflect, eg, whether a dynamic strategy for assigning values to free constraints exists that is guaranteed to satisfy all constraints in any situation.

In [VY05] STPUs are generalized to allow for disjunctions of free and contingent constraints. And similar to DTPs, a major issue has since been to elaborate efficient algorithms [MM05; PVY07; Ven+] that verify the various notions of controllability proposed in [VF99].

Moreover, dynamic execution algorithm for temporal constraints with both preferences and uncertainty have been elaborated by Rossi, Venable, and Yorke-Smith [RVY04; RVY06].

8.4.3 Temporal Problems with Predicates

Another formalism dealing with uncertainty are Conditional Temporal Problems (CTPs) as they are proposed by Tsamardinos, Pollack, and Ramakrishnan [TPR03]. However, in contrast to STPUs the uncer-
tainty arises from the outcome of observation not from the uncertainty of the duration of contingent constraints.

CTPs are represented by distance graphs of STPs that are furthermore augmented by observation nodes which correspond to decision points and determine which of several alternative execution paths is to be taken. A notion of controllability that is similar to the corresponding notions of STPUs is elaborated.

Recently, the work on CTP has been further extended to incorporate contingent durations of actions [FRV10; Lan+13].
FORMAL PROOFS

This chapter provides the formal proofs of the theorems Theorem 8.1 to Theorem 8.4 which are only informally motivated in the previous chapter.

But before we actually prove these theorems, we will restate the most relevant definitions from the previous chapters and introduce some convenient notations. Moreover, we will elaborate particular properties of runtime traces that facilitate the following proofs.

9.1 PRELIMINARIES

DEFINITION 7.10. The preconditions for the determination of a variable \( v \in \text{var}(W) \) of the temporal dependencies \( W \) are denoted
\[
\text{pre}_W(v) = \{ u + d \mid u + d \leq v \text{ is sub-formula of } W \}
\]

DEFINITION 7.11. For a temporal formula \( W \) and a runtime scenario \( \Delta \) the operator \( T_{\Delta,W} \) maps variable assignments to variable assignments with
\[
T_{\Delta,W}(\sigma) = \left\{ \left( \max\{ \sigma(\text{pre}_W(v)) \} + \Delta_v \right) / v \mid \text{var}(\text{pre}_W(v)) \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma) \right\}
\]

whereby \( \max \emptyset = 0 \in \mathbb{P} \).

DEFINITION 7.13. For temporal dependencies \( W \) the variable assignment \( \tau \) is called runtime trace of \( W \) iff there is a scenario \( \Delta \) such that with \( T = \text{lfp}(T_{\Delta,W} \uparrow) \) holds
\[
\tau|_{\text{dom}(T)} = T
\]
\[
\forall v \notin \text{dom}(T) : \tau(v) = \infty
\]

DEFINITION 7.15. A runtime trace \( \tau \) is a definite runtime trace iff
\[
\forall f_{\text{init}} \in \text{dom}(\tau) : \tau(f_{\text{succ}}) = \infty \lor \tau(f_{\text{fail}}) = \infty
\]

DEFINITION 7.16. A variable assignment \( \tau \) is called runtime trace of \( C = (W,D,H) \) iff \( \tau \) is a runtime trace of \( W_C \) and \( \tau \models D \).

DEFINITION 8.6. For a complex action \( C = (W,D,H) \) the set of all nodes on any path from \( v \) to \( \bot_{\text{init}} \) in \( G_{W \land D} \) is denoted
\[
\rho(v) = \{ s \in p \mid p \text{ with } v \xrightarrow{p} \bot_{\text{init}} \text{ is a path in } G_{W \land D} \}.
\]
Definition 9.1. The following definition generalizes $T \uparrow$ from Definition 7.12 so that the value of $T \uparrow 0$ can be determined by a variable assignment $\sigma$.

$$T^\sigma \uparrow 0 = \sigma$$
$$T^\sigma \uparrow n + 1 = T(T^\sigma \uparrow n)$$

In the primal definition of $T \uparrow$ the value of $T \uparrow 0$ has always been committed to $\emptyset$.

Remark. For the sake of readability the indices of the operator $T$ may be omitted. E.g., $T$, $T$ and $T \uparrow$ will be often used as abbreviations for $T_\Delta W_\Delta$, $T_\emptyset W_\emptyset$ and $T_\emptyset W_\emptyset \uparrow$ in the following.

Definition 9.2. The domain of the fixpoint $T_\emptyset W_\emptyset$ merely depends on the temporal formula $W_\emptyset$ and is independent of the scenario $\Delta$. Therefore we adopt the notion

$$\text{dom}(W) = \text{dom}(T_\emptyset W_\emptyset)$$

Definition 9.3. For a complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ the length of the longest path from $v$ to $\bot_{\text{init}}$ in $G_{W_\emptyset}$ is denoted

$$\lambda(v) = \max \{ \text{length}(p) \mid p \text{ with } v \overset{p}{\rightarrow} \bot_{\text{init}} \text{ is a path in } G_{W_\emptyset} \}$$

Moreover, if there is a path $v \overset{p}{\rightarrow} \bot_{\text{init}}$ that contains a cycle then $\lambda(v) = \infty$ as the length of the longest path is unbounded.

Definition 9.4. For a variable assignment $\sigma$ with $\text{im}(\sigma) \subseteq Q$ and a temporal formula $F$ the notation $\sigma \models_Q F$ means that the variable free formula $\sigma(F)$ holds under the axioms of $Q$.

Definition 9.5. For temporal formulas $F$ and $G$ the notation $F \models_Q G$ denotes that for all variable assignments $\sigma$ with $\text{im}(\sigma) \subseteq Q$ and $\sigma \models_Q F$ follows $\sigma \models_Q G$.

Definition 9.6. The notations $\sigma \models_P F$ and $F \models_P G$ are defined likewise with $P$ substituted for $Q$.

Remark. For the sake of readability $Q$ and $P$ may be omitted from $\models_Q$ and $\models_P$ if ambiguities can be ruled out.

Theorem 9.1 (Dechter, Meiri, and Pearl [DMP91]). A Simple Temporal Problem (STP) $F$ is consistent in $Q$ iff there is no negative cycle in $G_F$. Moreover, if $v \overset{p}{\rightarrow} u$ is a path in $G_F$ and $\sigma \models_Q F$ then $\sigma \models_Q u \leq v + w(p)$.

The following theorem is an adaptation of the widely recognized relationship of semantic properties and entailment of formulas in mathematical logic [Bry+07] adapted to temporal formulas.

Theorem 9.2. For temporal formulas $G$ and $H$ holds $G \models_Q H$ iff the Disjunctive Temporal Problem (DTP) $G \land \neg H$ is inconsistent in $Q$.

Remark. For the sake of simplicity, we assume without loss of generality that for all temporal formulas $F$ that are considered in the following neither $\bot$ nor $T$ is sub-formula of $F$.
9.2 Properties of Runtime Traces

**Lemma 9.3.** For temporal formula \( W \) and a variable \( v \in \text{var}(W) \) follows \( v \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow n) \) if and only if \( \lambda(v) < n \).

**Proof.** \( \Rightarrow \) : If \( \lambda(v) \geq n \) then there is a path \( p \) in \( G_W \) such that \( p = (v_0, \ldots, v_0) \) and \( v_n = v \) and \( v_0 = \bot_{\text{init}} \). Accordingly, \( W \) contains the sub-formulas

\[
(v_0 + d_0 \leq v_1), \ (v_1 + d_1 \leq v_2), \ldots, \ (v_{n-1} + d_{n-1} \leq v_n)
\]

As \( v_i \in \text{pre}(v_{i+1}) \) for \( 0 \leq i < n \), it follows that \( v_{i+1} \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow i + 1) \) only if \( v_i \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow i) \). Thus,

\[
v_n \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow n) \implies \ldots \implies v_0 \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow 0)
\]

But as \( v_0 \not\in \emptyset = \text{dom}(T \uparrow 0) \) it follows \( v_n \not\in \text{dom}(T \uparrow n) \).

\( \Leftarrow \) : By induction. **Base Case** \((n = 1)\): From \( \lambda(v) < 1 \) follows \( v = \bot_{\text{init}} \) and as \( \text{pre}(\bot_{\text{init}}) = \emptyset \) it further follows that \( v \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow 1) \).

**Inductive Case** \((n \rightarrow n + 1)\): If \( \lambda(v) < n + 1 \), then for \( u \in \text{var}(\text{pre}(v)) \) holds

\[
\lambda(u) = \max \{ \text{length}(p) \mid u \xrightarrow{p} \bot_{\text{init}} \}
= \max \{ \text{length}(p) \mid v \rightarrow u \xrightarrow{p} \bot_{\text{init}} \}
< \max \{ \text{length}(p) \mid v \xrightarrow{p} \bot_{\text{init}} \}
= \lambda(v) < n + 1
\]

Hence, for all \( u \in \text{var}(\text{pre}(v)) \) follows \( \lambda(u) < n \) and furthermore, by induction hypothesis, \( u \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow n) \). Thus, according to the definition of \( T \) follows \( v \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow n + 1) \).

**Theorem 9.4.** If \( v \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow n) \), then

\[
(T \uparrow n)(v) = \max \left\{ \sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s - w(p) \mid v \xrightarrow{p} \bot_{\text{init}} \right\}.
\]

**Proof.** By induction. **Base Case** \((n = 0)\): As \( \text{dom}(T \uparrow 0) = \emptyset \) there is no \( v \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow 0) \) and thus the implication is trivially satisfied.

**Inductive Case** \((n \rightarrow n + 1)\): According to the definition of \( T \), from \( v \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow n + 1) \) follows

\[
\text{var}(\text{pre}(v)) \subseteq \text{dom}(T \uparrow n)
\]

Therefore, for all \( u \in \text{var}(\text{pre}(v)) \) follows by induction hypothesis that

\[
(T \uparrow n)(u) = \max \left\{ \sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s - w(p) \mid u \xrightarrow{p} \bot_{\text{init}} \right\}.
\]
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Without loss of generality \( \text{pre}(v) = \{v_1 + d_1, \ldots, v_k + d_k\} \) and as \( d_i = -w(v, v_i) \) it follows

\[
(T \uparrow n + 1)(v) = \max \left\{ (T \uparrow n)(\text{pre}(v)) \right\} + \Delta_v \\
= \max_{1 \leq i \leq k} \left\{ (T \uparrow n)(v_i) + d_i \right\} + \Delta_v \\
= \max_{1 \leq i \leq k} \left\{ \max \left\{ \sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s - w(p) \ \big| \ v_i \xrightarrow{p} \bot \right\} + d_i \right\} + \Delta_v \\
= \max \left\{ \sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s + \Delta_v - w(p) + d_i \ \big| \ v \xrightarrow{v_i \rightarrow} \bot \right\} \\
= \max \left\{ \sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s + \Delta_v - w(p) - w(v, v_i) \ \big| \ v \xrightarrow{v_i \rightarrow} \bot \right\} \\
= \max \left\{ \sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s - w(p) \ \big| \ v \xrightarrow{\rho} \bot \right\} \\
\]

\[ \Box \]

**Theorem 9.5.** If \( \sigma \subseteq \sigma' \) then \( T(\sigma) \subseteq T(\sigma') \), that is, \( T \) is monotonic \([ABW88]\).

**Proof.** Suppose \( \sigma \subseteq \sigma' \). If \( v \in \text{dom}(T(\sigma)) \) then

\[ \text{var}(\text{pre}(v)) \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma) \]

However, as \( \sigma' \supseteq \sigma \) it follows

\[ \text{var}(\text{pre}(v)) \subseteq \text{dom}(\sigma') \]

and thus \( u \in \text{dom}(T(\sigma')) \). Moreover, if \( v \in \text{dom}(T(\sigma)) \) and \( \sigma \subseteq \sigma' \), then, as \( \text{pre}(v) \) is independent of \( \sigma \) and \( \sigma' \)

\[ T(\sigma)(v) = \max \{ \sigma(\text{pre}(v)) \} + \Delta_v \]

\[ = \max \{ \sigma'(\text{pre}(v)) \} + \Delta_v \]

\[ = T(\sigma')(v) \]

and therefore \( T(\sigma) \subseteq T(\sigma') \). \[ \Box \]

**Theorem 9.6.** For all conjunctive formulas \( W \) the fixpoint \( T \) exists and \( T = T \uparrow n \) for some \( n \in \mathbb{N} \).

**Proof.** As \( T \) is monotonic it follows that \( T \uparrow n \subseteq T(T \uparrow n) = T \uparrow n + 1 \) and thus \( \text{dom}(T \uparrow n) \subseteq \text{dom}(T \uparrow n + 1) \).

As furthermore \( \text{dom}(T \uparrow n) \subseteq \text{var}(W) \) for all \( n \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( W \) is a finite conjunctive temporal formula it follows that \( T \uparrow n = T \uparrow n + 1 \) for some \( n \) and therefore \( T = T \uparrow n \). \[ \Box \]

**Corollary.** \( v \in \text{dom}(W) \) if and only if \( \lambda(v) < \infty \).

**Corollary.** If \( v \in \text{dom}(W) \), then

\[ T(v) = \max \left\{ \sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s - w(p) \ \big| \ v \xrightarrow{\rho} \bot \right\}. \]
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Lemma 9.7. Suppose \( v \leadsto u \) is a path in \( G_{W_\Delta} \). If \( u \not\in \text{dom}(W) \) then \( v \not\in \text{dom}(W) \).

Proof. If \( v \leadsto u \) is a path in \( G_{W_\Delta} \), then \( v \leadsto u \leadsto \bot_{\text{init}} \) is a path in \( G_{W_\Delta} \). Moreover, if \( u \not\in \text{dom}(W) \) then \( \lambda(u) = \infty \) and thus

\[
\lambda(v) \geq \lambda(u) = \infty.
\]

Therefore, \( v \not\in \text{dom}(W) \). \( \square \)

Lemma 9.8. Suppose \( v \leadsto u \) is a path in \( G_{W_\Delta} \) and \( v, u \in \text{dom}(W) \). If \( T(u) = \infty \) then \( T(v) = \infty \).

Proof. If \( v \leadsto u \) is a path in \( G_{W_\Delta} \) then \( v \leadsto u \leadsto \bot_{\text{init}} \) is also a path in \( G_{W_\Delta} \). Thus,

\[
T(v) = \max \left\{ \sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s - w(p) \mid v \leadsto \bot_{\text{init}} \right\} \\
\geq \max \left\{ \sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s - w(p) \mid v \leadsto \bot_{\text{init}} \land u \in p \right\} \\
\geq \max \left\{ \sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s - w(p) \mid u \leadsto \bot_{\text{init}} \right\} \\
= T(u) = \infty
\]

Lemma 9.9. For a runtime trace \( \tau_{\Delta,W_\Delta} \) follows \( \tau_{\Delta,W_\Delta} \models W_\Delta \).

Proof. Suppose \( u + d \leq v \) is a sub-formula of \( W_\Delta \). If \( v \not\in \text{dom}(W) \) then \( \tau(v) = \infty \) and thus \( \tau \models u + d \leq v \).

If \( v \in \text{dom}(W) \) then \( \tau(v) = T(v) \) and as \( T \) is a fixpoint it follows

\[
T(v) = T(T(v)) = \max \left\{ T(\text{pre}(v)) \right\} + \Delta_v \\
\geq T(u) + d
\]

and therefore \( \tau \models u + d \leq v \).

As \( u + d \leq v \) has been arbitrarily chosen it follows that \( \tau \models W_\Delta \). \( \square \)

Lemma 9.10. For a temporal formula \( W \) with \( G_{W_\Delta} \) acyclic follows if \( \sigma \models W_\Delta \) then there is a scenario \( \Delta \) such that \( \tau_{\Delta,W_\Delta} = \sigma \).

Proof. Suppose \( \sigma \) is a variable assignment with \( \sigma \models W_\Delta \). Because \( G_{W_\Delta} \) is acyclic it suffices to show that there is a scenario \( \Delta \) such that \( \sigma = T_{\Delta,W_\Delta} \). Let \( \Delta_v \) be determined by

\[
\Delta_v = \begin{cases} 
\sigma(v) - \max \{ \sigma(\text{pre}(v)) \} & \text{if } \max \{ \sigma(\text{pre}(v)) \} < \infty \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

For this scenario follows by induction \( T \uparrow n + 1 = \sigma|_{\text{dom}(T \uparrow n + 1)} \).
Base Case \((n = 0)\): Recall that \(\max 0 = 0\). Thus
\[
T \uparrow 1 = \{\Delta_{\downarrow \text{init}}/\downarrow \text{init}\} = \{\sigma(\downarrow \text{init})/\downarrow \text{init}\} = \sigma |_{\text{dom}(T \uparrow 1)}
\]

Inductive Case \((n \rightarrow n + 1)\): Suppose \(v \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow n + 1)\). Then for all \(u \in \text{pre}(v)\) holds \(u \in \text{dom}(T \uparrow n)\) thus by induction hypothesis follows for those \(u\) that \((T \uparrow n)(u) = \sigma(u)\). Hence
\[
(T \uparrow n + 1)(v) = \max \{(T \uparrow n)(\text{pre}(v))\} + \Delta_v
= \max \{\sigma(\text{pre}(v))\} + \Delta_v = \sigma(v)
\]

Accordingly, \(T \uparrow n + 1 = \sigma |_{\text{dom}(T \uparrow n + 1)}\).

Therefore, if follows from Theorem 9.6 and the premise that \(G_{W_A}\) is acyclic that \(\text{dom}(W) = \text{var}(W_A)\) and thus \(T_{\Delta, W_A} = \sigma |_{\text{dom}(W)} = \sigma\).  

**Lemma 9.11.** Suppose \(\tau\) is a runtime trace of \(C = (W, D, H)\) and \(G_{W_A}\) acyclic, \(W_A \land D\) consistent in \(Q\), and for all variables \(f_{\text{init}}\) and \(g_{\text{init}}\) holds \(g_{\text{succ}} \not\in \rho(f_{\text{init}})\) or \(g_{\text{fail}} \not\in \rho(f_{\text{init}})\).

Then for all \(s \in \text{var}(W_A)\) there is a definite runtime trace \(\tau'\) of \(C\) with \(\tau' \models D\) and \(\tau'(s) = \tau(s)\) and \(\tau'(v) \geq \tau(v)\) for all \(v \in \text{var}(W_A)\).

**Proof.** As \(G_{W_A}\) is acyclic it follows that \(\tau_{\Delta, W_A} = T_{\Delta, W_A}\) and therefore it suffices to prove the propositions for \(T_{\Delta, W_A}\).

Let \(T'\) be determined by \(T' = T'_{\Delta', W_A}\) with
\[
\Delta'(v) = \begin{cases} 
\Delta(v) & \text{if } v \in \rho(s) \\
\infty & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases}
\]

Then \(\forall v \in \rho(s)\), in particular for \(v = s\), follows \(\Delta'_s = \Delta_v\) and thus
\[
T'(v) = \max \left\{ \sum_{r \in p} \Delta'_r - w(p) \mid v \overset{p}{\prec} \downarrow \text{init} \right\} + \Delta'_s
= \max \left\{ \sum_{r \in p} \Delta_r - w(p) \mid v \overset{p}{\prec} \downarrow \text{init} \right\} + \Delta_s
= T(v)
\]

Moreover, if \(v \not\in \rho(s)\) then \(\Delta'_s = \infty\) and therefore \(T'(v) = \infty\). Thus \(T'(v) \geq T(v)\).

As by premise \(\forall f_{\text{init}} : f_{\text{succ}} \not\in \rho(s) \lor f_{\text{fail}} \not\in \rho(s)\) holds it follows by construction of \(\Delta'\) that \(\forall f_{\text{init}} : T'(f_{\text{succ}}) = \infty \lor T'(f_{\text{fail}}) = \infty\) thus \(T'\) is a definite runtime trace.

Suppose \(u + d \leq v\) is a sub-formula of \(D\). If \(v \not\in \rho(s)\) then \(T'(v) = \infty\) and therefore \(T' \models u + d \leq v\).

If \(v \in \rho(s)\) then \(s \rightsquigarrow v \rightsquigarrow \downarrow \text{init}\) is a path in \(G_{W_A \land D}\). However, as \(u + d \leq v\) is a sub-formula of \(D\) it follows that \(s \rightsquigarrow v \rightsquigarrow u \rightsquigarrow \downarrow \text{init}\) is also a path in \(G_{W_A \land D}\) and therefore \(u \in \rho(s)\).

Accordingly, \(T'(u) = \tau(u)\) and \(T'(v) = \tau(v)\) and as \(\tau \models D\) it follows that \(T' \models u + d \leq v\). \(\square\)
9.3 Properties of Fair Actions

**Lemma 9.12.** If $G_{W_A}$ is cyclic, then the complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ is not fair.

*Proof.* If $G_{W_A}$ is cyclic, then for each variable $v$ that is contained in a cycle holds $\lambda(v) = \infty$. Therefore $v \not\in \text{dom}(W)$ and thus for every runtime trace $\tau$ of $C$ holds $\tau(v) = \infty$. □

**Lemma 9.13.** If there are variables $f_{\text{init}}$ and $g_{\text{init}}$ such that $g_{\text{succ}} \in \rho(f_{\text{init}})$ and $g_{\text{fail}} \in \rho(f_{\text{init}})$ it follows that the complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ is not fair.

*Proof.* Suppose $\tau$ is a definite runtime trace of $C = (W, D, H)$. It thus follows from Lemma 9.9 that $\tau \models W_A$ and thus $\tau \models (W_A \land D)$.

As $g_{\text{succ}} \in \rho(f_{\text{init}})$ and $g_{\text{fail}} \in \rho(f_{\text{init}})$ there are paths $p, p'$ in $G_{W_A \land D}$ with $f_{\text{init}} \not\sim g_{\text{succ}}$ and $f_{\text{init}} \not\sim g_{\text{fail}}$. It thus follows from Theorem 9.1

$$\tau(g_{\text{succ}}) \leq \tau(f_{\text{init}}) + w(p) \quad \text{and} \quad \tau(g_{\text{fail}}) \leq \tau(f_{\text{init}}) + w(p')$$

And as $\tau$ is a definite runtime trace it further follows that $\tau(g_{\text{succ}}) = \infty$ or $\tau(g_{\text{fail}}) = \infty$ thus $\tau(f_{\text{init}}) = \infty$ and therefore $C$ is not fair. □

**Theorem 8.1.** A complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ is not fair only if the graph $G_{W_A}$ is cyclic or there are variables $f_{\text{init}}$ and $g_{\text{init}}$ with $g_{\text{succ}} \in \rho(f_{\text{init}})$ and $g_{\text{fail}} \in \rho(f_{\text{init}})$.


**Theorem 8.2.** A complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ is not fair only if the graph $G_{W_A}$ is cyclic or there are variables $f_{\text{init}}$ and $g_{\text{init}}$ with $g_{\text{succ}} \in \rho(f_{\text{init}})$ and $g_{\text{fail}} \in \rho(f_{\text{init}})$.

*Proof.* Suppose $\forall f_{\text{init}}, g_{\text{init}} : g_{\text{succ}} \not\in \rho(f_{\text{init}}) \lor g_{\text{fail}} \not\in \rho(f_{\text{init}})$ and $G_{W_A}$ is acyclic.

As $W_A \land D$ is consistent in $Q$ there is a $\sigma$ such that $\sigma \models Q W_A \land D$. As in particular $\sigma \models Q W_A$ it follows from Lemma 9.10 that there is a runtime trace $\tau$ with $\tau = \sigma$.

Suppose $h_{\text{init}} \in \text{var}(W_A)$. It then follows from Lemma 9.11 that there is a definite runtime trace $\tau'$ with $\tau'(h_{\text{init}}) = \tau(h_{\text{init}})$ and thus with $\tau'(h_{\text{init}}) < \infty$.

As $h_{\text{init}}$ was arbitrarily chosen it follows that for all $h_{\text{init}} \in \text{var}(W_A)$ there is a definite runtime trace $\tau'$ with $\tau'(h_{\text{init}}) < \infty$. □

9.4 Properties of Compliant Actions

**Definition 9.7.** For a temporal formula $W$ and a runtime trace $\tau_{\Delta W_A}$ the corresponding operator $T_{\text{fin}}$ is denoted by

$$T_{\text{fin}} = T^{\Theta A_{\text{fin}}, W_A} = T_{\text{fin}}(T^{\Theta A_{\text{fin}}, W_A})$$
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whereby

\[ \Delta^{\text{fin}}(v) = \begin{cases} \Delta(v) & \text{if } \tau(v) < \infty \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

and

\[ F^{\text{fin}} = F \land \bigwedge_{\tau(v)=\infty} \bot_{0} + \omega_{\tau} \leq v \]

with \( \omega_{\tau} = \max \{ p \in \text{im}(\tau) \mid p < \infty \} + 1 \) and a variable \( \bot_{0} \notin \text{var}(W_{A}) \).

Definition 9.8. For the runtime trace \( \tau \) of a fair complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) the corresponding \( \tau^{\text{fin}} \) is denoted by

\[ \tau^{\text{fin}} = T^{\text{fin}}_{\Delta^{\text{fin}}, W_{A}^{\text{fin}} \land D^{\infty}} \]

whereby

\[ D^{\infty} = \bigwedge_{\tau(v)=\infty} u + d \leq v \]

\[ u + d \leq v \text{ is sub-formula of } D \]

Note that \( \text{dom}(\tau^{\text{fin}}) \supseteq \text{var}(W_{A}) \) and \( \text{im}(\tau^{\text{fin}}) \subseteq Q \). Moreover, be aware that \( \tau^{\text{fin}} \) is the result of three successive fixpoint iterations.

Remark. In the following, the index of the operator \( T^{\text{fin}} \) and of \( T^{\text{fin}} \uparrow \) is always committed to \( \Delta^{\text{fin}}, W_{A}^{\text{fin}} \land D^{\infty} \). Moreover, the index of the fixpoints \( \tau \) and \( \tau^{\text{fin}} \) is always committed to \( \Delta, W_{A} \).

Thus, for the sake of readability, these indexes may be omitted in the following.

Definition 9.9. For two runtime traces \( \tau, \tau' \) the notion \( \tau \succeq \tau' \) denotes that for all \( v \in \text{dom}(\tau) \) holds

1. \( \tau(v) < \infty \implies \tau(v) = \tau'(v) \)
2. \( \tau(v) = \infty \implies \tau'(v) \geq \omega_{\tau} \)

Note that if \( \tau \succeq \tau' \) then \( \tau(v) \geq \tau'(v) \) for all \( v \).

Lemma 9.14. For a temporal formula \( H \) and runtime traces \( \tau \succeq \tau' \) such that for all \( u \in \text{dom}(\tau) \) with \( \tau(u) = \infty \) holds

\[ \tau'(u) \geq \omega_{\tau} - \min(\{0\} \cup \{d' \mid u' + d' \leq v' \text{ is sub-formula of } H\}) \geq \omega_{\tau} \]

follows \( \tau' \models H \) implies \( \tau \models H \).

Proof. Suppose \( \tau' \models u + d \leq v \). If \( \tau'(u) = \tau(u) \) then

\[ \tau(u) + d = \tau'(u) + d \leq \tau'(v) \leq \tau(v) \]

hence \( \tau \models u + d \leq v \).
If $\tau'(u) \neq \tau(u)$ then $\tau(u) = \infty$. Moreover, as

$$d \geq \min\{(0) \cup \{d' \mid u' + d' \leq v' \text{ sub-formula of } H\}\)$$

it follows by premise that $\tau'(u) \geq \omega_\tau - d$ and thus

$$\omega_\tau \leq \tau'(u) + d \leq \tau'(v)$$

hence $\tau'(v) \geq \omega_\tau$ and thus $\tau(v) = \infty$ which implies $\tau \models u + d \leq v$.

Accordingly, in any case holds if $\tau' \models u + d \leq v$ then $\tau \models u + d \leq v$. Suppose $H = \bigwedge_i c_i$ is an arbitrary temporal formula and $\tau' \models H$. It thus follows for all $i$ that $\tau' \models c_i$. Therefore $\tau \models c_i$ for all $i$ and hence $\tau \models H$. □

**Lemma 9.15.** For a runtime trace $\tau$ of a complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ holds $\tau \models T^\text{fin} \uparrow n$.

**Proof.** By induction. **Base Case** ($n = 0$): If $\tau(v) = \infty$ then $\bot_0 + \omega_\tau \leq v$ is a sub-formula of $W^\text{fin}_A$. Without loss of generality, $v \in \text{dom}(W)$ and thus

$$(T^\text{fin} \uparrow 0)(v) = T^\text{fin}_{\Delta^\text{fin}, W^\text{fin}_A}(v)$$

$$\geq \max\{T^\text{fin}_{\Delta^\text{fin}, W^\text{fin}_A}(\text{pre}_{W^\text{fin}_A \land D^\text{fin}}(v))\}$$

$$\geq T^\text{fin}_{\Delta^\text{fin}, W^\text{fin}_A}(\bot_0) + \omega_\tau$$

$$\geq \omega_\tau$$

If $\tau(v) < \infty$ it follows from **Lemma 9.8** that for all $u$ with $v \models u$ in $W_A$ holds $\tau(u) < \infty$. Therefore, for all such $u$, follows $\Delta^\text{fin}(u) = \Delta(u)$ and there is no sub-formula of $W^\text{fin}_A$ with $u + \omega_\tau \leq v$. Accordingly,

$$(T^\text{fin} \uparrow 0)(v) = T^\text{fin}_{\Delta^\text{fin}, W^\text{fin}_A}(v)$$

$$= \max\{\sum_{s \in p} \Delta^\text{fin}_s - w(p) \mid v \models p \models \bot_0 \text{ in } G_{W^\text{fin}_A}\}$$

$$= \max\{\sum_{s \in p} \Delta_s - w(p) \mid v \models p \models \bot_0 \text{ in } G_{W_A}\}$$

$$= \tau(v)$$

**Inductive Case** ($n \rightarrow n + 1$): If $\tau(v) = \infty$ then $\bot_0 + \omega_\tau \leq v$ is a sub-formula of $W^\text{fin}_A$. Without loss of generality, $v \in \text{dom}(W)$ and thus

$$(T^\text{fin} \uparrow n + 1)(v) = \max\{(T^\text{fin} \uparrow n)(\text{pre}_{W^\text{fin}_A \land D^\text{fin}}(v))\} + \Delta^\text{fin}_v$$

$$\geq (T^\text{fin} \uparrow n)(\bot_0) + \omega_\tau$$

$$\geq \omega_\tau$$

If $\tau(v) < \infty$ then $\Delta^\text{fin}(v) = \Delta(v)$ and $\text{pre}_{W^\text{fin}_A \land D^\text{fin}} = \text{pre}_{W_A}$. It furthermore follows from **Lemma 9.8** that $\tau(u) < \infty$ for all $u \in \text{pre}_{W_A}(v)$.
and therefore $\tau(u) < \infty$ for all $u \in \text{pre}_{W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(v)$. Thus by induction hypothesis $(T^{\fin})^n(u) = \tau(u)$ for all $u \in \text{pre}_{W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(v)$ and therefore

$$(T^{\fin})^{n+1}(v) = \max \{ (T^{\fin})^n \text{pre}_{W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(v) \} + \Delta_v^{\fin}$$

$$= \max \{ \tau(\text{pre}_{W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(v)) \} + \Delta_v^{\fin}$$

$$= \max \{ \tau(\text{pre}_{W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(v)) \} + \Delta_v$$

$$= \tau(v)$$

\[ \square \]

**Lemma 9.16.** Suppose $\tau$ is a runtime trace of the complex action $C$, then

$$\left( T^{\fin} \uparrow n \right)(v) \geq \left( T^{\fin} \uparrow n \right)(v).$$

**Proof.** By induction. **Base Case** ($n = 0$): As by definition $T^{\fin} \uparrow 0$ coincides with the fixpoint $T^{\fin}_{\Delta^{\fin}, W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}$ it follows that

$$(T^{\fin} \uparrow 0)(v) = T^{\fin}_{\Delta^{\fin}, W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(v)$$

$$= (T^{\fin}_{\Delta^{\fin}, W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(T^{\fin}_{\Delta^{\fin}, W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}))(v)$$

$$= \max \{ T^{\fin}_{\Delta^{\fin}, W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(\text{pre}_{\Delta^{\fin}}(v)) \} + \Delta_v^{\fin}$$

$$= T^{\fin}_{\Delta^{\fin}, W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(u) + d + \Delta_v^{\fin}$$

$$= (T^{\fin} \uparrow 0)(u) + d + \Delta_v^{\fin}$$

for a sub-formula $u + d \leq v$ of $W^{\fin}_{\Delta}$. Therefore

$$(T^{\fin} \uparrow 1)(v) = \max \{ (T^{\fin} \uparrow 0)(\text{pre}_{W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(v)) \} + \Delta_v^{\fin}$$

$$\geq (T^{\fin} \uparrow 0)(u) + d + \Delta_v^{\fin}$$

$$= (T^{\fin} \uparrow 0)(v)$$

**Inductive Case** ($n \to n + 1$):

$$(T^{\fin} \uparrow n + 1)(v) = \max \{ (T^{\fin} \uparrow n)(\text{pre}_{W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(v)) \} + \Delta_v^{\fin}$$

$$\geq \max \{ (T^{\fin} \uparrow n - 1)(\text{pre}_{W^{\fin}_{\Delta}}(v)) \} + \Delta_v^{\fin}$$

$$= (T^{\fin} \uparrow n)(v)$$

\[ \square \]

**Lemma 9.17.** Suppose $\tau$ is a runtime trace of the fair complex action $C = (W, D, H)$ and $W_{\Delta} \land D$ is consistent in $Q$. Then the fixpoint $\tau^{\fin}$ exists and $\tau^{\fin} = T \uparrow n$ for some $n \in \mathbb{N}$.

**Proof.** For a $v$ with $(T^{\fin} \uparrow i)(v) > (T^{\fin} \uparrow i - 1)(v)$ follows that there is a sub-formula $u + d \leq v$ of $W^{\fin}_{\Delta} \land D^{\infty}$ with

$$(T^{\fin} \uparrow i)(v) = (T^{\fin} \uparrow i - 1)(u) + d + \Delta_v^{\fin}$$
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and furthermore \((T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow i - 1)(u) > (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow i - 2)(u)\).

Suppose there is no \(n\) such that \(\tau_{\text{fin}} = T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n\), then for all \(n\) there is a \(v\) such that \((T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n + 1)(v) \neq (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n)(v)\). It then follows from Lemma 9.16 that \((T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n + 1)(v) > (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n)(v)\). Accordingly, for an \(n\) larger than the longest acyclic path in \(G_{W_{\pre D} \wedge D}^\text{fin}\) there is a \(v\) such that \((T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n + 1)(v) > (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n)(v)\). It thus follows that there are \(v = v_{n+1}, \ldots, v_0\) such that for \(0 < i < n + 1\) there is a sub-formula \(\nu_{l-1} + d_{l-1} \leq v_i\) and

\[
(T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow i)(v_i) = (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow i - 1)(v_{l-1}) + d_{l-1} + \Delta_{\text{fin}}^i
\]

As \(n\) is larger than the longest path it furthermore follows that there is a \(0 < k < n + 1\) such that \(v_k = v_{n+1}\) and thus the path \(p = (v_{n+1}, \ldots, v_k)\) is a cycle in \(G_{W_{\pre D} \wedge D}^\text{fin}\). However, it follows from Definition 9.7 and Definition 9.8 that \(\perp_0\) cannot be contained in any cycle and therefore it follows that \(p\) is actually a cycle in \(G_{W_{\pre D} \wedge D}^\infty\).

Moreover

\[
(T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n + 1)(v) = (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n)(v_n) + d_n
= (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n - 1)(v_{n-1}) + d_{n-1} + d_n
\]

And as Lemma 9.16 implies \((T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n)(v) \geq (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow k)(v)\) and furthermore \((T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n + 1)(v) > (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n)(v)\) it follows

\[
0 > (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow k)(v) - (T_{\text{fin}} \uparrow n + 1)(v) = \sum_{i=k}^{n} d_i = w(p)
\]

Therefore \(p\) denotes a negative cycle in \(G_{W_{\pre D} \wedge D}^\infty\) and hence also in \(G_{W_{\pre D} \wedge D}^\text{fin}\). And thus it follows from Theorem 9.2 that \(W_{\pre D} \wedge F\) is inconsistent in \(Q\).

\[\square\]

**Lemma 9.18.** For a fair complex action \(C = (W, D, H)\) with \(W_{\pre D} \wedge D\) consistent follows \(\tau \geq \tau_{\text{fin}}\).

**Proof.** Immediate consequence from Lemma 9.17 and Lemma 9.15. \[\square\]

**Lemma 9.19.** For the runtime trace \(\tau\) of a fair complex action \(C = (W, D, H)\) with \(W_{\pre D} \wedge D\) consistent follows \(\tau_{\text{fin}} \models_Q W_{\pre D} \wedge D\).

**Proof.** Let \(u + d \leq v\) determine sub-formula of \(W_{\pre D} \wedge D\). If \(u + d \leq v\) is furthermore sub-formula of \(W_{\pre D}^\text{fin} \wedge D^\infty\) it follows for the fixpoint \(\tau_{\text{fin}}\) that

\[
\tau_{\text{fin}}(v) = T_{\text{fin}}(\tau_{\text{fin}})(v)
= \max \{\tau_{\text{fin}}(\text{pre}_{W_{\pre D}^\text{fin} \wedge D^\infty}(v))\} + \Delta_{\text{fin}}^v
\geq \tau_{\text{fin}}(u) + d
\]
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thus \( \tau^\text{fin} \models u + d \leq v \).

Otherwise \( u + d \leq v \) is a sub-formulas of \( D \) but not of \( D^\infty \) and hence \( \tau(v) < \infty \). As \( \tau \models W_d \land D \) it further follows \( \tau \models u + d \leq v \) and therefore \( \tau(u) < \infty \). Thus \( \tau(v) = \tau^\text{fin}(v) \) and \( \tau(u) = \tau^\text{fin}(u) \) and therefore \( \tau^\text{fin} \models u + d \leq v \).

Accordingly, as \( \text{im}(\tau^\text{fin}) \subseteq Q \) and \( u + d \leq v \) has been arbitrarily chosen it follows \( \tau^\text{fin} \models Q \land D \). And by definition of \( W_d^\text{fin} \) follows \( W_d^\text{fin} \models Q \land D \) and therefore \( \tau^\text{fin} \models Q \land D \).

**Theorem 8.3.** For a fair complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) with \( W_d \land D \) consistent holds \( W_d \land D \models Q \land H \) if for all definite runtime traces \( \tau \) of \( C \) holds \( \tau \models P \land H \).

**Proof.** Suppose \( \tau \) is a definite runtime trace. So far, the value \( \Delta_{\perp_0} \) of the variable \( \perp_0 \) introduced in Definition 9.7 has not been constrained and thus we can determine

\[
\Delta_{\perp_0} = -\min(\{0\} \cup \{d \mid u + d \leq v \text{ sub-formula of } H\})
\]

From Lemma 9.19 then follows \( \tau^\text{fin} \models Q \land D \) and thus \( \tau^\text{fin} \models Q \land H \). In addition, it follows from Lemma 9.18 that \( \tau \geq \tau^\text{fin} \). Therefore, it follows from \( \tau^\text{fin} \models Q \land D \) that \( \tau^\text{fin}(v) \geq \omega_{\tau} + \Delta_{\perp_0} \) for all \( v \) with \( \tau(v) = \infty \) and therefore the premises of Lemma 9.14 are satisfied and it thus follows \( \tau \models P \land H \).

**Theorem 8.4.** For a fair complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) with \( W_d \land D \) consistent holds \( W_d \land D \models Q \land H \) if for all definite runtime traces \( \tau \) of \( C \) holds \( \tau \models P \land H \).

**Proof.** If \( W_d \land D \not\models Q \land H \) there is a variable assignment \( \sigma \) and a sub-formula \( u + d \leq v \) of \( H \) such that \( \sigma \models Q \land D \) and \( \sigma \not\models u + d \leq v \).

As \( \sigma \models Q \land D \) it follows from Lemma 9.10 that there is a runtime trace \( \tau \) with \( \sigma = \tau \). It further follows from Lemma 9.11 that there is a definite runtime trace \( \tau' \) with \( \tau'(v) = \tau(v) \) and \( \tau'(s) \geq \tau(s) \) for all \( s \in \text{var}(W_d) \). Therefore

\[
\tau'(u) + d \geq \tau(u) + d > \tau(v) = \tau'(v)
\]

and thus \( \tau' \not\models u + d \leq v \). Accordingly, \( \tau' \) is a definite runtime trace with \( \tau' \not\models P \land H \).
Part IV

OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS AND IMPLEMENTATION
The evaluation of Dura is based on the Temporal Stream Algebra (TSA) [BB12a], an extension of the relational algebra adapting it to streams. To this end, Dura queries and rules are represented by means of TSA algebra expressions build from operators as they are known from the relational algebra, such as, cross product, selection, and grouping.

However, to reduce the complexity of the translation Dura is not directly translated to TSA. Instead, we identify a language core of Dura denoted Dura\textsubscript{C} (pronounced “Dura Core”) that is expressive enough to cover all aspects of Dura and elaborate a translation of Dura\textsubscript{C} to TSA. Subsequently, we establish a translation that rewrites Dura queries to Dura\textsubscript{C} queries and thus indirectly obtain an operational semantics of (full) Dura.

10.1 PRELIMINARIES AND INFORMAL INTRODUCTION

Before we describe TSA in more detail and elaborate the translation to TSA, we clarify some basic notions and introduce the sublanguage Dura\textsubscript{C}. Moreover, the basic ideas of the translation to TSA are illustrated by means of simple but distinctive example queries.

10.1.1 Event Streams

Event streams resemble relations known from databases. However, in contrast to conventional relations, streams are unbounded and the tuples or events of the stream arrive online as time advances. As a consequence, for each point in time only a prefix of the entire stream, containing the already obtained events, is known and the conceptually unbounded stream is never obtained completely.

In the following, some of the notions from [AHV95] conceived for relations are transferred to streams. In particular, the named perspective of relational algebra is adopted where tuples are viewed as functions mapping attributes to values and the attributes of a stream \( R \) are denoted \( \text{sort}(R) \). Accordingly, a tuple of \( R \) is represented by a total mapping \( r \) with \( \text{dom}(r) = \text{sort}(R) \).

10.1.2 Representation of Dura Events

To be applicable to streams, Dura events need to be represented by means of flat tuples. However, the schema of events resembles records with an inherent structure whereas the schema of streams merely
correspond to a collection of attribute names. Accordingly, there is no direct mapping between events and tuples.

Listing 10.1: Schema of temp Events

```plaintext
temp{
  id{identifier}, rt{ begin{timestamp}, end{timestamp} },
  area{long}, value{double}, sensor-id{long}
}
```

Nevertheless, recall that the schema of events is represented by means of Xcerpt terms whereby references to nodes as well as equally labeled or ordered siblings are not permitted. As a consequence, the payload of events corresponds to a tree structure and the location of each atomic value is uniquely described by the labels of the path from the root to the leaf containing the respective value. Accordingly, the schema of events can be mapped to the schema of streams by interpreting the paths to all leaves of the event schema as attributes of a stream schema. In this way, events can be translated to flat tuples whereby the structure of the event is preserved in the names of the attributes.

**Example** The schema of temp events from Listing 10.1 translates to the stream $T$ with

$$\text{sort}(T) = \{\text{area, id, rt.begin, rt.end, sensor-id, value}\}$$

Note how the attribute $rt\{\text{begin}{timestamp}, \text{end}{timestamp}\}$ of the temp event translates to the two attributes $rt\text{.begin}$ and $rt\text{.end}$ of the stream $T$. Accordingly, the event

```plaintext
temp{ area{31}, value{12.7}, sensor-id{8191}, ... }
```

corresponds to a tuple $t \in T$ represented by the function

$$t = \{\text{area} \mapsto 31, \text{value} \mapsto 12.7, \text{sensor-id} \mapsto 8191, ...\}$$

Be aware that for the sake of conciseness and readability, the label of the composite attribute reception-time is abbreviated with $rt$ in this and all following examples.

10.1.3 A Generalization of Relational Algebra for Streams

TSA proposed by Brodt and Bry [BB12a] is an extension of the relational algebra adapting it to streams, in particular with respect to the incremental evaluation of expressions, which is inevitable due to the unbounded nature of streams.

TSA provides algebra operators, such as, projection ($\pi$), selection ($\sigma$), rename ($\rho$), cross product ($\times$), union ($\cup$), and set difference ($\setminus$),
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which are closely related to the respective operators of the relational algebra [AHV95]. Composite algebra expressions, in turn representing streams, are built by applying algebra operators to streams.

However, as at runtime merely a prefix of the entire stream is available, in contrast to the relational algebra, there are syntactically correct algebra expressions that can conceptually not be evaluated in an incremental fashion and hence cannot be evaluated on streams. Such kind of expressions usually involve non-monotonic operators, such as, grouping and aggregation, and are recognized by the static analysis described in [BB12a], which determines whether and how algebra expressions can be incrementally evaluated.

**Representation of Streams in TSA** Streams, as they are introduced in [BB12a], are associated with a sophisticated stream schema, which includes, in addition to the attributes of the stream, further information related to the static analysis and the incremental evaluation of TSA expressions. However, the details on the proposed static analysis and incremental evaluation are out of the scope of this thesis, they are thoroughly elaborated in [BB12a], though.

Accordingly, the stream schema is usually omitted in the following as the additional information is not further relevant for the translation of Dura to TSA. Merely the translation of event schemata described in Section 10.4.1 specifies stream schemata as they are introduced in the original work on TSA.

**Relations between Dura and TSA** TSA and Dura have been elaborated in close collaboration within the EMILI project. Accordingly, both formalisms have been designed to be suited to each other. As a consequence, some of the considerable features of Dura, in particular the support of user defined times and multiple independent time lines and the versatile grouping and negation capabilities, are actually inherited from TSA, which forms the basis for the evaluation of Dura queries.

To discriminate between Dura and TSA the notions event, tuple, query, and (algebra) expression are strictly separated in the following. The notions event and query are only used when referring to Dura whereas the notion tuple and expression is only used when referring to TSA. Nevertheless, the notions are closely related as Dura events correspond to TSA tuples and Dura queries correspond to TSA expressions. In addition, arithmetic expressions from Dura and TSA are referred to as terms to distinguish them from algebra expressions. Note, however, that the notions may be named differently elsewhere, in particular in [BB12a].
The Sub-language \( \text{Dura}_C \)

Informally speaking, \( \text{Dura}_C \) is the subset of \( \text{Dura} \) that is limited to declarative event queries and deductive rules. In this way, \( \text{Dura}_C \) is limited to constructs that can be translated more or less directly. In contrast, stateful objects, complex actions, and reactive rules cannot be easily expressed in \( \text{TSA} \) and are thus not included in \( \text{Dura}_C \).

More formally, \( \text{Dura}_C \) queries are inductively defined as follows.

1. each atomic event query \( \text{event} \ e: t \) is a \( \text{Dura}_C \) query
2. if \( q \) is a \( \text{Dura}_C \) query, then \( q \) where \( c \), \( q \) let \( l \), and \( q \) group by \( g \) aggregate \( a \) are \( \text{Dura}_C \) queries
3. if \( q_1, \ldots, q_k \) are \( \text{Dura}_C \) queries, then \( \text{and} \{q_1, \ldots, q_k\} \), \( \text{or} \{q_1, \ldots, q_k\} \), and \( \text{not} \{q_1\} \) are \( \text{Dura}_C \) queries.

Moreover, if \( q \) is a \( \text{Dura}_C \) query, then \( \text{DETECT} \ t \text{ ON } q \text{ END} \) is a \( \text{Dura}_C \) rule.

10.1.5 Basic Ideas of the Translation

In the following, queries from Chapter 5 are used to illustrate the basic ideas of the translation of \( \text{Dura} \) queries to \( \text{TSA} \) expressions by means of examples. The generic translation from \( \text{Dura} \) to \( \text{TSA} \) are subject to Section 10.4.

The queries are based on \text{temp}, \text{smoke}, \text{sensor-msg}, \text{temp-value}, and \text{alarm} events which are represented by the streams \( T \), \( S \), \( M \), \( V \), and \( A \), respectively. The corresponding attributes of those streams are listed in Table 10.1.

\begin{align*}
\text{sort}(T) &= \{\text{area}, \text{id}, \text{rt.begin}, \text{rt.end}, \text{sensor-id}, \text{value}\} \\
\text{sort}(S) &= \{\text{area}, \text{conc}, \text{id}, \text{rt.begin}, \text{rt.end}\} \\
\text{sort}(M) &= \{\text{area}, \text{id}, \text{rt.begin}, \text{rt.end}, \text{sensor}, \text{type}, \text{value}\} \\
\text{sort}(V) &= \{\text{aid}, \text{id}, \text{rt.begin}, \text{rt.end}, \text{sid}, \text{val}\} \\
\text{sort}(A) &= \{\text{area}, \text{id}, \text{rt.begin}, \text{rt.end}\}
\end{align*}

Table 10.1: Stream Attributes

Atomic queries and query supplements Atomic queries are translated by mapping the type of the queried event to the corresponding stream. In addition, a prefix coinciding with the event identifier of the query is added to the attributes of the stream by means of a rename (\( \rho \)) operator. In this way, the attributes of each stream are unambiguously determined when multiple streams are considered, eg, for the translation of composite queries, and thus name conflicts between equally named attributes of different streams are avoided.
Moreover, the where part of queries is translated to selections (\(\sigma\)) by canonically converting the formulas specified in the where part to composite TSA formulas. Thereby, references are replaced with the respective attributes they are referring to. For instance, the atomic formula \(\text{var A} > 400\) is translated to \(\text{e.area} > 400\).

In addition, variables introduced by let constructs are translated to designated attributes that are added to the stream by means of embeddings (\(\iota\)). Eg, the let part from above is translated to an embedding which adds the attribute \(\text{var.Min}\) to the stream, notice the leading period, whose value is determined by the term \(\text{ceil}(\text{e.rt.end}, 60)\). Thereby, \(\text{.var}\) is a prefix that is not valid for variable names in Dura and thus name conflicts between existing attributes and attributes caused by the translation of let parts are avoided.

Accordingly, the query from Listing 10.2 translates to the following TSA expression.

\[
\iota[\text{var.Min} \leftarrow \text{ceil}(\text{e.rt.end}, 60)](\sigma[\text{e.value} > 400](\rho[\rightarrow \text{e.}](T)))
\]

CONJUNCTIVE QUERIES Conjunctive queries are translated to TSA by a combination of cross products (\(\times\)) and selections (\(\sigma\)).

To translate a conjunctive query, all (unnegated) sub-queries are translated to the corresponding TSA expression and subsequently connected by means of a cross product. Moreover, the join conditions contained in the supplementary where part are translated by means of a selection. Thereby, implied join conditions, caused by the usage of equally named variables, need to be explicitly added to the condition of the selection.

For the given conjunctive query, the atomic formula \(\text{e.area} = \text{f.area}\), caused by the implied join over the variable A, is added to the condi-

---

1 Embeddings correspond to extended projections of the relational algebra that do not omit values.
tion of the selection. Note that the reception time of events is explicitly contained in the payload of events and that thus even temporal conditions between events are translated to conditions contained in selections.

\[ \sigma [ e.area = f.area \land e.value > 100 \land f.conc > 0.1 \land \\
\text{greatest}(e.rt.end, f.rt.end) - \text{least}(e.rt.begin, f.rt.begin) \leq 60] ( \\
\times (\rho[* \to e.\ast](T), \\
\rho[* \to f.\ast](S)) ) \]

**Negated Sub-queries** Negated sub-queries contained in a conjunctive query are translated by means of anti-semi-joins (\(\nabla\)).

Listing 10.4: A Query with Negation

```java
and(
    event e: temp{ sensor-id{ var Id } },
    not event f: temp{ sensor-id{ var Id } }
) where { f during from-end(e, 1min) }
```

In contrast to a conventional join \(R \bowtie S\), which combines tuples from \(R\) with matching tuples from \(S\), that is, which only preserves tuples from \(R\) that have a join partner in \(S\), an anti-semi-join \(R \nabla S\) filters all tuples from \(R\) that have a join partner in \(S\). Note that therefore \(\text{sort}(R \nabla S) = \text{sort}(R)\) and that hence the join condition needs to be specified in conjunction with the anti-semi-join operator and cannot be applied in a supplemental selection afterwards, as it is realized for the translation of conjunctive queries without negations.

As a consequence, a conjunctive query with negated sub-queries is translated by independently translating the unnegated and negated part of the query to TSA expressions and by connecting them by means of an anti-semi-join operator. Thereby, join conditions contained in the supplemental \(where\) part referring to the negated sub-query, are specified in association with the anti-semi-join operator.

\[ \nabla [ e.sensor-id = f.sensor-id \land \\
e.rt.end < f.rt.begin \land f.rt.end < e.rt.end + 60] ( \\
\rho[* \to e.\ast](T), \\
\rho[* \to f.\ast](T) ) \]

**Grouping and Aggregation** Grouping and aggregation from Dura is translated by means of groupings (\(\gamma\)). Thereby, the first argument of \(\gamma\) corresponds to the grouping attributes from the \textit{group by} part whereas the second argument introduces new attributes based on terms applying the aggregation functions that are specified in the aggregate part of the query.
Listing 10.5: A Query with Grouping

\[
\text{event } e: \text{temp}\{ \text{area(var A), value(var T)} \} \\
\text{let } \{ \text{var Min} = \text{ceil}(\text{end}(e), 1\text{min}) \} \\
\text{group by } \{ \text{var Min, var A} \} \text{ aggregate } \{ \text{var Tavg} = \text{avg}(T) \}
\]

If event identifiers are specified in the \textit{group by} part, they are replaced by all basic attributes of the stream corresponding to the event that is referenced by the identifier.

\[
\gamma[.\text{var.Min}, e.\text{area}][.\text{var.Tavg} \leftarrow \text{avg}(e.\text{value})](
\iota[.\text{var.Min} \leftarrow \text{ceil}(e.\text{rt.end}, 60)(
\rho[* \rightarrow e.*][T]))
\]

\textbf{Disjunctive Queries} Disjunctions are translated by means of \textit{unions} (\(\cup\)) in TSA. However, the union operator can only be applied to streams with identical attributes. Therefore, a \textit{projection} (\(\pi\)) is used to eliminate attributes that are not common to both streams.

Listing 10.6: A Disjunctive Query

\[
\text{or}
\text{event } e: \text{sensor-msg}\{ \text{area(var A), value(var Tkel)} \} \\
\text{let } \{ \text{var Tcel} = \text{var Tkel} - 273.15 \}
\]

\[
\text{event } e: \text{temp-value}\{ \text{aid(var A), val(var Tfah)} \} \\
\text{let } \{ \text{var Tcel} = (\text{var Tfah} - 32)/1.8 \}
\]

As the projection also eliminates attributes that are referenced by variables, all variables that have positive polarity in the disjunction are explicitly added to the stream by means of embeddings. For instance, the value of the variable \(A\) is in both streams copied to the attribute \(.\text{var.A}\) and thus remains in the stream determined by the union operator whereas the primal attributes \(e.\text{area}\) and \(e.\text{aid}\) are eliminated by the projections.

\[
\cup(\pi[e.\text{id}, e.\text{rt.begin}, e.\text{rt.end}, .\text{var.A}, .\text{var.Tcel}])(
\iota[.\text{var.A} \leftarrow e.\text{area}, .\text{var.Tcel} \leftarrow e.\text{value} - 273.15](
\rho[* \rightarrow e.*][M])),
\pi[e.\text{id}, e.\text{rt.begin}, e.\text{rt.end}, .\text{var.A}, .\text{var.Tcel}])(
\iota[.\text{var.A} \leftarrow e.\text{aid}, .\text{var.Tcel} \leftarrow (e.\text{val} - 32)/1.8](
\rho[* \rightarrow e.*][V]))
\]

\textbf{Event Construction} Event construction from rule heads is realized in TSA by means of \textit{embeddings} (\(\iota\)) and \textit{projections} (\(\pi\)).
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The attributes of derived tuples need to coincide with the attributes of the stream corresponding to the event type specified in the rule head. Accordingly, the schema of the TSA expression needs to be adapted appropriately. To this end, redundant attributes are eliminated by means of projections and terms determining the value of attributes in the query head are translated by means of embeddings. Moreover, the implicit attributes for the key and the reception time of the event that are not explicitly determined in the rule head are added to the stream by means of further embeddings.

Note that because of the implied join caused by the variables $A$ in the body of the rule, either of both attributes that are referenced by $A$ can be used in the rule head as a translation of $A$. Accordingly, in the rule head, $e$.area as well as $f$.area are valid substitutes for $\text{var} \ A$.

$$A \leftarrow \pi[\text{area}, \text{id}, \text{rt.begin}, \text{rt.end}](\iota[\text{area} \leftarrow e$.area$](\iota[\text{id} \leftarrow \text{sequence}.\text{next}()], \text{rt.begin} \leftarrow \text{least}(e$.rt.begin$,$f$.rt.begin$), \text{rt.end} \leftarrow \text{greatest}(e$.rt.end$,$f$.rt.end$))(\ldots)))$$

10.2 A GENTLE INTRODUCTION TO TSA

This section contains an informal introduction of TSA that is derived from [BB12a]. Thereby, many details of TSA, in particular those related to the stream schema and the evaluation of TSA expressions, are omitted or presented in a simplified manner. For a comprehensive and precise description of TSA refer to [BB12a].

10.2.1 Basic Algebra Operators

TSA provides the following seven basic operators which closely resemble the operators known from relational algebra [AHV95]. However, note that the operators include a cross product but no join and that the definition of new attributes is separated from the projection
operator. This design decision has been made in [BB12a] to obtain orthogonal operators that are easier to analyze and better suited for optimizations of query plans. Nevertheless, a combination of the TSA operators can be used to obtain the functionality of joins and other conventional operators known from relational algebra.

Note that the following representation of streams and operators deviates from the one in [BB12a]. In particular, the sophisticated schema of operators determining composite streams is omitted as it is not relevant for the translation of Dura queries and rules.

**Selection (σ)** A selection filters tuples of a stream that do not meet a given condition. Suppose R is a stream and C is a formula solely referring to the attributes of R, then

\[
σ[C](R) = \{ r \mid r ∈ R \text{ and } r \text{ satisfies } C \}
\]

**Embed (ι)** An embedding determines values for new attributes according to a term t, which is identified by means of a function f t in the following.

Suppose R is a stream, \(a_i ∈ \text{sort}(R)\), and \(a' \not∈ \text{sort}(R)\), then

\[
ι[a' ← f_t(a_1, \ldots, a_k)](R) = \{ r' \mid \text{dom}(r') = \text{sort}(R) \cup \{a'\} \text{ and exists } r ∈ R \text{ such that } r'(a) = r(a) \text{ for } a ∈ \text{sort}(R) \text{ and } r'(a') = f_t(r(a_1), \ldots, r(a_k)) \}
\]

**Projection (π)** A projection omits attributes from a stream R. Note that in TSA, in contrast to the classical projection from relational algebra, new attributes can only be introduced by means of embeddings.

Suppose R is a stream and \(A ⊆ \text{sort}(R)\), then

\[
π[A](R) = \{ r' \mid \text{dom}(r') = A \text{ and exists } r ∈ R \text{ such that } r'(a) = r(a) \text{ for } a ∈ A \}
\]

**Grouping (γ)** A grouping aggregates the values of multiple tuples. To this end, the tuples of R are partitioned into groups so that all tuples of each group have the identical values with respect to the set of grouping attributes A. Subsequently, an aggregation function f is applied to the tuples of each group, determining a single value for the attribute \(a'\) for each group.
Suppose \( R \) is a stream, \( A \subseteq \text{sort}(R) \), \( a \in \text{sort}(R) \), \( a' \not\in \text{sort}(R) \), and \( f \in \{\text{min}, \text{max}, \text{avg}, \text{sum}, \text{count}\} \), then

\[
\gamma[A][a' \leftarrow f(a)](R) = \{ \tau' \mid \text{dom}(\tau') = A \cup \{a'\} \text{ and exists } \tau \in R \text{ such that } \\
\tau'(a) = \tau(a) \text{ for } a \in A \text{ and } \\
\tau'(a') = f(\langle s(a) \rangle_{s \in R_\tau}) \}
\]

whereby \( R_\tau = \{ t \in R \mid t(a) = \tau(a) \text{ for } a \in A \} \) and \( \langle \cdot \rangle \). denotes a duplicate preserving sequence.

**Cross Product \((\times)\)** A cross product between \( R \) and \( S \) pairwise combines all tuples of \( R \) with all tuples of \( S \).

Suppose \( R \) and \( S \) are streams with \( \text{sort}(R) \cap \text{sort}(S) = \emptyset \), then

\[
R \times S = \{ \tau' \mid \text{dom}(\tau') = \text{sort}(R) \cup \text{sort}(S) \text{ and exists } \tau \in R \text{ and } s \in S \text{ such that } \\
\tau'(a) = \tau(a) \text{ for } a \in \text{sort}(R) \text{ and } \\
\tau'(a) = s(a) \text{ for } a \in \text{sort}(S) \}
\]

**Union \((\cup)\)** The union of two streams \( R \) and \( S \) merges all tuples of \( R \) and \( S \) into a single stream.

Suppose \( R \) and \( S \) are streams with \( \text{sort}(R) = \text{sort}(S) \), then

\[
R \cup S = \{ \tau \mid \tau \in R \text{ or } \tau \in S \}
\]

**Set Difference \((\setminus)\)** The set difference of two streams \( R \) and \( S \) omits all tuples from \( R \) that are also contained in \( S \).

Suppose \( R \) and \( S \) are streams with \( \text{sort}(R) = \text{sort}(S) \), then

\[
R \setminus S = \{ \tau \in R \mid \tau \not\in S \}
\]

**Syntactic Variations** It is furthermore legitimate that embeddings and groupings specify more than one attribute to be added to the stream. Moreover, as cross product and union are associative, parentheses around multiple cross products and unions can be omitted.

10.2.2 Composite Algebra Operators

For convenience, the following two additional composite TSA operators have been introduced which are based on the operators introduced above and which are used as syntactic sugar in the following.

**Rename \((\rho)\)** A renaming adapts the names of attributes. It can be obtained by applying an embedding and projection to the stream.
Suppose \( R \) is a stream, \( a \in \text{sort}(R) \), and \( a' \not\in \text{sort}(R) \), then
\[
\rho[a \rightarrow a'](R) = \pi[A](\iota[a' \leftarrow a](R))
\]
whereby \( A = (\text{sort}(R) \setminus \{a\}) \cup \{a'\} \).

**Prefix (\( \rho \))** A slight variation of the rename operator can furthermore be used to add a prefix to the attributes of a stream.

Suppose \( R \) is a stream with \( \text{sort}(R) = \{a_1, \ldots, a_k\} \), then
\[
\rho[* \rightarrow p.*](R) = \rho[a_1 \rightarrow p.a_1, \ldots, a_k \rightarrow p.a_k](R)
\]

**Anti-semi-join (\( \not\bowtie \))** An anti-semi-join between \( R \) and \( S \) filters all tuples of \( R \) that have a join partner in \( S \) according to a join condition \( C \). Be aware that consequently \( \text{sort}(R \not\bowtie[C] S) = \text{sort}(R) \).

Suppose \( R \) and \( S \) are streams and \( C \) is a formula referring solely to the attributes of \( R \) and \( S \), then
\[
R \not\bowtie[C] S = \left( R \setminus \pi[\text{sort}(R)](\sigma[C](R \times S)) \right)
\]

### 10.3 Normalization of Queries

Prior to their translation to TSA, Dura queries are normalized in a preprocessing step to facilitate their translation.

Dura provides many high-level concepts, eg, pattern matching with variables, that are not available in TSA and need to be expressed with equivalent but more basic means. In addition, even basic operators of Dura, eg, the unary negation \( \text{not} \), do not have a direct correspondence in TSA so that structural modifications of the queries are required to facilitate their translation to TSA expressions. Moreover, the implied conditions that are not explicitly specified in Dura, eg, joins over equally named variables specified in different locations of the query, need to be made explicit.

The following translations are intended to be applied in the order they are presented in this section. Thereby, valid Dura queries and rules are transformed to semantically equivalent but more basic Dura queries and rules. Each translation is successively applied where applicable starting at the inner most operator, formula, and function, respectively. In addition, the translations expect that queries are weakly range restricted as described in \text{Section 5.2.1} and that furthermore the conditions on progressing attributes described in \text{Section 5.2.5} are satisfied.
10.3.1 Eliminating Literals in Query Terms

Literals, that is, the textual representation of values in Dura, specified in query terms are intended to constrain the values of events matching the query. However, the concept of pattern matching is not available in TSA. Nevertheless, the same effect is achieved by adding a condition to the corresponding atomic query specifying the path to the literal and constraining the referenced value accordingly, as it is illustrated in Figure 10.1.

```
event e: temp{ sensor-id(496) }
```

```
where { e.sensor-id = 496 }
```

Figure 10.1: Eliminating Literals

Accordingly, after this transformation has been applied, conditions on the values of attributes specified by means of patterns containing literals have been replaced by equivalent conditions in the `where` part of the corresponding event queries.

10.3.2 Eliminating Temporal Relations and Functions

Interval functions are not available in TSA but can be translated to composite terms by successively replacing the inner most composite function by the corresponding definition summarized in Table 10.2.

```
where {
  f during from-end(e, 1min),
  {f,g} apart-by 2min
}
```

```
where {
  e.rt.end < f.rt.begin,
  f.rt.end < e.rt.end + 1min,
  or{
    f.rt.begin - e.rt.end >= 2min,
    e.rt.begin - f.rt.end >= 2min
  }
}
```

Figure 10.2: Translation of Relations and Functions

Simultaneously, interval functions operating on event identifiers, namely, `time(e)`, `begin(e)`, and `end(e)`, are translated by replacing them with `[e.rt.begin, e.rt.end]`, `e.rt.begin`, and `e.rt.end`, respectively. In addition to the transformation of composite functions, temporal relations are translated to composite formulas in a similar manner. The corresponding definition can be found in Table 10.2.
\[
begin([l,u]) \equiv l \\
end([l,u]) \equiv u \\
extend(e, d) \equiv [\begin{e}, \end{e} + d] \\
shorten(e, d) \equiv [\begin{e}, \end{e} - d] \\
extend-begin(e, d) \equiv [\begin{e} - d, \end{e}] \\
shorten-begin(e, d) \equiv [\begin{e} + d, \end{e}] \\
shift-forward(e, d) \equiv [\begin{e} + d, \end{e} + d] \\
shift-backward(e, d) \equiv [\begin{e} - d, \end{e} - d] \\
from-end(e, d) \equiv [\end{e}, \end{e} + d] \\
from-end-backward(e, d) \equiv [\end{e} - d, \end{e}] \\
from-begin(e, d) \equiv [\begin{e}, \begin{e} + d] \\
from-begin-backward(e, d) \equiv [\begin{e} - d, \begin{e}] \\
\]

- \(e \text{ before } f \equiv f \text{ after } e \equiv \end{e} < \begin{f}\)
- \(e \text{ meets } f \equiv f \text{ met-by } e \equiv \end{e} = \begin{f}\)
- \(e \text{ overlaps } f \equiv f \text{ overlapped-by } e \equiv \{ \begin{begin{e}, \end{begin{e}}, \begin{begin{f}, \end{begin{f}} \}
  \begin{begin{e}, \end{begin{e}}, \end{begin{f}} < \begin{begin{f}} \}
  \begin{begin{e}, \end{begin{f}}, \end{begin{f}} < \end{begin{e}} \}
\}
\)
- \(e \text{ during } f \equiv f \text{ contains } e \equiv \{ \begin{begin{f}, \end{begin{f}} < \begin{begin{e}, \end{begin{e}} \}
  \begin{begin{e}, \end{begin{e}} < \begin{begin{f}} \}
\}
\)
- \(e \text{ starts } f \equiv f \text{ started-by } e \equiv \{ \begin{begin{e} = \begin{begin{f}}, \end{begin{e}} < \begin{begin{f}} \}
\}
\)
- \(e \text{ finishes } f \equiv f \text{ finished-by } e \equiv \{ \begin{begin{e}} = \begin{begin{f}}, \begin{begin{f}} > \begin{begin{e}} \}
\}
\)
- \(e \text{ equals } f \equiv \{ \begin{begin{e} = \begin{begin{f}}, \end{begin{e}} = \end{begin{f}} \}
\}
\)
- \{e, f\} \text{ apart-by } d \equiv \{ \begin{begin{e}} - \end{begin{e}} \geq d, \begin{begin{f}} - \end{begin{f}} \geq d \}
\)
- \{e_1, \ldots, e_k\} \text{ within } d \equiv \{ \begin{greatest} \begin{e}_1, \ldots, \end{e}_k \}
\}
\)

Table 10.2: Translation of Relations and Functions whereby the expressions \(l\) and \(u\) correspond to timestamps, \(d\) corresponds to a duration, \(e, e_1, \ldots, e_k\) and \(f\) correspond to identifiers or intervals.
10.3.3 Eliminating Identifiers in Groupings

Event identifiers have, similar to variables, no direct correspondence in TSA and thus every event identifier specified in the group by part of a query is replaced with the set of all basic attributes of the event that is referenced by the identifier.

```
and{
    event e: alarm{},
    ...
} group by { event e }
```

```
and{
    event e: alarm{},
    ...
} group by {
    e.area, e.id, e.rt.begin, e.rt.end
}
```

Figure 10.3: Translation of Event Identifiers: Groupings

This transformation eliminates all remaining event identifiers in the supplement of a query, as all identifiers contained in where and let parts have been eliminated by the previous transformation. Note, however, that the identifiers preceding atomic queries, which are references by paths, are preserved so as to obtain valid Dura queries.

10.3.4 Adding Value Definitions in Disjunctions

Disjunctions are translated to unions, which can only be applied to streams with equal sets of attributes. As a consequence, only attributes that are common to all events contained within a disjunction are available in the attributes of the resulting stream. However, attributes referenced by variables may be absent in the stream corresponding to the translation of the disjunctive query.

```
or{
    event e: sensor-msg{ area{var A} }
    event e: temp-value{ aid{var A} }
}
```

```
or{
    event e: sensor-msg{}
    let { var A = e.area }
    event e: temp-value{}
    let { var A = e.aid }
}
```

Figure 10.4: Adding Value Definitions

To avoid the omission of attributes referenced by variables, variables with positive polarity in the disjunctive query are transformed to variable definitions in a let part, as it is illustrated in Figure 10.4. In this way, the value of each variable with positive polarity is copied to a distinguished attribute with the same name in each sub-expression contributing to the union eg, \textit{.let.A} in case of the query above. Accordingly, attributes referenced by variables with positive polarity are
copied to attributes that remain in the resulting stream whereas the attributes they actually refer to are eliminated.

10.3.5 Eliminating Redundant Variable Definitions

Variables are a concept of Dura that is not available in TSA and therefore variables need to be eliminated in order to facilitate the transformation of Dura to TSA. Variables specified in a query term correspond to variable definitions basically associating a name with an attribute of an event. Therefore, variables are simply translated to the attributes they refer to.

However, equally named variables occurring in different locations of a query imply a join between the attributes they are referring to. Accordingly, to eliminate multiple definitions of equally named variables without affecting the semantics of queries, the join conditions need to be explicitly specified in the where part of the query, as it is illustrated in Figure 10.5. Note that the variable definition may be referenced in other query parts and therefore, similar to the elimination of identifiers in Section 10.3.3, one variable definition is preserved so as to obtain valid Dura queries.

A similar transformation is illustrated in Figure 10.6 to proceed with implied conditions involving variables introduced in \let parts. Note, however, that the condition added to the query corresponds to \( \text{var} C = \text{f.value} - 273.15 \), including the variable \( C \), instead of the path to its definition. Variables solely defined in \let are in general not referring to the attributes of an event and thus cannot be expressed by means of a path.

As a result of these transformations, implied join conditions caused by equally named variables are explicitly specified as a condition in
the where part of queries. Moreover, each remaining variable definition contained in a conjunctive query is unambiguous and refers to the attributes of one distinguished event or to a term specified in the let part of a query.

10.3.6 Establishing Range Restriction

The positioning of references is quite liberal in Dura as queries are merely required to be weakly range restricted. In consequence, the where part of queries may contain references with weak positive polarity. However, the translation of Dura queries to TSA expressions often involves projections omitting attributes of the stream. As a consequence, it is mandatory for the translation of queries that references appear at the right position, that is, queries need to be properly range restricted whereas being weakly range restricted is no longer sufficient. Consequently, queries and their conditions may need to be restructured in order to adapt the polarity of references appropriately.

In the following, a condition of a query denotes one conjunct of the conjunctive normal form of the formula specified in the supplemental where part of the query. Moreover, before any condition is moved to another location by one of the following translations, the formula of the corresponding where part is firstly converted into conjunctive normal form.

Conditions with positive polarity First of all, conditions containing only references that have positive polarity in a particular sub-query \( q \) are moved to the where part in the supplement of \( q \). This applies, e.g., to the conditions in Figure 10.7 which are moved to the atomic event queries they refer to. Note that, although this transformation may improve the efficiency of the evaluation, its major intention is to prepare the queries for the following transformation.

As a result, all remaining conditions containing references with weak positive polarity necessarily also contain references with positive polarity. However, there is no common sub-query \( q \) so that all references have positive polarity in \( q \). Those kind of conditions are further treated by the following two transformations.

Expanding disjunctions This transformation applies for conjunctive queries containing conditions referring to a disjunctive sub-query. Consider the query \( q \) determined by

\[
\text{and}\{ c_1, \ldots, c_k, \text{or}\{ d_1, \ldots, d_\ell \} \}
\]

If there is a condition of \( q \) containing a reference with positive polarity in a \( c_i \) as well as a reference with positive polarity in a \( d_j \), then the

\[ \text{Note that for formulas solely composed from atomic formulas and conjunctions, each atomic sub-formula corresponds to a condition.} \]
and(
  event e: alarm()
  or(
    event f: temp()
    event g: smoke()
  )
)
where {
  f.value > 50, g.conc > 0.1
}

or(
  event e: alarm()
  or(
    event f: temp()
    where { f.value > 50 }
    event g: smoke()
    where { g.conc > 0.1 }
  )
)

Figure 10.7: Relocating Conditions with Positive Polarity

and(
  event e: alarm()
  or(
    event f: temp()
    event g: smoke()
  )
)
where {
  f.rt.end < e.rt.end + 1min,
  g.rt.end < e.tr.end,
}

or(
  and(
    event e: alarm()
    event f: temp()
  )
  and(
    event e: alarm()
    event g: smoke()
  )
)
where {
  f.rt.end < e.rt.end + 1min,
  g.rt.end < e.tr.end,
}

Figure 10.8: Expanding Disjunctions

and(
  event e: temp()

  not event f: temp()
)
where {
  e.id = f.id,
  e.rt.end < f.rt.begin,
  f.rt.end < e.rt.end + 1min
}

and(
  event e: temp()

  not { event f: temp()
  )

  where {
    e.id = f.id,
    e.rt.end < f.rt.begin,
    f.rt.end < e.rt.end + 1min
  }
)

Figure 10.9: Relocating Conditions with Weak Positive Polarity

203
disjunctive query is expanded using the distributivity law as it is known from mathematical logic and illustrated in Figure 10.8. Note that in this example both atomic formulas satisfy the properties that entail the expansion.

As a result, for all conditions containing references with weak positive polarity there is either a sub-query \( q \) so that all references of the condition have positive polarity in \( q \) or there is a sub-query \( \text{not } q \) so that all references of the condition have positive or weak positive polarity in the query comprising \( \text{not } q \). Those conditions are subsequently relocated in a manner similar to the one described above.

**Conditions with weak positive polarity** The remaining conditions containing references without positive polarity can be relocated to their proper location by means of the following transformation.

Suppose there is a condition containing a reference \( r \) without positive polarity. If \( r \) refers to an atomic query nested within a negation, then the condition is added to the \( \text{where} \) part of the negated query. This applies, for instance, to the conditions in Figure 10.9 which are hence moved to the \( \text{where} \) part of the negation.

Otherwise, the condition is moved to the supplement of the particular sub-query \( q \) which satisfies that \( r \) has positive polarity in \( q \). This applies to the conditions in Figure 10.8 which need to be moved to the \( \text{where} \) part of the respective conjunctive sub-queries.

### 10.3.7 Summary

In result of the applied transformations the obtained queries are satisfying the following properties.

All rules are range restricted rather than weakly range restricted. Moreover, as a consequence of rules being range restricted, negated queries are directly contained in conjunctive queries.

Join conditions caused by the usage of equally named variables as well as restrictions imposed by literals in query terms are explicitly expressed by appropriate formulas in the \( \text{where} \) part of queries. Accordingly, all references can be directly translated to an attribute of a stream.

Atomic formulas have the form \( t_1 \ \theta \ t_2 \) with \( \theta \in \{<, \leq, =, \geq, >, !=\} \) whereas composite formulas are composed from the \( n \)-ary connectives and and or and the unary connective not.

Terms in aggregate parts of queries are composed from references and the aggregation functions \( \min, \max, \text{avg}, \text{sum}, \text{count} \) whereas all other terms are composed from literals, variables and paths, the nullary functions \( \text{system.time.now}() \) and \( \text{sequence.next}() \), the binary functions \( +, -, *, /, **, \text{floor} \) and \( \text{ceil} \), and the \( n \)-ary functions least and greatest.
Finally, the conditions on progressing attributes are not affected by the transformations as the existing conditions are not eliminated but merely expressed in an equivalent manner and relocated to different parts of the query in order to establish range restriction. Accordingly, the conditions on progressing attributes are preserved by the transformations.

10.4 TRANSLATING DURA$_C$ TO TSA

Eventually, Dura queries and rules are translated to composite TSA algebra expressions. To this end, queries are translated to expressions by recursively applying the following transformations. Thereby syntactically correct and range restricted queries satisfying the conditions on progressing attributes discussed in Section 5.2.5 yield valid TSA expressions, that is, syntactically correct expressions that can be incrementally evaluated and pass the static analysis of TSA.

10.4.1 Event Schemata

The schema of streams as they are introduced in [BB12a] corresponds to a triple $S = (A, G, H)$. In simplified terms, $A$ is the set of attributes of the stream, $G$ is a formula providing information on temporal dependencies between attributes, and $H$ is a formula designating the progressing attributes of a stream.

An event schema is translated to the corresponding TSA stream schema $S = (A, G, H)$ in the following way. The attributes of the event are mapped to the set of attributes $A$ by interpreting the paths to all leaves of the event schema as attributes. Temporal dependencies between attributes, which coincide with atomic formulas composed from inequations in the where part of the event schema, are mapped to a formula $G$ by means of a conjunction. And finally, atomic formulas designating the progressing attributes of the event, which coincide with atomic formulas composed from the progressing relations in the where part of the event schema, are mapped to a formula $H$ by means of a disjunction.$^3$

**Example** The event schema from Listing 10.8 is translated to the stream schema $sch(T) = (A, G, H)$ of the stream $T$ with

$$A = \{area, id, rt.begin, rt.end, sensor-id, value\}$$

$$G = rt.begin \leq rt.end$$

$$H = progressing(id) \lor progressing(rt.end)$$

Note that the stream schema is of particular importance for the static analysis that is carried out on composite TSA expressions corre-

---

$^3$ A disjunction is used to specify that it is sufficient to maintain progress information for any of those attributes (see Section 5.2.5).


Listing 10.8: Schema of temp Events from Listing 5.21

```plaintext
temp{
  id{identifier}, rt{ begin{timestamp}, end{timestamp} },
  area{long}, value{double}, sensor-id{long}
} where {
  progressing(id), progressing(rt.end),
  rt.begin <= rt.end
}
```

sponding to entire Dura queries. The analysis determines properties of streams that are required for the evaluation of TSA expressions and identifies inconsistent temporal dependencies [BB12a].

For the translation of Dura to TSA the schema and in particular the formulas G and H are only relevant in the base case, that is, for the translation of stream schemata, and thus merely the attributes of streams are considered in the following.

10.4.2 Atomic Queries

An atomic Dura query

\[ \text{event } i: e\{ \ldots \} \]

translates to the TSA expression

\[ \rho^{\ast \rightarrow i.\ast}(E) \]

whereby \( E \) corresponds to the stream containing all event of type \( e \).

10.4.3 Terms and Formulas

**Atomic terms** The representation of literals is identical in Dura and TSA with the exception of booleans and durations. The boolean literals \( \text{true} \) and \( \text{false} \) are translated to \( \top \) and \( \bot \), respectively, whereas Dura durations, which are independently specifying the hours, minutes, and so on, are translated to the equivalent amount of seconds.

Constants are translated to the corresponding literal they represent.

Paths in Dura coincide with the attribute names of the corresponding TSA streams.

Variables specified in a query term are translated to attributes corresponding to the path that specifies their location in the query term. Recall that during the normalization of queries ambiguous variable definitions are eliminated and that hence each variable translates to an unambiguous attribute.

Variables introduced by means of \( \text{let} \) and \( \text{aggregate} \) are translated to the attribute name \( .\text{var}.V \) whereby \( V \) is the name of the variable and \( .\text{var} \) is a prefix that cannot occur in variable names in Dura.
Composite terms and formulas of normalized Dura queries are canonically mapped to TSA terms and formulas. They merely differ slightly in their syntax and structure, e.g., \(\leq\) as opposed to \(\leq\) and the n-ary connective and instead of multiple binary connectives \(\land\).

### 10.4.4 Query Supplements

**Selection**

A `where` part

\[
q \text{ where } c
\]

is translated to a selection

\[
\sigma[C](Q)
\]

whereby \(Q\) corresponds to the translation of the query \(q\) and \(C\) corresponds to the translation of the formula \(c\).\(^4\)

**Embedding**

A `let` part

\[
q \text{ let } \{ \text{var } v_1 = \text{expr}_1, \ldots, \text{var } v_k = \text{expr}_k \}
\]

is translated to an embedding

\[
\iota[\text{var}.v_1 \leftarrow \text{expr}_1, \ldots, \text{var}.v_k \leftarrow \text{expr}_k](Q)
\]

whereby \(Q\) is the translation of the query \(q\) and \(\text{expr}_i\) denotes the translation of the term \(\text{expr}_i\).\(^5\)

**Grouping and Aggregation**

A generic `group by` and aggregate part is determined by

\[
q \text{ group by } \{ r_1, \ldots, r_k \} \text{ aggregate } \{ \text{var } v_1 = \text{fn}_1(s_1), \ldots, \text{var } v_\ell = \text{fn}_\ell(s_\ell) \}
\]

whereby \(r_i\) and \(s_i\) denote references and \(\text{fn}_i\) denotes an aggregation function. The query is translated to the TSA expression

\[
\gamma[R_1, \ldots, R_k][\text{var}.v_1 \leftarrow \text{fn}_1(s_1), \ldots, \text{var}.v_\ell \leftarrow \text{fn}_\ell(s_\ell)](Q)
\]

whereby \(Q\) corresponds to the translation of \(q\). Moreover \(R_i\) and \(S_i\) correspond to the attributes referenced by \(r_i\) and \(s_i\), respectively.

Note that in Dura the `aggregate` part is optional and if omitted the second argument of \(\gamma\) remains empty.

---

\(^4\) Note that `where { ... }` is actually syntactic sugar for `where and { ... }`.

\(^5\) Note that in this context \(v_i\) is meta variable and not a Dura variable.
10.4.5 Disjunctive Queries

A disjunctive query

\[ \text{or}( q_1, \ldots, q_k ) \]

is translated by means of unions and projections

\[ \pi[A](Q_1) \cup \pi[A](Q_2) \cup \cdots \cup \pi[A](Q_k) \]

whereby \( Q_i \) corresponds to the translation of the sub-query \( q_i \) and \( A = \bigcap_i \text{sort}(Q_i) \).

10.4.6 Conjunctive Queries

A generic conjunctive query is determined by

\[ \text{and}\{ \]
\[ q_1, \ldots, q_k, \]
\[ \text{not } \{ n_1 \} \text{ where } c_1, \]
\[ \ldots, \]
\[ \text{not } \{ n_\ell \} \text{ where } c_\ell \]
\[ \} \]

Recall that Dura is a declarative language and that hence the sub-queries can be arbitrarily reordered as opposed to, eg, Prolog, where a rearrangement of subgoals may affect the semantics and the termination behavior of programs.

The conjunctive query translates to the following TSA expression composed from anti-semi-joins and cross products

\[ \overline{\Box}[C_\ell]( \]
\[ \cdots \]
\[ \overline{\Box}[C_2]( \]
\[ \overline{\Box}[C_1](Q_1 \times Q_2 \times \cdots \times Q_k, N_1), \]
\[ N_2), \]
\[ \cdots \]
\[ N_\ell) \]

whereby \( C_i \) corresponds to the translation of the formula \( c_i \) and \( Q_i \) and \( N_i \) correspond to the translation of the queries \( q_i \) and \( n_i \), respectively.

Note that if the conjunctive query does not contain any negated sub-queries, its translation degenerates to the cross product

\[ Q_1 \times Q_2 \times \cdots \times Q_k \]
### 10.4.7 Deductive Rules

A deductive rule

\[
\text{DETECT type\{ ... \} on } q \text{ END}
\]

translates to the TSA expression

\[
T \leftarrow \pi[\text{sort}(T)](\text{π}[P_1 \leftarrow E_1, \ldots, P_k \leftarrow E_k]((\text{id} \leftarrow \text{sequence.next}(), \text{rt.begin} \leftarrow \text{least}(e_1.\text{rt.begin}, \ldots, e_\ell.\text{rt.begin}), \text{rt.end} \leftarrow \text{greatest}(e_1.\text{rt.end}, \ldots, e_\ell.\text{rt.end}))(Q)))
\]

whereby \(T\) is the stream that corresponds to the event type \(\text{type}\) and \(Q\) is the translation of the query \(q\) and the prefixes \(e_1, \ldots, e_\ell\) coincide with the identifiers having positive polarity in \(q\). Moreover, \(E_i\) corresponds to the translation of an (arithmetic) expression in the rule head whereby \(P_i\) corresponds to the path describing the location of the expression in the construct term.

Note that furthermore the definition of the attributes \(id, \text{rt.begin},\) and \(\text{rt.end}\) are omitted from the inner most embedding, if they coincide with one of the \(P_i\), that is, if they are explicitly specified in the head of the rule.

### 10.5 Walk Through of an Entire Translation

Consider the rules from Listing 10.9 which are based on previously introduced queries and rules from Chapter 5. The first rule derives \text{temp-exceeded-stat} events which determine the number of areas that exceed an average temperature of 100 degrees Celsius within one minute after the occurrence of an alarm. The second rule derives \text{broken-temp-sensor} events whenever the latest received \text{temp} event of a certain sensor has been obtained more than one minute ago.

**Basic Streams** The given rules are based on the events \text{alarm}, \text{temp}, \text{temp-exceeded-stat}, and \text{broken-temp-sensor} events which correspond to the TSA streams \(A\), \(T\), \(E\), and \(B\) with the schemata

\[
sch(A) = ((\text{area, id, rt.begin, rt.end}), G, H)
\]

\[
sch(T) = ((\text{area, id, rt.begin, rt.end, sensor-id, value}), G, H)
\]

\[
sch(E) = ((\text{count, id, rt.begin, rt.end}), G, H)
\]

\[
sch(B) = ((\text{id, rt.begin, rt.end, sensor-id}), G, H)
\]

whereby

\[
G = \text{rt.begin} \leq \text{rt.end}
\]

\[
H = \text{progressing(id)} \lor \text{progressing(rt.end)}
\]
Listing 10.9: Rules Derived from Listing 5.12 and Listing 5.17

DETECT
temp-exceeded-stat{ count{ var Acount } }
ON
and{
    event e: alarm(),
    event f: temp{ area{ var A }, value{ var T } }
} where { f during from-end(e, 1min) }
group by { e, var A } aggregate { var Tavg = avg( var T ) }
where { var Tavg > 100 }
group by { e } aggregate { var Acount = count( var A ) }
END

DETECT
broken-temp-sensor{
    sensor-id{ var Id }, rt{ end{ e.rt.end+15sec } }
}
ON
and{
    event e: temp{ sensor-id{ var Id } }
    not event f: temp{ sensor-id{ var Id } }
} where { f during from-end(e, 1min) }
END

Listing 10.10: Normalization of Rules from Listing 10.9

DETECT
temp-exceeded{ count{ var Acount } }
ON
and{
    event e: alarm(),
    event f: temp{ area{ var A }, value{ var T } }
} where { e.rt.end < f.rt.begin, f.rt.end < e.rt.end+1min }
group by { e.area, e.id, e.rt.begin, e.rt.end, var A }
aggregate { var Tavg = avg( var T ) }
where { var Tavg > 100 }
group by { e.area, e.id, e.rt.begin, e.rt.end }
aggregate { var Acount = count( var A ) }
END

DETECT
broken-temp-sensor{
    sensor-id{ var Id }, rt{ end{ e.rt.end+15sec } }
}
ON
and{
    event e: temp{ sensor-id{ var Id } }
    not { event f: temp{} } where {
        e.rt.end < f.rt.begin, f.rt.end < e.rt.end+1min,
        e.sensor-id = f.sensor.id
    }
}
END
The normalization of the rules from Listing 10.9 is illustrated in Listing 10.10:

The temporal condition \( f \text{ during from-end}(e, 1\text{min}) \) is replaced with the formula \( (e.\ rt.\ begin < f.\ rt.\ begin, f.\ rt.\ end < e.\ rt.\ end + 1\text{min}) \). In case of the second rule, the formula is subsequently relocated to the where part of the negation. Finally, in both group by parts of the first rule the event identifier \( e \) is replaced by \( e.\ area, e.\ id, e.\ rt.\ begin, e.\ rt.\ end \).

**Translation to TSA**

Subsequently, the normalized queries from Listing 10.10 are recursively translated to TSA expressions. Note that thereby, each sub-query can be individually translated as all potential interdependencies between sub-queries have been eliminated by the preceding normalization of queries.

In case of the first rule deriving temp-exceeded events the translation to TSA yields the expression

\[
E \leftarrow \pi[\text{count}, \text{id}, \text{rt.\ begin}, \text{rt.\ end}] ( \\
  \iota[\text{count} \leftarrow \text{var.\ Account}] ( \\
    \iota[\text{id} \leftarrow \text{sequence.\ next}()] ( \\
      \text{rt.\ begin} \leftarrow \text{least}(e.\ rt.\ begin), \\
      \text{rt.\ end} \leftarrow \text{greatest}(e.\ rt.\ end]) ( \\
        \gamma[e.\ area, e.\ id, e.\ rt.\ begin, e.\ rt.\ end] \\
        \sigma[\text{var.\ Tavg} > 100] ( \\
          \gamma[e.\ area, e.\ id, e.\ rt.\ begin, e.\ rt.\ end, f.\ area] \\
          \sigma[\text{var.\ Tavg} \leftarrow \text{avg}(f.\ value])] ( \\
            \sigma[e.\ rt.\ end < f.\ rt.\ begin, f.\ rt.\ end < e.\ rt.\ end + 60] ( \\
              \times (\rho[* \rightarrow e.\star](A), \rho[* \rightarrow f.\star](T)) \cdots ) \\
        ) \\
    ) \\
  ) \\
)
\]

whereas the second rule deriving broken-temp-events is eventually translated to the expression

\[
B \leftarrow \pi[\text{id}, \text{rt.\ begin}, \text{rt.\ end}, \text{sensor-id}] ( \\
  \iota[\text{sensor-id} \leftarrow e.\ sensor-id, \text{rt.\ end} \leftarrow e.\ rt.\ end + 15] ( \\
    \iota[\text{id} \leftarrow \text{sequence.\ next}()] ( \\
      \text{rt.\ begin} \leftarrow \text{least}(e.\ rt.\ begin]) ( \\
        \overline{[e.\ rt.\ end < f.\ rt.\ begin, f.\ rt.\ end < e.\ rt.\ end + 60,} \\
        e.\ sensor-id = f.\ sensor-id] ( \\
          \rho[* \rightarrow e.\star](T), \rho[* \rightarrow f.\star](T)))) ))
\]
TRANSLATING DURA TO DURA\textsubscript{C}

Having established an operational semantics for Dura\textsubscript{C} in the previous chapter, we now elaborate a translation of generic Dura rules to Dura\textsubscript{C} rules in order to obtain an operational semantics for (full) Dura. To this end, all constructs that are not available in Dura\textsubscript{C} need to be expressed by means of Dura\textsubscript{C} event queries and deductive rules. This includes in particular queries for stateful objects; internal, external, and complex actions; and reactive and complex action rules.

The translation of Dura to Dura\textsubscript{C} is separated into aspects concerned with the execution of external and complex actions, which is subject to Section 11.1, and aspects concerned with queries of stateful objects and internal actions on stateful objects, which is subject to Section 11.2.

In the following, the translations are illustrated by means of relevant excerpts of the resulting deductive rules. For the sake of completeness and further reference, the entire rule sets are contained in Appendix B.

11.1 ACTIONS IN DURA\textsubscript{C}

Actions have no direct representation in Dura\textsubscript{C} and thus they need to be modeled by means of events. As a consequence, reactive and complex action rules need to be translated to deductive rules that realize the intended effect of the specified actions by deriving appropriate events.

The translation of complex action and reactive rules is realized by means of several translation steps that are subsequently applied to a program. Each step is devoted to a certain aspect of the translation and produces intermediate rules that are the basis for the next translation step.

An early draft for the translation of complex actions was elaborated by Scherr in his Diploma thesis [Sch11] supervised by François Bry and the author of this thesis. However, as the language definition and the basic assumptions have substantially changed in the mean time, only the basic ideas for the translation of complex actions can be adopted from [Sch11].

11.1.1 Informal Introduction

Information on action instances is internally represented by means of events. To this end, the invocation of an action is indicated by the
occurrence of a corresponding «name»$requested event, whereas the actual initiation and the success or failure of an action is indicated by «name»$initiated, «name»$succeeded, and «name»$failed events.

For instance, the immediate-reactions action from Listing 11.2 is represented by four events whose schema is indicated in Listing 11.1 whereby «type» corresponds to requested, initiated, succeeded, and failed. Thereby, the end of the reception time of, eg, succeeded events indicates the success of the action instance referred to by the respective payload$id attribute.

Listing 11.1: Events Associated with the immediate-reactions Action

```plaintext
immediate-reactions$«type»{
  pl{ id{identifier}, ref{identifier}, area{long} }
}
```

Be aware that, for the sake of conciseness and readability, the label of the composite attribute payload is abbreviated with pl in this and all following examples. Moreover, the prefix of event names referring to actions may be omitted in the following, if the complete name is clear from the context.

**TRANSLATING REACTIVE RULES** When an atomic action is triggered by means of a reactive rule, a requested event is derived internally that indicates the invocation of the respective action. This is realized by translating the reactive rule to a deductive rule as it is illustrated in Listing 11.3. In case of external actions, the occurrence of a requested event causes furthermore the delivery of a message to the respective actuator where it triggers the actual execution of the action.

Listing 11.2: A Reactive Rule

```plaintext
ON event e: certain-fire-alarm{ area{var A} }
DO action a: immediate-reactions{ area{var A} }
END
```

Listing 11.3: Translation of the Reactive Rule from Listing 11.2

```plaintext
DETECT immediate-reactions$requested{ pl{
  id{sequence.next()}, area{var A}
} }
ON event e: certain-fire-alarm{ area{var A} }
END
```
TRANSLATING COMPLEX ACTIONS  Similarly to the invocation of actions by means of reactive rules, the invocation of sub-actions specified in a complex action is realized by the derivation of appropriate requested events. Therefore, the invocation of each sub-action is realized by means of a separate rule that derives an appropriate requested event. However, thereby the temporal dependencies that are specified in the where part of the complex action need to be properly taken into account for the invocation of each sub-action. To this end, the body of each rule deriving requested events contains event queries that are used to determine the earliest time for the invocation of the sub-action according to the temporal conditions of the complex action.

Consider, for instance, the complex action rule in Listing 11.4 containing the activate-ventilators sub-action that is referenced by the identifier b. Obviously b must not be initiated before the initiation of the complex action v of which it is a sub-action. Moreover, both temporal dependencies in the where part further constrain the initiation of b such that b must not be initiated until the success of the sub-action a nor until one minute after the initiation of c. Accordingly, b must not be initiated before greatest(init(v), succ(a), init(c)+1min) whereby the time points init(v), succ(a), and init(c) can be obtained by means of queries to

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{adapt-ventilation}\text{initiated} \\
\text{open-fire-dampers}\text{succeeded} \\
\text{warn-of-smoke}\text{initiated}
\end{align*}
\]

events that have been caused by the execution of the complex action. Note that, with slight abuse of notation, the earliest time for the initiation of b coincides with greatest(pre_W_A(v)).\(^1\)

The deductive rule responsible for the invocation of the sub-action b is illustrated in Listing 11.5. Note how the area parameter A of the complex action is obtained in the deductive rule by means of a query to the adapt-ventilation\$initiated event. Moreover, the reception time of derived events is determined by the earliest possible time for the initiation of b in order to respect the temporal dependencies that are specified in the complex action.

TRANSLATING STATUS QUERIES  The translation of status queries is closely related to the translation of action invocations in complex actions. Status queries are basically translated to deductive rules, eg, deriving succeeded events in case of a succeeds on part, and references to the times of actions and their parameters are substituted with references to appropriate event queries.

The translation of the succeeds on part of the complex action in Listing 11.4 is illustrated in Listing 11.6.

---

\(^1\)Recall from Section 7.3.2 that pre_{W_A}(v) = \{ u + d \mid u + d \leq v \text{ is sub-formula of } W_A \} whereby W_A is determined by the axiomatic closure of the complex action’s temporal dependencies.
Listing 11.4: A Complex Action Rule

FOR
  action v: adapt-ventilation{ area{var A} }
DO
  compound{
    action a: open-fire-dampers{ area{var A} }
    action b: activate-ventilators{ area{var A} }
    action c: warn-of-smoke{ area{var A} }
  } where { succ(a) <= init(b), init(c)+1min <= init(b) }
  succeeds on and{
    event e: smoke{ area{var A}, amount{var C} }
  } where { var C < 0.1, init(v) < end(e), end(e) < init(v)+2min }
group by { v }
END

Listing 11.5: Translation of the Invocation of b from Listing 11.4

DETECT
  activate-ventilators$requested{
    reception-time{ end{
      greatest(end(v$init), end(a$succ), end(c$init)+1min)
    } }
    pl{ area{var A}, id{sequence.next()}, ref{v$init.pl.id} }
  }
ON
  and{
    event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{ area{var A} } }
    event a$succ: open-fire-dampers$succeeded()
    event c$init: warn-of-smoke$initiated()
  } where { v$init.pl.id = a$succ.pl.ref, v$init.pl.id = c$init.pl.ref }
END

Listing 11.6: Translation of the succeeds on Part from Listing 11.4

DETECT
  adapt-ventilation$succeeded{ pl{ v$init.pl } }
ON
  and{
    event e: smoke{ area{var A}, amount{var C} }
    event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{ area{var A} } }
  } where { var C < 0.1, end(v$init) < end(e), end(e) < end(v$init)+2min }
group by { v$init }
END
The translation of complex actions and reactive rules is carried out in a stepwise manner. Initially, anonymous complex actions are eliminated by assigning them a (generated) name. Subsequently, complex action rules are translated to reactive rules and status queries of complex action rules and external actions are translated to deductive rules. Finally, reactive rules are translated to deductive rules deriving requested events.

11.1.2 Representation of Actions

Each action is internally represented by means of the four event types illustrated in Listing 11.7. Thereby, «parameters» corresponds to the attributes id{identifier} and ref{identifier} and the explicit parameters of the action.

Listing 11.7: Schema of Events Representing Actions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>«name»$requested</td>
<td>pl{ «parameters» }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«name»$initiated</td>
<td>pl{ «parameters» }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«name»$succeeded</td>
<td>pl{ «parameters» }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>«name»$failed</td>
<td>pl{ «parameters» }</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All events that are associated with a certain action instance refer to the same key in their pl.id attribute. Moreover, all events refer to the key of the complex action that caused their invocation in their pl.ref attribute. In addition, the explicit parameters passed to an action are found in the pl attribute and the end of the reception time of each event coincides with the respective time of the action. E.g., if «id» is an action identifier referring to an action «name», then the time point referenced by succ(«id») coincides with the one referenced by end(«name»$succeeded).

11.1.3 Eliminating Anonymous Complex Actions

To begin with, all anonymous complex actions, that is, complex actions that are directly specified in the head of a reactive rule, are eliminated by transforming them to a complex action rule with an (arbitrary) generated name. Subsequently, the head of the reactive rule is replaced with an invocation of the newly introduced (named) complex action.

The corresponding translation is illustrated in Listing 11.8 and Listing 11.9. Thereby, «generated parameters» is determined by the set of variables that occur in «complex action» and have positive polarity in «event query». In result of the transformation, all reactive rules specify a single action in their head and all complex actions are associated with a proper name. Both of these aspects are exploited by subsequent transformations.
11.1.4 Translating Complex Action Rules

The translation of complex actions divides each complex action into several separate reactive rules, namely, one reactive rule for each sub-action that is invoked by the complex action. Thereby, each reactive rule is intended to trigger the execution of one sub-action according to the (temporal) dependencies specified for the complex action.

The generic scheme for the translation of action invocation is illustrated in Listing 11.11. Thereby, the set of queries from IF parts that constrain the sub-action execution corresponds to the queries of all IF parts the sub-action is nested within. It is naturally empty if the sub-action is not nested within any conditional action. Moreover, \( W_d \) corresponds to the axiomatic closure of the «temporal dependencies» specified in the where part of the complex action.

Note how in the reactive rule in Listing 11.11 the ref parameter of the invoked action is determined by the key of the complex action instance that caused its invocation. In this way, sub-actions that are invoked by one particular complex action instance can be discriminated from equally named sub-actions that happen to be invoked by other rules that are not related to the considered complex action instance. This is important, as it would be incorrect in the context of the complex action adapt-ventilation from Listing 11.4 to initiate a activate-ventilators action in response to the success of a open-fire-damper action that has not been caused by the complex action adapt-ventilation.

Note that a similar technique is required if the same action is specified multiple times within a complex action. This can be simply real-
Listing 11.10: A Generic Complex Action Rule

```
FOR
  action «complex action identifier»: «complex action name»{
    «parameters»
  }
DO
  compound{
    action «sub-action identifier»: «sub-action name»{
      «sub-action parameters»
    }
    ...
  } where { «temporal dependencies» }
  fails on { «fails query» }
  succeeds on { «succeeds query» }
END
```

Listing 11.11: Translation Scheme for Sub-Action Invocation

```
ON
  and{
    event: «complex action name»$initiated{ pl{«parameters»} }
    «queries from IF parts that constrain the sub-action execution»
  }
DO
  action: «sub-action name»{
    «sub-action parameters»
    ref{ id(«complex action identifier») }
    request-time{ greatest( pre_W(«sub-action identifier»)) } }
END
```

Listing 11.12: Translation Scheme for initiated Queries

```
DETECT
  «action name»$initiated{ pl{«id».pl} }
ON
  and{
    «initiates query»
    event «id»: «action name»$requested{ pl{«parameters»} }
  }
END
```

Listing 11.13: Translation Scheme for succeeded and failed Queries

```
DETECT
  «action name»$«status»{ pl{«id».pl} }
ON
  and{
    «status query»
    event «id»: «action name»$initiated{ pl{«parameters»} }
  }
END
```
ized by adding the (unique) name of the respective sub-action identifier to the parameters of the invoked sub-action, similar as it is accomplished by the \texttt{ref} attribute. However, for the sake of simplicity, this aspect is not further considered in the following.

11.1.5 Translating Status Queries

Status queries specified in complex action rules or in the schema of external actions are translated into deductive rules as it is illustrated in Listing 11.12 and Listing 11.13.

Thereby, \texttt{«status query»} corresponds to the event query that is either specified in the \texttt{succeeds on} or \texttt{fails on} part of the corresponding action and \texttt{«id»} is an identifier that does not occur in \texttt{«status query»}. Note that because \texttt{initiates on} can only be specified for external actions the \texttt{«initiated query»} in Listing 11.12 is empty for the translation of complex action rules.

11.1.6 Illustrative Examples

Applying the preceding two transformations to the complex action rule from Listing 11.4 yields the rules in Listing 11.14.

Note that most of these intermediate rules are not range restricted, as they contain action identifiers that are not, and cannot be, positive in the respective rule bodies as queries in rule bodies cannot contain actions. Moreover, values for \texttt{request-time} are specified which is no proper parameter of any of the actions.

These issues are addressed by the following translations. However, the translations are only illustrated for some of these intermediate rules. The complete translation is contained in Appendix B, though.

11.1.7 Translating Action Identifier

The deductive and reactive rules generated by the previous translation step contain references to actions, in particular to their times. To obtain valid Durac rules, these references need to be expressed by means of appropriate event queries that provide the referenced information in their payload.

The mapping of action identifiers to attributes of the corresponding events is illustrated in Table 11.1. Thereby, \texttt{«id»} may be chosen from among any identifier \texttt{a$req}, \texttt{a$init}, \texttt{a$succ}, or \texttt{a$fail} that has positive polarity in the body of the rule. It defaults to \texttt{a$init} if no such identifier exists. In addition, for each event identifier that is introduced by this translation appropriate event queries are added to the rule body.\footnote{Note that it is thus convenient to begin with the translation of \texttt{init(a)}, \texttt{succ(a)}, \texttt{fail(a)} and afterward translate the remaining action identifiers.}
Listing 11.14: Intermediate Translation of the Rule from Listing 11.4

```
ON event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{ area(var A) } }
DO
  action a: open-fire-dampers{
    area{var A},
    ref{id(v)}, request-time{ greatest(init(v)) }
  }
END

ON event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{ area(var A) } }
DO
  action a: activate-ventilators{
    area{var A},
    ref{id(v)},
    request-time{ greatest(init(v), succ(a), init(c)+1min) }
  }
END

ON event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{ area(var A) } }
DO
  action a: warn-of-smoke-emission{
    area{var A},
    ref{id(v)},
    request-time{ greatest(init(v)) }
  }
END

DETECT adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{ v$req.pl } }
ON event v$req: adapt-ventilationrequested{ }
END

DETECT adapt-ventilation$succeeded{ pl{ v$init.pl } }
ON
  and{
    event e: smoke{ area(var A), amount(var C) }
    event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{ area(var A) } }
  } where { C < 0.1, init(v) < end(e), end(e) < init(v)+2min }
  group by { v }
END
```
\[
\begin{align*}
  a & \equiv \langle id \rangle \\
  \text{id}(a) & \equiv \langle id \rangle . \text{pl}. \text{id} \\
  a.\langle \text{path} \rangle & \equiv \langle id \rangle . \text{pl}. \langle \text{path} \rangle \\
  \text{req}(a) & \equiv \text{end}(a$\text{req}$) \\
  \text{init}(a) & \equiv \text{end}(a$\text{init}$) \\
  \text{succ}(a) & \equiv \text{end}(a$\text{succ}$) \\
  \text{fail}(a) & \equiv \text{end}(a$\text{fail}$)
\end{align*}
\]

Table 11.1: Translation of Action Identifiers to Attributes of Events

For instance, when \text{succ}(a) is translated to \text{end}(a$\text{succ}$) the query

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{event } a$\text{succ}: \langle \text{name} \rangle$\text{succeeded}\{} \\
\text{where } \{ \langle \text{complex action id} \rangle$\text{init}. \text{pl}. \text{id} = a$\text{succ}. \text{pl}. \text{ref} \}
\end{align*}
\]

is added to the body of the rule (unless it is already existing there of course) whereby \langle \text{name} \rangle coincides with the name of the action that is referenced by a. Moreover, \langle \text{complex action id} \rangle corresponds to the identifier of the complex action whose translation caused the respective declarative rule. The condition thus ensures that only events that are caused by the same complex action instance, and thus provide the same key in their \text{pl}.\text{ref} attribute, are considered by the respective query.

When the null-ary variant of these functions is used in the schema of external actions, the mapping applies accordingly whereby \langle \text{name} \rangle corresponds to the name of the uniquely determined action from the respective schema and the condition of added event queries is dropped.

The translation is illustrated in Listing 11.15 for the reactive rule from Listing 11.14 that is invoking the \text{activate-ventilators} action. Note that the resulting reactive rule is weakly range restricted. It still determines implicit attributes of the actions which is not legitimate for user defined actions but tolerated for these particular internal rules.

11.1.8 Translating Reactive Rules

Reactive rules triggering external or complex actions are simply translated to deductive rules that derive the respective requested events. Be aware that for rules triggering internal actions, which are modifying stateful objects, a particular translation is applied that is introduced in Section 11.2.

The respective transformation is illustrated in Listing 11.17. Thereby, \text{e}_1, \ldots, \text{e}_k correspond to the event identifiers that have positive polarity in \langle \text{event query} \rangle. If there is no \text{request-time} and \text{ref} attribute in the head of the reactive rule, ie, when the reactive rule is specified
Listing 11.15: Translation of Identifiers of a Rule from Listing 11.14

```
ON
  and(
    event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{ area(var A) } }
    event a$succ: open-fire-dampers$succeeded{}
    event c$init: warn-of-smoke$initiated{}
  )
  where {
    v$init.pl.id = a$succ.pl.ref, v$init.pl.id = c$init.pl.ref
  }
DO
  action a: activate-ventilators{
    area{var A},
    ref{v$init.pl.id},
    request-time{greatest(end(init$v), end(a$succ), end(c$init)+1min})
  }
END
```

Listing 11.16: A Generic Reactive Rule

```
ON
  «event query»
DO
  action «id»: «action name»{
    «parameters»
    ref{«ref»}, request-time{«request time»}
  }
END
```

Listing 11.17: Translation Scheme for Reactive Rules

```
DETECT
  «action name»$requested{
    reception-time{greatest(e1, ..., ek, «request time»)},
    pl{ id{sequence.next()}, ref{«ref»}, «parameters» }
  }
ON
  «event query»
END
```

```
DETECT
  «external action name»{ «id» .pl }
ON
  event «id»: «external action name»$requested{}
END
```
by a programmer and not generated by the preceding transformations, then «request time» remains empty and «ref» is determined by sequence.next(). Furthermore, the second rule only applies for external actions, as it is merely responsible for the derivation of the message that is sent to the actuator where it causes the actual invocation of the action.

Note how the end of the reception-time of the derived requested event is determined by greatest(e₁, ..., eₖ, «request time») and is thus greater than or equal to the «request time» that is specified for the reactive rule. This is in particular relevant for the invocation of external actions, as in this way the derivation of the «external action name» message that is sent to the actuator is deferred until the determined «request time» is exceeded.

11.2 STATEFUL OBJECTS IN DURAC

Stateful objects have no direct representation in DURAC and thus need to be represented by means of events. Therefore, queries for stateful objects need to be expressed by means of event queries, and reactive rules modifying stateful objects need to be expressed by means of deductive rules that, by deriving appropriate events, affect the result of event queries representing queries for stateful objects.

The basic ideas for the translation of stateful objects, which are discussed in Section 11.2.1, have been elaborated in collaboration with Simon Brodt.

11.2.1 Informal Introduction

The basic idea to model stateful objects in DURAC is to represent the values of a stateful object by means of appropriate «name»$created and «name»$terminated events that characterize their payload and valid time. Note that as before the label payload is abbreviated by pl and the prefix «name»$ of event names is omitted in textual descriptions.

Listing 11.18: Schema of created and terminated Events

```plaintext
operation-mode{ area(long), mode(int) } on conflict select { max mode, min id }
operation-mode$created{ pl{ id(identifier), area(long), mode(int) } }
operation-mode$terminated{ pl{ id(identifier), area(long), mode(int) } }
```

More precisely, a value of a stateful object becoming valid is indicated by means of a created event whereas the validity of a value coming to an end, eg, when the stateful object is updated, is indicated by means of a terminated event that is referring to the respective created event. Thereby, the actual data of a value is contained in
the pl attribute of the respective events and the end of their reception times corresponds to the time the value becomes valid and invalid, respectively.

Translating Queries Based on the representation of stateful objects by means of events, queries for stateful objects are translated to conventional event queries. Consider, for instance, the composite query in Listing 11.19 which contains a query for the stateful object operation-mode.

Listing 11.19: A Stateful Object Query

```plaintext
and{
  event e: certain-fire-alarm{ subarea(var S) }
  state s: operation-mode{ area(var S), mode(var M) }
} where { s valid-at «tp» }
```

Listing 11.20: Basic Translation of the Query from Listing 11.19

```plaintext
and{
  event e: certain-fire-alarm{ subarea(var S) }
  event s$cre: operation-mode$created{ pl{ area(var S), mode(var M) } }
  not event s$term: operation-mode$terminated{}
} where {
  s$cre.pl.id = s$term.pl.id,
  end(s$cre) < «tp», end(s$term) < «tp»
}
```

When a certain fire alarm occurs, the query matches all values of the stateful object that are valid at time «tp» and refer to the subarea S. It furthermore binds the variable M to the respective mode of matching values. In other words, the query looks for a value of the stateful object that began to be valid before «tp» and did not become invalid as early as «tp». And as values becoming valid and invalid is represented by means of created and terminated events, the query for the stateful object can be equivalently expressed by means of the DuraC query in Listing 11.20.

Translating Reactive Rules Reactive rules that trigger actions altering stateful objects are translated to rules deriving created and terminated events. Consider, for instance, the rule in Listing 11.21. When a certain fire alarm occurs, the operation mode of all value of the stateful object that are matching the subarea S and are valid at time «tp» is set to OPM_EMERGENCY.

Accordingly, every matching value becomes invalid at time «tp» and in turn a new value carrying the updated data begins to be valid after «tp». Similar as before, this is realized by rules deriving created and terminated events as it is illustrated in Listing 11.22. Note that
Listing 11.21: Updating a Stateful Object

```
ON
  and{
    event e: certain-fire-alarm{ subarea(var S) }
    state s: operation-mode{ area(var S) }
  } where { s valid-at end(e) }
DO
  action a: operation-mode$update{
    query{id(s)}, set{ area(var S), mode(OPM_EMERGENCY) }
  }
END
```

Listing 11.22: Basic Translation of the Rule from Listing 11.21

```
DETECT
  operation-mode$updated{
    old-payload{ s$cre.pl }
    new-payload{ area(var S), mode(OPM_EMERGENCY) }
  }
ON
  and{
    event e: certain-fire-alarm{ subarea(var S) }
    event s$cre: operation-mode$created{ pl{ area(var S) }
      not event s$term: operation-mode$terminated{
      } where {
        s$cre.pl.id = s$term.pl.id,
        end(s$cre) < end(e), end(s$term) < end(e)
      }
    }
  }
END
DETECT
  operation-mode$created{ pl{var P} }
ON
  event ud: operation-mode$updated{ new-payload{var P} }
END
DETECT
  operation-mode$terminated{ pl{var P} }
ON
  event ud: operation-mode$updated{ old-payload{var P} }
END
```
the body of the reactive rule closely resembles the query from Listing 11.19 and therefore the translation of the body is adopted from Listing 11.20 with minimal adaptations.

**Meeting Conditions on Cyclic Rules** Although the previous examples are convenient to illustrate the basic idea for modeling stateful objects by means of events, the given rules are unsound as they are cyclic and do not satisfy the conditions on cyclic rules. Recall from Section 5.2.4 that these conditions require that the end of the reception time of a derived event exceeds the end of the reception time of recursively queried events by a constant duration.

However, the rule in Listing 11.22 deriving updated events queries created and terminated events and at the same time it (indirectly) derives events of the same type. Thereby, the end of the reception time of the queried events is merely constrained by the two conditions \( \text{end}(s\$cre) < \text{«tp»} \) and \( \text{end}(s\$term) < \text{«tp»} \). Thus, with a properly selected «tp» such as \( \text{end}(e) \), the reception time of derived created and terminated events coincides with «tp», which comes arbitrarily close to \( \text{end}(s\$cre) \) and \( \text{end}(s\$term) \). Therefore, the rule does not conform to the requirements on recursive rules.

So in order to meet the conditions for cyclic rules, the translation of update invocations is adapted as follows. Instead of directly entailing updated events (ud), the invocation of an update action entails update$requested events (ur) whose reception time may be shifted forward by an arbitrary but fixed duration min-dist. Moreover, the rule deriving update$requested events (ur) matches only terminated events (td) that occur at least min-dist before the time of the update invocation. In this way, the conditions on cyclic rules are satisfied but there may be update$requested events that would not have been derived if all terminated events were queried. Therefore, terminate$requested and update$requested events that occurred prior to the invocation of the update are queried to determine if an update$requested event is actually justified so that eventually an update$succeeded event (us) can be derived. Finally, each identified update$succeeded event (us) results in a corresponding updated event (ud) which in turn causes the derivation of terminated and created events (td and cd).

---

3 Note that the rules are neither stratifiable [ABW88] nor local stratifiable [Prz88].
The translation of rules triggering a terminate actions is almost identical to the translation of update actions whereas the translation of rules triggering created actions is straightforward as it does never involve recursion.

**Shifting the Reception Time** The end of the reception time of derived update$requested events is shifted forward until the time difference between the end of its reception time and the end of the reception time of the created event it refers to exceeds min-dist. If, however, this time difference is already large enough, the end of the reception time remains unaffected. Moreover, the primal end of the reception time is preserved in the semantic-time attribute of the event.

In this way, the end of the reception time of created events entailed by the update$requested event exceed the end of the reception time of the queried created event by the duration min-dist. Note, however, that the shifted time of the update$requested event also affects the reception time of update$succeeded, updated, created, and terminated events, as these events are derived from update$requested events.

Figure 11.2: Adaptation of Times of Update Request Events

The adaptation of the reception time is illustrated in Figure 11.2. The labels cd and ur refer to created and update$requested events and indicate the respective values of their reception-time.end and semantic-time attributes. The index of each label coincides with the value of their pl.id attribute and the number inside the brackets of the update$requested event refers to the key of the value that is to be updated, that is, to the index of a cd label. Moreover, the gray arrow indicates the value of the reception-time.end attribute relative to the semantic-time of each event.

**Masking Terminated Events** A temporal condition is added to the body of the rule deriving update$requested events so that only terminated events occurring at least min-dist before the time of the
update invocation are matched. That is, terminated events that are temporarily to close to the update invocation are masked.

In this way, the end of the reception time of terminated events entailed by the updaterequested event exceed the end of the reception time of the queried terminated event by the duration $\text{min-dist}$. However, in consequence, there may occur update$\text{request}$ that would not have been derived if all terminated events were considered. Naturally, these events must not cause a update event because they refer to a value that is already terminated. Accordingly, these kind of events are called false positives whereas update$\text{request}$ events that refer to a value that can be updated are called true positives.

The masking of events is illustrated in Figure 11.3. Similar to before, the labels cd, td, and ur refer to events and their times. The gray area indicates the time interval of duration $\text{min-dist}$ in which are masked for the rule deriving the update$\text{request}$, ie, for the rule deriving the event represented by the label ur(1).

Note that the value represented by the created event is actually terminated by the td(1) event. It is thus no longer valid when the update$\text{request}$ event is derived. Accordingly, ur(1) is a false positive update$\text{request}$ event, as it would not have been derived, if the td(1) event were not masked in the rule deriving the event.

### 11.2.2 Representing Values of Stateful Objects

Recall from Section 5.3.1 that whenever a stateful object is modified, its current value is not overwritten but instead merely marked as obsolete and remains, at least conceptually, in the system. To this end, a stateful object is actually determined by a series of successive values whereby each value is associated with a unique key and only valid within a certain time interval.

Each of these values is represented in Durac by means of created and terminated events whose schema is illustrated in Listing 11.23. Thereby, the unique key of a value and its actual data is located in the pl attribute. Moreover, the validity of a value is determined by the semantic-time of the two events, more precisely, the value is valid from the semantic-time of the created event through the semantic-time of the terminated event. Note, however, that as long as a certain value is valid it is merely represented by a created event.
Both attributes, semantic-time and reception-time.end, are distinguished as progressing attributes in the where part of the schema. Moreover, the value of semantic-time is bounded above and below by the value of reception-time.end and the duration min-dist.

11.2.3 Translating Stateful Object Queries

Queries for stateful objects are simply translated by replacing them with queries for the respective created and terminated events and by adapting the conditions in the where part appropriately.

The scheme for the translation of queries for stateful objects is illustrated in Listing 11.25 whereas the translation of conditions is illustrated in Table 11.2. Be aware that the query for terminated events is negated in Listing 11.25 which affects the translation of the temporal dependencies. The translation of conditions is thereby deliberately restricted to the two temporal conditions valid-at «tp» and valid-during «ti» here. For a generalization that covers temporal conditions built from formulas based on the terms cre(s) and term(s) refer to Section 13.2.

\[
\begin{align*}
  s & \equiv s\text{cre} \\
  s.\text{«path} & \equiv s\text{cre.pl.«path»}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
  s\text{ valid-at «tp} & \equiv \text{and}\{ s\text{cre.semantic-time < «tp»,} \\
  & \quad s\text{term.semantic-time < «tp»} \}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
  s\text{ valid-during «ti} & \equiv \text{and}\{ s\text{cre.semantic-time < end(«ti»),} \\
  & \quad s\text{term.semantic-time < begin(«ti»)} \}
\end{align*}
\]

Table 11.2: Translation of Temporal Conditions on Stateful Objects

Note that the translations of valid-at and valid-during both specify an upper bound on the progressing attribute semantic-time of the negatively queried terminated event. Thus, to enable the incremental evaluation of queries for stateful objects it is for instance sufficient to specify a «tp» or a «ti» that are depending on the time of an event that is positive in «queries». For further details on how to facilitate the (incremental) evaluation of queries check for Section 5.2.5.

11.2.4 Translating Reactive Rules

Actions modifying stateful objects are translated in the following way. A special translation for reactive rules triggering such actions is applied that yields rules deriving update$requested events on the invocation of an update action. Thereby it is assumed that the query for the stateful object that is to be modified is directly contained in the body of the respective reactive rule. This limitation on the structure of rules is required to keep the effect of falsely derived update$requested
Listing 11.23: Complete Schema of created and terminated Events

```json
«name$«created or terminated»{
  id{identifier}
  semantic-time{timestamp}
  reception-time{ begin{timestamp}, end{timestamp} }
  pl{ id{identifier}, «attributes» }
} where {
  progressing(id),
  progressing(semantic-time),
  progressing(reception-time.end),
  reception-time.begin <= reception-time.end,
  reception-time.end - min-dist <= semantic-time,
  semantic-time <= reception-time.end
}
```

Listing 11.24: A Generic Stateful Object Query

```json
and{
  «queries»
  state s: «name»{ «attributes» }
} where { «conditions» }
```

Listing 11.25: Translation of the Query from Listing 11.24

```json
and{
  «queries»
  event s$cre: «name$created{ pl{ «attributes» } }
  not event s$term: «name$terminated{ }
} where {
  s$cre.pl.id = s$term.pl.id
  «translation of conditions»
}
```
events local to internal rules so that false positives can be detected and thus do not cause an effect that is visible to programmers.

Accordingly, reactive rules modifying stateful objects as they are considered by this transformation have the syntactical shape as illustrated in Listing 11.26. The translation of these reactive rules to deductive rules is illustrated in Listing 11.27. Thereby, the translation of queries of stateful objects discussed in Section 11.2.3 is applied yielding «translation of queries» and «translation of conditions» to translate further queries to stateful objects that are contained in «queries».

Note that the rule deriving terminate$requested events is obtained by simply changing the event name of the rule deriving update$requested events and by omitting the parameter set.

Note how the rule in Listing 11.27 determines values of the attributes query-time, semantic-time, and reception-time. end by means of the meta variables «query time», «semantic time», and «reception time». Thereby, with e₁,...,eₖ corresponding to the event identifiers positive in «translation of queries», the meta variable «query time» is determined by

\[
greatest(\text{end}(e₁), \ldots, \text{end}(eₖ), \text{«tp»})
\]

or

\[
greatest(\text{end}(e₁), \ldots, \text{end}(eₖ), \text{begin(«ti»)}, \text{end(s$cre)})
\]

depending on whether valid-at «tp» or valid-during «ti» is used in the temporal dependencies to constrain the validity of the stateful object s. Note that the first case is actually already covered by the second case if one determines \(\text{begin(«tp»)} = \text{«tp»}\).

Moreover, semantic-time is determined by

\[
greatest(\text{«query time»}, \text{«request time»})
\]

and «reception time» is determined by

\[
greatest(\text{«semantic time»}, \text{end(s$cre)+min-dist}).
\]

In this way, the «query time» corresponds to the time the query in the body matches and the update is invoked. It thus corresponds to the time the key of the currently valid value of the stateful object that is to be updated is obtained. The «semantic time» corresponds to the point in time at which the update action is deemed to be initiated. Note that it corresponds to the «query time», unless the initiation is further deferred by «request time», which can only be caused by the temporal conditions of a complex action. Finally, «reception time» basically corresponds to the semantic time but may be shifted to maintain a minimal duration of min-dist to the occurrence of the queried created event. Accordingly, derived updated events, and also the resulting terminated events, may occur at «semantic time». Thus, this time determines the end of the time interval in which terminated events need to be masked.

Note that the first case is actually already covered by the second case if one determines \(\text{begin(«tp»)} = \text{«tp»}\).
Listing 11.26: Reactive Rules Triggering Stateful Object Actions

```plaintext
ON «queries»
  DO
    action a: «name»$create{
      request-time{«request time»}, «attributes»
    }
  END
ON
  and{
    «queries»
    state s: «name»{ «query terms» }
  } where { «conditions» }
  DO
    action a: «name»$update{
      query{id(s)}, set{«attributes»}, request-time{«request time»}
    }
  END
```

Listing 11.27: Translation Scheme for Rules in Listing 11.26

```plaintext
DETECT «name»$create$requested{
  semantic-time{«request time»}
  reception-time{ end{«request time»} }
  pl{ id{sequence.next()}, «attributes» }
}
ON «translation of queries»
END

DETECT «name»$update$requested{
  query-time{«query time»}
  semantic-time{«semantic time»}
  reception-time{ end{«reception time»} }
  pl{ query{s$cre.pl.id}, set{«attributes»}, id{sequence.next()} }
}
ON
  «translation of queries»
end{
  event s$cre: operation-mode$created{ pl{ «query terms» } }
  not event s$term: operation-mode$terminated{}
} where {
  «translation of conditions»
  s$cre.pl.id = s$term.pl.id,
  end(s$cre) <= «query time»,
  end(s$term) <= «query time» - min-dist
}
END
```
Figure 11.4 Possible Situations for the Derivation of Update Requests

Figure 11.4 illustrates the rule deriving update$requested events from Listing 11.27 by means of two different situations that may arise, namely, whether the time difference between the «semantic time» and the end of the reception time of the referenced created event exceeds or falls below min-dist. Thereby, the index of each label corresponds to the pl.id attribute of the respective event and the number inside the brackets refers to the pl.id attribute of the created event representing the value that is to be updated. The gray area illustrates the time interval that ends at «semantic time» and goes backward for a duration of min-dist. Accordingly, in the gray area terminated events are masked for the query of the rule deriving update$request events.

Note that in Figure 11.4b the updaterequested event r(1) should actually reference cd8 rather than cd3 and likewise ur8(1) should reference cd3. However, the end of the reception time of cd8 exceeds «query time» and thus it does not match the temporal conditions specified in the body of the rule deriving update$requested events. Moreover, note that in Figure 11.4c both situations apply for the same update instance and that the derived update$requested event r(5) is a false positive as the validity of cd5 has already been terminated by td5. Figure 11.4a is actually free of special cases.
To begin with, we focus on the derivation of update$succeeded events and assume that updates are not issued concurrently. Aspects related to the conflict resolution and to the derivation of create$succeeded and terminate$succeeded events are discussed subsequently.

Note that, with the exception of the translation of the conflict resolution, all following rules are independent of any user defined queries and rules and thus apply for the translation of any stateful object. Merely the prefix of the event names differs for the translation of different stateful object, but the rest of the rules remains unaffected.

**Deriving update succeeded events** To determine whether an update$request event is a true or false positive two different cases are distinguished, namely, whether the time difference of the end of the reception time of the update$request and the referenced created event exceeds min-dist or not. The two situations are illustrated in Figure 11.5 and Figure 11.6. This time, the gray area illustrates the time interval that ends at end(r) and reaches backwards for a duration of min-dist. Accordingly, in the gray area created as well as terminated events need to be masked, as update$request events potentially entail created and terminated events with a reception time that coincides with end(r).

Figure 11.5 illustrates a situation where the time difference exceeds min-dist, that is, end(r(5)) - end(cd_5) > min-dist. By looking at the created and terminated events, it is obvious that the update request r(5) is a true positive request in Figure 11.5a whereas it is a false positive request in Figure 11.5b and in Figure 11.5c. However, in the gray area terminated events are masked and thus the information provided by the terminated events needs to be deduced from the available terminate$request and update$request events. Accordingly, an update request r(i) is a true positive request if there is no td_i with end(td_i) + min-dist <= end(r(i)) and if neither a tr_i nor a ur_i occurs with

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{end(r(i))} - \text{min-dist} & \leq \text{end(tr}_i, \text{end}(tr_i) \leq \text{end(r(i)}) \\
\text{end(r(i))} - \text{min-dist} & \leq \text{end(ur}_i, \text{end}(ur_i) \leq \text{end(r(i)}) \\
\text{tr}_i.\text{semantic-time} & = \text{r(i).semantic-time} \\
\text{ur}_i.\text{semantic-time} & < \text{r(i).semantic-time}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the case ur_i. semantic-time = r(i). semantic-time is subject to the conflict resolution which is subsequently addressed.

Figure 11.6 illustrates a situation where the time difference falls below min-dist, that is, end(r(1)) - end(cd_1) <= min-dist. In this situation, the initiation of the update action occurs before any created and terminated event referring to cd_1, at least with respect to the end to the respective receptions times. Accordingly, in this situation ur(1) actually refers to the created event with the largest semantic time that is smaller than its own, that is, ur(1) actually identifies ur(8). However,
Figure 11.5: min-dist Exceeded: end(r(5)) - end(cd_5) > min-dist

Figure 11.6: min-dist not Exceeded: end(r(1)) - end(cd_1) <= min-dist
in Figure 11.6b the validity of \( cd_2 \) is already terminated by \( tr_9(1) \), which actually identifies \( tr_9(8) \). Thus \( ur(1) \) is a true positive request in Figure 11.6a whereas it is a false positive request in Figure 11.6b. Accordingly, an update request \( r(i) \) is a true positive request if there is no \( td_i \) with \( \text{end}(td_i) + \min\text{-dist} \leq \text{end}(r(i)) \) and if no \( tr(i) \) occurs with

\[
\text{end}(r(i)) - \min\text{-dist} \leq \text{end}(tr_i) \leq \text{end}(r(i)) \\
tr_i.\text{semantic-time} \leq r(i).\text{semantic-time}
\]

Note that these conditions are actually included in the conditions of the previous case. Combining the elaborated aspects yields the deductive rule in Listing 11.28 deriving update\$succeeded events for each true positive \( ur \) event.

**CONFLICT RESOLUTION**  In case two updates are issued concurrently, the conflict resolution specified in the on conflict select part associated with the schema of a stateful object applies.

Eg, the conflict resolution of the stateful object operation-mode coincides with on conflict select \{ \max mode, \min id \}. Accordingly, when two updates are issued concurrently the one with the higher mode and, in case both modes are equal, with the lower id is selected, which translates to the following condition.

\[
\text{or}\{ \\
\quad \text{ur.pl.mode} > \text{r.pl.mode}, \\
\quad \text{and}\{ \text{ur.pl.mode} = \text{r.pl.mode}, \text{ur.pl.id} < \text{r.pl.id} \}
\}
\]

Be aware that the query for update\$requested events is negated in Listing 11.28 which needs to be taken into account for the specification of conditions. In analogy, the generic conflict resolution

on conflict select \{ c_1 p_1, \ldots, c_k p_k \}

translates to the condition

\[
\text{or}\{ \\
\quad \text{ur.pl.p_1} \neq r.pl.p_1, \\
\quad \text{and}\{ \text{ur.pl.p_1} = r.pl.p_1, \\
\quad \text{or}\{ \\
\quad \text{ur.pl.p_2} \neq r.pl.p_2, \\
\quad \text{and}\{ \ldots, \\
\quad \text{or}\{ \\
\quad \text{ur.pl.p_{k-1}} \neq r.pl.p_{k-1}, \\
\quad \text{and}\{ \text{ur.pl.p_{k-1}} = r.pl.p_{k-1}, \text{ur.pl.p_k} \neq r.pl.p_k \}
\}
\}
\}
\]

whereby \( r_i \) is determined by the relation > if \( c_i \) coincides with \( \max \) and by < otherwise.

If the schema of the corresponding stateful object specifies a conflict resolution for concurrent updates, the respective condition needs to be substituted in Listing 11.28 for false.
Listing 11.28: Deductive Rule Deriving update$succeeded Event

```
DETECT
«name»$update$succeeded{
  semantic-time{r.semantic-time}
  payload{r.payload}
}
ON
and{
  event r: «name»$update$requested{},
  event cd: «name»$created{},
  not event td: «name»$terminated{},
  not event tr: «name»$terminate$requested{},
  not {
    event ur: «name»$update$requested{}
  } where or{
    and{ end(r) > end(cd)+min-dist, ur.semantic-time < r.semantic-time }
    and{ ur.semantic-time = r.semantic-time, false }
  }
} where {
  end(cd) <= end(r) - min-dist,
  end(td) <= end(r) - min-dist,
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(tr), end(tr) <= end(r),
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(ur), end(ur) <= end(r),
  cd.payload.id = td.payload.id,
  cd.payload.id = r.payload.query,
  tr.payload.query = r.payload.query,
  tr.semantic-time <= r.semantic-time,
  ur.id != r.id,
  ur.payload.query = r.payload.query,
}
END
```
DERIVING REMAINING SUCCEEDED EVENTS  The deductive rule deriving create\$succeeded events is straightforward, as it does not involve recursion and create actions cannot fail. The respective rule just derives create\$succeeded events whenever a create\$requested event occurs. For the sake of completeness, the generic scheme of the rule is specified in Listing 11.29.

The basic approach for the derivation of terminate\$succeeded events is equivalent to the one for update\$succeeded events. Consequently, both rules are very similar and differ only in two minor aspects. First, if two terminate actions are issued concurrently, both actions succeed, as the respective value is indeed terminated, and thus a conflict resolution is not required. Therefore, the condition $tr$.semantic-time <= $r$.semantic-time from Listing 11.28 is replaced by $tr$.semantic-time < $r$.semantic-time in Listing 11.30. Second, the conflict resolution for update actions is omitted, as it is only relevant if there is not at least one update\$requested events. If there are multiple, it is irrelevant which of them is successful as at least one of them is successful and therefore the conditions for the conflict resolution can be safely omitted.

11.2.6 Deriving Failed Events

When a update\$requested event occurs whereas the corresponding update\$succeeded event remains absent, this can either mean that that the request is a false positive or that the update failed. Failed updates are either caused by concurrently issued updates or if the initiation of the update is delayed.

Both cases can be distinguished by comparing the query-time of the update\$requested event with the semantic-time of the corresponding terminated event. If the semantic-time of the terminated event is equal or greater than the query-time, then the corresponding update\$request would have been successful if its initiation was not deferred. However, if the semantic-time of the terminated is lower than the query-time then the terminated event occurs in the time interval that is masked and thus the update\$request event is a false positive. The respective rule is given in Listing 11.31. Note that that in contrast to update\$succeeded events, update\$failed events do not entail created and terminated events and therefore terminated events can be queried without further limitations.

The same conditions naturally also apply for terminate\$requested events. Thus, by substituting terminate for update one obtains the rule deriving terminate\$failed events. Moreover, the creation of values of stateful objects cannot fail and thus there is simply no rule deriving create\$failed events.
Listing 11.29: Deductive Rule Deriving `create$succeeded` Event

```
DETECT
  «name»$create$succeeded{
    semantic-time{r.semantic-time}
    payload{r.payload}
  }
ON
  event r: «name»$create$requested()
END
```

Listing 11.30: Deductive Rule Deriving `terminate$succeeded` Event

```
DETECT
  «name»$terminate$succeeded{
    semantic-time{r.semantic-time}
    payload{r.payload}
  }
ON
  and{
    event r: «name»$terminate$requested{},
    event cd: «name»$created{},
    not event td: «name»$terminated{},
    not event tr: «name»$terminate$requested{}
    not {
      event ur: «name»$update$requested{}
    } where and{
      end(r) > end(cd)+min-dist,
      ur.semantic-time < r.semantic-time
    }
    where {
      end(cd) <= end(r) - min-dist,
      end(td) <= end(r) - min-dist,
      end(r) - min-dist <= end(tr), end(tr) <= end(r),
      end(r) - min-dist <= end(ur), end(ur) <= end(r),
      cd.payload.id = td.payload.id,
      cd.payload.id = r.payload.query,
      tr.id != r.id,
      tr.payload.query = r.payload.query,
      tr.semantic-time < r.semantic-time,
    ur.payload.query = r.payload.query,
  }
END
```
Listing 11.31: Deductive Rule Deriving update$failed Events

```
DETECT
«name»$update$failed{
  semantic-time{{r.semantic-time}
  payload{{r.payload}
}
ON
  and{
    event r: «name»$update$requested{}
    not event us: «name»$update$succeeded{}
    event td: «name»$terminated{}
  }
where {
  ur.payload.id = us.payload.id,
  ur.payload.query = td.payload.id,
  ur.semantic-time = us.semantic-time,
  td.semantic-time <= ur.semantic-time,
  ur.observation-time <= td.semantic-time
}
END
```
11.2.7 Deriving Updated Events

Once an update\$succeeded event is derived, the next step is to derive a corresponding updated event which contains the old and new values in its payload. As before there are two cases, namely, whether the time difference between the end of the reception time of the update\$succeeded event and the referenced created event exceeds or falls below min-dist. The two situations are illustrated in Figure 11.7, whereby the gray area determines the time interval in which created and terminated events are masked.

In Figure 11.7a, the time difference exceeds the duration min-dist, that is, \(\text{end}(\text{us}(5)) - \text{end}(\text{cd}_5) > \text{min-dist}\). Accordingly, the referenced created event can be queried, which is required to obtain the values that need to be provided in the old-payload attribute of the updated event.

In Figure 11.7b, the time difference falls below min-dist, that is, \(\text{end}(\text{us}(5)) - \text{end}(\text{cd}_5) \leq \text{min-dist}\), and thus the created event \(\text{cd}_5\) is masked. However, similar as for the derivation of update\$succeeded events, the desired information can be equivalently obtained from the latest update\$requested event that refers to the \(\text{cd}_1\) and occurred before \(\text{us}(1)\) with respect to the semantic time.

The respective rules deriving updated events are illustrated in Listing 11.32. Note that the key of the update action instance is reused to determine the key of the new value which is specified in the new-payload attribute. It is therefore no coincidence that in the previous figures the index of update\$requested and created events coincides if they occur at the same instant with respect to the semantic time.
Listing 11.32: Deductive Rule Deriving updated Events

```plaintext
DETECT
 «name»$updated(
    semantic-time{r.semantic-time},
    old-payload{cd.payload},
    new-payload{
        id{r.payload.id},
        area{r.payload.set.area}, mode{r.payload.set.mode}
    }
)
) ON
    event r: «name»$update$succeeded{}
    event cd: «name»$created()
    not event us: «name»$update$succeeded{}
) where {
    cd.payload.id = r.payload.query,
    cd.payload.id = us.payload.query,
    end(cd) + min-dist <= end(r),
    end(r) - min-dist <= end(us), end(us) <= end(r),
    us.semantic-time < r.semantic-time
}
END

DETECT
 «name»$updated(
    semantic-time{r.semantic-time},
    old-payload{
        id{us.payload.id},
        area{us.payload.set.area}, mode{us.payload.set.mode}
    }
    new-payload{
        id{r.payload.id},
        area{r.payload.set.area}, mode{r.payload.set.mode}
    }
)
) ON
    event r: «name»$update$succeeded{}
    event us: «name»$update$succeeded{}
    not event other-us: «name»$update$succeeded{}
) where {
    r.payload.query = us.payload.query,
    r.payload.query = other-us.payload.query,
    end(r) - min-dist <= end(us), end(us) <= end(r),
    end(r) - min-dist <= end(other-us), end(other-us) <= end(r),
    us.semantic-time < r.semantic-time,
    us.semantic-time < other-us.semantic-time,
    other-us.semantic-time < r.semantic-time
}
END
```
Listing 11.33: Deductive Rule Deriving terminated Events

```
DETECT
«name»$terminated{ semantic-time{r.semantic-time}, pl{cd.pl} }
ON
  and{
    event r: «name»$terminate$succeeded{}
    event cd: «name»$created{}
    not event ts: «name»$terminate$succeeded{}
  }
where {
  end(cd) + min-dist <= end(r),
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(ts), end(ts) <= end(r),
  r.pl.query = cd.pl.id,
  r.pl.query = ts.pl.query,
  r.semantic-time = ts.semantic-time,
  ts.pl.id > r.pl.id
}
END

DETECT
«name»$terminated{
  semantic-time{r.semantic-time},
  pl{ area{us.pl.set.area}, mode{us.pl.set.mode}, id{us.pl.id} }
}
ON
  and{
    event r: «name»$terminate$succeeded{}
    not event ts: «name»$terminate$succeeded{}
    event us: «name»$update$succeeded{}
    not event other-us: «name»$update$succeeded{}
  }
where {
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(ts), end(ts) <= end(r),
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(us), end(us) <= end(r),
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(other-us), end(other-us) <= end(r),
  r.pl.query = us.pl.query,
  r.pl.query = ts.pl.query,
  r.pl.query = other-us.pl.query,
  r.semantic-time = ts.semantic-time,
  ts.pl.id > r.pl.id,
  us.semantic-time < r.semantic-time,
  us.semantic-time < other-us.semantic-time,
  other-us.semantic-time < r.semantic-time
}
END

DETECT
«name»$terminated{ semantic-time{ud.semantic-time}, pl{ud.old-pl} }
ON
  event ud: «name»$updated{}
END
```
11.2.8 Deriving Terminated Events

The basic approach for the derivation of terminated events is very similar to the derivation of updated events and, except for slightly varying payload, only differs in two aspects.

First, recall from Section 11.2.5 that when two terminate actions are issued concurrently, both of them are successful. Nevertheless, only one terminated event should be derived. Therefore, the rule in Listing 11.33 picks (more or less randomly) the terminate$succeeded event with the largest id to derive the respective terminated event.

Second, in contrast to updated events, terminated events are not only entailed by terminate$succeeded events but also by update$succeeded events. Accordingly, a third rule is required for the derivation of terminated events.

11.2.9 Deriving Created and Initiated Events

As create actions cannot fail, a created event is simply derived whenever a create$requested event occurs. Moreover, an updated event also entails the creation of a new value of the stateful object and thus a created event is derived whenever an updated event occurs.

Each action triggered by a reactive rule needs to entail an initiated event. To this end, terminate$initiated and update$initiated events are derived from the respective succeeded and failed events whereas create$initiated events are simply derived on the occurrence of the respective create$requested events as the creation of values is always successful.

For the sake of completeness, the rather basic rules are illustrated in Listing 11.34 and Listing 11.35 on the next page.

11.2.10 Concluding Remarks

The translation of stateful objects relies on the presence of the duration min-dist which is artificially impacting the time of events that are representing stateful objects. Although this does not affect the semantics of queries to stateful objects as the translation is carefully designed to account for the shifted times in a transparent manner, it affects the evaluation of Temporal Stream Algebra (TSA) expressions with respect to the latency that is caused at runtime. As a consequence, programmers need to balance two different effects that are impacted by their choice of min-dist.

With the proposed translation, the earliest possible time for the sound evaluation of a (translated) query to a stateful object corresponds to end(cd) + min-dist, whereby cd refers to the created event

\[5\] Details on runtime effects related to the evaluation of TSA expressions by means of Event-Mill are out of the scope of this thesis. For details thereon refer to [BB12a].
Listing 11.34: Deductive Rules Deriving created Events

```
DETECT
  «name»$created{
    semantic-time{r.semantic-time},
    payload{r.payload}
  }
ON
  event r: «name»$create$requested{}
END

DETECT
  «name»$created{
    semantic-time{ud.semantic-time}
    payload{ud.new-payload}
  }
ON
  event ud: «name»$updated{}
END
```

Listing 11.35: Deductive Rules Deriving initiated Events

```
DETECT
  «name»$create$initiated{
    semantic-time{r.semantic-time}
    payload{r.payload}
  }
ON
  event r: «name»$create$requested{}
END

DETECT
  «name»$terminate$initiated{
    semantic-time{d.semantic-time}
    payload{d.payload}
  }
ON
  or{
    event d: «name»$terminate$succeeded{}
    event d: «name»$terminate$failed{}
  }
END

DETECT
  «name»$update$initiated{
    semantic-time{d.semantic-time}
    payload{d.payload}
  }
ON
  or{
    event d: «name»$update$succeeded{}
    event d: «name»$update$failed{}
  }
END
```
representing a matching value. In consequence, the evaluation of queries for stateful objects is deferred by \(\text{min-dist}^6\). Accordingly, to obtain a small latency for the evaluation of queries, \(\text{min-dist}\) should be chosen relatively small.

In contrast, the Event-Mill engine, which is used to evaluate TSA expressions, continuously triggers the evaluation of expressions contributing to the derivation of created and terminated events in intervals of size \(\text{min-dist}\). Hence, the smaller \(\text{min-dist}\) is chosen the more often the Event-Mill engine needs to trigger the evaluation of expressions. Accordingly, to keep the base load of the engine low, \(\text{min-dist}\) should be chosen relatively large.

All in all, the duration \(\text{min-dist}\) needs to be chosen as small as possible to keep the latency for the evaluation of queries to stateful objects low but still large enough so that the base load of the evaluation engine remains reasonable. Consequently, there is no generic value for \(\text{min-dist}\) that applies similarly for any setting. Hence, the duration \(\text{min-dist}\) needs to be adapted empirically for each individual rule set based on a characteristic sample of the expected event stream and the performance of the machine running Event-Mill. It defaults to one second, though, which is still tolerable for Emergency Management (EM) purposes and yet still reasonable even for current desktop computers.

---

6. By borrowing the query of the rule deriving \texttt{update\$succeeded} events, it seems feasible to obtain a translation of queries for stateful objects that defers only queries issued between \texttt{end(cd)} and \texttt{end(cd)+min-dist}. 
The evaluation or rather execution of Dura programs is based on the Event-Mill engine [BHB12], which is capable of evaluating Temporal Stream Algebra (TSA) expressions that are obtained by means of the translation described in Chapter 10 and Chapter 11. The Event-Mill engine is designed and implemented by Simon Brodt, a colleague of this dissertation’s author. For the theoretical details on the evaluation of TSA refer to [BB12a].

Following is an illustration of the implementation of the Dura compiler and of the compilation process which focuses on the basic set up of the Event-Mill engine and the evaluation of Dura programs. Moreover, we briefly introduce a convenient and full-fledged Dura editor that seamlessly integrates with the Eclipse IDE [Eclib].

### 12.1 A pragmatic module mechanism

To be suitable for large rule sets that may easily occur in practice, the Dura compiler is based on a pragmatic module mechanism for Dura that facilitates the separation of rule sets into modules of manageable size.

Thereby, the basic ideas for modules in Dura are borrowed from object-oriented languages, such as, Java [Oraa]. In Java, namespaces are used to avoid name conflicts between different classes. Moreover, member variables and functions associated with a certain class are are specified in a common class definition. Likewise, in Dura, the schema of a stream and rules that reference the stream in their head are specified in a common stream definition and module names are used to avoid name conflicts between streams.

The following description of the module mechanism focuses on aspects that are relevant for the compilation of Dura programs, in particular on stream definitions. Further aspects, such as, information hiding, are elaborated in Hausmann, Brodt, and Bry [HBB12].

#### 12.1.1 Stream Definitions

Events, stateful objects, and action are specified by means of stream definitions that contain the respective stream schema in combination with rules that are related to the corresponding stream.

```plaintext
EVENT «event schema» WITH «deductive rules» END
STATE «stateful object schema» END
ACTION «action schema» WITH «complex action rules» END
```
Thereby the \texttt{WITH} part is optional and may be omitted, eg, to specify the schema of events that are received by the Event Processing System (EPS) from external sensors.

Within each module, the type of each stream definition must be unique, that is, there must not be two definitions for the same type. Accordingly, all rules that derive a particular event type or specify a particular complex action are specified in a single stream definition. This seems convenient as all essential properties of a stream are determined in a single part of the program and cannot be scattered among a (potentially huge) program.

12.1.2 Stream Modifier

Different modifiers are available that are specified prior to the stream definition they apply for. They determine which events are read from or sent to the Event Service Bus (ESB) connected to the Event-Mill engine and whether a stream is static.

Thereby, the modifiers are mainly intended for event streams. Modifies specified for stateful objects and actions are transferred to the implicit events that are used for their internal representation.

\textbf{buffer type} There are three different buffer types that affect how the Event-Mill engine processes and stores event internally, namely, \textit{input}, \textit{output}, and \textit{log}.

The modifiers \textit{input} and \textit{output} specify that events are read from and sent to the ESB connected to the Event-Mill engine, respectively. Moreover, \textit{log} specifies that all events of a certain type are stored in a particular database relation where they are not subject to garbage collection.

\textbf{static} If resent, the \textit{static} modifier determines that no events can be added to a stream after a Dura program has been initialized. As a consequence, the attributes of static streams cannot be identified as progressing attributes.

Note that it is thus reasonable to use \textit{static} only in conjunction with \textit{input}. Static streams cannot be populated by means of rules at runtime and thus their content needs to be provided as input in the initiation phase of the engine.

Note that the module system can be naturally extended by means realizing information hiding, for instance, by \textit{public} and \textit{privat} modifiers. These and further extensions are elaborated in [HBB12] but are not implemented by the current version of the compiler.
FILENAME: metro.operation-mode.modes.dura

MODULE metro.operation-mode.modes

CONST OPM_NORMAL = 0
CONST OPM_EXCEPTIONAL = 1
CONST OPM_EMERGENCY = 2
CONST OPM_EMERGENCY_MAJOR = 3

FILENAME: metro.operation-mode.dura

MODULE metro.operation-mode

input
STATE
  operation-mode{ area(long), mode(int) }
  on conflict select { max mode, min id }
END

output
EVENT
  operation-mode-escalation{ area(long), mode(int) }
WITH
  DETECT
    operation-mode-escalation{ area(var A), mode(var Mnew) }
ON
  event e: operation-mode$updated{
    old-payload{ area(var A), mode(var Mold) },
    new-payload{ area(var A), mode(var Mnew) }
  } where { var Mold < var Mnew }
END
END

FILENAME: metro.alarm-detection.dura

MODULE metro.alarm-detection

IMPORT metro.operation-mode.modes.*
IMPORT metro.operation-mode.operation-mode-escalation

output
EVENT
  uncertain-alarm{ area(long) }
WITH
  DETECT
    uncertain-alarm{ area(var A) }
ON
  event e: operation-mode-escalation{ new-payload{ area(var A) } }
END
...
END

Figure 12.1: An Exemplary Module Structure
12.1.3 Modules

A module is determined by a unique name, a set of stream and constant definitions, and a set of reactive rules.

The module name is indicated in the beginning of each file by means of the `MODULE` keyword followed by the respective name of the module. Thereby, periods can be used to realize a hierarchical nesting of modules. A module can be scattered across different files and there are no regulations on how to store the files on the file system. However, it seems reasonable to use only one file per module and to reflect the nesting of modules either in the respective filenames or in the file system structure.

Within a module, definitions can be referenced by the respective type they specify. Definitions from other modules need to be referenced by their full qualified name, composed from the module name and their basic name, unless the definition is imported by means of the `IMPORT` statement. For instance, the constant of `OPM_NORMAL` from Figure 12.1 can always be referenced by its full qualified name, i.e., `metro.operation-mode.modes.OPM_NORMAL`. If the definition is imported properly by either of the following statements it can be referenced by its basic name `OPM_NORMAL`.

```
IMPORT metro.operation-mode.modes.OPM_NORMAL
IMPORT metro.operation-mode.modes.*
```

Thereby, `*` imports all definitions of the respective module.

12.2 THE DURA COMPILER

The Dura compiler and its sources are integrated into the Event-Mill release available from

```
http://www.pms.ifi.lmu.de/cep/releases/
```

The compiler takes as input a set of source files and yields a set of TSA expressions that can be evaluated by means of the Event-Mill engine. To this end, the compiler basically applies the transformations and normalizations that are discussed in Chapter 10 and Chapter 11.

12.2.1 Source Code Overview

The compiler is written in Java [Oraa] and all relevant classes are located in the package `de.lmu.ifi.pms.cep.durang.compiler` and the following subpackages:

- The package analysis contains classes for the static analysis of complex actions.
• The package transformations contains classes for the translation of Dura to DuraC.

• The package tsa contains classes for the translation of DuraC to TSA.

• The package exceptions contains Dura specific exceptions that are related to the semantic analysis of programs, eg, type checks and the static analysis of actions.

• The package utils contains auxiliary classes that provide means to traverse and modify the data structures that model Dura in addition to means for debugging and unit testing purposes.

The actual compilation is realized by the classes DuraCompiler and DuraCCompiler which are based on the functionality of the given packages.

12.2.2 Compilation Phases

The compilation process is split into several phases. Initially, the Dura code is parsed by means of the Xtext parser [Xte]. Subsequently, the static analysis is applied to the complex actions. Unless the analysis fails, the Dura program is translated to an equivalent DuraC program which is eventually translated to a set of TSA expressions.

Parsing The parsing of Dura source code is realized by means of the Xtext parser [Xte]. The parser receives multiple Dura source files as input and yields an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) in form of an instantiated EMF model [EMF] as output. Moreover, the Xtext parser identifies and reports syntactical errors, such as, references to undefined variables or streams and references to non-existing attributes of streams, and validates the weak range restriction of rules.

A simplified version of the applied Xtext grammar is included in Appendix A.

Static Analysis The class ComplexActionAnalysis accomplishes the static analysis of complex actions as it is described in Section 8.3.

Thereby the verification of the compliance of complex actions relies on functionality that is implemented by the analysis of TSA expressions. More precisely, the entailment of formulas that indicates the compliance of complex actions is verified by means of the on the GenericFormulaAnalyser class which basically implements the method described in [BB12a].
TRANSLATING DURA TO DURAC The class DuraCompiler realizes the transformation of a Dura program to a DURAC program as it is described in Chapter 11.

To this end, the AST of the parsed Dura program is modified by means of the following classes that are part of the transformations package:

- The class ActionCompositonTransformation contains methods for the translation of action invocations of complex action rules as it is described in Section 11.1.4.
- The class ActionStatusQueryTransformation contains methods for the translation of status queries of complex action rules and atomic actions as it is described in Section 11.1.5.
- The class ReactiveRuleTransformation contains methods for the translation of reactive rules as it is described in Section 11.1.8.
- The class StatefulObjectQueryTransformation contains methods for the translation of queries of stateful objects to event queries as it is described in Section 11.2.3.

TRANSLATING DURAC TO TSA The AST resulting from the previous phase is subsequently translated to a set of TSA expressions by means of the DuraCCompiler class.

To this end, the DURAC rules are normalized as it is described in Section 10.3 and subsequently the normalized AST is translated to TSA expressions by means of the following auxiliary classes that are contained in the tsa package:

- The class StreamCompiler contains methods for the translation of Dura streams to TSA streams as it is described in Section 10.4.1.
- The two classes ExpressionCompiler and FormulaCompiler contain methods for the translation of Dura formulas, eg, from query supplements, to TSA formulas as it is described in Section 10.4.3.
- The class QueryComiler contains methods for the translation of atomic and conjunctive event queries as it is described in Section 10.4.2 and Section 10.4.6.
- The class SupplementCompiler contains methods for the translation of query supplements as it is described in Section 10.4.4.
- The class RuleCompiler contains methods for the translation of deductive rules as it is described in Section 10.4.7.
12.2.3 Manual Compilation

The Dura compiler is integrated into the Event-Mill engine where it is automatically applied when Dura programs are initiated for evaluation. Nevertheless, for debugging purposes it is convenient to merely compile a Dura program and to skip its evaluation.

To this end, the method DuraTestSuite.compile(String...) is available which provides information on every compilation phase. The method takes as input a set of files containing a Dura program and outputs the $\text{Dura}_C$ translation of the Dura program in addition to the normalization of the $\text{Dura}_C$ program. Moreover, the resulting TSA expressions are output and the static analysis of complex actions as well as the temporal analysis of TSA expressions is carried out.

12.3 Evaluation of Dura programs

The evaluation of Dura programs by means of the Event-Mill engine is realized either by means of a command line interface to Event-Mill or by means of a Java API.

Both means are equally expressive, in fact, the command line interface is realized by means of the API, but intended for different purposes. The command line interface is suited for humans to interactively control and explore the evaluation of programs whereas the API is suited to connect generic ESBs to the Event-Mill engine.

For the sake of simplicity, we only present the command line interface in the following. For details on the Java API refer to [BHB12].

12.3.1 Event-Mill Setup

The Event-Mill engine requires Java 6 or higher and a relational database, namely, MonetDB [Mon], PostgreSQL [Pos], H2 [H2], or HyperSQL [HSQ], to be installed.

The current Event-Mill release is available from the website

http://www.pms.ifi.lmu.de/cep/releases/

which offers zip archives containing an executable jar file, all required libraries, and various Dura example programs. Each archive furthermore contains the source code of Event-Mill and the Dura compiler which are provided under the terms of the Eclipse Public License [EPL].

The engine is set up by downloading and extracting the most recent event-mill-and-examples-X.X.X.zip archive from the website. Subsequently, the database connection, in particular the user credentials and the database name, need to be configured by adapting the configuration file event-mill.configuration.xml as well as the configuration file event-mill.io.configuration.xml. Both files are included in the
archive and contain detailed templates for the currently supported databases.

Establishing the database connection is basically sufficient to completely set up the engine. Yet, various further parameters can be adjusted in the configuration files which substantially affect the compilation and evaluation of programs. However, these aspects are not further elaborated here, for details refer to [BHB12].

12.3.2 Event-Mill Command Line Interface

The command line interface serves two different purposes. First and foremost, it facilitates the compilation and evaluation of Dura programs. In addition, the interface allows to interactively send events to the engine and to read derived events from the engine.

Both aspect are illustrated in the following by means of the Dura program from Figure 12.2. Note that its source code and the source code of more sophisticated sample programs are included in the Event-Mill release in the examples directory.

**Compilation and Instantiation** To open the command line interface, simply run the Event-Mill jar file from the archive. Note that we assume in the following that the java command is executed from the directory the archive has been extracted to.

```shell
$ java -jar event-mill-X.X.X.jar
```

To begin with the Dura program needs to be compiled and properly instantiated. To this end, the variable `source` is assigned the file containing the Dura program and the variable `examples.dir` is assigned the `examples` directory from the Event-Mill release which contains required auxiliary files.

```shell
> set %{examples.dir} = 'examples'
> set %{source} = 'examples/simple-access-control.dura'
```

Subsequently, the compilation is accomplished by the following command.

```shell
> inject %{examples.dir}/init-example.es
```

If no compilation errors occur and the instantiation of the program was successful, the engine replies with a listing of instantiated programs. Thereby, further previously successfully compiled and instantiated programs may be listed as well.

The following initialized programs are available:

```shell
easy.example.simple-access-control:test
...
```

Eventually, the program instance is loaded and finally set up for execution by means of the `run` command.

```shell
> run example.simple-access-control:test
```
Figure 12.2: A Simple Dura Program
INITIATION OF STATEFUL OBJECTS  At this point, initial data for stateful objects, in particular for static stateful objects, can be provided. To this end, the respective values, specifying the full qualified name of the stateful object, are parsed and subsequently sent to the engine.

> parse example.simple-access-control.staff{ person{ "Alice" } }
> parse example.simple-access-control.staff{ person{ "Bob" } }
> write

Note that thereby the whitespaces, in particular those before and after braces, are mandatory and cannot be omitted. Moreover, attributes need to be specified according to their lexicographical order.

Finally, the compiled program is initiated and ready for execution.

> init

Note that from now on, input for static streams is ignored by the engine.

EVALUATION OF PROGRAMS  The program has been successfully loaded and the values of the static stateful object staff have been initialized. The next step is to start continuous evaluation for the respective queries.

> start

At this point, events that are marked as input can be sent to the engine. Similar to before, events are specified by means of their full qualified name and sent to the engine by means of the parse and write commands.

> parse example.simple-access-control.request-access{ person{ "Bob" } }
> parse example.simple-access-control.request-access{ person{ "Eve" } }
> write

Derived events and actions with an output modifier can be printed on the command line interface using a combination of read and print.

> read
> print

The prior command loads all newly derived events into an internal buffer whereas the latter outputs and removes all events of the buffer. In the given example, this causes the following output.

Read example.simple-access-control.grant-access{
  id{ 58 }, person{ "Bob" },
  reception-time{ begin{ 1365127620001 }, end{ 1365127620001 } }
} from message bus.
Read example.simple-access-control.deny-access{
  id{ 59 }, person{ "Eve" },
  reception-time{ begin{ 1365127620001 }, end{ 1365127620001 } }
} from message bus.
Finally, the execution of the engine is stopped and the command line interface is terminated by means of the commands `stop` and `quit`.

```plaintext
> stop
> quit
```

Further commands are available which are in particular required to compile Dura programs that are scattered over multiple files. For thorough details on the command line interface and its commands refer to [BHB12].

### 12.3.3 Executing Sample Sessions

In addition to the interactive conduction of sessions as it is described in the previous section, entire predefined sessions can be automatically executed. In fact, each example program in the `example` folder comes with such an example session.

To this end, each Dura program comes with two additional files, e.g., `simple-access-control.init.es` and `simple-access-control.es`. The prior file contains commands that are used to initialize the stateful objects whereas the latter provides the commands that parse events and send them to the engine and reads events from the engine. Note that the commands that are provided by both files almost exactly coincide with the ones that are specified in an interactive session. Merely, the `pause «duration»` command, causing a delay of «duration» milliseconds, is additionally used to realize a certain timing of the injected events.

For instance, the sample session for the simple access control example, is executed by means of the following three commands.

```plaintext
> set %{examples.dir} = 'examples'
> set %{source} = '%{examples.dir}/simple-access-control.dura'
> inject %{examples.dir}/run-example.es
```

Note that thereby only the last command differs from the compilation of the program.

The sample session causes the exact same command sequence as in the previous example. Thus similar events, only differing in their key and reception time are output.

### 12.4 The Dura Editor

The Dura Editor is realized as a plugin for the popular Eclipse IDE [Eclb] which is generated from the formal grammar by means of the Xtext framework [Xte]. The plugin is available from the update site

http://www.pms.ifi.lmu.de/cep/plugins/duraeditor/

and can be conveniently installed as Eclipse plugin by means of the “Install New Software” wizard as it is described in [Ecla].
Figure 12.3: Validation and Quick Fixes

Figure 12.4: Content Assist
The editor is well integrated with the Eclipse IDE and provides syntax coloring and several advanced features such as the syntactical validation of programs; quick fixes that suggest how to resolve errors; content assist for stream names, stream attributes, and variables; an outline of the program for quick navigation in modules; and the capability to fold and hide certain program parts. Moreover, the integration in the Eclipse IDE provides various searching and navigation capabilities in addition to sophisticated refactoring capabilities, such as, the global renaming of stream names and attributes.

12.5 CURRENT LIMITATIONS

The implementation prototype does not fully cover all aspects that have been elaborated for Dura. However, it is complete in the sense that all following issues can be avoided by adapting the rules by hand.

**KEYWORDS AS LABELS** Keywords of Dura, such as, `begin` and `end`, cannot be directly used as attribute names. Instead, keywords used as attribute names need to be preceded with a hat sign (^).

For instance, to determine the end of the reception time

```
reception-time( ^end( end(e)+1min ) )
```

must be used instead of

```
reception-time( end( end(e)+1min ) )
```

**DISJUNCTIVE QUERIES** The current prototype misses support of disjunctive event queries. Although inconvenient for programmers, queries with disjunctions can be expanded by hand using the distributive law as it is known from mathematical logic.

**STATEFUL OBJECTS** Currently only static stateful objects are supported by the implementation prototype. Although (dynamic) stateful objects can be expressed by means of event queries as it is elaborated in Section 11.2, it seems desirable to directly integrate the translation into the compiler.

**WEAKLY RANGE RESTRICTION** The parser implements a notion of weakly range restriction that slightly deviates from the one elaborated in Section 5.2.1. In particular, the first supplement of a conjunctive query with negation must be a `where` part, although sometimes it is desirable to specify a `let` part followed by a `where` part. The expressions bound to variables in a `let` part can be directly specified in the `where` part, though.

**ELIMINATION OF ANONYMOUS COMPLEX ACTIONS** The current implementation prototype merely supports the compilation of reac-
tive rules with a single action in their head. Accordingly, anonymous complex actions specified in the head of a reactive rule need to be manually eliminated by introducing an appropriate complex action rule and by substituting the head with an invocation of the added complex action.
Part V

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Emergency Management (EM) and especially the EM related use cases of the EMILI project have substantially influenced the design of Dura. However, not all reasonable aspects could have been thoroughly considered for the initial design of Dura. Thus, in particular aspects that are not directly related to the considered EM use cases were given less consideration.

Accordingly, various extensions, ranging from basic syntactic sugar to more generic aspects that are relevant for Event Query Languages (EQLs) in general, can be elaborated and studied more intense in the future.

### 13.1 Extensions for Event Queries

Event queries can be extended in several manners including syntactic sugar and a generalization of weak range restriction.

**Optional queries for aggregation** The following query is intended to count the number of uncertain alarms in case a certain alarm occurs in an area.

```plaintext
and{
    event e: certain-alarm( area(var A) )
    event f: uncertain-alarm( area(var A) )
} where { f during from-end-backward(e, 1min) }
group by { e } aggregate { var Count = count(f) }
```

Thereby, the conjunctive query matches only if at least one uncertain alarm occurs in the respective time interval. Accordingly, the variable Count is always greater than but never equal to zero. As a consequence, the case when no uncertain alarm occurs needs to be covered with an additional query. In practice, this often leads to multiple more or less redundant rules.\(^1\)

It seems desirable to introduce an optional operator that is specified before the query for uncertain alarms and causes the conjunctive query to match in presence and absence of uncertain alarms. In this way, the sub-query for uncertain alarms can be adapted to

```plaintext
optional event f: uncertain-alarm( area(var A) )
```

and thus the entire query matches in presence and absence of uncertain alarms and thus facilitates a Count equal to zero. Note that the

---

\(^1\) Note that this behavior is common for query languages, including, SQL and SPARQL.
conjunctive query thus resembles an outer join rather than a natural join. A similar construct is proposed for Xcerpt [FBS07; BS02] where it is mainly intended to cope with the heterogeneous nature of semi-structured data.

**Generalization of weak range restriction** The notion of weak range restriction has been elaborated to provide a more liberal variation of range restriction that is convenient for programmers. Thereby, the conditions for a query or rule to be weakly range restriction have been determined in such a way that a weakly range restricted query or rule can be converted into a range restricted one. However, the elaborated conditions are sufficient but not necessary. They can thus be further refined so that more queries and rules would be accepted.

Listing 13.1: A Query Which is Not Weakly Range Restricted

```plaintext
and{
  event e:
  or{
    not { event f: ... } where { f during from-end(e, lmin) }
    ...
  }
}
```

For instance, the query in Listing 13.1 is not weakly range restricted because of the (mandatory) temporal condition in the where part. This still holds if the condition is moved to the supplement of the disjunction and conjunction, respectively. However, by expanding the disjunction one obtains a semantically equivalent query that is not only weakly range restricted but also range restricted.

Listing 13.2: Another Query Which is Not Weakly Range Restricted

```plaintext
and{
  event e: ...

  not and{
    event f: ...
    not { event g: ... } where { g during from-end(e, lmin) }
  }
}
```

Similarly, the query in Listing 13.2 is not weakly range restricted. However, it can be made weakly range restricted without affecting its semantics in the following way. The query `event e` is duplicated and added as `event e'` to the inner conjunctive query. Moreover, inside the
inner conjunctive query references to \( e \) are replaced by references to \( e' \) and the condition \( \text{id}(e) = \text{id}(e') \) is added.

Both illustrated transformations can be naturally integrated into the normalization of DuraC queries described in Section 10.3 and the notion of weak range restriction can be adapted accordingly.

**Identifiers as syntactic sugar for names** When stateful objects are modified by triggering a terminate or update action, the key of the currently valid value needs to be passed to the respective action as parameter. Thus, to formulate the update

\[
\text{action } a: \langle \text{name} \rangle \text{$update\{ \text{query(id(s)}, \text{set\{ «new values» } \text{) \}}}
\]

the identifier \( s \) needs to be bound by means of a query to the stateful object \( \langle \text{name} \rangle \). However, as the identifier \( s \) determines the name of the stateful object, the invocation of terminate and update actions can be specified in a syntactically more concise manner that uses the identifier \( s \) to refer to the action \( \langle \text{name} \rangle \).

\[
\text{action } a: \langle s \rangle \text{$terminate\{ \}}
\]
\[
\text{action } a: \langle s \rangle \text{$update\{ «new values» \}}
\]

This applies similarly to the supplements of complex actions that contain queries for events entailed by actions. Thereby, the queried events often need to be related to an action instance that has been caused by the particular complex action. It therefore seems reasonable to introduce

\[
\text{succeeds on \{ a$succeeded\{ \}}
\]
as syntactic shortcut for

\[
\text{succeeds on \{ «name»$succeeded\{ \text{payload\{ id{id(a)} \}} \}}
\]

whereby \( «\text{name}» \) corresponds to the name of the action that is referenced by the action identifier \( a \).

### 13.2 Extensions for Stateful Objects

Stateful objects as they are introduced for Dura have been substantially inspired by the representation of operation modes. Accordingly, some aspects of stateful objects that are not directly relevant for this purpose have not been thoroughly considered in the first place.

**Views on stateful objects** It seems natural to introduce views on stateful objects that resemble deductive rules but entail stateful objects instead of events. Views on stateful objects are for instance convenient determine the operation mode of a station by accumulating the highest operation mode of any of its subareas.
Views on stateful objects can be realized as it is illustrated in Listing 13.4. Thereby, reactive rules are used to update values of the derived stateful object whenever the value of one of the queried stateful objects changes. However, this only indicates the principle feasibility of views on stateful objects. Beyond that it seems desirable to elaborate a more direct translation that only triggers updates for values that actually changed.

**Generic temporal conditions for stateful objects** The translation of actions modifying stateful objects as it is described in Section 11.2 is restricted to the translation of the two temporal relations `valid-at` and `valid-during`.

The limitation to this particular two relations enables the translation of queries for stateful objects by means of a negated query for terminated events:
and{
  ...
  event $s$cre: «name»$created{ ... }
  not event $s$term: «name»$terminated{}
} where { ... }

In this way, a query for the stateful object «name» with the temporal conditions $s$ valid-at «tp» matches when «tp» is exceeded. By contrast, if the negation is omitted, the query matches after the respective value is terminated, which is independent from the time «tp».²

However, generic temporal formulas may specify upper bounds on the termination of the stateful object, e.g., term(s) + 1min <= «tp». In this case, the query for the terminated event must not be negated as it is required to determine the value of term(s). Accordingly, to support generic temporal dependencies, the translation of a query for a stateful object s needs to take the temporal dependencies of s into account. Based on whether or not they specify an upper or lower bound on term(s) the query for the respective terminated event needs to be negated. Moreover, in case disjunctive temporal conditions are specified the translation of the query for the stateful object needs to result in a disjunctive event query.

**More Versatile Conflict Resolution**  The currently available conflict resolution of Dura is intended to select a single value in case several updates are concurrently invoked. Although this is convenient for the adaptation of operation modes, in other situations it may be more suitable to accumulate the effect of concurrently issued updates.

A natural extension is, for instance, provided by an additional group by and aggregate construct that facilitates the aggregation of several concurrently issued updates.

```
operation-mode{ area{long}, mode{int} }  
  on conflict group by { area } aggregate { mode = avg(mode) }
```

In this way, it is for instance feasible to determine the (rounded) average operation mode in case of conflicting updates. Although this behavior is not desired for the considered EM use cases, it may be required in other domains.

To support this way of conflict resolution, the translation of stateful objects to reactive rules needs to be adapted. In particular, the derivation of updated events needs to be extended by means of a grouping over update$request events with coinciding semantic times.

**Garbage Collection for Stateful Objects**  As a matter or principle, the maximum duration for the validity of values representing a stateful object is unbounded. As a consequence, the difference

² Note that this may defer the evaluation of queries for a period of arbitrary length as the validity of a value may never end, e.g., when the stateful object is never updated.
between the reception time of related created and terminated events is unbounded as well, which effectively prevents garbage collection on these event types.

However, if created events are repeated in regular intervals, e.g., of duration \( \text{max-dist} \), whereby only their reception time changes, the time of relevant created events can be bound below. Accordingly, as illustrated in Figure 13.1, it is sufficient to query created events that occur in the gray area, which designates the time interval going backward from update for a duration of \( \text{max-dist} \). As all valid created events are repeatedly copied they necessarily occur in this interval.

![Figure 13.1: Enabling Garbage Collection by Copying Events](image)

In this way, the reception time of created and terminated events can be bound below and thus garbage collection for these event types becomes feasible. This comes at the price of copying events, which causes additional overhead, though.

13.3 Extensions for Complex Actions

Extensions of complex actions are mainly concerned with the structure of temporal conditions which is currently limited to conjunctive formulas.

Disjunctive Domain Knowledge and Assertions

Temporal formulas related to actions are restricted to conjunctive formulas. Disjunctive formulas for the specification of domain knowledge and assertions seem desirable as they facilitate, for instance, the specification of a maximal duration of an action.

\[
\text{open-fire-dampers( area{long} )} \]
\[
\text{where or\{ succ() <= init()+1min, fail() <= init()+1min } \]

To support disjunctive formulas the semantic analysis algorithm Algorithm 1 from Section 8.3.1 needs to be adapted appropriately. To be applicable to a complex action \( C = (W, D, H) \) with disjunctive formulas \( W, D, \) or \( H \), the algorithm needs to be adapted so that instead of \( W_d \land D \) each disjunct of the disjunctive normal form of \( W_d \land D \) is independently considered by the analysis algorithm.

Thereby, the analysis is successful if it is successful on every disjunct. Note that it is not sufficient if the verification is successful for only one disjunct, as the verified properties should hold in any situation that emerges at runtime and not just in some situations.
**Disjunctive temporal dependencies** Disjunctive formulas are excluded from temporal dependencies of complex actions to maintain a deterministic execution of actions. Non-deterministic choices, as they are common for the specification of business processes, are thus not considered for Dura. There are, however, examples that maintain a deterministic execution of actions but require disjunctive constraints.

\[
\text{or( succ(a) <= init(b), fail(a) <= init(b) )}
\]

The given temporal dependencies are, for instance, intended to initiate \( b \) after \( a \) has been executed, regardless of whether \( a \) succeeded or failed.

To support such kind of constraints, the translation of complex actions needs to be adapted so that queries for \( a\$\text{succ} \) and \( a\$\text{fail} \) are translated by means of a disjunctive query, instead of a conjunctive query. Moreover, the temporal analysis for actions needs to be adapted to be suitable for disjunctive \( W_d \) as it has been described previously.

**Syntactic sugar for simple conditions** The **IF** part of conditional actions and the specification of the status of actions expect a generic event query. However, in some situations it may be sufficient to specify simple conditions on variables or the times of actions instead of event queries. Therefore, it seems desirable to introduce

\[
\text{IF var T >= 50 THEN ...}
\]
as syntactic sugar for

\[
\text{IF and{} where \{ var T >= 50 \} THEN ...}
\]

and likewise to introduce

\[
\text{succeeds on \{ succ(a) <= init(b) + 1min \}}
\]
as syntactic sugar for

\[
\text{succeeds on and{} where \{ succ(a) <= init(b) + 1min \}}
\]

### 13.4 Exploiting temporal analysis on events

For the evaluation of Temporal Stream Algebra (TSA), a temporal analysis is applied to the temporal conditions of TSA expressions [BB12a]. It verifies the consistency of temporal dependencies and furthermore deduces some interesting properties on events. It determines, for instance, the temporal relevance of events, that is, a duration that indicates how long events of a certain type need to be stored by the Event Processing System (EPS) until they can be removed by garbage collection. It furthermore deduces the relative temporal distance between
two events, that is, the largest time difference between two events matching a certain query.

It seems desirable to elaborate a better integration of Dura and the temporal analysis that is applied to TSA expressions. In this way, the deduced information can be used for the compilation of Dura rules and thus facilitates some valuable extensions to Dura.

Further implicit times of events  Some of the information that is deduced by the temporal analysis can be added to the payload of events. For instance, the earliest time for the derivation of an event can be represented in a distinguished stimulus-time attribute. Moreover, the time of the actual derivation of the event can be represented in a distinguished detection-time attribute.

Both times provide insights to the current performance of the system, as their difference corresponds to the latency of events. Thus, by adding this information to the payload of events, it becomes accessible for the EPS itself as well as for external components that could recognize the current latency of the EPS and adapt to it appropriately.

Implicit success and failure of actions  Information on the relative distance between events can be exploited to implicitly determine the failure of an action based on the absence of its success. In this way, the supplement of complex actions can be restricted to contain either a succeeds on or a fails on part, effectively preventing the unintended specification of two queries that match in the same situation and thus entail a succeeded and failed event for the same action instance.

Listing 13.5: Query Determining the Success of an Action

```plaintext
DETECT
  adapt-ventilation$succeeded{ pl{ v$init.pl } }
ON
  and{
    event e: smoke{ ... }
    event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{ ... }
  }
where {
  end(v$init) < end(e), end(e) < end(v$init)+3min
}
group by { v$init }
END
```

For instance, the temporal analysis of TSA determines that the rule in Listing 13.5 derives an succeeded event at the latest after three minutes from the occurrence of the initiated event. This information can be used to generate a rule which derives a failed event if there is a initiated but no corresponding succeeded event within three minutes.

Note however, that the relative temporal distance between events is unbound unless appropriate temporal conditions are specified. Ac-
cordingly, as a matter of principle, the implicit definition for succeeded and failed events can only be applied if the relevant temporal distances remain finite.

Optional else part for conditional actions. The information obtained from the temporal analysis facilitates an optional ELSE part for conditional actions. Similar as before, knowledge on the temporal distance between events can be used to construct an event query that matches if the query in the IF part does not match which can be used as a trigger for the action in the ELSE part.

```
IF «query»
THEN action a: ...
ELSE action b: ...
```

However, an ELSE part can only be realized if appropriate temporal conditions on the events queried by «query» have been specified.

13.5 Introducing a lightweight type system

It seems natural to introduce a lightweight type system to Dura that resembles, for instance, the basic type declarations known from the functional language SML [MTH90]. Introducing user defined types to Dura also facilitates the support of enumerations that are capable of representing finite collections of predefined syntactical items.

```
TYPE area = long
TYPE location = { station(area), area(area), subarea(area) }

ENUM opm-mode = NORMAL | EXCEPTIONAL | ...
```

Even with such a rather rudimentary type system, generic long or integer values that are misused for the representation of areas and the operation mode can be avoided and instead proper types can be introduced whose correct application is statically verified.

Adding a type system to Dura is rather a matter of extending already available static type checks than of original research, as the underlying theory is well established [Pie02] and does not affect any runtime aspects of Dura. Nevertheless, Dura would certainly benefit from a lightweight type system.

13.6 Generic and reasonable event selection

The conflict resolution of stateful objects specified in the on conflict select part can be generalized to be applicable to generic event queries. It is for example reasonable to define a select construct that specifies the selection criterion by referring to the attributes of the respective events.
and{
  event e: ..., 
  event f: ... 
} where { f during from-end(e, 1min) }
select { max end(f), min id(f) }

Note that such a select statement generalizes last and first statements known from other languages whereas it avoids implicit assumptions, eg, on events occurring in the same instant as it is discussed in Section 4.5. In addition, the selection criterion can be customized to the specific requirements of programmers.

Internally, the select statement can be realized by translating it to appropriate event queries. Therefore, the translation can be actually derived from the translation of the on conflict select statement of stateful objects.

13.7 DECLARATIVE SEMANTICS FOR FULL DURA

Dura is a declarative language and has been carefully designed to facilitate a natural model theoretic semantics. To this end, the basic ideas that are used to elaborate a declarative semantics for the language XChange\textsuperscript{EQ} can be borrowed from [Eck08] and applied to Dura.

First efforts towards a declarative semantics for Dura were made by Mayer [May13] in his Diploma thesis supervised by François Bry and the author of this dissertation. In, [May13] a model theoretic fixpoint based semantics is elaborated that is well suited to cover aspects related to the modification of stateful objects as it directly incorporates the law of inertia (frame problem) into the semantics by determining a minimal fixpoint. However, the presented work is focused on Dura\textsubscript{C} without recursive rules and thus requires substantial extensions to apply for Dura.

13.8 COMPLEXITY CLASSES FOR EVENT PROCESSING

Although the efficient evaluation of event queries is a fundamental aspect of EPSs there have been little theoretical considerations on the complexity of event queries.

Chandramouli, Goldstein, Barga, Riedewald, and Santos [Cha+11] elaborate a measure for the prediction of the latency of an EPS. It seems desirable to generalize their work to be applicable to evaluation scheduling strategies other than the one proposed in [Cha+11].

It seems furthermore desirable to elaborate an abstraction of EQLs similar to Datalog [CGT89], which can be seen as an abstraction of database query languages, and to elaborate complexity classes for event queries that extend existing complexity classes with a temporal dimension.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Inspired by three Emergency Management (EM) use cases we have elaborated the original Event Query Language (EQL) Dura to close the gap between the capabilities of current EQLs and the desire for expressive event queries that are integrated with a notion of state and the execution of versatile reactions by means of physical actuators.

To this end, Dura has been conceived as a uniform and declarative language with a clear separation of dimensions, a minimal set of well aligned language constructs, and a deep integration of events, stateful objects, and actions. In doing so, special attention has been devoted to aspects related to interactions with physical actuators which manifests in complex actions with a versatile notion of success and failure and flexible temporal dependencies in addition to the integrated access to events and non-volatile data. Moreover, these aspects are complemented by expressive event queries with support for flexible temporal conditions, grouping and negation capabilities, and support for multiple time lines.

To account for inconsistent specifications of complex actions that cause undesired behavior at runtime we have elaborated a static analysis that provably verifies crucial properties of complex actions prior to their execution. The static analysis is based on a semantics of complex actions which is carefully adapted to the inherently incomplete knowledge on physical actions.

We have complemented our theoretical findings by an operational semantics that facilitates the evaluation of Dura programs. To this end, we have identified the rather minimal sub-language Dura_C and elaborate translations that express high-level concepts, such as, stateful objects and complex actions, by the means available in Dura_C. In this way, original aspects of Dura can be easily transferred to other EQLs that are as expressive as Dura_C.

Finally, this work is rounded off by a prototypical implementation of Dura based on the Event-Mill runtime system and the elaboration of a sophisticated use case that is based on realistic EM applications that were specified as part of the joint European EMILI project.

Although the inspiration for this work has been drawn from EM related use cases, the scope of this thesis is not limited to EM and generalizes to a broad range of domains. In particular with the advent of the Internet of Things and Cyber-Physical Systems we expect various challenging applications that benefit from a deep integration of complex event detection with the capabilities of executing sophisticated composite reactions as provided by Dura.
Part VI

APPENDIX
FORMAL GRAMMAR

In the following, we will elaborate a formal grammar for Dura by means of the formalism that is provided by the Xtext [Xte] parser which roughly corresponds to the Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) formalism [ISO96].

A.1 XTEXT GRAMMAR FORMALISM

Xtext grammars are build from production rules [Xte14]: Xtext rules are written \texttt{name : expression ;} whereby name starts with a capital letter and expressions are build from the following constructs.

1. Tokens are build from a sequence of characters escaped by single or double quotes ("0", "int") and character ranges using the \ldots operator ("0".."9").

2. Alternatives between expressions specified by means of the | operator ("and" | "or" | "not").

3. Groups determined by a sequence of expressions in addition to optional round brackets ("a".."z" ("0".."9" | "a".."z"))

4. Unordered groups specified by means of the & operator ("input" & "output").

5. Rule calls referring to other rules.

Moreover, the cardinality of expressions can be adapted by means of the ? operator (one or none), the + operator (one or more), and the * operator (zero or more).

A.2 SIMPLIFIED DURA GRAMMAR

It follows a simplified version of the Xtext grammar for Dura. Thereby, aspects related to modules and schemas as they are discussed in Section 12.1 are omitted for the sake of readability.

Moreover, technical aspect that are related to the construction of the parse tree, such as assignment operators and cross references, are omitted from the given representation.
Module:
  (ConstDefinition | DeclarativeRule | ReactiveRule | ActionRule)* ;

ConstDefinition:
  'CONST' ID '=' Expression ;

DeclarativeRule:
  'DETECT'
    ID '{' (Reference | (ConstructTerm Sep?)+)? '}'
    'ON'
    Query
    'END'
    ;

ReactiveRule:
  'ON'
    Query
    'DO'
    Action
    'END'
    ;

ActionRule:
  'FOR'
    ActionQuery
    'DO'
    Action
    'END'
    ;

Query:
  AtomicQuery
  | CompositeQuery
  ;

CompositeQuery:
  'and' '{' (Query Sep?)+ '}' QuerySupplement+
  | 'or' '{' (Query Sep?)+ '}' QuerySupplement+
  | 'not' AtomicQuery
  | 'not' '{' Query '}'} QuerySupplement+
  ;

AtomicQuery:
  EventQuery
  | StateQuery
  ;

EventQuery:
  'event' ID ':' (ID|QualifiedName)
    '{' (AtomicQueryTerm | (CompositeQueryTerm Sep?)+)? '}'
    QuerySupplement*
    ;
StateQuery:
  'state' ID ': (ID|QualifiedName)
  '{' (AtomicQueryTerm | (CompositeQueryTerm Sep?)? '}'
  QuerySupplement;

ActionQuery:
  'action' ID ': ID
  '{' (AtomicQueryTerm | (CompositeQueryTerm Sep?)? '}'
  QuerySupplement;

QuerySupplement:
  'where' CompositeConditionFormula
  | 'let' '{' VariableAssignment? (Sep VariableAssignment)* '}'
  | 'group by' '{' Reference? (Sep Reference)* '}'
  ( 'aggregate' '{' VariableAssignment? (Sep VariableAssignment)* '}')?

Action:
  AtomicAction
  | CompositeAction
  | ConditionalAction;

CompositeAction:
  'compound' '{'
    (Action Sep?)
  '}' ActionSupplement;

ConditionalAction:
  'IF' Query 'THEN' Action;

AtomicAction:
  'action' ID ': (ID|QualifiedName)
  '{' (Reference | (ConstructTerm Sep?)? '}'

ActionSupplement:
  ('where' CompositeConditionFormula)?
  ('hence' CompositeConditionFormula)?
  ('initiates on' Query)?
  ('succeeds on' Query)?
  ('fails on' Query)?

ConditionFormula:
  CompositeConditionFormula
  | AtomicConditionFormula;

CompositeConditionFormula:
  ('and' | 'or' | 'not') '{' ConditionFormula? (Sep ConditionFormula)* '}
AtomicConditionFormula:
  AddExpression (OpCompare | RelQualitativeTemporal) AddExpression
  | '{' AddExpression (Sep AddExpression)* '}' RelQuantitativeTemporal AddExpression
  | BooleanLiteral
;

Expression:
  AddExpression (OpCompare AddExpression)*
;

AddExpression:
  MultiExpression (OpAdd MultiExpression)*
;

MultiExpression:
  UnaryExpression (OpMulti UnaryExpression)*
;

UnaryExpression:
  OpUnary DuraExpression
  | DuraExpression
;

DuraExpression:
  BasicTypes (' Expression ')
  | '[' Expression Sep Expression ']'
  | OpAggregateValues (' Expression ')
  | OpRelativeTimer (' Expression Sep Expression ')
  | OpTimepoint (' Expression ')
  | OpIdentifier (' Reference ')
  | OpSelect (' Expression? (Sep Expression)* ')
  | OpRound (' Expression Sep Expression ')
  | AtomicExpression
;

AtomicExpression:
  Literal
  | Reference
  | Constant
  | Clock
  | '(' Expression ')
;

Clock:
  OpClock
;

AtomicQueryTerm:
  Literal
  | Constant
  | Reference
;
CompositeQueryTerm:
   ID '{' AtomicQueryTerm '}'
   | ID '{' (CompositeQueryTerm Sep?)* '}'
   ;

ConstructTerm:
   ID '{' (Expression | (ConstructTerm Sep?)*)? '}'
   ;

Reference:
   Variable
   | QueryPath
   | StreamReference
   ;

Variable:
   'var' ID
   ;

VariableAssignment:
   'var' ID '=' Expression
   ;

Constant:
   'const' (ID|QualifiedName)
   ;

StreamReference:
   ID
   | 'event' ID
   | 'state' ID
   | 'action' ID
   ;

QueryPath:
   ID ProperSubPath
   ;

SubPath:
   ID ProperSubPath?
   | ProperSubPath
   ;

ProperSubPath:
   '.' ID SubPath?
   ;

Literal:
   LONG
   | STRING
   | FloatingPointLiteral
   | DurationLiteral
   | BooleanLiteral
   ;
BooleanLiteral:
   ('true' | 'false')

DurationLiteral:
   (LONG 'min') (LONG 'sec')? (LONG 'ms')?
   | (LONG 'sec') (LONG 'ms')?
   | (LONG 'ms')

FloatingPointLiteral:
   LONG ('E' ('+'|'-') LONG)
   | LONG '.' LONG ('E' ('+'|'-') LONG)?

Sep:
   ','

QualifiedName:
   ID ('.' ID)*

BasicTypes:
   'int' | 'long' | 'float' | 'double' | 'boolean' | 'string' | 'duration'
   | 'timestamp' | 'identifier'

RelQuantitativeTemporal:
   'within' | 'apart'

RelQualitativeTemporal:
   'before' | 'after' | 'contains' | 'during' | 'overlaps'
   | 'overlapped-by' | 'meets' | 'met-by' | 'starts' | 'started-by'
   | 'finishes' | 'finished-by' | 'equals' | 'valid-at' | 'valid-during'

OpAggregateValues:
   'min' | 'max' | 'sum' | 'avg' | 'count'

OpTimepoint:
   'begin' | 'end'

OpIdentifier:
   'id' | 'init' | 'succ' | 'requested' | 'fail' | 'created' | 'term' | 'time'

OpRelativeTimer:
   'extend' | 'shorten' | 'extend-begin' | 'shorten-begin' | 'shift-forward'
   | 'shift-backward' | 'from-end' | 'from-end-backward' | 'from-begin'
   | 'from-begin-backward'
OpCompare:
  '=' | '!=' | '>=' | '<=' | '>' | '<' ;

OpAdd:
  '+' | '-' ;

OpMulti:
  '*' | '**' | '/' | '%' ;

OpUnary:
  '!' | '-' | '+' ;

OpSelect:
  'least' | 'greatest' ;

OpRound:
  'ceil' | 'floor' ;

OpClock:
  'system-time.now()' | 'sequence.next()' ;

ID : '^'?('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'') (a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|''|'-'|'0'..'9'|'"')*;
LONG : (0'..'9')*;
STRING : "" (\\' ('b'|'t'|'n'|'f'|'r'|w'|""|""|""|""|0') | (!('\"'|""') )*""
This chapter provides the complete rule set obtained by the transformation of the complex action adapt-ventilation and the stateful object operation-mode. Both transformations are thoroughly discussed in Chapter 11 but only excerpts of the following rule sets are given there.

B.1 COMPLETE TRANSLATION OF A COMPLEX ACTION

Consider the following complex action rule.

```
FOR
  action v: adapt-ventilation{ area{var A} }
DO
  compound{
    action a: open-fire-dampers{ area{var A} }
    action b: activate-ventilators{ area{var A} }
    action c: warn-of-smoke{ area{var A} }
  } where { succ(a) <= init(b), init(c)+1min <= init(b) }
  succeeds on and{
    event e: smoke{ area{var A}, amount{var C} }
  } where { var C < 0.1, init(v) < end(e), end(e) < init(v)+2min }
  group by { v }
END
```

The given complex action rule is used in Section 11.1 to illustrate the translation of complex actions. It is translated to the following set of deductive rules.

```
DETECT
  open-fire-dampers$requested{
    reception-time{ end(greatest(end(v$init))) }
    pl{ id{sequence.next()}, ref{v$init.pl.id}, area{var A} }
  }
ON
  event v$init: adapt-ventialtion$initiated{ pl{ area{var A} } }
END

DETECT
  activate-ventilators$requested{
    reception-time{ end{
      greatest(end(v$init), end(a$succ), end(c$init)+1min)
    }
    pl{ id{sequence.next()}, ref{v$init.pl.id}, area{var A} }
  }
ON
```
and{  
event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{ area{var A} } }  
event a$succ: open-fire-dampers$succeeded{}  
event c$init: warn-of-smoke$intitated{}  }
where { v$init.pl.id = a$succ.pl.ref, v$init.pl.id = c$init.pl.ref

END

DETECT  
warn-of-smoke$requested{  
  reception-time{ end{greatest(end(v$init))} }  
  pl{ id{sequence.next()}, ref{v$init.pl.id}, area{var A} }  }
ON  
event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{ area{var A} } }  
END

DETECT  
adapt-ventilation$requested{ pl{ id{var Id}, ref{var Id}, area{var A} } }  
ON  
event e: certain-alarm{ area{var A} }  
let{ var Id = sequence.next() }  
END

DETECT  
adapt-ventilation$initiated{ pl{e.pl} }  
ON  
event e: adapt-ventilation$requested{}  
END

DETECT  
adapt-ventilation$succeeded{ pl{v$init.pl} }  
ON  
and{  
  event e: smoke{ area{var A}, conc{var C} }  
event v$init: adapt-ventilation$initiated{}  }
where { var C < 0.1, end(v$init) < end(e), end(e) < end(v$init)+2min }  
group by { v$init }

END

B.2 COMPLETE TRANSLATION OF A STATEFUL OBJECT

Consider the following schema of a stateful object.

```
operation-mode{ area{long}, mode{int} }  
on conflict select { max mode, min id }
```

The given stateful objects is used in Section 11.2 to illustrate the translation of complex actions. It is translated to the following set of deductive rules.
DETECT
operation-mode$create$initiated{
  semantic-time{r.semantic-time}
  payload{r.payload}
}
ON
  event r: operation-mode$create$requested{}
END

DETECT
operation-mode$create$succeeded{
  semantic-time{r.semantic-time}
  payload{r.payload}
}
ON
  event r: operation-mode$create$requested{}
END

DETECT
operation-mode$created{
  semantic-time{r.semantic-time},
  payload{r.payload}
}
ON
  event r: operation-mode$create$requested{}
END

DETECT
operation-mode$created{
  semantic-time{ud.semantic-time}
  payload{ud.new-payload}
}
ON
  event ud: operation-mode$updated{}
END

DETECT
operation-mode$terminate$initiated{
  semantic-time{d.semantic-time}
  payload{d.payload}
}
ON
  or{
    event d: operation-mode$terminate$succeeded{}
    event d: operation-mode$terminate$failed{}
  }
END

DETECT
operation-mode$terminate$succeeded{
  request-time{r.request-time}
  payload{r.payload}

ON
and {
  event r: operation-mode$terminate$requested{},
  event cd: operation-mode$created{},
  not event td: operation-mode$terminated{},
  not event tr: operation-mode$terminate$requested{}
  not {
    event ur: operation-mode$update$requested{}
  } where and {
    end(r) > end(cd) + min-dist,
    ur.request-time < r.request-time
  } where {
    end(cd) <= end(r) - min-dist,
    end(td) <= end(r) - min-dist,
    end(r) - min-dist <= end(tr), end(tr) <= end(r),
    end(r) - min-dist <= end(ur), end(ur) <= end(r),
    cd.payload.id = td.payload.id,
    cd.payload.id = r.payload.query,
    tr.id != r.id,
    tr.payload.query = r.payload.query,
    tr.request-time < r.request-time,
    ur.payload.query = r.payload.query,
  }
END

DETECT
operation-mode$terminate$failed{
  request-time {tr.request-time}
  payload {tr.payload}
} ON
and {
  event tr: operation-mode$terminate$requested{}
  not event ts: operation-mode$terminate$succeeded{}
  event td: operation-mode$terminated{}
} where {
  tr.payload.id = ts.payload.id,
  tr.payload.query = td.payload.id,
  tr.request-time = ts.request-time,
  td.request-time <= tr.request-time,
  tr.observation-time <= td.request-time
}
END

DETECT
operation-mode$terminated{
    request-time{r.request-time},
    payload{cd.payload},
}

ON

and{
    event r: operation-mode$terminate$succeeded{}
    event cd: operation-mode$created{}
    not event ts: operation-mode$terminate$succeeded{}
} where {
    end(cd) + min-dist <= end(r),
    end(r) - min-dist <= end(ts), end(ts) <= end(r),
    r.payload.query = cd.payload.id,
    r.payload.query = ts.payload.query,
    r.request-time = ts.request-time,
    ts.payload.id > r.payload.id,
}

END

DETECT

operation-mode$terminated{
    request-time{r.request-time},
    payload{
        id{us.payload.id},
        area{us.payload.set.area}, mode{us.payload.set.mode}
    }
}

ON

and{
    event r: operation-mode$terminate$succeeded{}
    not event ts: operation-mode$terminate$succeeded{}
    event us: operation-mode$update$succeeded{}
    not event other-us: operation-mode$update$succeeded{}
} where {
    end(r) - min-dist <= end(ts), end(ts) <= end(r),
    end(r) - min-dist <= end(us), end(us) <= end(r),
    end(r) - min-dist <= end(other-us), end(other-us) <= end(r),
    r.payload.query = us.payload.query,
    r.payload.query = ts.payload.query,
    r.payload.query = other-us.payload.query,
    r.request-time = ts.request-time,
    ts.payload.id > r.payload.id,
    us.request-time < r.request-time,
    us.request-time < other-us.request-time,
    other-us.request-time < r.request-time
}

END
DETECT
  operation-mode$terminated{
    request-time{ud.request-time}
    payload{ud.old-payload}
  }
ON
  event ud: operation-mode$updated{}
END

DETECT
  operation-mode$update$initiated{
    semantic-time{d.semantic-time}
    payload{d.payload}
  }
ON
  and{
    event d: operation-mode$update$succeeded{}
    event d: operation-mode$update$failed{}
  }
END

DETECT
  operation-mode$update$succeeded{
    request-time{r.request-time}
    payload{r.payload}
  }
ON
  and{
    event r: operation-mode$update$requested{},
    event cd: operation-mode$created{},
    not event td: operation-mode$terminated{},
    not {
      event ur: operation-mode$update$requested{}
    } where or{
      and{ end(r) > end(cd) + min-dist, ur.request-time < r.request-time },
      and{ ur.request-time = r.request-time,
        or{ ur.pl.mode > r.pl.mode,
          and{ ur.pl.mode = r.pl.mode, ur.pl.id < r.pl.id } }
        }
    }
  }
where {
  end(cd) <= end(r) - min-dist,
  end(td) <= end(r) - min-dist,
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(tr), end(tr) <= end(r),
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(ur), end(ur) <= end(r),
  cd.payload.id = td.payload.id,
cd.payload.id = r.payload.query,
tr.payload.query = r.payload.query,
tr.request-time <= r.request-time,
ur.id != r.id,
ur.payload.query = r.payload.query,
}

END

DETECT
operation-mode$update$failed{
  request-time{r.request-time}
payload{r.payload}
}
ON
and{
  event r: operation-mode$update$requested()
  not event us: operation-mode$update$succeeded()
}
where {
  r.payload.id = us.payload.id,
r.payload.query = td.payload.id,
  r.request-time = us.request-time,
td.request-time <= r.request-time,
  r.observation-time <= td.request-time
}

END

DETECT
operation-mode$update$updated{
  request-time{r.request-time},
old-payload{cd.payload},
new-payload{
  id{r.payload.id},
  area{r.payload.set.area}, mode{r.payload.set.mode}
}
}
ON
and{
  event r: operation-mode$update$succeeded()
  event cd: operation-mode$created()
  not event us: operation-mode$update$succeeded()
}
where {
  cd.payload.id = r.payload.query,
  cd.payload.id = us.payload.query,
  end(cd) + min-dist <= end(r),
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(us), end(us) <= end(r),
us.request-time < r.request-time
}

END

DETECT
operation-mode$updated{
  request-time{r.request-time},
  old-payload{
    id{us.payload.id},
    area{us.payload.set.area}, mode{us.payload.set.mode}
  }
  new-payload{
    id{r.payload.id},
    area{r.payload.set.area}, mode{r.payload.set.mode}
  }
}
ON
and{
  event r: operation-mode$update$succeeded{}
  event us: operation-mode$update$succeeded{}
  not event other-us: operation-mode$update$succeeded{}
}
where {
  r.payload$query = us.payload.query,
  r.payload$query = other-us.payload.query,
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(us), end(us) <= end(r),
  end(r) - min-dist <= end(other-us), end(other-us) <= end(r),
  us.request-time < r.request-time,
  other-us.request-time < r.request-time,
  us.request-time < other-us.request-time
}

END
Consider the following rules querying and updating the stateful object from above.

```plaintext
DETECT
  answer{ payload{ area{var A}, mode{var M} } }
ON
  and{
    event e: query{ area{var A} },
    state s: operation-mode{ area{var A}, mode{var M} }
  } where { s valid-at end(e) }
END

ON
  event e: touch{ area{var A}, mode{var M} }
DO
  action a: operation-mode$create{ area{var A}, mode{var M} }
END

ON
  and{
    event e: rm{ area{var A} },
    state s: operation-mode{ area{var A} }
  } where { s valid-at end(e) }
DO
  action a: operation-mode$terminate{ id{id(s)} }
END

ON
  and{
    event e: modify{ area{var A}, set{ mode{var M} } },
    state s: operation-mode{ area{var A} }
  } where { s valid-at end(e) }
DO
  action a: operation-mode$update{
    query{ id{id(s)} },
    set{ area{var A}, mode{var M} }
  }
END

The given rules are translated to the following set of deductive rules. Thereby, each rule from above corresponds to one of the rules below.

DETECT
  answer{ area{var A}, mode{var M} }
ON
  and{
    event e: query{ area{var A} }

    event cd: operation-mode$created{ payload{ area{var A}, mode{var M} } },
    not event td: operation-mode$terminated{}
  } where {
    cd.payload.id = td.payload.id,
  }
```

B.3 TRANSLATION OF RULES QUERYING A STATEFUL OBJECT
cd.request-time < end(e),
td.request-time < end(e)
}
END

DETECT
operation-mode$create$requested{
  reception-time{ end(var RequestTime) } 
payload{ area(var A), mode(var M), id{sequence.next()}}
}
ON event e: touch{ area(var A), mode(var M) }
  let { var RequestTime = end(e) }
END

DETECT
operation-mode$terminate$requested{
  observation-time{var QueryTime}
  request-time{var RequestTime}
  reception-time{ end{greatest(end(cd)+min-dist, var RequestTime)} } 
payload{ query(cd.payload.id), id{sequence.next()}}
}
ON and{
  event e: rm{ area(var A) }
  event cd: operation-mode$created{ payload{ area(var A) } },
  not event td: operation-mode$terminated()
} let { 
  var QueryTime = end(e),
  var SemanticTime = var QueryTime,
  var ReceptionTime = greatest(var SemanticTime, end(cd) + mind-dist) 
} where { 
  cd.payload.id = td.payload.id,
  cd.semantic-time < end(e),
  td.semantic-time < end(e),
  end(cd) <= var QueryTime,
  end(td) <= var QueryTime - min-dist
}
END

DETECT
operation-mode$update$requested{
  observation-time{var QueryTime}
  request-time{var RequestTime}
  reception-time{ end{greatest(end(cd)+min-dist, var RequestTime)} } 
payload{
    query(cd.payload.id),
    set{ area(var A), mode(var M) }
    id{sequence.next()}}
}
ON
  and(
    event e: modify{ area(var A), set{ mode(var M) } }
  )

  event cd: operation-mode$created{ payload{ area(var A) } },
  not event td: operation-mode$terminated()
}

let {
  var QueryTime = end(e),
  var SemanticTime = var QueryTime,
  var ReceptionTime = greatest(var SemanticTime, end(cd) + mind-dist)
} where {
  cd.payload.id = td.payload.id,
  cd.semantic-time < end(e),
  td.semantic-time < end(e),
  end(cd) <= var QueryTime,
  end(td) <= var QueryTime - min-dist
}

END
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